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III.--Memoir on two large Medallion Busts which are preserved in the Manuscript 
Room of the Library of Trinity College, Dublin ; as also on two ineditecl 

Patmian Inscriptions extracted from the Collection formed by the Author 

during his Travels through Anatolia and the neighbouring Islands of the Archi 

pelago, in the Years 1840 and 1841. By JAMES KENNEDY BAILIE, D. D., 

formerly Fellow of Trinity College, and Lecturer of Greek in the University. 

Read June 12th and 26th, 1851. 

SECTION 1. 

A PECULIAR interest attaches itself, at least in the eyes of the writer of this 

Memoir, to the first-mentioned of these monuments of antiquity, which mainly 
has induced him to submit to the Academy certain results of his study of them, 

partly in a philological point of view, but not less prominently as specimens 
of Grecian art, elaborated after a primitive and most remarkable type. I par 
ticularize the first of these, as the sculptures before us were accompanied by 

epigraphs explanatory of their subjects ; and, in the instance of one, comme 

morative of the site whence, doubtless, it had been originally procured. I 

propose, therefore, to arrange my observations under the following heads : 

firstly, as I have already intimated, the philological, comprising exegetical and 

critical remarks on these inscriptions, one of which has reached us in a state of 

absolute preservation ; whilst the other, I regret to mention, demands the aid 

of the student versed in such inquiries, to attempt its restoration to an integral 
form. This has resulted from the disappearance of rather more than one-half 

of each of its component lines, in consequence of injuries sustained by it at dis 

tinct periods. 
Of these mutilations, a certain amount was, perhaps, intentional ; whilst 

others may be presumed to have been the result of carelessness during the pe 
VOL. XXII. 
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nod of the transit of the marble over sea to its present destination. Fortunately, 
however, a moiety of the epigraph of no inconsiderable interest has been left 

intact, adding one more notice to the very few which we had already possessed 
of the city for which it was originally designed ; and acquainting us, in all like 

lihood, with the name of the donor. 

My second head of inquiry I may term the arcilleological, as in it I mean 

to investigate the type or fashion according to which these sculptures have been 

elaborated. In prosecuting this into its details, I hope to be enabled to demon 

strate that it confers upon them a high intrinsic value, as it seems, if I mistake 

not, to identify them with a class of anaglyphs, of which few or no specimens 
have reached our time. Here, however, I wish myself to be understood as 

speaking of sculptures alone, and excluding from consideration all such reliefs 

as have been wrought in metals after the same type ; for of these I believe that 

a considerable number are extant. 
Such is a very general outline of a rather embarrassing subject, in one 

section of which, from casualties which cannot now be redressed, I have been 

compelled to deal largely with probabilities. These words will be better un 

derstood hereafter. In the mean time, my entrance into these investigations 
must be preceded by one remark, which is, that I esteem it but as due to one 

of our most distinguished associates, and this not merely by his position in our 

society, but also by his zealous co-operation in every effort to advance the in 

terests of sound learning, to apprize the Members of the Academy, that I but 

follow in his footsteps. This gentleman, and I feel pleasure in adding, my valued 

friend, was the first member of the University on record to direct attention to 

these memorials of classic art, and to disinter them from the obscurity in which 

they had but too long lain. It was at a meeting of this Society on January 
25, 1841, that Dr. TODD, then one of our Vice-Presidents, laid before it all that 

was known of their history, citing at the same time certain critical and topo 

graphical notices respecting one of them in particular by the venerable Chaplain 
of the British Embassy at Constantinople during the latter part of the seven 

teenth and the beginning of the eighteenth centuries ; and accompanying these 

services with fac-similes of the tituli to which I have referred. These facts I know 

c Vide " Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy," vol. H. n. 27, pp. 49, ss. 
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not how to mention without experiencing somewhat of a feeling of contrition 
for my own supineness during a period when the care of these Keimelia had 
been intrusted to myself ; an error against taste which I can only extenuate 

by pleading as its cause the almost Cimmerian darkness to which they have 
been so long consigned, but from which I cherish the hope that awakened 

regards and academic feeling will ere long interpose to rescue them. I derive, 
moreover, some degree of consolation from the reflection, that at the very period 
to which I have adverted, when these monuments were brought before the 
notice of the Academy, I was engaged in traversing the region which we may 
term their birth-place, and thus charging my mind with associations which 
were the fittest preparatives towards my atoning for my former neglect. I 
have accordingly undertaken my present most agreeable office ; one not the 
less so, because it has been engaged in not merely with the permission, but at 
the express suggestion, of my learned friend ; and have selected the present 
occasion, the earliest which I could command, to submit to my fellow-acade 

micians, the results of my study of these epigraphs. 
I commence with that which has escaped the injuries of time and barba 

rism, and proceeds as follows : 

la. AYE I MAXI-NTI-N+IAANAPON 

OePE+ACEMAYMITPHE g5 

KX. Avaiwixnv, Thv opiXavEpov, 
Z Opqrar OnXvi.d-rpnc, 

that is, " 
Thelymftres, who had been her nurturer, has erected this bust in honour 

of Claudia Lysimitche, the distinguished for her conjugal affection." 
The first remark which suggests itself here is the apparent incompleteness of 

the construction, the verb of which OtiXviLiTpric is the subjective case not being 

expressed. This is undoubtedly ET I MHEE, or, as it would have been written, 
in accordance with the almost invariable orthography of the Grmco-Roman 

period, had it been introduced at all, ETE I MEE. In tituli, however, of this 

class, such especially as that now before us, the ellipsis of the verb was ac 

counted rather an elegance of diction than the reverse, as may be abundantly 

proved. Thus, in a Trallian inscription published in my second volume of 
M2 
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Greek and Grteco-Roman tituli, we read, 0 . AHMO M . MENANAPON 
OYA1AAOY . TOY . EYeYAHMOY EYEPrETEIN . THX riATPIAOX . KM. 
EZ. . EYEPrETSIN . rErONOTA, that is, kipriffe, 

" hath paid this tribute of 

honour to Menandros, son of UliAdes, etc.," the author meaning thereby the 

erection of a small fluted column, in the upper part of which a smooth surface 

had been left, to serve as a tablet for receiving the epigraph. 
Another from the Karian site,Aphrodisias,t proceeds as follows: H. MTN Z. 

TIBEPION . KA . AYPHA1ON . T1BEPIOY . KAAYAIOY . KAI1ET.O.AEINOY 
YON . KTHVAN . TON . PHTOPA. Here the honour most probably con 

sisted in the erection of a statue, of the pedestal of which the marble that bore 

the inscription may have been a fragment. 
It is unnecessary to multiply examples of this omission, which, from its re 

peated occurrence, seems entitled to rank amongst rules of general acceptance. 

Cases, it is true, of the verb being introduced, occur even in concise tituli, as 

in the second of the inscriptions which I have published from the marbles of 

Vtdrfiro,I the representative of Halikarnass6s, commencing with 0 . AHMOI 

ETEIMHXEN ; but such will be found, on sufficient examination, to be so 

restricted in number as to merge in the class of exeeptions. It will be ob 

served, therefore, in a subsequent part of this Memoir, that I have adopted the 

canon now enunciated when effecting my restoration of the mutilated epi 

graph, to the case of which either of two verbs, of constant use in honorary or 

votive inscriptions, is appropriate. I here mean clyAlice and civ6rrnere, and 

refer to occasions when statues, busts, hermffl, or anaglyphs, are mentioned as 

having been erected in certain places, or presented to certain colleges or com 

munities. The rule most generally adopted in such instances, was to express 
the image of the personage, whether divine or human, by his or her proper 
name, and carry on the construction by either introducing or implying one of 

these verbs. 

My next observation on this epigraph regards the lineole which we remark 

at the outset in a nearly central position above KA. That this formed the 

base of an 0-mega engraved in the peculiar introverted form which is of such 

c Fascic. Inscriptt. GrEec. ii. p. 80. n. cvl. b. Comp. p. 163. n. CLXXIX. g. 
f Ibid. p. 31. n. Lvu. p. Comp. F. m. cccxn. a. cccxiv. c. BOckh, Corp. Inscr. n. p.619. n. 3004. 

Fascic. IL p. 70. n. am. b. 
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frequent occurrence in the tituli of the GrecohRoman era, the upper member 
whereof has disappeared by attrition of the marble, might seem to have been 
the opinion of SMITH, who, in his letter to Primate MARSH, reads the name 
for which KA stands, " Clodia ;" for otherwise we must suppose him to have 
been ignorant of the fact, that these letters, taken by themselves, represent 
" Claudia" in all tituli wherein they occur. It is true, that in point of fact, the 
difference between these gentilicial names was more apparent than real;f but 

yet, as a question of reading, it becomes a matter of importance to determine 
which is the most entitled to acceptance, and I unhesitatingly decide in favour 
of the latter. The surface of the stele presents no indications of any erasure 
c 

having taken place; and most certainly the lineole, in itself, could have exerted 
no such power as to convert " Claudia" into " Clodia." But there are two other 
influences which it may have exercised, and of these I proceed to select the one 
most appropriate to its present position. 

It is certain, that in tituli of the Grwco-Roman period, such horizontal lineoles 
marked the transition of the letters over which they were incised, from being al 

phabetic signs to becoming the exponents of numerals. One instance of many 
may be cited as demonstrative of this, selected from a very remarkable epi 
graph which I copied when in Pergamos,t from a pedestal that once had sup 
ported a statue of Hadrian, namely, the clause which supplies the date of 

c Vide Proceedings R. I. A. ut supr., p. 50. 1. Vide Eckhel, Doctr. Num. Vet. T. V. p. 170. a. 
Fascic. I. p. 83. n. xix. a. 11. 6. s. I may be allowed here to offer a remark as to the value 

of this inscription, which first appeared in my collection of tituli from the sites of the Apocalyptic 
Churches. This consists in its precise notice of the Tribunate of Hadrian, the general absence of 
which from the coins of that Augustus, and other monuments relating to him, has contributed to 
much uncertainty in the chronology of his reign. Thus Eckhel has remarked, in his Doctr. Num. 
Vet. vol. VI. p. 481, a. under V. C. 877. P. X. 124. " In Asiam creditur (i. e. Hadrianus transivisse, 
3t. invisisse ej us provincias." The " belief" expressed here amounts nearly to certainty with the evi 
lence of this inscription before us: for we may reasonably assume, that the occasion of Hadrian's 
aresence amongst the Pergamenes was that of the dedication of the statue, from the pedestal of 
which I copied the inscription, that is, during his seventh tribunate. Now, as the " dies natalis" 
)f his reign was, as Spartianus informs us, the in. Id. August. U. C. 870., and as his tribunitial 
)ower was renewed on that day in each subsequent year, it follows that in the year U. C. 877. he 
:oncluded his seventh and entered upon his eighth tribunate; therefore, that the earlier part of 
phis year was passed in visiting the eastern provinces of the empire. See Eckhel's chapter " De 
Cribunitia Potestate" in vol. vim pp. 413. s. 
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inauguration, the seventh tribuneship and third consulate of the Emperor, in 
the original, AHMAPXIKHZ . EEOTEIAX . TO . Y. YITATON . TO . I. No 

thing, however, can be more evident than that the application of this prin 
ciple of notation to the case before us is wholly out of the question, so that 
we are forced to adopt the only alternative which remains, that this lineole was 
intended to serve as a ffbafolloc, or Band, and thus express the combination of 
the two letters over which it was engraved in one name, KAAYAIA, the real genti 
licium of the female mentioned in the epigraph. In the absence of this precau 
tion, the mistake of assigning her to an entirely different Gens, for example, 
the Cornelian, might have occurred, and then of reading the lambda so as to tally 
therewith ; for example, AOYFIA. I say, 

" 
might have occurred," but with 

such an array of chances against it, that I cannot but regard the introduction 
of this band, if such it really were, as an expedient wholly superfluous : and in 
the same light I view the rather unsightly indentation which appears to the 

right of the letters we have been considering, and before the Greek name, 
with the evident intention of keeping each distinct from the other. The eye 
must have been unpractised indeed to which the absence of such guides could 

have occasioned any perplexity. In point of fact, their introduction has been 

the cause of error, one having, as we have seen, led to a mistake in the read 

ing of the Roman name, and the other, the separating mark, having caused the 

editors of Gudius' Inscriptions, by its remote similarity to the common form of 

the sigma, to attach it in the shape of that letter to the first two of the epigraph, 
thus marring a transcript which otherwise would have been faultless. It is, 

however, to be borne in mind, that these are mistakes which no Greek, or well 

informed copyist of modern times, could ever have committed. But haste in 

the first instance has too often degenerated into negligence in the second, and 

this in its turn ends in the perversion of a third, of which examples without 

number occur in epigraphic literature, to exercise the sagacity and test the 

learning of the editors of these ancient records. 

I now proceed to offer some remarks on the actual terms of this inscription, 

namely, the epithet OiXaapow, which terminates the first line, and the participle 

Opqras, which commences the second. The first of these solicits our attention, 

c Vide Proceedings R. L A. ut supr., p. 60. 
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and in no less a degree the proper name " 
Thelymftres," were it only for the sub 

dued feeling of uneasiness which the venerable commentator, from whom Dr. 
TODD has cited so largely, betrays respecting them. His recorded doubts 
and perplexities, more especially in the instance of the latter, have occasioned 
me not a little amusement ; and the rather, because, to confess the truth, they 
appear on the face of the monument in a somewhat questionable juxtaposition 
for the posthumous reputation of both parties, the nurturer as well as the 

nurtured, as I hope, but with no sinister intent, to make apparent. 
Let us first devote a few moments to the name, as the most remarkable 

and of very rare occurrence, but with this general observation premised, that 
were proper names or appellatives adopted as criteria of the moral characters 
of persons of either sex, the result might prove any thing but auspicious to 

many worthy individuals whose memories have been preserved in the archives 
of antiquity. We might then presume, to cite an instance, that the benevolent 

Prefect, whom the gratitude of a Karian cityt has immortalized on one of its yet 
remaining portals, was the slave of the gross passion which his leading name ex 

presses ; or that persons so unfortunate in their cognomina, as was the colleague 
of Scipio Nasica in the consulship,t were outcasts from humanity. But, in a 

graver point of view, the name with which we deal at present appears in itself 
to merit some attention. It bears the impress of having been in some way 
connected with the Dionysiac mysteries, and was, perhaps, on this ground, that 

is, from some sacerdotal connexion with the worship .of DiOnysos, introduced. 
at first into the family of the erector of this anaglyph. Its import as an appel 
lative has indeed been stated by SMITH with sufficient correctness, as appears 
from the expressions which Lucian has attributed to Zelis in answer to his 
consort's disparaging notice of his son ; Kai orrrOs. 76 6 OnXvi.dTpny, cif3p6 
'repos' Tt;11, 7vvacKa7v, 120v0y, t740*Hpa, Thy AvElay Zxecpc'offaTo K. 'r. X. He does not 

attempt to gainsay the most prominent of Hera's charges against DiOnysos, his 

assumption of the feminine head-dress, which she insists upon as a sin against 
decorum, but contents himself with palliating it by setting it in contrast to his 
valorous achievements. Thus again, in another part of his writings, 11 the 

c Vide Proceedings R. L A. ut supr., pp. 50. a. 
t Viz. Aphrodisiis. See Fascic. IL p. 17. n. XLVI.. C. 7. 
t Vide Flor. m. 1. 7. c Dial. Deor. awn. I. Bacch. 3. 
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Indians are represented as expressing their unmeasured scorn of their invader, 
by styling him OnXviderpriv apxopTa. We are not, therefore, in the case before 

us, to view the epithet abstractedly, as SMITH has done ; but in the particular 
connexion sanctioned by these passages of Lucian, and then as merging into a 

proper, and it may be, an inherited name, implying a sacerdotal relation, and 

by consequence, a high social position. That this was, in all probability, the 
case, will perhaps appear more evident when I proceed to treat of the site from 
which the sculptures before us were originally procured, as I hope to identify 
it, and advance sufficient reasons for presuming its addiction to the Dionysiac 
worship. 

I come now to the epithet 431Xaapos. That this was a word of equivocal 
import there can be no doubt, with the testimony of Platot before us : 4DIX0 

76vauds. 7 dal, Kai ol 7roXXo2 tLOIX;n 4it Tot')Tot Toi; 76,ovs. (yeyOvaae K12 
Saw al 7vvaiKes. OiXaapot Te Kai poixebTptai Toirrou Tay 76,ovs. 717vov.rat, that 
is, from the Androgynous race, of which Aristophanes is introduced as giving 
so imaginative a description. Here there can be no question as to the meaning 
of our epithet, and of its fully accounting for SMITH'S misgivings in its present 
juxtaposition. 

Let us see, however, whether we cannot redress the balance in favour of 
our Alumna. I find the abstract, Odutapta, in a Gortynian titulus first pub 
lished by POCOCKE, and recently in a restored form by Bikini AllAT1KHN 
BAAEPIOY. AllATIKOY. rYNAIKA. K.TX. X.C1tPDXYNHI . ENEKA . KAI . 
*MANAMA'. . KAI . A0111EIX . APETHX. Here there can be as little doubt 
of its purer import ; of its expressing conjugal attachment, just as OiNo 
i-exvia in the Lyttian titulus which goes before does maternal. It enters, ac 

cordingly, as an element into the moral character of Asiatica, in consideration of 

c It is to this epithet that Virgil alludes in the contemptuous words which he attributes to 
Iarbas when speaking of lEneas and his followers; An. iv. 215. ss. " Et nunc ille Paris cum semi 
viro comitatu, MEeonia mentum mitra crinemque madentem Subniaus rapt potitur." A com 
batant, in like manner, taunts them in Aneid. ix. 616. " Et tunics manicas, et habent redimicula 
mitrEe." 

The classical student may consult on this appellative Lobeck. ad Phrynich. Eciog. p. 628. and 
Creuzer. Melet. Crit. P. I. 21. 

t Sympos. vol. x. p. 191. d. e. Bipont. 
t Corp. Inscr. vol. IL p. 429. n. 2587. Pococke, Inscr. Ant. P. I. p. 43. n. 1. 
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which she had been adjudged the honour of a statue by the Gortynian autho 
rities. Still more germane to our purpose is the titulus of a Parian monument 
published by BOcKH, from SPON and others, which states that the most illus 
trious city of the Parians had erected a statue in honour of Aurelia Lefts, as 
" a lover of wisdom," and " eminent for her conjugal, maternal, and patriotic 
virtues ;" expressed in the original, THN .401A0/04PON . KAI . CAANAPON . 
KAI . 4101A011A1AA . KAI . SIA011ATPIN. 

My zeal in my present cause, and my anxiety to remove from this monu 
ment the least semblance of objectionable import, have led to my dwelling 
somewhat longer on these explanations than the actual necessity of the case 
might seem to require. I have felt myself, however, constrained to produce 
these authorities by the remarks of my venerable predecessor in this inquiry, 
which tend, indirectly at least, to excite suspicions respecting it, not very com 

plimentary to its character. Yet the very reverse is the fact : for it stands 
before us a record of virtue, and of the estimation -.hi which that attribute was 
held by one who, from the position which he occupied, was best qualified to 
appreciate its excellence. This position has been announced in the word which 
immediately precedes his name, Op4+as, on which I have proposed some obser 
vations. 

The details into which I am now about to enter possess a high degree of inte 
rest, as OpAkas occurring in this connexion expresses a relationship of a very close 
and obligatory character known to have subsisted amongst the ancient Greeks, 
indeed, even at the present day, not quite obsolete amongst the race which 
claims them as progenitors. The correlative terms which denoted this con 
nexion, were, on the one side, Operrip, Opiirrepa, or, in accordance with the 
epigraph before us, Opqats, OpHraaa ; on the other, Oporr6s, Oporrh, whence the 
plural form Opeirrit, together with the more comprehensive O4pa, and its dimi 
nutive ppep/A/rum The Attic forms were different,t but we are at present 
concerned with those alone which prevailed in Asiatic Greece, in accordance 
with the dialect of which Operripta, or Opi7rrpa, expressed the offices which were 
due by the latter to the former, the nurtured to the nurturer. 

Very frequent allusions to all these occur in inscriptions, from which source 

c Corp. etc. n. p. 346. n. 2384. t Viz. Tpokein, 7pc;011.tos., Tp006014 K. 7.X. 
VOL. XXII. N 
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I now proceed to cite a few examples, chiefly selected from those which I have 

myself transcribed. 
In one from the Karian city Aphrodisics, which I have published in my 

second volume, we observe, as in that now before us, the participle replacing 
the noun substantive : MPOAEITH . eEoux . XEBAZTOIX . TO . . . El. 
NXKAI . TA . ANAAHMMATA . APIZTOKAM . APTEMIAf1POY . MOACM 
Dn. K. T. X. EPrErlIXTATHIANTOI . EPMA . APITTOICAEOYX . TOY. 
APTEMIWIPOY. KATA . TAX . MOA0XXOY . TOY . ePE*ANTOI. AYTOY. 
AIAEOHICAX. Here the natural relationship between uncle and nephew seems 
to have been merged in the ascititious one between the nurturer and the nur 
tured, this appearing on the face of the epigraph to have been primarily the 
cause of the designation of Hermits by the testator Molossds, as the trustee of 
an important bequest to his fellow-citizens. Again, in a Philadelphian titulust 
published in the same volume, we read as follows: TIB. [KA]. M [ANEMIC:a]. 
IEPEY I . TH1. [eE I 0]TATI-IX .APTEM I AOLOI.THN . 7.11.130N[EX]TATHN. 
rYNAI KA . [KA]TA . TA . MYEANTA . TH . BOYAH . 11PONOHIAMENOY . 
TH I. ANAETA1Efa. T I B. KA. eAAAOY.TOY. Ili 10Y. AYTHX.OPEI1TOY. 
Here we are informed of the Alumnus (Opeir-r6s having been associated with 
the nearest surviving relative of the female to whom he had owed his nurture, 
his Opirrerpa, in paying a very high tribute of honour and affection to her me 

mory. Reciprocally, we observe in many tituli distinct mention introduced of 
kind offices on the part of nurturers towards those who in their tender years 
had experienced the benefits of their guardianship. Thus, in an Antiphellian 
inscription, published in my third volume, we read of a certain Euelthon 

having constructed a sepulchral monument for his own use and that of the 
immediate members of his family, and accompanying these details with the 
usual interdict against the intrusion of all other parties whomsoever ; but with 
a special proviso in favour of those whose nurture he had undertaken, his 

Opeirrci, to whom he assigns a distinct compartment in the structure, termed the 

HyposOrion. The words in the original relative to this are, [EN . AE]1f11. 
ynozo[POSI . [ENKHAEYel-1ONTA1 . KAI . TA . ePErITA . MOY. In 

c Fascic. II. p. 39. n. Law. y. t Ibid. p. 163. n. clam. g. 
t Fascic. Ia. p. 33. n. mum e. 
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another inscriptions from the same site, we find a certain Ditychos erecting a 
similar monument, and introducing restrictions as to its usufruct in words 

nearly identical with the foregoing. The clause which saves the rights of his 
Alumni appears, thus : . AE . Y110X[011 I ON . ENKHAEYEM-IXONTA I. 
TA . GPEITTAP I A . MOY. Farther on in the same volume, a Kyanean titulusf 
informs us that a lady named Melitianw had engaged in a like undertaking, 
and then reserved the right of sepulture therein to her Alumna Nanna, co 

ordinately with herself, her husband, her daughter, son-in-law, and grand 
children : EAYTH . KAI . AM/PI AYTHI . EPMArl I A . EYAOBOY . KA I. 
rAMBPSI . KA I EKrONO I X . KAI . epEnTH NANNH. 

I conclude my extracts under this head with a Halikarnassian titulus of 
the same class, which has been published from DIDOT and others by the 
learned 13OcKH,t but in a form with which he expresses himself as not altogether 
satisfied : TO. M NH ME I ON . KATUKEYAXAN EPM Hi . KA I eEOL/OTH 
ArIOAAOASIPOY . M H . EZEETI . ETEPON . TEEM-MAI MHAENA 
ElI MH c EPMHN nAnAN KA I . 43E0.40THN . KA I . EPMHN [KAI . 
TO . ONOMA . TO . EPMHAOX ePEnToN AMIN. Hermes, the Alum 
nus of the proprietors of this monument, appears thus to have been placed in 
the same rank with themselves and their nearest relatives, as to the right of 

sepulture therein. Now, when we take into consideration the undoubted fact, 
that .rio rights or privileges were more jealously guarded than those to the usu 
fruct of a family sepulchre, that the provisions respecting it were duly regis 
tered in the proper office in each city, that the aid of the civil power was thus 

invoked to guarantee its integrity, by the denouncement of pains and penalties 
against such as intruded into, or violated, it ; nay, that special formula of male 

diction, and devotement to the vengeance of the deities of the lower world, 
were contrived, to arrest the arm of sacrilege when raised to desecrate these 

sanctuaries of the dead, we are in a condition to estimate the favour which was 
conferred by such concessions as the foregoing, and consequently the amount 
of claim which the Alumnus was thought to possess. 

Scarcely less demonstrative of the affection which bound these parties 
together, were the tributes of respect of which we read as occasionally rendered 

c Fascic, ni. p. 28, n. caavn. b. t Ibid. p. 49. n. ca,xxxin. 
t Corp. Inscr. ii. p. 457. n. 2664. 

N 
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to the nurtured, after their decease, by the guardians of their infancy. These 
sometimes involved a liberal expenditure, as in the instance of the anaglyph 
before us, which was unquestionably a posthumous honour ; but more especi 
ally so, when they were decreed by the municipal authorities of a city, and 
executed at their private cost by the parties who had sustained that relation' 
towards the deceased ; for we may be assured that, under such auspices, no 

expense would. be spared which was necessary to secure the co-operation of 

high art and consummate ability. 
A striking instance of this is afforded by an inscription of Thyateira, which 

BxCKH has published from the transcripts of SPON, SMITH, and others, wherein 
it is recorded that a female of high rank, Ulpia Marcella, had the honour of a 
statue decreed to her by the suffrages of the senate and people of that city, the 
cost having been undertaken by those who had brought her up, namely, AndrOni 
kos and Stratonike. It proceeds thus : ArAeHl . TYXHI . H . BOYAH . KAI . 

. AHMOX ETEIMHIAN . OYAill IAN . MAPKEAAAN. . T. X. ANAETH 
IANT.QN . THN TE1MHN ANAPONE I KOY . TOY . ANAPONEIKOY . KAI 
iTPATONEIKEIX . THZ MHNOrENOYX . TS/N . OPE+ANTIIN . EK . TIIN 
EA ISM. This casts into the shade even the liberality of our Thelymitres : 
but not so the following, copied from a marble f fragment which had been 
built into one of the walls of a Turkish house in Gheyerah, the representative 
of the ancient Aphrodisias. This block had probably formed part of a cippus, 
from which description of sepulchral monument I have transcribed some highly 
interesting tituli on the same ground, and which had been, like numberless others, 
so wrought into building material as to preserve the epigraph unmutilated. This 
I mention with the view of palliating the offence which in innumerable instances 
has been committed against good taste .... even by Greeks themselves . . in em 

ploying these records of ancient civilization for what we must regard as sordid 
and unworthy purposes ; and so dismiss a theme on which I might feel tempted 
to be unseasonably eloquent, to pursue my more immediate subject. 

The inscription to which I have alluded harmonized well in its simple and 

unpretending beauty with the inornate marble on which it had been engraved: 
n ETP14 N 10E . KAI . AMNON . EW T H MAX .TOY. OREM MATIOY . MN MAC. 

c Corp. Inscr. it. p. 838. n. 3507. t Ibid. p. 492. n. 2733. 
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XAPIN, that is, " Petronius and Appium (have erected this, Tarr icaffirtieav), to 

preserve the memory of their nursling Soteris." I regard the diminutive here 
used as the exponent of the sentiments of the survivors, just as =Atom and 

OtriCerpcov might have been in the corresponding natural relation, and have ac 

cordingly rendered it by the word in our language which appears to be its 
nearest synonym; as is the German " 

Pflegekind." 
From these and numerous other citations which might be adduced, the in 

ference is abundantly clear, that the bond which united the nurturer and the 
nurtured became in most cases equivalent to one of consanguinity, and that the 
duties which, in consequence, the latter owed to the former were of propor 
tionally stringent obligation, were in effect filial. Honour, obedience, and 
should the exigence of the case demand it, provision in declining years, were 
the duties of the Alumnus. These were, as I have already mentioned, com 

prehended by the Greeks under the term Opernipia, which the accurate PASSOW 

explains as though contemplating merely the relation between parent and 

child; " Der Dank oder der Unterhalt den die Kinder als Lohn der in der 

Jugend empfangenen Pflege und Erziehung den alternden Altern angedeihn 
liessen." But, as we have seen, the language of inscriptions widens their ap 
plication by revealing to us more of the inner life of ancient Greek society. 
From these we learn that, exclusively of the Tbeva 7viffia, or as they are sometimes 
denominated in tituli, Omit, as also of the 061-14 or icae vloOecriav, whose 

rights were strictly defined by law, there were also the 764niza or OporTii, the 
claims possessed by whom were not the less to be respected because left in a 

great measure to the influence of those sentiments, to which they originally owed 
their being, for their recognition. Certain, however, it is, that the charities of do 
mestic life which grow out of natural relationships take such forcible posses 
sion of the mind, that we cease to be surprised at their absorbing the poet's 
contemplation to the exclusion of kindred emotions of a purely conventional 

origin. 
Amongst these, Homer t leads the way, who on more than one occasion 

c " HandwOrt. d. Gr. Spr." B. L p. 1074. b. 
t Hersdot. VI. 57. Kaii7v TL V OETOV ral6a irosAgOat 40Av t. T. X. 
t Iliad Si. 477. ss. pi. 301. ss. Homer, however, is not destitute of express reference to this 
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accounts it the saddest consequence of a warrior's premature death, that he 
has thus been prevented from making the wonted return (Opkrrpa to the 
authors of his being for the assiduity and solicitude with which they had watched 
over his infancy : and Hesiod, when enumerating the characters of his iron age, 
reckons it as one of the worst that men would then refuse their aged parents 
the filial offices (Opeirripia due to them. ApollOniost comes next in order, 
who, in a passage of great power and beauty, introduces Alkimede addressing 
her son on the eve of his embarkation with his fellow Argonafitai in a paroxysm 
of grief, and reminding him of the zeal with which he had reciprocated her 
maternal care ; that he had repaid her with every filial office but one, and that 
that one, the celebration of her obsequies, should have devolved upon him the 
moment when the mandate of Pelfas pronounced his doom; 

A10' 4 OcXoy Kea, ;map, OT9 4-encOrros smum 
AccAn Z-yd IleXiao Kaxiv parranor (lierittly, 
Airrii lorO gruxtly peOikter, rribium Te AaNaOcu, 

YOOp' canOs /AC Tefial OtAcus Tapx6crao xelicri, 
TeKYOY ZIAOY. Tel tyclp ktoy 6p, elIPTI X017114, ZeVtep 
'Er (racy, /Ma U irairra weiXat Operripta 7fsond. 

The same OperTipta is also the word which Sophokles t makes Polyneikes 
use at the sight of his sire's abject condition, thus conducting the thought 
beyond the mere physical aliment to a view more elevated and congenial. 
Euripides, on the other hand, replaces it with an expression which we may 
term a poetical exegesis of its sense in that scene of surpassing interest and 
feeling in his " 

Iphigdneia in Aulis," where the devoted princess pleads for 
the reversal of her sire's unnatural sentence by her love for the light of this 
upper world, and her horror of visiting the realms of darkness ; by recapitu 
lating the fond hopes to which he had given expression amidst the mutual en 
dearments of her infancy, in the prospect he cherished of her happiness and 

secondary affinity : of which we possess an illustrious example in the words which he AU/Mutes to 
the shade of Patroklos in Iliad V. 82. ss. 

c Open et DD. vv. 185. 8. t Argonaut. A'. 278-83. 
: CEdip. Colon. 1263. c lph. in Aulid. 1218-30. 
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her union to a worthy suitor; and then picturing the contrast which will result 

from his persisting in his inhuman resolve : 

Ti Vap Z74 ae itipai3vv; ap' eicrBaoivat 

'Eptdv 01Xcuatv inroboxals Ejttaw, 
IlOvow TtOtivarc toratboiiati aot TpoOtits; 

These references combined supply us with a vivid representation of the 

sense entertained by the ancient Greeks of the obligatory character of the duties 

of which we treat in the primary relations of life; and we possess, as I have 

endeavoured to demonstrate from their family monuments, clear evidence of 

its having been the same in kind, if not in degree, in cases, wherein the sole 

band which existed was the supplying and receiving nurture. The origin of 

this sentiment, so prevalent and so wrought into the frame-work of society, 

unquestionably was, that the office undertaken by such persons as Thelymitres 
in the titulus before us, involved not merely the supplying of Aliment to their 

charges, but also of Institution, termed by the Greeks IlcuBeta. In this sense 

we are to understand XenophOn, when he states concerning the hero of his 

historical romance, Kirpos KaT4Leve, ra2 abTot3 ZTpirPeTo, the last of these words 

being explained a little farther on ;t KdiV ttb, raan Kijpos iroXvX(Yydrrepos, 

c/ML1A4 ziaTflV watbelav K. T. X. Herodian also attaches the same meaning to 

this verb when assigning the reason of Commodus having been at the outset of his 

career so popular with the Romans ; 'EirO0ovw yap airrew AjOei 4etciaOo'ogt 
aTe irap' airrois ryevvriNvTa Te Kat Tpa0vra. Still more apposite to our pur 

pose in the choice of expressions is the apostolical precept which is addressed 
to the fathers of families ;nM waporykeTe TiKva Nam, /AV irrp4eTe aUTa 

ZIP irctaela Kca yovOcala splot). Here the use of the composite verb can furnish 
no ground of objection, for the only effect of the preposition can be to add to, 
not detract from, the force of the signification, just as in the parallel cases of 

c Inst. Cyr. 1. 4. 1. 
t Ibid. m. 3. Compare, however, the following from Demosth. adv. Neter. Ed. Reisk. p.1351. 

3. 88. TIrrel eyclp Tatrras iratSiaxas irc luxpit'w rasbiwv 4xTiaaTo INT1xapT1 Zetvi xai Svvaltivl 
/3t6w furprom ratawv avrtbelv einrpewi, oral Tafrra grsaTapvii Oplerai xai raibacrai 4pre1pw9. 

Hist. R. 1. 7. m. Comp. S. Luke, iv. 16. Maccab. I. 3. 33. 
c Ephes. 'sq. 4. 
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Nutria and Enutrio. This is confirmed by Arrian's using the simple noun 
ipalyi, not the compound Irrpocki, in a remarkable passage, which so closely 
resembles a text in the Epistle to the Hebrews ; Ot2, Oacts ;;Ev, C;JC Ta irahbta, 
ciwayaNarnaOnvat, Kai "tirrecrOat crrepear Tpotkir. By these words afrepeis TpoOns 
the philosopher understood with respect to his ethical system what the Apostle 
meant to express in relation to his doctrine, each having its first principles, 
the food of infancy, and each its more recondite dogmas, the nutriment of ma 
turer age. 

I might here conclude my observations on this most interesting relation, 
which presents so attractive a feature in the social economy of the ancient 
Greeks, were it not that one remains as yet, to suppress all notice of which 
would be to leave my subject but imperfectly discussed. I speak here of a 
sentiment of a still higher order, of a yet more sacred character, more elevating 
in the faith, the trustfulness, and the hope which it inspired, than even the 
piety which the parent claimed, or the gratitude which was the meed of the 
nurturer ; of the link, in fine, which united the mortal to his unseen guardian, 
the ilporpraiipioct and 'AlroTp6irator of the Greek, the Roman " Tutelaris" and 
" Averruncus." The deity who was selected for this momentous trust was re 
garded in the light of a nurturer, in the highest sense of the word, as well of 
communities as of individuals, fostering the infancy and adolescence of the one 
as well as of the other, protecting both in the hour of peril, and sharing the 
glories of both in the season of victory. The Homeric poems alone suffice to 
recall these facts to the memory of all who now hear me, so that farther research 
would be mere waste of time and incumbrance to my pages. 

What then were the external symbols which " bodied forth" the emotions 
of the nursling of a deity, whether a political community or an individual, in 
recognition of this union c The reply is manifold. Hecatombs, games, altars, 
temples, the breathing forms which started at the artist's bidding from the in 
sensate mass ; the Olympian Zeiis, the Pythian of RhOdos, the virgin Protectress 
of Athenai, the Knidian Aphrodite, miracles of genius and artistic skill still un 
surpassed, and ever to remain so : such were the thank-offerings of 

expressions of a profound, trustful, and ennobling consciousness ; true threp 
c In Epietet. II. 7. Comp. Ilebr. v. 12. 
t Vide Sept. C. Th. 449. s. rpocrrartiplas 'Apr4t4t50v injil 7' AXOSI 06011. 
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terial oblations, which man rendered to his celestial guardians as the meed of 
past nurture and its earnest for the future. 

These, however, were costly offerings, and certain amongst them could only 
be the creations of high art and social progress. But the sentiment which we may 
term their inner life descended, as we all know, from the earliest ages, when it 
found its expression in oblations suited to the simplicity of the times, more ger 
mane to primordial tastes, or, it may be, more allied to the rites of unadulterated 
theism. Let us, therefore, recede to the period of the nascent civilization of 
Greece, and seek amongst its simpler religious observances for some rite, itself 
the tradition of what was even then antiquity, of a sufficiently generic character 
to sustain our present view, and sanction the more enlarged conception of the 
threpterial office to which our remarks have conducted us. 

The well-known oblation of the nurture-lock (for so we may translate 
irMicapos. Opeirrn pros c appears to me to be one which satisfies all these condi 
tions, it having been a sacred usage, simple in its character, of extreme anti 
quity, and of universal observance. A wide field of research here opens before 
me, into which neither my prescribed limits, nor the incidental nature of this 
notice, would justify my entering farther, at least, than is requisite to the 
proper elucidation of my subject. I content myself, therefore, with adverting 
briefly to a few prominent instances. We find it associated with the ritual 
observances of the Hinds of Arrian,f the Egyptian of DiOdoros, I the Syrian 
of Lucian, c the German of Tacitus,11 the Gaul of Silius,* and last of all, but 
meriting for obvious reasons a peculiar notice, of the Nazaiite of Moses.tt In 
all these it is my firm persuasion that we are to recognise a ceremony, not ori 
ginating in Pagan times, or the offspring of Pagan will-worship, but transmitted 
from the age of a purer, a patriarchal theism ; that a connexion is here, obscurely 
it may be, but yet intelligibly, hinted between this natural integument of our 
species, and the rite-worship of a sincerer faith. For it appears to me to the last 
degree improbable that a usage of world-wide extension, one in which we find 

c Vide ChoephOroi, init. 
t Vide Indica, c. 7. fin. Ed. GrOII0V. 1704. Kai top+, lvaoitg 711 (MP, fitTpvtoopeiv e 11142 

eieac viz. AgOvvgov. t MU H. T. 18. c Vide, de Syria des, 53. 60. 
II list Iv. 61. Comp. the note by Lipsius. * Punic. iv. 200. s. 
ft Numbers, c. vi. 
VOL. XXII. 
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representatives of all races consentient, could have attained its ritual eminence 
in any other way than by its transmission from a common centre of union ; 
other words, that the observance commenced at any period comparatively re 
cent, when races had been dispersed, and become segregated from each other 
by obstacles then insurmountable. It appears to me that no alternative is left 
us but to ascend to the centre of which I speak ; and the nearer we approach 
to it the closer is our approximation to the pure theistic creed of our species. 

But let us consider the matter of the rite in itself. What element is there 
in the physical system of man better adapted to symbolize growth and matu 
rescence c what, therefore, more appropriate as a dedicatory offering in consi 
deration of the agencies of power and sustentation inherent in the First Cause 
of all, " in Whom we live, and move, and have our being" I here speak with 
reverence, and shelter myself against all imputation of presumption under the 
shield of the Nazaritic institution. I cannot but think, too, that the argument 
acquires force by considering the case of the perpetual Nazarite .. the 

IT;1171 I'M, whom we may perhaps regard as the veritable repre 
sentative of those who existed under the primeval dispensation. Our concern 
at present is but with one of this class, the judge and champion of the oppressed 
Israelites, whose endowment was the physical attribute of superhuman strength. 
With what feature of his system was this ostensibly connected c Our great 
epic poet, himself a theologian, replies, in the words which he attributes to the 
captive Nazarite :f 

" God, when He gave me strength, to shew withal 
How slight the gift was, hung it in my hair;" 

that is, made this manifestation of Himself in my person dependent on my ob 
servance of the institutes of my Nazariteship, of which my unshorn locks were 
the visible mark and sign. I ask, is there nothing in this to awaken our re 
flection, more especially when it is viewed in connexion with the universally 
prevalent ethnical ceremony, the perversion in which consisted in men's losing 
sight of the Original, Whose right the offering was, and consecrating the latter, as 
endued with a peculiar sanctity, to an imaginary guardian c Yet, in this as in other 
instances, has it pleased the Almighty to inwrap and preserve the vitality of 

c Judges, xm. 5. t Vid. " Samson Agonistes." 
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the pure germ of truth even in the aberrations of Gentilism, thus to shadow 
forth the rite-worship of his primeval manifestation to man: for who can shut 
his eyes against the consentient testimonies of the heathen writers themselves 
One might almost imagine, while reading the lines of Valerius in the case of 
one of his heroes : 

" Tectus et Eurytion, servato colla capillo, 
Quern pater Aonias reducem tondebit ad aras," 

that he witnessed the closing scene of the temporary Nazarite, who, when the 

period of his vow had expired, was shorn of his hair, which never left the 

sanctuary of the Most High, but was burnt by the priest on the altar of the 

peace-offering.t 
In effect, I have always been accustomed to regard the Ethnical rite of ton 

sure as standing in the same relation to a primeval original, as the Ethnical rite of 
sacrifice to its patriarchal forerunner. No one doubts now of the affinity be 
tween the latter, however he may deplore the idolatrous perversions by which 
the bond was loosened : why then deny the relationship between the former, un 
less it may be urged, that we possess certain notices of the sacrificial ordinance, 
of which we are wholly destitute in the instance of the Nazaritic c This might 
be a valid reason for withholding assent to our proposition, did the two insti 

tutions stand upon the same level ; but such is far from being the case : the 
reasons for perpetuating notices of the former of these institutions were so im 

measurably more weighty and stringent than any which could originate a men 
tion of the latter, that we cease to desiderate any memorial of it in comparison, 
and consequently cannot recognise the silence of the inspired record as a satis 

factory ground of argument. 
These observations, as will doubtless have occurred to many of my auditory, 

have been ventured with reference to the theory of the profoundly learned 
author of " The Ritual Laws of the Hebrews," a section of which work is de 
voted to the rites transplanted into the Mosaic ceremonial from the Gentile 

nations, the " Tonsure of the Nazarites" occupying the fourth place amongst 
these. t As my present is not a theological essay, I have deemed it sufficient 

c Argonaut L 378. s. t Numbers, VL 18. 
t De Legibus, etc. 'IL 6. pp. 693. ss. The same arguments apply also to the view of Michaelis. 

o2 
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barely to notice the objectionable principle which this theory involves in refe 
rence to one particular rite, insomuch as it presents a feature of the Ethnic 
ritual of the Greeks. Yet, ere I conclude my remarks on this head, I cannot 
refrain from asking one more question ; why, had the Hebrews derived it from 
their Egyptian task-masters, did the same code which regulated the observance 
of the Nazaritic rite ordain also, in express terms, that the hair should not 
be nurtured into a " 

SisOe," meaning thereby a lock consecrated to KrOnos, 
the Seb of the Egyptian idolater We perceive here, that a practice with an 
idolatrous intent was prohibited, which, with certain precautionary restric 
tions, was recognised by the Nazaritic institutes. One might be disposed to 
argue from these premises that nothing was more foreign to the intention of 
the Supreme Legislator, than to ingraft into His ritual an observance borrowed 
from the apostate Gentiles. 

Apart from his theory, however, and with respect to the principle of this 
rite as practised by heathen peoples, SPENCER observes most truly :t 

" 
Apud 

Agyptios et alios instituto veteri comparatum erat ut capillos, sub exeuntis 
pueritiEe tempora, numinibus eorum devoverent ; ut munusculo jib deos ge- 
nerationis et augmentationis auctores grad agnoscerent, et us ipsa capita sua 
debita et devota sancte profiterentur ;" appealing at the same time, in proof of 
this, to the Scholia of TZiTZES on Ilesiod. These Scholia, which illustrate the 
Georgic poem of that author, are replete with curious speculation on the sub- 
ject of the Esoteric meaning of the Ethnical theology, and so conduct us at least 
one step nearer to the primordial theism of our species, by divesting the Pan- 
theion of the gross and material impersonations of its exoteric phasis. I select 
one example amongst many, as it bears in some degree on our present subject. 

Hesiod has included in his characteristics of his second age the following:I 

06F ithavirrous Ocpalrebetv 
"HOEXcw, k'iketv pariptew Zepois irZpiepoic. 

On which passage TziTrEs has offered us this exegesis: c 
" Men were re 

luctant to worship the gods, as being spiritual powers, in temples or on altars. 
c Vide Leviticus, "Ix. 27. Lxx. Spencer. de Legg. H. p. 694. 
t Ibid. m. 6. f. 1. p. 696. t Opp. et DD. vv. 134. s. 
c Ed. Geld Hesiod. tom. in. p. 106. 
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They consigned them, therefore, to the mind" (meaning thereby, the worship 
of the intelligence). 

" Their proper altar was the region of the head, that is, 
the rational principle, agreeably with what Euripides says : 

' Persuasion hath 
no other temple but Reason, and her altar is in the nature' (that is, the rational 

nature 
' of man.' " Divest this comment of its polytheism, and what a dignity 

its concluding words add to the simple and expressive rite which we are now 

discussing ; the sustentation of our physical nature being lost sight of in com 

parison with the gift of our intellectual. 

Having touched upon the perversion (for such, in accordance with my 
view, I must term it of this ceremony in countries which were the cradles of 
the civilization of our species, I return to Hellas, the germs of whose social 
and religious polity were transplanted from Central Asia, the shores of the 

Mediterranean, and the country of Danaos, fnachos, and lidkrops. The same 
result accordingly took place there, with no counteracting influence to avert 

it, and idolatry pursued its course unmolested. A Tutelary was selected, the 

obligation of a vow to him contracted, and at the appointed season the lock 
which had been " nurtured" for the occasion of the solemnity was offered as an 

u17xaptar4ptov, an oblation of gratitude for his protecting and nurturing care. 
Who this guardian might be seemed to have been left to choice, or some 

mythical association. Thus, to adduce a few instances, the citizen of Agyrion 
selected Iddaos,f the associate of Herakles ; the Athenian, in imitation of The 

seith, t made choice of Ap011on, the Kovparpegilos and alrsVONCLIOC, the impersona 
tion of the Luminary, life-giving and life-restoring. Again, we find Sperchei6s, 
an enchorial god, marked out by Achilldis as the recipient of his offering, he 

being a representative of another element, so necessary to the growth and 
maturescence of living things ; for which reason indeed the choice in such 

cases generally devolved upon river-gods and fountain-tutelaries. fnachos, the 

mythical founder of Argos, is represented by Aischfos as selected by Orlstes, 

c Compare on this and what follows, Pitisc. " Antiqq." vol. L pp 517. s. 
t Vid. DiOdor. iv. 24. t Plutarch in Theseo, v. init. 
c Vide Eustaith. in Iliad, ip 140. p. 1403. Ed. Basil. 1560. 'EOof is, Tp4etv Kiply TOi/t 140/is 

ME'Xpi Kai sKAT aTa Kelpeill airriv i7xtupiott woTapeit. iroiovv Si coll-no, TstAiDvr Tio K411)Lar 11/45.0p 
vigtespor trip (fiaas, Kai a-turraTiKcir ierri TERI OK See also the Scholiast on Pindar., Pyth. iv. 145. a. 
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in the opening scene of one of his dramas, where he describes him as ap 
proaching the grave of his sire, and depositing thereupon, as on an altar, his 
votive and mourning oblations. 

These examples may suffice to prove the firm hold which this rite had ob 
tained of the Greek mind during the heroic age, the traditions of which open a 

department of research so surpassingly interesting to the historian and archwo 

logist. Scarcely less interesting are the records which (to speak so embody 
these traditions ; which bring us into contact with them, endued with a sen 
sible and living form, by their commemoration of actors, their names and 

circumstances, and frequently the emotions which they experienced. I refer 
here to inscriptions ; those especially of the latter days of Greece, which prove 
incontestably the retention, in all its simplicity, of this solemnity of the ASA-a 

/Am Oporrhpios, and on no occasion more tenaciously adhered to, or with pro 
founder feeling, than when it was the thank-offering for the restoration of a 
beloved object, in renovated health and vigour, to the domestic circle. Then it 
was that AsklepiOs and the deified abstraction Hygieia, regarded in the light 
of true Operripesi, were presented by the parent with the charisterial oblation 
of the first-shorn locks of his recovered child. They had become his Tutelaries, 
and accordingly were adjudged the Tutelary's honour. 

I shall trespass on my auditory with but two instances of this observance, 
tituli of Paros, which Mom has published from various sources ; one t an 

nouncing the mere fact of the offering, and for that very reason perhaps not 
the less interesting : the second t expressed in more ambitious language, but 
valuable on account of its greater precision. The former proceeds thus : 

EnA.POLI I TOC EllA.P0A I TOY. Nen EP. TOY. nA I Li I OY. ETIA.P0AITOY. 
THN riAIAIKHN . TP1 XA YrIA . KM . ACCKAI-111 I W. The latter: THN 
IIPS1TOTMHTON TP1 XA . THN . ESHBIHN . KEIPAC . ESHKE ETPATO 
NE1KOC . ACKAHI11AAOY . ACKAHri . YrE I A . TE . I11PON . AYTOC 
WIMP . TOY . YOY . CTPATON E I KOY . XAPIN. 

c ChoephOroi, 7. S. t Corp. Inscr. vol. ii. p. 349. n. 2391. 
t Ibid. n. 2392. As illustrative of this, compare Pausanias on the statue of Hygieia in the 

Asklepieion of Titane: Oinc17h3, ef" lfi A' _11 0 c 70_70 Oij71.0 repaxovaiv aiPTI71 xcip.at Te rivivaactilv, 
ai Keiporras 19E45. 
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I here conclude my exegesis of this highly interesting record, which has ex 
tended to greater length than I had at first any reason to contemplate. My learned 
audience must, however, have perceived ere this, that a briefer notice would 
have failed of doing justice to its contents, each particular word of which sug 
gests considerations external to their boundary-line on this marble. Nothing 
could have been easier than to have dismissed them with notices co-exten 
sive with this limit ; but then I must have denied myself the satisfaction of 

having fulfilled the trust so disinterestedly reposed in me by my excellent 
friend in the manner and to the extent which alone could have responded to 
his wishes. From the course which I have pursued hitherto, and purpose to 
continue, it must have appeared that this imposes upon me the two-fold duty of 

rectifying misconceptions and of replacing them with sounder views ; the for 
mer of which were the unavoidable results, in part of epistolary haste, but 

mainly of unmatured study, and the want of those advantages which an en 

larged experience in epigraphic literature alone can supply. SMITH wrote at a 

period when this had scarcely emerged from its infancy, and therefore he could 
not be expected to have anticipated its riper growth : yet to him the merit be 

longs of having effected much, in the comparatively limited circle to which he 
confined himself, in advancing it to that growth ; for after his time, and doubt 
less influenced by his example, commenced the memorable labours of CHISHULL, 
SHERARD, and POCOCKE. But more than this ; his name can never be men 
tioned without honour by the Christian traveller, as the first successful ex 

plorer of a region which, to the end of time, cannot fail of awakening the pro 
foundest sympathies of the Christian's heart.' 

SECT ION II. 

I NOW proceed to the consideration of the associate marble, which, for dis 
tinction's sake, I shall take leave to term, from the noun, either proper or eth 
nic, with which its epigraph concludes, " the sculpture of Attikds ;" premising 

c Vide zRUNDELL'S " Visit to the Seven Churches of Asia," etc., published in 1828. This 
writer commences his volume with a brief account of the labours of his predecessors in this range 
of discovery, beginning with SMITH, who entered upon his journey in April, 1671. Its result was 
the identification of the sites of Thyateira and Laodikeia: pp. 1-4. 
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that the diffculties and doubts which now beset me lead to my calculating largely 
on the indulgence of my audience. To the untoward circumstances which have 

originated these I have already alluded, in the commencement of this Memoir, 
namely, the injuries which, in common with the anaglyph it was designed to 
illustrate, this titulus has sustained. It will be observed that, in consequence 
of these mishaps, considerable portions of its two component lines have disap 
peared, rather more, perhaps, than one-half of each. It is true, we are enabled 
in some degree to redress this, by the aid of the " 

Inscriptiones Antiqute" of 
GIID1118,4 in which the first line, as it appears in our marble, has been augmented. 
in the beginning by five letters, the second remaining still in the exact condi 
tion in which it had left Smyrna ; a consolation, doubtless, when the distance 
of that port from our shores a century and a half since is considered ; yet one 
of a negative kind. The pity is, that fortune did not reverse its favours, or, to 

speak more correctly, perhaps, ill-will its injuries, the restitution of the second 
line in its present state being a task of much greater difficulty than that of the 
first would have been, even supposing it not to have had the benefit of VAN DER 
HOORST'S supplement : for the self-same research which has served to identify 
the " New City of the Myesians," would unquestionably have restored it even 
on the data supplied by the epigraph in its present condition. 

These concurrent authorities sanction our reading this epigraph as follows: 

c c c c c c c c c c c THNNEANMYHMIWNMAIN 
c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c TIAXATTIKoZ 

that is, " the New City of the Myesians c c c c c c c Attik6s." The five letters, 
THNNE, which commence the first line have now disappeared from the marble, 
an injury which in all probability took place during its transit from Smjrnast 

It now remains that we address ourselves to the task of supplying these 
lacunae in some satisfactory way, and this involves a somewhat extensive field 
of research : for, in the first place it will be necessary to define within the li 
mits of probability the character of the inscription, and, as a consequence from 

c See the notices of this collection given by Dr. TODD in theProceedings R. LA. ubi supr. pp. 49.s. 
t The reader is referred to the close of the present Section of this Memoir for a statement of the 

reasons which have led me to suppose that the injuries sustained by this anaglyph and its inscrip 
tion, antecedently to the period of VAN DER HOOREIT'S copying it, had been intentional. 
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this, the Intention of the donor : secondly, whether he was a Greek or a Roman, 
or ethnically allied to both these: in the third place, we are to assign its true 

geographical position to the town here denominated " The New City of the 

Myesians :" then, lastly, to determine from these results to what Original the 

anaglyph before us is, in all likelihood, to be referred ; an investigation in no 
small degree perplexing, as the titulus in its present state supplies us with no 
data which we can reckon as positively certain, and thus we have to seek her 
either in the realm of Myth, or in the Religious associations of the community 
here mentioned, or in that Community itself politically considered; or, finally, in 
a combination of one or other of these with some actual Historical personage. 
Supposing, however, all these difficulties to be surmounted, we are bound to 

give depression to our final result in the current epigraphic idiom of the terri 

tory from which the monument originally came. 
From this summary no candid auditory will be at a loss to appreciate the 

extreme difficulty, one almost amounting to an impossibility, of combining all 
these investigations in a single indisputable result, since, as I have already ob 

served, the present condition of the epigraph presents most formidable obstacles 
to our establishing anything with absolute certainty respecting the first, second, 
and fourth of these heads of inquiry. All that I can hope to accomplish is, to 

traverse, as far as my resources will enable me, the area of investigation, to view 
the problem which presents itself for solution under its varying aspects, and, 
in default of my satisfying you with certainties, offer you at least probabilities, 
each resting on its own peculiar ground of acceptance. Exclusively of this, 
I hope, by identifying the city whose name has been here so fortunately 
preserved, to perform a service to geography and numismatics ; and by in 

vestigating the Archetype, in accordance with which both these anaglyphs have 
been elaborated, to vindicate their claim to a more than common antiquarian 
interest. 

I now proceed with my several heads of research, reserving to myself the 
order of their consideration. Our first question is, What may we presume to 

have been the intention of the donor of this anaglyph from the yet extant 

notices of his epigraph c My answer is, that my persuasion, on a first inspection 
of both, was, and still continues to be, that he presented the monument as a 

Xapurrinnow, a term which the Greeks employed to denote a Thank-offering, in 
VOL. 21X11. P 
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the instance of a deity, a Thank-gift, when communities or individuals were 
concerned. Of these distinct species of charisteria it may be proper to adduce 
a few examples, as a critical insight into the style and spirit of the tituli which 

accompanied them may benefit me very much in my succeeding remarks. 
I select my first example from the collection of Lycian inscriptions which 

forms part of the third volume I have published. The marble which bore it 
had been a votive aliar, therefore a true Donarium, or Thank-offering, dedicated 
to Hermes PropYlaios, whom we may presume to have been an especial object 
of adoration to the dedicator from the position which he occupied. It proceeds 
thus : ISMIKAHI . N I KArOPA . XAM I OX . IT[AT]HAX . EN . TI-11 
KAXTABI . KAI . E111 . TOY. nvproY. EN MEr I ETA EPMAI . nPonv 
AA1111 . XAP I XTHP ION. 

In the following, a Sarmatian titulus " ex ora Hylmm," as localized by BOcKH,t 
on the authority of BLARAMBERG, who found it inscribed on a marble stele be 
neath an epigraph, in the same way as the inscription before us, we perceive the 
fuller and more expressive term adopted : AMEN MNOC . 10Th I ANO[Y 
[Yr1EP . YrIEIAE . KAI . CWTHPIAC . EYXAMETH [P I ON]. Here the name 
of the recipient is not mentioned but we may presume with confidence that 
the convalescent Amerimnos had dedicated his charisterial offering to Achil 

lefts, who, under his deified aspect, was the Tutelary of the district. 
We may now cite an example of the use of this term in the second of the 

above-mentioned significations, 
" 

Thank-gift," or " Memorial of grateful remem 
brance." This is supplied by the following titulus, copied from a pedestal which 
had originally supported a statue of Herakles in the Gymnasion of MYlasa, 
and published in my second volume of Inscriptions :I nAnitti . B . TOY. 
ETPATI/NOI . 0 . KAAOYM ENOI. AlOrEN . APX1/N HX EYXTOY . TO. 
B .TON . HPAKAEA XAPIETHPION . AN EON KEN .TH XYNEFTAXIA. I may 
here anticipate a remark suggested by this titulus, which will be found ser 
viceable in the course of my restorations. This is twofold : firstly, the meto 

nymical use of 'rev lipareVa to express the donation, TO Toe 'HpaKNZovs. afyaX,ua, 
and secondly, the defining its precise character, in other words, the intent of the 

c Vide Fascic. ni. p. 57. n. ccxc. a. t Corp. Inscr. ix. p. 144. n. 2096. a. 
Fascic. ii. p. 80. n. cvu. c. 
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donor, by a term placed in apposition (breVryncris with 'HpaKNE'a, namely, 
Xapunipioy. The correct translation, therefore, is : " This statue (or bust of 
Herakles, a thank-gift." There occur, however, instances in which one of these, 
either the term denoting the gift or offering, or that which denotes its character, 
is left out, when sufficiently obvious to the spectator. Thus, in the Sarmatian 
titulus lately cited, Am4rimnos does not tell us that his charisterion was the 
anaglyph which that epigraph accompanied, this, doubtless, in its original state, 
having been sufficiently plain ; and the same holds good in a titulus of Kniclos, 
which also occurs in my second volume : XAPArlItil . MIA . eEolz.nAzi. 
OEPArlEY4BEIX. ArlOAMINIAAX AMEANAPEY1. EYXAPIITEIAN. Here, 
as the thank-offering, a votive altar, spoke for itself, TON . Bf/MON has been 
omitted as wholly superfluous. It is worthy of remark, also, that in this titulus 
the term o1,xapierria, which expresses the sentiment, replaces the more usual 

xapurriipiov, which denotes the quality, nearly in the same way that xcipir did in 
the last of the Parian inscriptions cited at the close of my former section. 

These authorities prove the occasional omission of the first member of the 

apposition : that of the second can be as easily demonstrated. For example ; 
a titulus from Xanthos, published in my third volume,t proceeds thus : 
AIWN . Er1A4410AITOY . TOY . AIWNOC . EANEHOE . ANECTHEA . TON. 
ANAPIANTA . EK . TWN . MINN . TH rlATPIAI. Here the very mention. 
of Aion's native city (7raTpis as the recipient of his offering, proves its chariste 
rial import ; the omission, therefore, falls upon this, and ii,vpicivra alone is re 

tained, that is, the term which expresses the Matter of the offering. 
This titulus suggests a question of some importance when viewed in con 

nexion with the main end of the present inquiry, the identification of the sculp 
ture of Attik6s. We read in it TOv itvZpIltvra, but this conveys no information 
to the inquirer who now asks, What original did this statue represent c The 

subject was, doubtless, well known to the Xan.thian community, as a decree of 
the municipal authorities had sanctioned the erection of the statue, but this was 
not sufficient to give it a more general publicity, or convey precise infor 
mation to a succeeding age. That it was not an impersonation of the State 
itself is most evident, for then the expression would have been TO. ArAAMA. 

c Ibid. p. 67. n. Lxxxix. a. t Fascic. mi. p. 107. n. cccxx. 
r2 
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This proves incontestably that the authors of epigraphs did not at all times 
think it necessarito be absolutely, or I might say, prospectively determinate 
in their language. Our Thelymitres acted, we know, on the contrary principle, 
but who can assure us that the donor of the anaglyph at present before us was 
at all more considerate than the Xanthian c 

The full meaning of the doubt which is here intimated will be better un 
derstood when I arrive at the first stage of my proposed restorations. I content 

myself, therefore, for the present with briefly adverting to it, in order to resume 
the course of my investigation relative to tituli of the charisterial type, or rather, 
in the position we now occupy, to the instruction which we may glean from 
those already cited, as the intelligence of my audience quite supersedes the ne 

cessity of my adding to their number with a view to tny further exemplification 
of either their spirit or their expression. That there existed a studied harmony 
between both these and the offerings which they illustrated cannot for a moment 
be questioned, and therefore as little that the characteristics of either are the mir 
ror in which we may best view the lineaments of the other. 

To apply this, let us examine in what degree the sculpture of Attila's tends 
to inspire the belief that to the charisterial class it is to be assigned in pre 
ference to any other. The first object to which I would direct attention as 
characteristic, particularly by contrast with the associate sculpture, is the style 
in which the head-dress has been elaborated. Its approximation to the type 
generally known by the name of " the Faustina," which in its turn appears to 
have originated in the well-known " 

KOrymbos" of the Greeks, can hardly be 

questioned : and thus we are supplied with some ground of conjecture as to 

the rank of the female whom we may conclude to have been present to the 
mind of the sculptor. Agreeably to this, all other details to which it was re 

quisite to devote attention seem to have been closely studied and elaborately 
carried out, so as to entitle this Protom4 in an especial sense to the encomium 
bestowed upon both by the Editor of GUDIUS, 

" 
Imagines adfabre sculpt." 

My sole occasion of regret is, that in the prosecution of these details, the artist 
has introduced no accessories of the emblematical kind, as such would have 
been most important aids towards our identifying the anaglyph with exactness 

but none such appear ; and this, perhaps, is satisfactorily explained by his having 
been limited to a Protome, especially one in relief. Even in medals it is very 
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rarely that we perceive the heads or half-lengths of the obverses accompanied 
by types, these having been reserved, in the great majority of cases, for the re 
verses. Yet, notwithstanding our inability to prove anything in this way, I 
think we may safely conclude that we possess in this sculpture either an imper 
sonation of a deity, or a representation of a female of such elevated rank as to 
entitle her, by the recognized usage of her times, to bear the name and titles of 
one, and accordingly to become the recipient of the honour due to such as 
Prosteatis or Archegdtis, or as in any way the representative of a State. Now, 
these tributes of honour were in numberless instances true Charistdria ; grateful 
acknowledgments of benefits conferred either directly or indirectly by the per 
sonages thus honoured. 

To place this in a clearer light, I proceed to cite from epigraphs both of 
coins and medals a few examples of the honour of life-deification conferred 
upon the immediate female relatives of the Augusti. 

The immediate members of the Augustine family shared, as it was natural to 
expect from the great popularity of their illustrious Head, very largely in this 
tribute of respect. To commence with Livia Drusilla : coins of Mdthymna and 
Klazomene exhibit her effigies with the general title of qEA . A1B1A, and 
another, also Greek, but not appropriated, styles her 10Y. 43EA . IEBAITH4 
In a fourth she impersonates Ildra, as we are informed by the epigraph AIB1AN 
HPAN ;I and in a fifth Demeter, under the title KAF110.0POI. A coin with 
her effigies, ascribed to Ephesos, and bearing the legend APT. IEBA,11 a record 
of the gratitude of the city, even at the expense of the virgin honours of its Tute 
lary, is mentioned by ECKHEL. Again Julia, the daughter of Augustus by Seri 
bonia, has her title to life-deification established by a coin, possibly one of Novum 
Ilium, which exhibits the legend, lOYAIAN.A.POZIEITHN;" and his niece An 
tonia, who was also the daughter of his rival the Triumvir, is denominated ()EA. 

c Vide Eckhel, Doctr. N. V. tom. vi. p. 148. a. 
t Ibid. p. 152. b. t Ibid. p. 148. a. 
c Ibid. p. 153. a. 168. b. KaproOdpos. means Awhipqp, i. e. Ceres. Thus in a titulus of 1(3/me 

(Backh, IL p. 852. n. 3528.), 0EAX.AIONACIX.KAP110.0PAX.ArPinnEINAz, 
viz. the elder, consort of Germanicus. 

Viz.'Ap-repit leficurri. Eckhel, ubi supra, p. 152. b. 
* Ibid. p. 168. a. BOEHM, attributes this coin to Sm4rna or Pergarnos. 
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KAI. EYEPrETIC in a titulus of the same place, which I have published in my 
second volume of Inscriptions. The name of her daughter Livia also occurs 
in the same, with the adjuncts, eeAc . A4P0AEITHC . ANXEICIALIOC ; and 
from other sources we learn that even a higher distinction was conferred on 
one of her daughters-in-law, the notorious Valeria Messalina, namely, the imper 
sonation of Hera. Thus, in one of the proconsular coins of Bithynia we meet 
the epigraph, MEXXAAEINA ZEBAITH N EA . H PA.t 

Passing now to the times of Hadrian and the Antonini, including under 
these last the family of Septimius Severus, we observe the Augusta Sabina ad 
dressed by the inhabitants of Eleusis under the title, H NES/TEPA . GEOX4 
which is still more explicitly stated in an inscription of Megara, 'ABE NAN . 
BAXIAIIXAN . XEBAITHN . NEAN . AMA HTPA. c The first of these occurs 
in a titulus wherein mention is made of her altar ; and the second, if we are to 
credit SPON, was copied from a zophOros, which might seem to imply that a 

temple had been dedicated to her as impersonating Demeter. We have some 
reason to conclude that the same impersonation was subsequently accorded to 
Annia Faustina,11 and still more for asserting in behalf of Julia Domna, that 
the citizens of LAmpsakos conferred upon her the twofold honour of repre 
senting both Hestia and Demeter ; for the titulus in one of the Oxford marbles* 

commencing lOYAIAN XEBA/THN . EITIAN NEAN .AHMHTPA, unquestion 
ably relates to her, and not to Livia Drusilla. 

I conclude this series with Fulvia Plautilla, the ill-starred consort of Cara 

calla, a head of whom appears on a coinft of the Karian city Alinda, accom 

panied by the epigraph 11AAYTIAAA . N EA . e EA . H PA, and whose family 

c Vide Fascic. II. p. 197. n. cm. a. t Eckhel. T. ii. p. 402. a. 
Backh, 0.1. i. p. 458. n. 435. 

c Ibid. p. 566. n. 1073. This cult of the people of Megara is illustrated by Pausanias, I. 40.5. 
and 44.4. 

II Vide Inscr. Triop. Herod. it. vv. 6. 48. and Florin. not. in loc. 
* Rickh, tom. IL p. 909. n. 3642. 
it This remarkable coin, which we shall have occasion to notice more particularly hereafter, 

has been described by HAym in his " Tesoro Britannico," vol. ii. p. 246. and figured in tab. xvr. 
n. 4. The reverse exhibits Caracalla under the type of Herakles, which is illustrated by the pas 
sage in Spartianus (Carac. v. fin.); " Exegit apros frequenter: contra leonem etiam stetit : quo 
etiam raissis ad amicos litteris gloriatus est; segue ad Herculis virtutem accessisse jactsivit." 
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name and imperial title I found merged in the similar ascription NEA . HPA . 
PWMAIA in a titulus which I have published in my second volume from the 
site of the Phrygian Lakina. To this, as meriting especial notice, I shall have 
occasion to refer in the course of the present section. 

There can hardly exist a doubt of the conclusion which we are to draw from 
this review. In every instance here cited of respect paid to a member of the 

Augustine family, we cannot but infer from what we know of the relations which 
subsisted between it and the Grecian communities, that a sense of benefits 
conferred must necessarily have been the ruling motive. Then, the reign of 
Hadrian was one continued series of favours lavished on the Greek name. His 

successors, the Antonini, were scarcely less distinguished by their. predilections 
towards their subjects of Greece ; and the memorials to which I have referred 
in the cases of the Augusta, Domna and Plautilla, one the decree of a municipal 
body, and the other a record of patriotism on the part of a tried and faithful 
Greek official, attest the same in behalf of the family of Septimius Severus. 

Let us now strengthen these evidences by attending to what remains of the 

epigraph before us. I esteem myself warranted in presuming that the intro 
duction of the name of the Myesian city into its first line affords us strong 
grounds for the conclusion that the framer thereof had been actuated by some 

public principle ; in other words, that it was not a merely private friendship or 

personal sentiment which he wished to place on record, as was the case with 

Thelymitres, but a matter, possibly an event, of public concern. What other 
could this have been but some act or series of acts of beneficence towards the 

Myesian. community c Or, supposing even a personal motive, why particularize 
the State, unless his benefactress had been associated, directly or indirectly, with 
its weal also c I have conceived, moreover, that the four letters which commence 
the second line of this fragment form the two concluding syllables of a word pre 
cisely expressive of the charisterial import ; but on this I refrain from insisting at 

present, as by doing so I should very reasonably expose myself to the imputation 
of conducting my argument in a vicious circle. The utmost length, therefore, 
I shall proceed now, is to assume, on the ground of my preceding notices, 
the high probability of this monument having been a Charisterion ; from which 

c Panic. ii. p. 248. n. ccum. a. 
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position I shall direct my views towards ascertaining to what extent the com 

ponents of its epigraph, together with other co-ordinate evidences, sustain my 
assumption. 

Agreeably to this method of proceeding, the next observation which I shall 
offer regards the construction. We find the fourth case used in designating 
the city, not the third ; NEAN . nom N, not NEM . rlOAEL This, as it is 
certain that the verb, whether expressed or understood, was ANEI3HKE, proves 
either of two things, namely, that we are to receive NEAN . r1OAIN in a purely 
local sense, or, without any direct reference to place at all, in a meaning strictly 
exegetical. 

My third observation, which is but an extension of the foregoing, relates 
to the construction of the sentence which constitutes what we may term the 
Formula of Gift or Oblation. When complete, it includes the following : a 

specification of either of these, as the circumstance may require, in the fourth 
case ; of the deity or community to whom it is presented, in the third ; of the 

place for which it is destined, in the fourth, constructed with the preposition 
els, and the verb, sometimes ClaaTnefe, more frequently civarire. The tituli 
which I have lately cited contain partial illustrations of this rule ; but the fol 

lowing from HerOdotos exemplify it more fully: Tiregiuncre Tob;nris 

sinn 6, T73 'ENNat icaTaNnrsrOat, wolthua 7rotricratavn Toin-o, TO tin TV7XILVe4 
Pau, 40virripavov xcL2 civaKet.pevov TOOTO livat9eivat LIEX(pas tivniu6crtmov 
Zonnis. Again : AvanreUKcL vaffituaTa Ap.acris els TI)v 'EXXciSce Tarr Fay, 

Kvpinvnv aTaXpia brixpvcrov 
' 
AOnvainc, Kai sviva sEnna; 7pcuPe elicaapsriv To6To 

8i, T'f; 4P Aiskv 
' 
AOnvalv bbo Te itryciNuaTa XiOtva N. 

We now perceive the reason why EIX must be restored to the inscription 
before us, when NEAN . 114DAIN is supposed to stand for the place which it 

signifies, and why it would be improper to introduce it when the latter is 

merely an exegesis of the thing offered. 
I now proceed to my fourth subject of consideration, that is, ATT I KO; 

which concludes the fragment. Does it acquaint us with the name of the 

writer, and the donor of this sculpture, or are we to elicit this name from the 

four letters which go before and receive 'Arr1k.6s. in its Ethnical sense, that is, 

c Vide II. 135. m. 182. init. 
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as denoting his country, Attila SMITH was inclined at first to adopt the se- 
cond of these meanings, but subsequently, as appears from the Postscript of his 
letter to Primate MARSH, rejected this hypothesis ; whether for valid reasons 
or the contrary, it may be requisite to examine. The following is his state- 
ment :u-" The setter-up of this monument was, I suppose, a Greeke of Attica, 
and the word preceding it may be the name of the tribe oroc to which hee 

belonged." It may be quite possible, however, to concede the first of these 

suppositions without subscribing to the second, which can be proved to be 

quite untenable. In the first place the fragment TiAi, which commences the 
second line, could not possibly represent the genitive final of any of the Athe- 
nian 43/Aa4 which, in every instance but one, is ibos, and with equal certainty, 
we cannot reproduce from it the first case of the Ethnic of any of the Attic 

It might appear from SMITH'S Postscript, that he had abandoned this 
view from his inability to surmount the difficulty here noticed; for his words 
are :--" I begun Boone to doubt of my conjecture about Atticus, as if it had been 
a patronymic, and the name of the tribe or sum. of Attica prefixed." But then, 
his proper course would have been, not to have exchanged it for one equally 
untenable, but asked the question, Is it at all necessary to suppose that the 

fragment above-mentioned had any connexion with territorial or social distri- 
butions, or impossible that 'ATT/KOr could be the Ethnic of 'ATT(Kci without a 
concurrent mention of these c So far from it, that the very contrary holds good ; 
the presence of the latter, as affording the more special designation, would ren- 
der the former, as the more general, wholly superfluous. But my venerable 

predecessor in this inquiry has committed another oversight. He has con- 
founded circumstances so different as those of a citizen of AttikA in his own 

country and in a foreign one, when proceeding on the hypothesis that a desig- 
nation which was requisite for certain purposes of state-policy in the one should 
also be adopted in the other. Exclusively of this, he has failed of defining with 
correctness the order in which the Demotic and Phyletic designations of the 
citizen were placed relatively to his name. Every one conversant with this sub- 
ject is aware that the institution of the Anguoi, and their subordination to this 
or that particular (Dan in certain groups subserved to social order in general, 

c Proceedings R. I. A. ubi supr. p. 61. 
VOL. XXII. 
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and specially, to the prevention of offences, whether against property or the per 
son. Here the circumstantial character of the Athenian identifications in all 
matters of municipal concern, forensic questions, testamentary provisions, con 
tracts public or private, and generally, in all legal instruments. The name of 

each party concerned in their validation, the name of his father, in some cases 

that of his Phylj, and always that of his Demos, followed in regular succession 

when a complete identification was judged expedient : but in cases such as the 

present, when no such necessity existed, nay, when the observance of such 

technicalities would be quite out of place and at variance with the style of the 

epigraph itself, I can see no reason why it should have been adopted. Nor was 

it, in point of fact, as can be proved by an example, familiar, doubtless, to many 
here present. Pausanias has preserved the inscription that was engraved be 

neath the feet of the Olympian statue, in which the illustrious sculptor de 

scribed himself as tileibtas Xappisov uhir 'Affrivaio' s. Here we have no mention 

made of his Phyle ; and that the paternal name might have been left out with 

out contravention of usage is most certain, as nearly every page in any col 

lection of inscriptions testifies, and even the Athenian lists themselves, in which 

this formality was not always rigidly observed. We may presume, therefore, 
that in retaining it the exile consulted his private feelings. 

This argument acquires still more force when the forms of the character 

now before us are taken into consideration. They evidently belong to a Graaco 
Roman age, and that not an early one ; probably of the Antonini, including 
their immediate successors. To this question it is my intention to revert here 

after. In the mean time I hope I may presume on its having been satisfactorily 

proved, that SMITH discarded his first hypothesis somewhat too hastily, and 

consequently that, for all he has advanced to the contrary, the concluding noun 
of this epigraph may have been an Ethnic, informing us that the donor of the 

anaglyph was a Greek of Attila. But then, prior to our admission of this, cer 

tain difficulties remain to be surmounted. It is clear, in the first place, that he 

must have occupied some eminent social position to entitle him in any way to 

be the donor of this sculpture to the community.mentioned in the epigraph. 
This being the case, what conceivable necessity could exist for introducing any 

c Vide v. 10. 2. 
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Ethnical designation, when a sufficient one was supplied by his own social sta 
tion c It could only serve to incumber a record of other notices far more im 

perative, for which there was already but too little space on the stele. Again : 

supposing even that he chose to be described by an Ethnic, why should Attik6s 

be the one selected c Had he been a native of Athens, we may be quite sure 

that he would have described himself as'AOnvetios, and if not, that he would either 
have dispensed with any Ethnical denomination, or adopted, according to the 

usage in his own country, that of his Demos, with the certainty that it would 
have been perfectly intelligible to the Myesian community, or any other in Ionia, 

quite as much so as to his own countrymen. But the Ethnic 'Avrueln, as de 

signative of a native of Attika, I may confidently affirm that I never yet have 
observed in any titulus of Asiatic Greece. I grant that " Atticus" was in com 
mon use amongst the Romans in the Gentilitial sense : nay, that 'Arre/c6s. occurs 
as a designative Ethnic in XenophOn, Lucian, and other writers, is certain : but 
I take my stand at present on the proprieties of epigraphic Greek in the region 
with which we are now concerned, and to these I conceive that it is quite op 
posed. The Ethnic designations, which alone are consistent therewith, are 
such as are formed from cities, not territories, at least in a majority of instances 
so large as to entitle me to propound it as a general rule. Thus, we never find 

an Ionian described as 'Iwyuc6s, or a Karian as Key, or a Phrygian as 4pi4, but 

all styled according to their respective cities or irwrpt'Ses: if hphesos, '440.10s., 
if Halikarnass6s, tAXlKappaaaebc, if Laodikeia, Aaaucebc, and so in all other cases. 

This, I repeat, was the general practice ; so general as to convince me that an 

Attic belonging, for example, to the Demos " MarathOn" would have preferred 

describing himself in such an epigraph as the present by the Ethnic MapaOl'avtos, 
to employing 'Arrue6s. for that purpose : that is, he would have chosen the more 

special designation, and the one more in accordance with the epigraphic idiom 
of the country. 

We are now conducted to the final difficulty which is to be surmounted ere 
we receive AttikOs in its Ethnical meaning. This is, what we may term the 

Analogy of these Monuments : for both have been executed after precisely the 

same type of art, and even the dispositions in their epigraphs, so far as the de 

fective state of one of them enables us to judge, are as nearly as possible identical. 

I except, of course, the local element introduced into the epigraph of Attik6s, 
Q2 
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and left out in that of Thelymitres : but that this does not disturb the analogy 
of which I speak is quite evident from our previous observations, as some sucE 

notice in the first of these originated in a necessity which we can hardly sup 

pose to have existed in the latter. It will be remembered, moreover, that I math 

use of this as a cogent argument in behalf of the sculpture of AttikOs having 
been a Municipal monument, and probably, therefore, of Historical importance. 

It cannot, however, be denied, that at least one remarkable congruity is ob 

vious, that is, in each concluding with a personal designation; and that others, 

not less worthy of notice, will exhibit themselves in the course c' this discus 

sion, I feel myself in a condition to promise ; insomuch that, in all such com 

ponents as are prescribed by a general formula, these two epigraphs will be 

found to run parallel to each other. 
The inference which I have drawn from these analogies is, that both ana 

glyphs had originally been transported to Smyrna from the same site by the 

members of some Greek family who had migrated to that emporium, their se 

lection of them having been, in all likelihood, determined by such obvious re 

semblances. Now, it is only extending the analogy here noticed, the sensible 

one, a step further, to argue that as " 
Thelymitres," the last component of the 

perfect epigraph, is unquestionably not to be understood in its Epithetic sense, 
so likewise we are not to receive Attila's, holding as it does the same position 
in the fragment before us, in its Ethnic : in other words, that the Onomastic 

import of the one having been placed beyond all doubt, we are to conclude 

the same of its co-ordinate. This reasoning, it is true, may appear to some who 

hear me to carry with it but little weight, yet it forces itself upon one who 

has studied these monuments in their style of art and their subordinate details 

so minutely, as to entitle his views respecting them to a reasonable share of 

consideration. We should bear in mind, also, that this argument is not to be 

received abstractedly, but as a link in a chain of proof, connected with and cor 

roborating those already advanced. 
I pause here to reply to an objection which may possibly be urged against 

this hypothesis. It may be said, that I am bound not to limit my analogy, but to 

take it in its full extent ; and that this involves the inference, that AttikOs was 

a name essentially Greek, as there is no doubt of that having been the case in 

the instance of Thelymitres. The briefest answer which I can return to this, 
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is, that indisputably it was, and not one due ,to the Romans ; the " Atticus" of 
the latter being but a Greek Ethnic transformed into a cognomen, or, in certain 

cases, a Greek name Latinized. In proof of this I shall confine myself to in 

scriptions, and refer, in the first place, to the Municipal Lists of Athens, in 
which the name repeatedly occurs under such circumstances as to leave no room 
for doubting the purely Greek descent of those who bore it. Thus we observe 
in ones of those catalogue, ATTIKOE . MHTPOLICIPOY and ATT I KOX 
I KEAOY; in another,f ATTIKOX . EYOWY; in a thirda: ATTIKOI BENC4., 
that is, 2:603003vi-os, and in a fourth, c ATTIKOM EYA00Y. 

I now pass to Asiatic Hells, and cite from the number of tituli which I 
collected there one from Thyhteira,11 which contains this very name, applied to 
a member of a certain family, in juxtaposition with others bearing names purely 
Greek. It proceeds thus : AYP . MATP1A KATECKEYACE . TON . 013610 
CTATHN . EAYTH KAI .T.Q.Y11. ATT1Kn. KA1 TH . eYrATPI . N El KH . KAI. 
AA-rain . KM . AMAMI IAAI-1. The names here mentioned, " Matria," 
" Neike," " 

Latypos," 
" 

Asklepiades," are confessedly Greek ; so therefore was 
"AttikAls ;" and by these the Grmco-Roman matron chose to designate her relatives, 
having provided sufficiently for the recognition of the family status, by recording 
her own Gentilicium. In this respect, therefore, and proceeding on the hypo 
thesis that our ATTa6s is also Onomastic, we recognise an important difference 
between its circumstances and those of the same name in the Thyatirene in 

scription, in its appearing unaccompanied by any intimation of the ancestral 

position of its bearer. Now, as it is abundantly clear that no Roman Genti 
licium could be formed from the fragment which immediately precedes it, con 

jointly with any other combination of letters that it is possible to imagine, I deem 

myself authorized to advance a step farther and affirm, that our 'Avrian indi 

cates not only Greek, but also unmixed Greek descent : in other words, that the 
individual mentioned in this epigraph was not, like his isonyme of Thyateira, 
a Greco-Roman. This will more fully appear from the following considerations: 

Whenever a person of Greek* descent stood connected with Rome by here 

ditary right, or became so by adoption (vio0eata), Manumission (ciiraeaMptocis), 
or any other recognized Legal act, it was the established custom to prefix to 

c Wadi, C. I. i. p. 381. n. 275. vv. 56. 61. t Ibid. p. 386. n. 277. V. 27. 

t Ibid. p. 405. n. 303. 1. 18. c Ibid. p. 448. n. 399. 1. 12. 
Faseic. 1. p. 64. n. XIV. e. Comp. Fascic. ii. pp. 175. s. " Vide POSTSCRIPT, p. 187. 
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his Hellenic name both the Przenomen (TO Ilpoolvbptov and the Nonien (.71; 

"OvoiLa), or at least the latter, of the particular Roman who had originated that 

connexion. This is so well known as scarcely to require proof ; least of all to 

the student in epigraphic literature, to whom it is an elementary fact. I pro 
ceed, however, as is my wont, to cite a few examples in confirmation of what I 

have stated, limiting myself to the name with which we are at present more 

immediately concerned. 
I select the first of these from CHANDLER, who copied it from a marble in 

the temple of Zeiis Olympios at Athens, in the epigraph of which we read 

at the close ; Ern . IEPESIX . TI KA . ATTIKOY. This notice refers to the 

father of the still more celebrated HerOd.es, of both whom I shall soon have 

occasion to treat more particularly. We observe here his full Roman designa 
tion given, that is, the prmnomen 

" Tiberius," and the nomen " Claudius," a 

formality which might appear to have been determined in part by the special 

importance of the occasion, and partly, it may be, by the taste of the individual 

commemorated, or his representative. 
Another example is supplied by a sepulchral titulus which 136cmi t has 

published from the traveller FOURMONT . the same person who has acquired 
so unenviable a distinction in this department of Greek literature. We possess 
here an additional instance of an Imperial nomen and prmnomen : APTEMS . 

T . ATTIKOY. MEIAHZIA, that is, T ITOV ciAaodibv, thus pointing distinctly 
for its limit of age to the epoch of the first Flavian family. 

That the introduction of the Prmnomen was not, however, as I have 

already stated, a necessity, appears from the next example which I shall offer; 
an excerpt from an Athenian catalogue which has been published by 13OcKH 

from POCOCKE and the traveller above-mentioned. In this we observe only 
the Nomen recited, yet the individual commemorated, being the grandson of the 

aforesaid Tiberius Claudius Attik6s, was assuredly entitled to the complete 

designation. The entry respecting him appears thus : KHPYE . BOYAHC 

KM . AHMOY . KA . ATTIKOC. Here Ti, that is, 111134)loc, has been left out 

s unnecessary under the circumstances, and KA, or Iacti'ktosi, has been retained 

Is the exponent of the " Gens" to which the members of the family were affi 
iated. It may be proper also to remark, in consideration of the high rank it 

c Inscr. P. H. p. 57. n. 43. t Corp. Inscr. T. I. p. 507. n. 696. 
t Ibid. 1. p. 418. s. n. 353. Col. in. 7. s. 
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held, and to obviate any misconception which might arise from the title Kip 
in the excerpt, that the bearer of it appears here amongst the Archons as an 
AICEITOC (Itetaerov), that is, a citizen who, in consideration of his public ser 
vices, was entitled to daily entertainment in the Prytanelon. 

The inference which I would draw from this enumeration, proving as it 
does a scrupulous tenacity of Roman distinctions, is very unfavourable to the 
supposition of our Attik6s having been a Greek-Roman. But some one may 
say : It is quite possible to sustain this hypothesis even on the data afforded by 
the epigraph in its present state. As Greeks had frequently double names, for 
instance, " Aristokles Moloss6s," in one of the tituli cited from Aphrodisias,t 
might not our Attik6s have been known also by another, the final syllables of 
which we possess in the fragment TIAI, and might not this have been preceded 
in its turn by an abbreviated Roman name and, perhaps, fore-name c What 
therefore, prevents our supposing that the stdle presented, in its perfect state, 
some such reading as the following; Ti c KA . APIITIA1 ATT1KOX 

The perfect reasonableness of this, in the abstract, cannot be questioned, 
but to its application under present circumstances, the chasm which intervenes 
between T1AX and ATTIKOI appears fatal. In the epigraph of Thelymitres, 
it is true, we find one between KA and AYCIMAXH, but this arose from the com 
plexity of the name, which was Greek-Roman. It was to separate the latter 
element, more especially as it was given in an abridged form, from its associate, 
that the Choristic sign was introduced : but an instance has never yet occurred 
to me of two Greek names belonging to the same individual being disunited 
after this fashion in any marble or trustworthy manuscript that I have ever 
seen. The general practice in cases where it was judged proper to divide them 
was, to interpose between them a detail of the ancestral status of the individual, 
or when this was dispensed with, its place was supplied with 6 nu; or, 6 rai 
icaXobiuevor, or, omitting the conjunction, Z. Ayultoilievor.: 

c Thus Plato describes Sokrates as addressing his judges : El olly ZeI 114 raTa TL actiow 
atlas 7tliaa0ag, 7ol6Tov Tip.47ypaL, iv 4v Hpyraveliv C1tlerE109. Apol. Sokr. p. 36. e. In allusion to 
these words Cicero observes; " Qui honos apud Grwcos maximus habetur." De Orat. I. 54. 

t Supr. p. 94. 
t Thus in the titulus of Mirlasa cited above, p. 110, we find, Ilarkts i tcdt,a),aevos Aso74t9r. 

Comp. my Fascic. IL p. 124. n. CLII. IL 
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What, then, was intended by the mark of separation which the engraver has 
so distinctly inserted between ATTIKOI on the stele Evidently this ; to 

bring out the name of the donor in sufficient prominence, and, so to express my 
self, relief, by interrupting the transition to it from the prescribed details of all 
such epigraphs ; and, co-ordinately with this, to indicate the ellipsis which had 
become in these compositions a species of canon. Just so it is in the associate 

epigraph, which ends with the name of the donor as it had begun with that of 
the subject of the anaglyph, and whose mark of separation is supplied by the 
interval between the two lines. Let us suppose, however, that instead of 

013PE+AX, another very usual formula had been adopted, namely, /Angels xitpiv, 
the chances are that the engraver would have bequeathed to us the following, 
MNEIAEXAPIN . eHAVM ITP1-1C. 

It follows from this view, that we must resort to some other mode of 

restoring its lost syllables to TIAI than that mentioned above : to such I shall 

shortly have occasion to direct the attention of my audience. 
I now pass from the consideration of ATTLKOT, with reference to its import, 

in the inscription, to a discussion which concerns the individual whom it de 

signated, respecting whose identity SMITH has proposed a very remarkable hy 
pothesis. It will be recollected that he had subsided into the conviction, that 
its true sense is the Onomastic, at which point, if he had paused, I should have 
had nothing further to impugn : but he ventured a step beyond that, and be 

guiled, perhaps, by the hope of connecting this marble with an illustrious name, 
hastened to the conclusion, that its donor was one of the two celebrated per 
sonages whom I have recently had occasion to mention, Tiberius Claudius 
Attik6s, the father, and Tiberius Claudius Attik6s Her6des, the son. It is 
true, that at the conclusion of his Postscript he has hinted a change of opinion 
on this point also ; but as he has advanced no reasons for either forming or 
abandoning it, it may not be improper to test its soundness more satisfactorily, 
were it only for the historical interest with which the discussion will be sure 
to invest our subject. The fixed chronological position, moreover, which this 
monument would assume by the verification of SMITH'S conjecture, is a circum 
stance which I cannot regard but with some feeling of satisfaction, as I have 

c Vid. Proceedings, ubi supr. p. 52. 
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myself arrived at the conclusion, on evidence to be stated more explicitly here 
after, that he erred not widely from the truth in referring it, in a general way, to 
a date included within the periods of Hadrian and his immediate successors. 

It is evident from the manner in which SMITH expresses himself on this 

subject, that he had at first hesitated in his choice, as he commences with a detail 
of some of the prominent incidents in the lives of both Attikoi ; but farther on, 
for reasons which he does not explain, he appears to have narrowed his choice 

by overruling the claims of Herddes. His words are : " But I thinke to the 

father, rather than the son, the Atticus in the inscription is to bee ascribed." 
As, however, the grounds of argument which I mean to propose apply equally 
to both, I have forborne to avail myself of this restriction ; feeling also per 
suaded, that the more extended investigation will prove the more satisfactory 
to my audience. There are other grounds, indeed, on which I might take my 
stand for abridging this discussion, which are, the grave difficulties that beset 
the advocate of any such identifications at the very threshold of his argument. 
He must proceed, in effect, on the probability of two distinguished Greek 
Roman functionaries, one of whom was admitted even to the honour of the 

consulship, sanctioning the suppression on a public monument, firstly of their 
Roman names ; secondly, of their paternal ; thirdly, of their ethnic ; and fourthly, 
of all mention of the particular commission with which either stood charged at 
the period when it was erected. The extreme improbability of all this is so 

obvious, even from my recent details on the subject of Grieco-Roman desig 
nations, that I might, perhaps, be warranted in dismissing these identifications 
as incongruous, and not entitled to farther notice. Yet, as I feel it incumbent 
on me to pursue the system which I have hitherto observed, namely, of sus 

taining whatever views I entertain by authentic proofs, I must solicit attention 
for a few moments, which I shall employ in exposing still more clearly the im 

probability to which I have referred. Here I trust that I shall obtain credit 
for my being duly influenced by the maxim of the ancient satirist ,t understood, 
however, in its better sense : 

" Scire est nescire, nisi id me 
Scire alius scierit." 

c Viz. in conjunction with Bellicius Torquatus, U. C. 896., the sixth year of Antoninus Pius. 
t Lucillius. See the Vet. Gloss. on Persius, L 27. 
VOL. XXII. c It 
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I proceed, therefore, to examine in relation to this question the evidence sup 
plied by marbles, as it fortunately so happens that epigraphic notices respecting 
the Attikoi of Hadrian and the Antonini have reached our times, which will 

materially aid us in forming our judgments. 
I commence with the senior Attik6s, whom we have already seen comme 

morated and described in an inscription which the traveller CHANDLER copied 
in the Athenian Olympition. The terms of this description, besides being in 

accordance with the usual formula, were exceedingly appropriate to the cir 

cumstances under which they were inscribed on the marble, this having been 

the pedestal of a statue erected in honour of his Imperial Patron. As already 
remarked by me, his full Roman designation has been given. I observe now 

in addition, that the formule of subscription Enu K. T. X. was that which apper 
tained to the EpOnymoi, and that thus the year in which the statue had been 

inaugurated was defined. 
The next titulus t which I shall cite was in its spirit and intent a coun 

terpart of the foregoing, and concludes, with an unimportant difference, in the 

same manner. It claims, however, a more special consideration, by reason of 
the style by which the individual is described in it, to whom the State he re 

presented had confided the execution of an important trust. The authorities of 
Thasos had deputed him, in quality of their Legate to Athens .... very probably 

during one of Hadrian's visits there ....with instructions to pay the Emperor the 

very signal compliment with which the titulus acquaints us. This it does in 

the following terms : AYTOKPATOPA . AAPIANON . IEBAXTON . OAYM 

fl ION . 0A1101 . AIA . r1PEEBEYTOY. KAI . TEXNEITOY. EENO4PANTOY. 
TOY . XAPHTOX . Eni IEPESIX . KA ATTIKOY. The Claudius AttillOs 

mentioned here in the clause of subscription was the same person with the 

EpOnymos of the preceding titulus ; but his Prtenomen is in the present in 

stance left out as non-essential, that is, serving no purpose as a distinctive appel 
lation. We observe also that XenOphantos, the sculptor of the statue in 

Hadrian's honour, is described as Legate (ilpeapevTiv and Artist (TExpeilrriv), 
his Official and Professional titles. It is proper that we should bear in mind 

this instance ... one of a multitude which we might adduce .. . of the scrupu 
lous observance by the Greeks of official phraseology. 

c Vide supra, p. 122. t Chandler, Inscr. P. ii. n. 41. p. 57. 
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I now pass to the notices which we possess relative to Her6des, the son. A. 
record of him has been published by CHANDLER, acquainting us with the erec 
tion of a statue in his honour by the Athenian phyle Antiochis, in the following 
terms : TON . APXIEPEA .TSIN . XEBAXTSIN .TIB . KAAYAION . ATTIKON . 
HP.O.AHN . MAPAOSINION . H . ANTIOXII.4WAH . ANEEMKEN. Here his 
full name and his Demotic constitute his description, whilst the following, which 
FOURMONT t copied from an altar that Herddes had dedicated to Athene, or, as 
he somewhat pompously wrote it, " Athenafa," designates him by the last of 

these, preceded by his Greek agnomen (browilmov), and the Greek paternal, as 

usual, in the second case ; HPWL11-1t. ATTIKOY. MAPAEMINIOC. This was an 

Athenian monument, and therefore we may conjecture that the choice of the 

Greek components may be accounted for by the relation in which the goddess 
for whom the offering was designed stood towards Athens ; so that the taste of 

the rhetorician may have suggested the briefer formule in preference to the 
more prolix, Tif34nosi liXabSten 'Arrruccie ' 

krrucoi;`Hptatis Mapaednnos, the osten 

tation of which would have less consisted with the sacredness of a votive. 
We may observe here, incidentally, that this completer form of description 

explains at once the order which has been adopted in the Epitaph cited by 
PhilOstratos :I 

' ATTLKoi; ilipeoEns Mapa06vtos, ot; 7116 =iv.= 
KeiTat 71-lilt 1-10te, ircivroOev et%Oxiktos. 

The writer has not inverted here the legitimate sequence of the proper names 
in order, as might be supposed, to satisfy the exigencies of the Hexameter, but 

merely retrenched the first half of the full designation, as given above. 

An observation by SMITH may also be noticed here : 
" This Atticus ---- - 

was the father of Herodes Attic.u8, as hee is commonly called by the Roman 

writers, as if it were the name of the familye : whereas it should bee more 

properly Herodes Attici, viz., fitius, etc." This requires correction ; the 

Roman designation was solely an inversion of the proper order of the Greek 

names, 
' 
ATTucchitHinals, or perhaps the " Atticus" therein was an Ethnic, and 

c liner. P. ti. n. 40. t AP. BOckh. C. L I. p. 473. n. 490. 
: P. 566. Edit. Wear. 1709. c Proceedings R. L A., ubi supra. 

R2 
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intended to convey the sense of " Herodes he Atticus," as Statiusi speaks of 

Pheidfas, " Atticus Ellei senior," etc. 
To return to our immediate subject. The records of the Attikoi given above 

have all been transcribed from Athenian monuments : but it may be proper, in 

order to complete this evidence, to produce a few notices concerning Herddes 
from those of the Asiatic Greeks, amongst whom he is known to have held 

high official rank. The sites of Ephesos, SmYrna, and, perhaps, Alexandreia 

Trolls, supply us with these. A fragment of a pedestal which had once sup 
ported a statue erected in his honour is still visible amongst the ruins of the 

aqueduct that form so conspicuous a feature underneath the hill of the Ephesian 

AkrOpolis. It bears the inscription Kit . ATTIKON . HPDAHN,t which in all 

probability had been preceded by TI (TippLoy in the perfect state of the 

marble. A record of him has also been preserved in a mutilated Smyrnman 
titulus, of which SMITH t. has given us about one-half in his Survey of the Apo 

calyptic Churches, the portion that relates to HerOdes appearing as follows ; 
TUMMY. KAAYAIOY . HPS1 c that is, liptabov, which we may presume 
to have been followed in the perfect marble by one or more titles, for, immedi 

ately after the blank space, we read, KAI . IEBAITO.ANTOY. KAI 

eEAX . PflMHI, the void space here having very probably contained IEPESII 
in connexion with what immediately follows. A few observations may here be 

acceptable, in consideration of the historical interest of this titulus, which un 

questionably contained in its more perfect state a notice of the extraordinary 

magistracy that had been conferred upon HerOdes by the Emperor Hadrian. 

This was, the Presidency of the Autonomous cities of the proconsular Asia, to 

which PhilOstratos has referred in the following passage : /Ail' 'yap 1-179, 
KaTa. 'Acriap ZXEutVpwv it-Aeon, 6 H pans.. According to this view Bkiclui 
has restored the first six lines as follows : 'Ebotev Tar Zwi Tic. 'Au/as "EX 

c SHY. J. 1. 102. t Vide Biickh, C. I. ii. p. 611. n. 2978. 
Notit. Sept. As. Eccles. pp. 56. s. Compare BOckh, ii. p. 731. n. 3187. 

c P. 548. Ed. Olear. 1709. Comp. Dobson. Oratt. Attic. vol. iv. p. 565. not. 4. This mission 
3f HerOdes was similar to that of Maximus, to whom we find Plinius Secundus addressing one of 
his letters (Epist. yin. 24. on the subject of the conduct of his government, viz. the regulation 
:" ordinatio" of the Free Cities of Achaia. Accordingly, the jurisdiction which appertained to 
I was subordinate to that of the Proconsul. 
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Xnano (the Greeks of the free states c T Likplov KXatklov`Hplaev c c c xa2 

acflaggrocketvrov, Kai c c c iepbos. (his 'Wools, Kai Oeoi; Kaicrapor (Hadrian c c 

ALOs. iraTptiov, Ainoxpc1Topos, 
' 
Antepgais MeyiaTov, IluTpen TC/C Ilwrpslos r. T. X. 

Here, before TipEptou there most certainly existed some notice of HerOdes in 

his official capacity, by virtue of which he must be supposed to have presided 
in the Convention of the Representatives of the States. His other tides, which 

are extant in the inscription, corresponded to this : for example; Mepatrrapcivrris, 
one of the highest sacerdotal dignity, and second only to the Pontificate, which 

was the prerogative of the Ccesars. Baum explains the meaning of this term 

by comparing it with lepoocirrns. : 
" 

Iefiairratoclwrns est ut Ieporkcirrns." We 

know that the priests of this order amongst the Egyptians and Greeks were the 
" Antistites Sacrorum," interpreters of all that related to the Rites and Cere 

monies of their religious systems : and consequently the Sebastophants stood in 

the same relation during the Grxco-Roman times to the deified Augusti. 
The memorial of HerOdes which has been preserved at AlexAndreia Troas, 

was first published by POCOCKE, t but in a form so exceedingly imperfect as to 

baffle the experience and sagacity of Maui in his attempt at restoring it. The 

first two lines appear thus : i . KY. . . ON c T I K . . . . TIKON, which he has 

proposed to read, KAAYAION . TI BEPION . ATTIKON, thus inverting the po 
sitions of the Roman names, an inobservance of order scarcely compatible 
with the fidelity of a public monument. Perhaps, therefore, the better course 

would be to confine our attempt to the second line, which contains all the 

requisite elements, so far as it goes, correctly represented, and read this as 

follows ; TI . KA . ATTIKON, which we are at liberty to suppose had been 

followed by HPIZAHN. If now we pass to the eleventh and twelfth lines, 
we read thus : XI EPE . . . EAWAYM c IAAO/A . . . ONHPS/A, and these 

may be probably restored to APX1EPEA . eutz . OAYMMAL/OI . KA . AT 

TI KON . HPILIHN. These restorations consist with the statement of Phiki 

stratos respecting the kind offices of HerOdes on behalf of the citizens of TroAs : I 
1VdV U Tip T pee Its f3aXayeicov Te WWpi; C'clxovaav K. T. X. EirgcrreiXey ' 

AEpta, Ti; 

c Vide Tertullian. adv. Marcion. L 13. On the office of the tlEpockcirrr amongst the Athenians, 
see Potter, H. ch. 20. under the head EAMEINIA. 

t Inscr. Ant. L 3. p. 40. n. I. Backh, tom. II. p. 873. n. 3579. 

t Ubi supra, p. 548. 
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airroxpleropt, 'repel'Nip IrPtiv cipxalav Kai b606.Aaprov r. T. X., which was followed 

by the construction of an aqueduct, during the progress of which he was largely 
aided by his father from his private funds. Perhaps the first of the above-cited 
lines of POCOCKE'S fragment may admit of a restoration illustrating this fact, 
namely TI KA . ATT I KON. 

It appears to me that these citations respecting the Atfikof of Hadrian and, 
his successors dispose satisfactorily of SMITH'S proposed identifications, whether 
we regard them simply as Grteco-Roman, or include also a consideration of their 
official rank. Had it been the elder AttikOs who was the donor of this ana 

glyph, I feel confident that he would not have failed to describe himself in his 

capacity of Imperial Commissioner to the Autonomous cities of Asia, and the 
same may be predicated of Her6des, in his quality of their President. Thus we 
have seen the Thasian Legate, Xen6phantos, described in a titulus lately cited 
in his twofold capacity of Embassador and Artist; and in a Thyatirene monu 
ment,t which I adduce in evidence on account of one of the names with which 
it concludes, I find recorded an honour awarded to a successful pancratiast by 
the youths of certain gymnasia, on the occasion of a certain solemnity, the whole 

concluding with a formal notice of the person who had been chosen to preside, 
in the following terms : Yno . En I XTATHN . AYP . ATTIKON . 

Now, it is difficult to conceive that officials of the Augusti of such conspicuous 
rank as the Attikoi would be less conscious of the opportunities they possessed 
of proclaiming their distinctions than the Legate of an lEglean community, or 
an agonistic president in a provincial city, even though the titulus of Smirna 
so recently cited did not supply us with a direct proof of the reverse. 

SMITH'S final conjecture relates to the fragment TIA in the commencement 
of the second line, and is but an extension of the hypotheses which we have 

just now been examining. His words are, after his ascription of the ATT1KOI 
before us to the father of HerOdes, " how hee comes to bee called Hippitias' 
or Hippotias,' if that bee his prenomen, or whether Hippatias,' or whatever it 
should bee, bee the proper name of the person who put up the monument, and 
Atticus of his country, I have not time nor leisure to enquire." 

c Supr. p. 126. t Vide BOckh, T. n. 836. n. 3503. 
t Proceedings R. I. A., ubi supra. 
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Two suppositions are here ventured ; the first, that the father of HerOdes 

was named " 
Hippitias AttikOs," which is quite inconsistent with the evidence 

of marbles ; and the second, that ATTIKOX is an Ethnic noun. This accepta 
tion has been examined at such length already, that it is unnecessary for me to 

make it the subject of any further observations. It will be recollected also, that 

to receive ATTIKOZ in its legitimate sense, the Onomastic, and at the same time 

suppose that TIAI had formed, in the perfect state of the epigraph, a part of 

any Greek proper name, would be equivalent to the admission of two contra 

dictory propositions. It remains, therefore, that I should propose some other 

less exceptionable mode of recovering the word of which this fragment was the 

termination, and that the intent of the donor of this anaglyph enables me to 

effect this I entertain no doubt. 

I have already expressed my belief, in the earlier part of this section, that 

the marble before us was a Charisterial offering, a public tribute of honour 

suggested by feelings of gratitude. The Sentiment, therefore, or ElrxaptaTia, 

which, in one of the examples that I cited from marbles,f replaces, as a syno. 

nym, the more usual Elpxapurriptop, at once suggests itself for our adoption. 

Accordingly, I venture to propose VxapgaTtas. But this, in its turn, demands 

another supplement to stand in regimen with it, a requirement which would 

be at once satisfied by either glIEKEY or xtpty, agreeably with the common 

formule, were it not for the almost invariable practice observed in tituli of 

placing these after, not before, the noun with which they are constructed. 

This obstacle being insurmountable, I next sought a term which might serve 

the double purpose of governing eiPxaptaTlas, and standing as an Appositive to 

the Predicate case of the subauded verb Itvahrce; and such a one immediately 

suggested itself in Mvnimiov, the application of which by HerOdotos, in a passage 
that I formerly cited from him, t appears perfectly germane to the case before us. 

I felt myself, however, on reflection, constrained to reject this also, in consequence 
of its almost universal meaning in epigraphic Greek, " 

sepulchral monument." I 

then made choice of its synonym 'YwO,uvniva, on finding it exempt from any 
such restriction in its use, and thus completed the second line in a form which, 
without any farther advocacy on my part, I may leave to plead its own cause. 

c Vide pp. 109. ss. t Supr. p. 111. Supr. p. 116. 
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I cannot, however, refrain from strengthening my position by the following ci 

tation from a Tian inscription, in which the self-same expression that I have 

selected occurs in a lacuna restored by the learned Mout : *ha els awavTa 

TOP xpOvov inropvilliaTa (" memorials" ,6 KO -nevi Te rs wpOs. r Oeiov ebactkias, 
Kai T/ijItIv6Scr Priv dropicrTlas. 

We have now advanced a very considerable length of way towards unra 

velling the intricacies of our inquiry. The sole remaining difficulty with which 

we have now to contend is what we may term the Appropriation of this ana 

glyph in other words, the specific Predicate of laarpre. But firstly, as con 

ducive to clearness, let us for a moment review the steps by which we have 

arrived at our present position. 
Our primary object was to ascertain the class of this monument with re 

ference to the motive of its donor : and we have brought forward reasons 

founded on trustworthy data for considering it as an " Eucharisterion," that is, 
an Offering or Gift expressive of grateful sentiments4 We then found that 

NEM . 110AIN, in the first line of the epigraph, admits of two very distinct 

senses, one of which requires the presence of the preposition Eli before it, 
whilst the other connects it as an Appositive with the predicate noun of /m 

ania ; as also, that the last of these may be either expressed or understood. I 
We then considered ATTIKOI, which closes the second line, in reference to 

the rival probabilities of its having been used there in its Onomastical or Eth 

nical import, and arrived at the conclusion, that so strong a presumption exists 

in favour of the former of these that the latter must yield place to it as a basis 

of restoration. Under this head were included the two following results : the 

first, that ATTIKOX appeared singly on the stele, and unconnected with any 
Name or Fore-name : the second, that the individual who bore it, and who 

presented the anaglyph, was not known to history as identified with either of 

the Attikoi who rose to such eminence under the auspices of Hadrian and the 

Antonini.* 
We now combine these results with the restorations of the second line which 

have been just now proposed : we represent also the Predicate case of civMtpte 

c C. I. xi. p. 655. n. 3067. 11. al. 34. Supr. pp. 109. es. 

Supr. pp. 88. 111. 116. c Supr. pp. 116. ss. Supr. pp. 123. a. 
" Supr. pp. 124. ss. 
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by TO l'eyaXpa in accordance with the TON . ANAPIANTA of the Xanthian in 

scription cited in the course of this section, and offer the following as synopses 
of the present state of our knowledge respecting the epigraph before us : 

a. Tj aryaXiAa cis Tip vau/Murpriatv irlatv, b. TO 7AeyaXita, Thy vsivigunalow irldtcy, 
'Y wtitumpa Tic evx' aptcrrias 'ATTucOr. tY irSpirripa clrxaptcrriar. 'ATTLKOsi. 

We have thus succeeded in narrowing by one-half the area of uncertainty, 
and by this mean disembarrassing essentially the remainder of our inquiry. 
The double form of restoration here proposed results from the doubt which as 
yet exists respecting the sense in which NEAN.110AIN is to be received: and 
had that in the case of ATTIKOX remained unremoved, we should have had, 
for each of these, two distinct forms, thus incumbering the future discussion 
with four distinct resultants. 

I now address myself to the consideration of my fourth general head of in 

quiry, as stated in the commencement of this Section ;t in other words, to the 

defining the substitute with which we are to replace the indeterminate *A7aNua 
in the first of the forms of restoration as specified above. It is quite obvious 
that a determinate answer to this question will exhibit itself in a determinate 

resultant, either merging in the second form, or superseding it. altogether. 
Should such success attend our investigation, our position with regard to the ana 

glyph before us would resemble that which we occupy in relation to its associate ; 
in a degree, at least ; for the evidence of our possessing in the latter what the 
Eiirdw 7pcorri was in the sister art is precise, and what may be termed, in a 
certain sense, ocular, as the epigraph containing the information has reached 
us in its original state ; whereas, no amount of research could ever effect the 
same for the sculpture of Attik6s, because we are precluded from ever rising 
above the level of probabilities by the condition in which its epigraph has 
descended to us. I speak, however, now in a strictly logical sense: as I hope, 
ere I conclude, to make it appear that the probabilities at our disposal are so 

materially enhanced by coincidences as to claim our assent on all reasonable 

grounds of evidence. 
It will be recollected that I have already expressed a decided opinion, 

c Supr. p. 111. t SuPr. Ix 109. 
VOL. XXII. S 
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stating at the same time my reasons for having formed it, that the sculpture of 
AttikOs was a public monument, and consequently, that the individual repre 
sented therein must have been one who stood upon a higher level than the 

Lysimache of its associate. We must, therefore, search for her either in the 

religion of the Myesian state, as its Tutelary, or in Myth, as its Foundress, or 
in Allegory, as the Impersonation of the Community, or in the person of some 
actual historical individual, who was enabled from her position to influence its 
weal. I can form no conception of any Archetype having been present to the 

sculptor's mind which may not be referred to one or other of these. I now 

proceed to discuss their several pretensions to our acceptance with reference 

(for a reason which will shortly appear to the Ionian confederation in parti 
cular, and hope by this method to limit very considerably the extent of our 

uncertainty, supposing even the worst, that I fail of influencing more decidedly 
your convictions. 

I commence, in the order stated above, with Tutelaries ; a most compre 
hensive and interesting class of representations on the monuments of anti 

quity, more especially the Numismatic, to which, as in general the most acces 

sible, and offering the amplest illustrations of my subject, I propose to confine 

my attention. 

Every student in this department is familiar with the effigies of Pallds, and 
her concomitant symbols, the Owl and Olive, on the coins of the city of Kekrops : 

and, to come nearer to our present site, that of the Myesian town, with the 

goddess so frequently associated in tutelary care with the Sipylene Mother, 
the winged Nemeseis, on the coins of Sqrna : -1 with the Artemis PoYmastos, 
attended in her character of Huntress by the Stag, and in that of Archegetis 
or chief Foundress, by the Bee, on the coins of iphesos :1 with the Consort of 
Zelis and her symbolical bird, or in her capacity of Pronuba (vviudlyeixrpta), as 

designated by the Lunar crescent, on those of smos : with the effigies of 

Herakles, the Tutelary of Erythrai, on the coins of that city, and his accesso 

ries, the Hide of the Nemeian lion, the Club, the Bow, and the Quiver : V with 

the Artemis Leukophryene of the Mmandrian Magnesia.* Thus Lebedos had 

c Supr. p. 511. Comp. pp. 112. ss. t Vide Eckhel, T. u. pp. 648. s. 
t Ibid. p. 512. b. c Ibid. pp. 668. s. 
11 Ibid. pp. 522. s. Comp. Pausan. vu. 5. 3. * Ibid. pp. 525. as. 
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its Palls, and so also Priene: and it is scarcely necessary to add, that Teos 
owed its rank as a sacred and inviolable site to the tutelary guardianship of 

DiOnysos. 
These are records of the honours paid to divine Prostittai which every nu 

mismatist's cabinet meriting the title exhibits in abundance : and sculptures 
still extant in museums contribute their testimony. Even a cursory perusal of 
that invaluable relic of antiquity, the Hellenic tour of Pausanias, suffices to 

prove what an exhaustless field the mythical associations of this class disclosed 
to the artist ; how profusely these creations of his genius were scattered over 
that once favoured territory; with how generous an enthusiasm its inhabitants 
vied with each other in consecrating his labours to what they esteemed to be 
their holiest and most dignified employment. 

This review cannot be better concluded than with a remark which will be 
found hereafter eminently useful in the prosecution of our argument. This 
is, that in consequence of either close neighbourhood or amicable relations 

(144Opoia), it was frequently the custom of cities to interchange their Tutelaries. 
Thus KolophOn might seem to have adopted the Prostiltes of Klitros into cer 
tain of its Autonomous coins, which exhibit the legend nveiox on their ob 

verses, whilst in others the peculiar type of the Ephesian Artemis appears. t 
Miletos, on the same principle, might seem to have borrowed the Samian type of 
the Nymphentrial and S6mos itself to have introduced into its coins of Hom6 
noia the Alexandrian type of the veiled Isis. c Thus also Metropolis appro 
priated the Ephesiandi and the people of Erythrai that which was so distinctive 
of Chios, the Sphinx, in the coins which commemorated their mutual concord.* 

As a state, however, may be represented not only in the person of its Tute 

lary as symbolizing its sustentative energy and the religious element in its eco 

nomy, but also in that of its Founder (orriaTtp), as impersonating its nascent 

civilization, I have recognised the claim of this alternative to consideration; 
the rather so, as I entertain little doubt of my being enabled to prove satis 

factorily, that we now stand on Ionian ground; and it is certain, both from the 

c Vide Eckhel, pp. 524. 530. b. 531. a. 533. 8. 536. b. 563. a. 
t Ibid. p. 512. 1 Ibid. p. 525. a. c Ibid. p. 570. b. 
11 Ibid. p. 529. b. " Ibid. pp. 523. b. 566. b. 

s2 
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authority of contemporary writers and their own monuments, that it was a 
characteristic of the Ionian mind, not to term it a weakness, to trace the origins 
of their cities to fabulous times and the agencies of mythical personages. It is 
thus that we find Ephesos, Erythrai, Teos, Klazomene, Smyrna, Phokaia, claim 

ing Amazons as the Foundresses of their respective communities :4' nor, indeed, 
did the Ionians stand alone in their pretensions : as we find the States of Kyme, 
MYrhina, Temnos, and Tripolis, in the contiguous territories of Aiolis and 
Karia, asserting a like origin.t 

c Vide Eckhel, pp. 510. b. 516. b. 523. b. 534. a. 544. 563. 
t Ibid. pp. 492. b. 496. a. 497. a. 593. b. 
The mention of this community of the Amazons is almost universal amongst ancient authors. 

Strabo speaks of them several times; ex. gr. in their proper seat, xi. 8., in Mysia, XII. 8., in Ionia, 
xiv. 1. Stephanos, in their locality near the ThermOdon, in Aiolis, and Ionia: Pausanias distinctly 
states the persuasion that they were the first foundresses of the temple of the Ephesian Artemis, 
and the dedicators of her statue: Di6doros has given a summary of their history from their origin 
to their decline, in n. 44. ss. So also Justin, n. 4., with whose narrative the reader may compare 
Her6dotos, iv. 110. ss. ; Orosius, 1.15. ; Eustithios in Dionfs. Perieget. 828. ; and Ammianns, xxii. 8. 
Pliny, V. 31. 4, 7., ascribes to Amazons the foundation of-Ephesos and Smfrna: with respect to the 
former, Tacitns, in Annal. ni. 61., repeats the same tradition with Pausanias mentioned above; and 
Mela's words are, under the head " Ionia," in i. 17., " Ibi Ephesus, et Dianee clarissimum templum, 
quad Amazones, Asia potitte, consecrasse traduntur." 

These authorities, which might be increased beyond any reasonable limits, induce a belief 
that the existence of the Amazonian state was something more than a myth. Strabo, indeed, was 
a sceptic in this particular, and Eustathios repeats his words in one of his notes on Iliad. ci. Ilip; 
Si -1v 'Apatiwoov ra dna U7E7 Kai vi)o, tai N44, .repaTtal Zvra, Kai 711r77EW9 re:Vito. Tist 
UV rto-rdlaTtev, 4;9 7vvattrel)v elpaT;r, 4 ro'Xis, 4 smos avo-rativ av VOTE xwpit cive5piav; it. T. A.. Whe 
ther the sentence in Hippokrates, which immediately follows the one cited in p. 141. offers a plau 
sible answer to this, I leave it to my readers to judge: pleX0V7at Tat roXeidoss Zan Av rapOE'vot 
et... at. Oinc ltrow-apOevet'iorra4 iadxpc91v 717.30 VON,eitatel, Vat a,roKTEIViellt, Plato, at least, ex 
presses his belief in the existence of these female warriors, in the person of one of the speakers in 
his Treatise " De Legibus," vu. pp. 804.e. s. 07Sa ct pvpuiZes civaplemTOL rivvaiscary dal repi 
TOY 1101'17011, 4h IavpoertSas xaXoDasv, ah oirxinirtur tavov, Wag xal TdEtov kai TtZP caXwv SirXwv 
scosvivvia scai TO/V aYtpfigils rev rpocrreralt.tivli taws crasceiTai. 

That fiction has, however, been superadded to truth in these details, I entertain no doubt. 
Thus we meet very generally with the " exsecta mamma" of Virgil (Eneid. L in the accounts given 
of Amazonian customs. The origin of this most probably was to impart an air of plausibility to 
the favourite Greek etymon for 'A,uatilw, than which nothing could be more preposterous. May 
we not rather regard it as separable into the components cilia, rwv, which so nearly represent the 
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Now, all this may have been founded on something real, or, as the dispas 
sionate critic in such questions may be disposed to conclude, on pure vanity 
but the determination of the matter, even granting it to be possible, is by no 
means necessary on the present occasion, as all we are concerned with is the 
fact that the persuasion had fixed itself deeply in the mind ; had become, in 
effect, a Faith, and had, accordingly, found its expression in the traditions and 
monuments of the Asiatic Greeks. 

I may be permitted to state a fact within my own experience, which attests 
the permanence of this conviction even to the present day. It occurred to me 
whilst in Smfrna, the only one of those cities which can be said to have re 
tained even the shadow of its ancient grandeur. During one of my walks 
within the precincts of Pagos and its AkrOpolis, a colossal bust, which had been 
stationed in a recess to the right of the western portal, at a considerable eleva 
tion, attracted my attention. I saw at once, from the pure white colour and 
fine grain of the marble, still more from the vestiges of artistic skill which yet 
remained upon it, that I confronted a relic of better days, when Smyrna was 
still a Neocore, and its citizens the Princes of Asia. But how identify it c The 

epigraph, if one ever existed, had wholly disappeared from its base. Yet the 

Smyrnman of the present day feels, as 1 very soon learned, at no loss for a solu 
tion of this mystery. He recognises, in the full assurance of a traditionary faith, 
the effigies of the Amazonian foundress of the ancient city still occupying the 

position which the brother-in-law of Alexios had assigned her, as though to 

keep 
" watch and ward" over her ancient dominion with a Tutelary's care. 

Such are my grounds for entertaining this hypothesis in reference to the 
Ionian city from whence this anaglyph came. It must, however, be confessed, 
that the scanty notices which we possess with regard to it afford us no data 
whatsoever for presuming that its Myesian founders had adopted this pretension 
of their other Ionian. compatriots. The evidence supplied by its one or two 

coins, which will shortly pass under our review, does not bear upon the subject; 
neither do those ancient geographers who have noticed either the Myesian site, 

Persian 4.1i 41b, words that doubtless existed in the ancient Zend, and express the " purely 
feminine" character of the community This, perhaps, is preferable also to the Majyar origin of 
the term, which WES8ELING cites in one of his notes on DiOdoros u. 45. from Otrokoksi. 
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or the more recent city, introduce any allusion to any myth of the kind. Thus, 
the probability of its having obtained credence amongst the Myesians rests on 

analogy alone, yet one which itself reposes on so broad a basis as to entitle an 

hypothesis built upon it to somewhat more than an incidental notice. 
From considering this sculpture as the representative of the Myesian state 

in a sense in which the Religious element appears prominent, as also in its ru 

dimentary condition, as symbolized by a supposed mythical Foundress, I pro 
ceed now to view it as embodying the attributes of a community, the polity of 
which has been fully matured. This, it will be recollected, was the third of the 

hypotheses enumerated above as entitled to our consideration, and my reason 
for allowing it a place will appear from the following review of the coins of the 
Ionian confederacy, selected with reference to this practice. 

ECKHEL has headed this list with a Grieco-Roman coin of Apollonia, on 
the obverse side of which appears an impersonation of the Roman Senate, 
as clearly defined by the epigraph accompanying it, 1EPA CYNKAHTOC.s 
The reverse exhibits a female head, attended by no definite attribute, but which, 
by a parity of reasoning, I conceive myself authorized to regard as personifying 
the community, it being accompanied by the Ethnic ArIOAMINIESIN. In a si 
milar coin of Klazomene,f the same evidence of political subjection meets us 
on the obverse, but this is balanced on the reverse by the type of " the standing 
Fortune," attended by an epigraph, the components of which are the Ethnic 
and the name of the Eponymous magistrate. Here a distinction is to be noticed. 
This type, received in connexion with the Ethnic, forms the legend, TYXH 

KAAZOMENIIIN, and thus is to be understood as symbolizing the State's prospe 
rity ; but no sculpture of it could ever be taken as representing the Commu 

nity in the same sense with the juvenile head just noticed on the coin of 

Apollonia ; that is, we could not with propriety say, ITbri, T (d' I I liNaro 
ilasJV irAts, whereas, in the former, TO (17aXtta, i rtv 'AirOVVVVIECOV irciNts would 
be perfectly intelligible. We are enabled indeed to exemplify this from the 
Klazomenian coins themselves, two autonomes of the city having been included 

by ECKHEL in his enumeration, I each presenting a female head on its obverse, 
unaccompanied, it is true, with any epigraph, but not easily referrible to any 

c Vide Eckhel. T. ii. p. 509. a. t Ibid. p. 511. a. T. Ibid. p. 510. b. 
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subject excepting that which the reverses indicate, the Klazomenian commu 

nity itself. This seems more especially manifest in one of the impersonations, 
the head of which is circled by the laurel wreath, the emblem of victorious 
energy. 

KolophOn, in like manner, exhibits the female head with the legend trans 
ferred to the reverse : and so also Miletoset The obverses here are without 
legends (aveirlypa0a ; but the same may be observed in the case of the Apallon 
Didymeiis in all the autonomes enumerated by ECKHEL. I refer also to the 
same class of type-representatives the three laureated female heads which he 
leaves undescribed amongst the autonomes of Smyrna. It 

The islands of Ionia offer but little in illustration of this usage. In the coins 
of HomOnoia, of Chios, and Erythrai, we observe two entirely different type-re 
presentatives chosen by the former ; one, in accordance with the general custom, 
the female head, with the epigraph AHMOC.XISIN on the same area, the 

other, the winged Sphinx, which is her constant symbol on her coins of every 
age. The representative of Erythrai in both is the same, namely, Herakles the 

Archegetes. The autonome which PELLERIN has attributed to Ikaria,11 with 
the female head on its obverse, is in all likelihood an illustration : but this 

ascription of the coin seems involved in doubt. Pfitmos reckons amongst its coins 
an autonome, with a youth's head encirded with an ivy-wreath," which ac 
cords very well with the DiOte on the reverse. This also appears to exemplify 
the usage of which I treat. 

On the whole it seems abundantly established, notwithstanding that there 

appear certain remarkable deviations from it, as has been instanced just now 

by the Chians choosing the Sphinx to symbolize their State, the presence of 
which in all their coins, of whatever age, precludes the supposition that it had 
been due to the ascendency of the Lagidai. Yet, that it was of Egyptian origin 
no one can doubt who considers the relation in which it stood to the Pha 

raohs.tt 

c Vide Eckhel, p. 511. b. t Ibid. p. 530. b. 
Ibid. pp. 539. 545. a. Compare his remarks on the opinions of MEAD and WISE respecting 

the first two of these coins in pp. 550. B. 
c Ibid. pp. 523. s. Ibid. p. 567. b. * Ibid. 
ft Vide Sir Gardiner Wilkinson's Work on the Ancient Egyptians, vol. v. pp. 200. ss. 
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Again, that the Erythrwans chose to be represented on the same occasion 
by their Tutelary might be accounted for, by supposing that the religion of the 
State was more or less concerned in the forming and ratifying such alliances. 

Other examples, however, occur. The people of Smyrna is represented in 
a coin of Hom6noia between it and the Asians of Lydia by its Amazonian 
foundress, whilst the latter are impersonated by a turret-crowned female figure, 
probably selected under the influence of a similar mythical belief. Again, 
the Pholueans are described in one of their autonomes.t probably a coin of 
HomOnoia like the preceding, under the person of their mythical Amazon, asso 
ciated with Cybele, who, on the other hand, impersonates the State of Metrd 
polls. But these are exceptional cases, for which it is by no means difficult to 
offer very plausible reasons. They cannot, therefore, be justly regarded as af 

fecting the essential truth of our conclusion, that it was a very general practice 
amongst the Ionians to symbolize their several communities by juvenile heads 
of either sex, the manifest intent having been to picture to the eye the youth 
of those communities ; in other words, their season of active energy, their 

prime ; the period intervening between a crude civilization and the decline of 
all influence and power. 

The important question which we are now called upon to answer is, Are 
we to receive the sculpture of Attikfs as an example of this usage c In other 
words, Are we to adopt the second form of restoration of its epigraph which I 
have proposed, in preference to the first The following is my reply. 

I esteem it as most certain, that priority of reception is due to it as com 

pared with the hypothesis of the anaglyph's representing a supposed mythical 
Foundress of the Myesian city: for this involves a twofold assumption ; firstly, 
that the citizens of that State had participated in the traditionary belief of their 

countrymen ; secondly, that supposing even the truth of this, the occasion was 
such as to sanction a departure from the more general form of symbolization. 
Now of this occasion we know absolutely nothing, nor did the epigraph, I am 

persuaded, in its original state, convey any information on the subject. I shall, 
therefore, address myself to the first of these assumptions, as quite sufficient 
of itself to guide us out of this labyrinth. 

c Vide Eekhel, vol. u. p. 562. a. t Ibid. p. 534. 
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I have already observed, that Analogy is the only ground on which we can 
rest this attribution of an AmazOn-foundress to the Myesian town, and there 
fore, that my entertaining the hypothesis at all was merely subsidiary to the 
fuller development of my argument. It is most evident, however, that an as 
sumption which is founded on mere Analogy can never sustain a competition 
with one which is based upon a fact, and that fact a recognised artistic rule. 
This I state in the general : but now let us examine what I may term the My 
thical hypothesis on its own merits, descending to details ; for in these it is 
plain that we must hearken to the dictation of Analogy, if we allow ourselves 
to be guided by it in the principle. 

The details to which I refer here are those of the effigies of mythical 
Foundresses, with which the medals of the Ionian confederation, as well as of 
others which I have added to the list, acquaint us, a review of which appears 
to be decisive of the question, so far, at least, as numismatic evidence extends. 
We observe the characteristics of these effigies to vary according to the type 
which the artist was required to follow. This appears to have been twofold. 
If the AmazOn was to be represented in her capacity of Foundress, she then 
became a PyrgophOros ; the diadem which encircled her head was an emblem 
of the military defences with which she guarded her infant State. But she was 
also a member of a warlike community ; in which light she makes her appear 
ance as an Hoploph6ros ; she wields the battle-axe, and the turreted crown is 
replaced with the helmet. This, however, is the rarer type, the medals of 
'nos alone of all the Ionic states exhibiting it ; and none of those of Aiolis. 
The type of the Karian Tripolis introduces another warlike element, the Horse, 
one of very infrequent occurrence, and singularly illustrative of the passage in 
Hippokrates relative to the Amazons : Totrrsov al 7vvaiKEs iirwitCovrai Te at 
TOtEZOINTI ral ciKovrtrovcriv lorO 77rnov. 

My conclusion from these data is that, unless we are to slight the evi 
dence of medals and coins as expositors of archaic symbols, we must disallow 
the claims of a mythical Foundress to be considered as impersonated in this 
anaglyph. 

c Vide Hippokrat. " De Eer. aq. et loc." cited by Stephanus under the head " Amazonea" in " Dict. Hist." p. 86. b. Lloyd. 1693. 
VOL. XXII. 
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I now proceed to examine the comparative pretensions of the first and 

third hypotheses, that is, whether we are to regard this sculpture as represent 

ing a Tutelary, or as symbolizing the Myesian community. A definite reply to 

this question would enable us to dispense with one of our forms of restoration, 
and thus advance us an important step towards our proposed end. But I labour 

at present under the disadvantage of not being as yet in a position to bring for 

ward the full evidence which I regard myself as possessing in behalf of the 

first of these alternatives, until I submit a few details with which it is materially 
connected, not the least important of which is the identification of the city corn 

. 
i memorated n the epigraph. In the mean time it may be urged in its favour, 

that the occasions on which divine Prostatai were made the subjects of such 

offerings as the present so very much outnumber those on which communities 

were selected for-that purpose, that even a simple calculation of chances would 

go far in deciding the question. The position which they occupied, as the 

chief objects of worship, and the vehicles of the profoundest sympathies, was so 

elevated, that they occasionally supplanted, as we have seen, the allegorical 

types even in their own proper sphere. We may also, with more immediate 

reference to the sculpture before us, ask this question : supposing it Chariste 

rial, is it not self-evident that the sentiment which suggested it as such would 

be more adequately expressed by adopting as its subject the higher impersona 

tion, that is, the Representative of the Religion of the community, than by se 

lecting the lower, namely, the community itself 

So far the claims of the Tutelary might appear to have been paramount; 
but whether they were recognised on the present occasion must remain an 

open question until we can form some probable opinion with reference to the 

inquiry, on which of the female deities who bore sway in Ionia as Prostatides 

we are at present to fix our regards. It is probable that we may then find the 

fourth of the alternatives which have been proposed for our consideration most 

eminently entitled to it, as conducting to a remarkable coincidence, and, through 

it, to a ready solution of our somewhat perplexing enigma. From henceforth, 

therefore, my first hypothesis, the Tutelary, and my last, the Historical, go 
hand-in-hand, as I propose to establish a fact with reference to the former, 

c Vide supr. pp. 139. s. 
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which will so harmonize with an undoubted fact in the case of the latter, that 
it will enable me to blend the two together, and thus avail myself of their 
united aid to elicit a definite result. The circumstances which have led to 
this fusion of hypotheses, which appear at first sight so independent of each 

other, may be generally explained, and my reasons at the same time assigned 
for superadding the last of the series. With this intent I observe, that we 
are now conversant with an era in the annals of the Hellenic states very 
different from the Autonomous. In all public monuments, including the Nu 

mismatic, the effigies of the dominant powers had, during the Grteco-Roman 

period, supplanted in a great measure the indigenous types ; and of this altered 
state of things the anaglyph before us may prove a witness .... a lone repre 
sentative amongst us of that countless array which, during the ascendency of 

Imperial Rome, crowded the edifices of Greece from the temples of its gods 
to the private abodes of its aristocracy. It will be remembered that I have 

already hazarded a conjecture, which its external characteristics are such as to 
render in the highest degree probable, that it was intended as a tribute of 
respect to a female of illustrious station. This persuasion was forced upon. 
me by the very first sight which I had of it ; I mean, a sight improved and dis 

ciplined by a large experience in this department of study. Subsequent medi 
tation and research led me by a gradual progress, a faithful delineation of which 
hags been presented in the pages of this Memoir, to individualize this first im 

pression in the person of a member of an Imperial family, which can be easily 
proved to have stood high in the estimation of the Hellenic communities, as well 
by its acts of kind consideration, as by the paramount influence which had been 
secured to it in consequence of the energy and prosperous career of its Founder. 
It is evident, that the probability of this identification is materially enhanced 
by showing that the personage here alluded to had been designated in such a 
way by the Hellenic states in their public monuments, whether from grateful 
remembrances or unworthy adulation it matters little at present, as to become 
directly associated with their religious sympathies in the actual person of a 
goddess whom, above all, our Tutelary hypothesis would suggest; for thus we 
have two probabilities, each resting on its peculiar ground, that is, the proba 

c Supr. pp. 112. ss. 133. s. 
T2 
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bility of the Tutelary hypothesis, and that of the Historical, both converging to 
an identical result, and bound up together, so to express myself, in the same 

person through the instrumentality of a common name. 
I proceed now to submit the course of argument by which I establish all 

this, first premising the order that I mean to observe. I place foremost my 
identification of the city styled in the epigraph I v4a Munaitev w6XLs, as a point 
of the highest importance, and which occupied the third place in my general 
classification of Heads of inquiry at the commencement of this Section. I then 
address myself to the fourth general Head, namely, the identification of this 

anaglype, to effect which I ascertain, in the first place, what particular deity the 

Myesian city had either adopted as its Tutelary, or at least might be expected 
to have venerated as such in virtue of its political connexion. I then define 
from the evidence supplied by the epigraph itself, so far as is possible, the 
limit of its age. I remark, in the third place, certain characteristics of the 

sculpture which tend to confirm this inference, as well as lead us, " 
prima facie," 

to conclude that an individual of exalted rank had been its immediate subject. 
Lastly, I identify this subject with a well-known historical personage, stating 
at the same time my reasons for selecting her in particular, and conclude with 

submitting my final restoration of the epigraph. 
SMITH has proposed an identification of the Myesian city, which he might 

appear to have regarded with some degree of complacency, for he writes con 

cerning it, in his Letter to Primate MARSH, as follows, after referring to a notice 

by Stephanos concerning the old Ionian city 
" 

Myes :" c " Whether Myes bee 
here meant by v4a ir6Xts, then newly erected into a city, or some other city built 

by the inhabitants of the former, forced to remove to a more convenient and 
healthier place, the defect in the beginning, owing to the injury of time after so 

many ages, will not suffer us to know now, (or ? who it was that did honour to 
this ' new city' by setting up this monument . If it bee the same with Myfis, 
Mvas, as is very likely, then it is certaine that it was a maritime city of Ionia, 
not farre from the river Meander of we wee have several accounts given 
by Strabo, Pausanias, and Pliny, not to mention other authors, both Greeke and 
Latine." 

I observe with respect to this, that we are concerned at present with via 
c Vide Proceedings IL L A., ubi supra, p. 51. 
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MUtifft wOXIs, not Minialcov ircAcs; that it is the former, not the latter, that we 
are required to identify with some known geographical site. That the Ionian 
city 

" 
Mytts" cannot be that site is very clear, not only from the discrepancy 

between the Ethnical names, Muo6alos and Mamas, but also because it had 
ceased to exist as a separate state, probably long before the New City of the 
Myesians was built. The expressions of Pausanias, when writing concerning the 
Ionic migration to the maritime tracts of Western Asia, appear to be confirmatory 
of this :1' MvormTos ol olkiropes hr21-670 rodge 4E7torov Thv 7rOXtv. Kara Tiv 
Muovalav xeLpav OaXcicrans rOX7rosaelxcv ol /Aas TOOTOW iroTatuis broltyrev 

Malavbpos, iorcrrepOpevos TOv lairNovv iXLI. ids ba 4vOcrrncre TO iktop, rat obit 61 
iv OciXacraa, xt;merres aretpot 7rX3Oos kytwovTo K i3c Xi/Avv, Zs O Tan avOptirmovs 
nvicyraffav Zacirciv %%Am. etwexeLpriaavU Zs MiXtrrovMuobatot, Tet 'TT liAXa (Cys 
ryitua Kai TOly eeti;y (fiepOlLeyot 7a CryciN/Accra. This incorporation of the Myusians with 
the people of Miletos is quite decisive as to the value of Small's conjecture. 

Equally untenable is one which, during the first stage of my inquiry, I had 
formed respecting this site : that we are to look for it in Wit, an island in the 
Keramic gulf,f and probably a dependency of HalikarnassOs ; that our anaglyph, 
therefore, is of Karian origin. A little reflection, however, convinced me that 
this supposition could not be entertained ; for, not to insist on the extreme insig 
nificance of the place, and its being even questionable whether any town entitled 
to the designation 

" Pas" existed therein at all, the form of the Ethnic, Mvtjaws, 
disagrees with the general Karimn type, according to which we should have ex 

pected either Mvebs. or ISItmv6s, as in the instances of MPtaffa, A cippavba, etc. 
I then addressed myself to Stephanos, the geographer first referred to by 

SMITH, but whom he appears to have laid aside, after having been conducted to 
the very threshold of the truth. He writes thus :I iwns WI-roc, Ids cloiryptis 
431r7pirros, ir6Xts 'Levan' tEicaTaios 'Ada' Ta 'EOvvr6v, Maystos, c locripicrios. 
Here we have the name of the parent city, together with the precise Ethnic 
which occurs in our epigraph ; but this is not sufficient. The clause merely 
informs us that Wris was the same with Mmolow iniXis, but leaves us in the 
dark as to n vsMunaltov mats. The former of these, however, having been 
an Ionian city, the probable inference is, that the latter was one also ; accord 

c Pausan. vu. 2. 7. 1 PhD. V. 36. 3. 
" De Urbibus," p. 567. a. Ed. BerkeL 1694. 
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ingly, I had recourse to Stria)g, in whose enumeration of the cities of that terri 

tory I perceived the following notice, which immediately appeared to me to 

supply the information required : Etra NeivroNic, t wpc'prepow law iv 'ECI)C1710SY 
vim 8 Maplaw, biculactt-afuivan, mph. r Maparicuoy, ni Zerytrapos irpOs cimarrpot. It 
occurred to me that this clause solved the whole difficulty, as nothing was more 
usual than for Greek authors, when mentioning cities of this name, to disjoin 
the Abstract from the Concrete, and then allow the latter its separate inflexion. 
Thus Her6dotos, speaking of the /Egyptian Nefipolis, has the following sentence :t 
EaTt S Xiptpts, 1r6Ats eyiX, N npoi; Tor, Onf3ditro6 kyyin Wtis. 1TOXios. Again: 
ITpaTetjv irapacitiflave r 110718a/17y, Alta 'Ackintos, Kai Nins 1-16XIos, that is, of 
Nefipolis of Pallene. Thukydides adopts the same separate inflexion ; as for 

example, when mentioning Neapolis of Zeugitana : ilapairXeiyaavres. 
flaw, Kaprgowtalc6v rc,pcov. So also Diddoros grin'terny pay Wow Nstv 
TIOAtv raTa Kpetror K. T. A., in which passage the somewhat too literal version 

by Rhodomanus should be replaced with " 
Neapolim." 

The inference which results from combining these authorities appears to me to 
be quite certain ; that TnY N b:ty Mow:tow 11OXiv and NeciwoXty 7(29, Mulphey are de 

signations identical in the reference. We are now, therefore, in a condition to 

improve our former version, 
" the New City of the Myesians," by substituting in 

its place, 
" 

Neapolis of the Myesians." Another deduction is, that our Neitpolis 
must have been one and the same with the Ionian Nekpolis of Strabo, as Ste 

phanos has informed us, on the authority of Hekatalos, that Mfrs was a city of 
that region. These are important results, and will be found eminently ser 
viceable in advancing us to the close of our inquiry. 

With respect to this ancient city, the forerunner of our Neipolis, we know 

nothing beyond its there geographical position. I esteem it, therefore, quite 
unnecessary to offer any remarks on Swim's conjectures as to the relation in 
which our Neapolis stood to it, farther than this : that IvISres may have been 

c Strab. xiv. 1. p. 173. Tauchn. In the edition by FALCONER (T. II. p. 916. 15. the words 
after Mcqu'wv have been introduced, informing us that the exchange of Neipolis for Marathesion 
W58 one of mutual convenience. The site of the latter is unquestionably the modern Scala NUOT1L; 
not Nefipolis, as had been generally taken for granted before DUKE'S time. See his " Diary," 
p. 261. as also BacKs, Lemma to Inscr. 3022. 

t n t HerOdot. IL 91. init. Ibid. vu. 123. iit. 
c B. P. vIL 50. 11 Bibl. H. XL 17. 
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overturned in one of those convulsions of nature which we know to have de 
vastated at different times the cities of Western Asia, that lay within and con 

tiguous to the range of the Katakekaumene ; and that it may have risen again 
from its ruins under the name of " 

Neitpolis of the Myesians." It appears 

strange to me, unless we suppose some such identity, that Strabo should have 
omitted all mention of Mires, and Stephanos of Nefipolis, in their respective 

catalogues of the Ionian cities. We may be allowed, moreover, to cite an ana 

logous case, which countenances, so far as it goes, this presumption, namely, 
that of the Karian Stratonikeia, which, after its total overthrow by a cata 

strophe of this kind during the reign of Hadrian, and its reconstruction under 

the auspices of the Emperor, had its name altered to " 
Hadrianepolis of the 

Stratonikeians." 
This identification of our Myesian city conducts me to the department of 

Numismatics to which, as may be recollected, I proposed the rendering a slight 
service by ascertaining the true import of the words Tip vstv Mtmaiow 7:6Xliv. My 

meaning was, that Strabo is not our only available authority for the recognition 
of a NeApolis amongst the Ionic cities, but that I felt confident of our pos 

sessing a record of at least two coins, which also attest this fact. Yet, how much 

involved in doubt this testimony has been may be conceived from ECKHEL'S 

total omission of this site from his Recensus of the Ionic towns in the body of 

his elaborate work. I trust, however to make it appear that the learned 

Numismatist either overlooked altogether, or took, at least, but a too partial 
view of, the evidence in this instance, having been perhaps misled by his want 

of acquaintance with any Keimelia referrible to the Ionian Neitpolis. 
In proof of this, I refer in the first place to ECKHEL'S account of Makedo 

nian coins, under the head " 
Neitpolis," where mention will be observed of an 

autonome, the obverse of which exhibits a head of DiOnysos, accompanied by a 

Thfrsos in the rear, whilst the reverse is characterised by a BOtrys, with the 

epigraph NEA110. This coin ECKHEL has assigned, but not without hesita 

tion, to Makedonia, for the following very insufficient reason : " Quia Bacchus 

in Macedonia et Thracia prvalet." It may, however, in all fairness be 

asked, Does not the self-same reason hold good in favour of Ionia c Do not the 

c Eckhel, ubi supr. II. p. 72. b. 
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coins of Lebedos and Teos, to mention these in particular, proclaim this, the 
latter of which was the chosen seat of the Dionysiac worship c Nay, one of its 
autonomes mentioned by ECKHEL himself, presents on both its obverse and 
reverse the identical reliefs which characterise this so-called Makedonian coin. 
It appears to me that he ought, on every account, to have allowed our Nagawlis 
the benefit of his indecision ; the rather so, as COMBE, who had preceded him, 
and to whom he refers, classes this coin under the head of the Karian Nekpolis 
in his descriptive catalogue of the Hunterian collection.f He has, it is true, as 

signed no reason for this attribution, and therefore ECKHEL may possibly have 

regarded it in the light of a vague conjecture ; which probably it was, resulting 
in part from ignorance of our Neapolis as an archwological site, and partly, it 

may be, from his choosing as his guides such catalogues as those of Pliny and 

Mela, wherein the Karian NeApolis finds a place, t but all mention of the Ionian 
has been omitted. 

I now pass to the second of those coins, from SESTINI'S ascription of which 
to our site ECKHEL has withheld his assent, precisely as he has done in the case 
which I have just considered. c Its age is that of Trebonianus, and the type on 
the reverse is that of the " 

Standing Fortune," accompanied by the epigraph 
NEMIOAEITI/N. We possess, on behalf of the appropriation of this coin, to 
the Ionian Nefipolis, precisely the same analogy as before : for we find an Im 

perial coin of Lebedos of the age of Caracalla, which has been described and 

figured by ECKHEL himself,11 minted after an exactly corresponding type, 
with the legend AEBEAISIN. It is plain that the " Fortuna stans" in each of 
these is the ideagraphic synonyme of TYXH, thus forming with the Ethnic 
nouns, TYXH . NEAMMEITSIN, TYXH . AEBEAIS/N, and they may be com 

pared with the autonomous TYXH . CMYPNALO.N, which serves as the exegesis 
of the similar type in the coins of SmSTrna." I may add 00ECII/N . TYXH in 

certain of those of tphesos.ft 

c See the coins of Lebedos and 'Nos referred to here, in Eckhel, ii. 624. b. 563. a. 
t Id. in T. II. 72. b. vim Addend. p. 32. a. 
t Vide Prin. v. 29. 5. Mel. x. 16. p. 25. Bip. Comp. Ptolem. v. 2. 
c Ubi supra, from Sestini's " Lettere e Dissertazioni Numismatiche," etc. V. p. 25. 
II Vide " sum. Anecdot." p. 204. Tab. xu. n. 7. 
* " Doctrin. N. V." T. ii. p. 545. b. ft Ibid. p. 516. b. 
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Let us now, independently of these striking analogies, which favour so much 
our attribution of this coin to our Neapolis, take into account the information 
which we have from SESTiNI; that he procured it in Smyrna, once the deposi 

tory of the marbles before us, and at all times, as I have already observed, the 

chief point of egress for the 1 lauta supellex" of the interior to the western 
world ; that, moreover, the only cities of that name which could with any show 

of probability advance rival claims to the ascription of this coin are those of 

Makedonia and Karia ; that the first of these might seem to be excluded by its 

remote and transmarine position, and the latter by the blank attached to its 
name in the records of axchaeology, unless we listen to the unsustained con 

jecture of the illustrator of the Hunterian cabinet : still more, that we now see 
the Ionian city brought tangibly before us in its alliance with Art, and so far res 
cued from its former obscurity : little doubt, methinks, can remain as to the 
alternative we should adopt in this question. 

It is due, however, to the truthfulness of this essay, to admit what may ap 
pear to some to be a weak point in this evidence, which is, that I confess my 
inability to account for the absence of MYHX I SZN from these coins ; at least, to 

explain it to my entire satisfaction. We see it in the epigraph of the scuip 
ture ; and it may very reasonably be asked, Why is it not present in the 

former, if they really belonged to the Ionian site c I found, as I have already 
mentioned, the Karian city Stratonikeia described in a remarkable titulus, which 
I copied during my tour through Lydia, as ' 

AbpwvoiroXtc erwv X ipaTovcuKEmv, 
and subsequently recognised it under the same appellation in two of its Imperial 
coins. That the coins before us should not exhibit parallel designations, such 
as Nca7roX trwv M iiwv, seems strange.; insomuch that I feel confident that, had 
ECKJIEL been cognizant of this variance between the coins and our epigraph, he 
would have used it as an unanswerable argument against SESTINI. 

It may be urged, however, that the circumstances of the two cases were so 
different as to detract considerably from the force of such reasoning. When 
the Stratonikeians, actuated by a commendable sense of gratitude, adopted for 
their city a new and Imperial name, they would naturally feel disinclined at 

" Fascic. Inscr. Gr." i. p. 120. n. xxxv. 
t Vide Eckh. D. N. V. a. p. 591. a. Num. Awed. p. 210. Tab. x n. 15. 
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the same time to suppress all mention of their older and Royal one ; and there 
fore it is, that we find them studiously combining both in all their public mo 
numents of a certain period. But so far as we possesti the means of judging, 
we may presume that the Ionian Neapolitans could act on no such principle. 
" 

Neipolis," it is true, sounds very differently from " 
Mfrs," yet, in the matter 

of association, not so much so as " 
HadrianOpolis" from " 

Stratonikeia," the 

very designation 
" New City" being at once and necessarily suggestive of the 

Parent town, which had preceded it in the order of time. We may reasonably 
suppose, therefore, that they refrained from any Direct notices of their origin in 
their Numismatic records, reserving it for their other public monuments, such 
as that now before us. I say advisedly, Direct notices, for such as are of an 

Indirect or Suggestive kind, that is, Hints or Intimations sufficiently obvious to 

their compatriots of Ionia, may be presumed, on the ground of Analogy, to 

have existed on their coins. We may conjecture, for instance, that the notice 

of the Dionysiac worship, in the autonome cited above, may have been intended 

as a memorial of the more ancient Myes ; and, on the same principle, we may view 

the type which SESTINI'S coin exhibits on its reverse as representing in allegory the 
re-erection of the latter under happier auspices in the form of Neitpolis. In other 

words : these effigies, interpreted as Ideagraphs, may possibly have served as 

notices of the particular cult and improved fortunes of MSTs. Truth, however, 

compels me to acknowledge, that the scanty materials at our disposal, consisting 
of a short sentence from one geographer, an equally brief and incidental notice 

from another, and two coins of disputed attribution, supply us with very inade 

quate grounds of speculation. 
I proceed now to the ,discussions subordinated above to my fourth general 

head ; in the first of which I proposed to inquire, what deity our NsL irONts. was 
the likeliest to have for its Tutelary ; or, at least, what deity came powerfully 
recommended to AttikOs as the subject of his anaglyph in her quality of Expo 
nent of a pre-eminent Cult. An answer to either of these questionsos definite 
as circumstances will allow, is an essential pre-requisite to the end which I hold 

in view. 
As to the first, it is quite clear that we possess no conclusive evidence. It 

is true, that one of the coins just now examined, the Autonome, presents the 

head of Di6nysos ; but who can argue from this, that he had occupied the rank 
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of a Tutelary in Neapolis, or against the presumption that it may be sufficiently 
explained by the prevalence of the Dionysiac worship in the neighbouring 
cities of Ionia, Laedos, and Taos, the communities of that region having been 
accustomed to reciprocate with each other their numismatic types and effigies ? 

I betake myself, therefore, to the alternative of the quasi-tutelary, in the 

hope of dealing more satisfactorily with the question in this form, which is less 

embarrassing in proportion as it is less restricted. It possesses also the ad 

vantage of enabling us to repeat our use of the important notice respecting Nea 

polis, which has been lately cited from Strabo.f This has acquainted us with 
two facts : the first, which has already been made available . . that there existed 
in Ionia a town of that name ; another, which is now to be pressed into our 

service, that " this Neapolis had been formerly a dependency of Ephesos, but 

belonged to the Samians at present," that is, at the time of the geographer's 
inditing the clause, which was during the reign of Tiberius. 

The importance of this notice to us, in the present stage of our inquiry, con 

sists in its informing us, that Nehpolis held the rank of a dependency ; for let 

us suppose it cancelled, or, what is equivalent, that either the writer had stopped 
short after the words, EtTa Nab:0Na., or that, as not infrequently happens, a 
lacuna had replaced the notice which he has added ; what should we now have 
had to guide us We should have regarded Neapolis as an independent city, 
and had nothing to aid us in determining its Cult but the uncertain evidence of 

a single coin, and the vague analogies of the other Ionian states. Whereas, the 

contrary being now known to have been the case, and we being cognizant of the 

Primary cults of Ephesos and Samos, our choice is naturally directed towards 

two, that is to say, of the Artemis Polyrnastos and the Hera, either Eileithyia 
or Nympheiltria, corresponding to the Roman " Lucina" and " Pronuba." 

Here I may observe, in order to guard against any misconception, that I am 

quite conscious of its by no means following as a thing of course, that the 

Tutelary cult of the dominant city, and of the subordinate, should prove iden 

tical ; nor, as is clear from what has been said, is it at all necessary that we 

should suppose it in the present case. All I ask to be conceded to me is, that 

the chief divinity of the former, represented in such a sculpture as the present, 

c See instances of this above, p.135. t See above, p. 146. 
u2 
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must always have proved acceptable in the latter, as cementing municipal alli 

ance by a fusion thereof with religious sympathies. It now remains, therefore, 
that we should estimate the respective claims of the above-mentioned deities 

to impersonation, by pre-eminence, in a Charisterial monument erected in Neft 

polls, at the period when this sculpture was executed. 

That the Multimammia would have occupied a secondary rank on the pre 
sent occasion appears probable from the fact, that for a long period of time 

the connexion between Ephesos and NeApolis, as dominant and subordinate, 
had ceased; and that, in point of fact, she has not been chosen is evident from 
the absence of her personal accessory types, implied in her epithet of woNL)ua 
cr7os. We direct, therefore, our attention to the Nympheiltria, as having the 

weight of certainty on her side in comparison with the Ephesian Proseatis, and 
of the highest probability, as regards any other. Should this be conceded, we 
shall find it resulting in a singular coincidence, but one at which I must arrive 

by pursuing the same course of implicative argument that has conducted me to 

my present position. 
The coincidence to which I allude, expressed in general terms, is this : 

from the probable date of the anaglyph before us, and certain characteristics 
observable in it, I consider myself entitled to infer, that its immediate subject 
was an Augusta, who had during her lifetime been deified under the name of 
the very goddess whose tutelary claims we have been led to regard as para 
mount in the locality of Nefipolis ; and the final result at which I arrive is, that 
Attik6s, in the true spirit of a Greek, had taken occasion to pay his court to his 

Imperial mistress, and gratify at the same time his religious predilections, by 
offering a Charisterion which was the exponent of the latter under the sem 
blance of the former. The details into which I am about to enter, as confirma 

tory of this persuasion, will occupy the remaining heads of my argument, and 
close this section of my memoir. 

These particular heads relate to the Age of the sculpture, the Rank of the 
female represented by it, and her Identification. I now propose to discuss the 
first of these, chiefly from evidence supplied by the epigraph, partly furnished 

by the anaglyph itself. 
It is at all times a matter of extreme difficulty to pronounce as to the age 

of an inscription, during the Grmco-Roman period, from the forms of its 
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characters, as nothing can be conceived more capricious, in certain instances, 
indeed, more fantastical, than the liberties which the engravers of those days 
allowed themselves in this department of their art. The utmost we can effect 
in the great majority of cases is to assign probable limits : but it happens often, 
unfortunately, that these limits comprise intervals of time so lengthened as to 
render them practically useless as chronological aids. For example : we take 
an inscription which contains a letter that we may deem characteristic, and to 
which we may be enabled to assign a limit in antecedence : we then observe 
its progress, and perhaps find it disappearing at a certain epoch, during which 
it is replaced with another form more or less similar : we then pass on, and 
observe, it may be, the last of these giving place, in its turn, perhaps to its im 
mediate predecessor, and subsequently resuming its hold of the epigraphic al 

phabet. Here the alternations with which we have to deal are in no slight 
degree embarrassing; to exemplify which I descend to the particular cases of 
the Sigma in the epigraph of Thelymitres, and the 0-mega in that of Attikds, 
these appearing to be, respectively, their most distinctive characters. 

I have observed the former of these in tituli so early in the Imperial times 
as the reign of Claudius ; then, in the time of Septimius Severus, gradually 
rounding off its angular extremities so as to assume the shape of the Roman C,t 
and subsequently, in the age of Constantius the Second, between whom and 
Claudius there intervened a period of little less than three centuries, resuming 
its ascendency in its pristine form ;I then abdicating it permanently in the 

succeeding reigns. In a similar way, we meet the angular 0-mega, as it ap 
pears in the epigraph of Attik6s, in the age of Hadrian ; then opening out its 
base angles 80 as to assume the cursive form with which we are so familiar, in 
that of Severus, II and afterwards re-appearing in the time of the first Leo," 
more than three hundred years after the first-mentioned epoch. 

The only expedient which is left to the epigraphist under circumstances so 

embarrassing is, to summon to his aid, if possible, some concomitant letter, the 
dates of which may serve to counteract the fluctuations of its associate, and 
thus enable him in some degree to steady his chronological balance. 

c Vide Fascic. m. p. 310. 11. CDXLV. a. t Fascic. IL p. 248. n. mum. 
t Ibid. p. 17. n. xLvi. c. c Vide Backh. C. I. T. L p. 473. II. 490. 
Il Fascic. IL p. 248. n. omm. " Fascie. L p. 45. n. vim 
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To apply this to the ease immediately before us, I select the Sigma. As I haw 

mentioned, all forms of this letter began gradually to disappear from tituli in thE 
time of Severus, with the exception of one, namely, the semi-circular type, with 

which, however, the present character maintained a struggle for ascendency. 
The testimony, therefore, which it affords coincides with that of the 0-m4ga 
in defining this reign as the later limit of the epigraph, as at no future period 
have I observed them to be contemporaneous. Indeed, subsequently to this 

period, I have seldom or never observed the Sigma in its re-entrant form. 

Accordingly, I circumscribe the age of this epigraph within the limits defined 

by the reigns of Hadrian and Septimius Severus. 
Ere I pass from this subject, it may be proper that I should advert to 

another ground of conjecture as to the age of a Grteco-Roman titulus, which 

may occasionally be found useful, particularly in classifications according to 
the order of time. This supposes, however, that it exhibits a Roman de 

signation, comprising, at least, a Nomen referrible to some one of the Augusti. 
By this we are directed, 

" 
prima facie," to the time of that particular Em 

peror ; but in reality, the only safe use we can make of it is, to rest in that 

period as a Limit, of which alone it is the exponent. For example : we may 
reasonably presume that the sculpture of Thelymitres had not been executed 

prior to the age of Tiberius ; but any opinion more precise it is impossible to 

pronounce, for the obvious reason, that the Roman name of Lysimache may 
have descended to her from an ancestor, but in what degree removed we are 

wholly ignorant. This will be better understood by our citing a Greek-Roman 
name of higher mark, such as that of the Orator HerOdes. Had we been des 
titute of all notice respecting him, with the exception of what is implied in his 
Roman designation, Tiberius Claudius, how grave an error should we commit 

by assigning him, on the ground thereof, to the time of the Successor of Au 

gustus c We know, however, that it had descended to him, and may with 
reason conclude that it first came into his family from some official connexion 
with the Emperor Tiberius. 

To return to the epigraph of AttikOs : as no Roman name appears in this 
in its present condition, and reasons have been alleged for concluding that 
none had existed previously to its defacement, we are destitute of any aid from 
that source. Let us try, however, whether we cannot compensate this defici 
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ency by some remarkable characteristic in the anaglyph itself. This conducts 
US to the third ground of argument on which I rely as preliminary to its iden 
tification. 

The mode in which the Hair has been arranged constitutes, if I mistake 

not, the characteristic to which I allude. It is well known to all who are con 
versant with the numismatic records of the August, or who have had oppor 
tunities of studying the ascertained sculptures of them which are extant, that 
these monuments present, in all cases, evidences of most elaborate coiffure. In 

deed, the amount of labour bestowed on most of the Imperial female heads 

appears to have been such as to render hopeless all rivalry on the part of the 
coiffeurs of modern times. All their dexterity of manipulation it casts wholly 
into the shade. This, even as a general characteristic, every one must observe: 
but when a Type was to be carried out, or an emblematical accessory to be re 

presented, as was sometimes the case when they had to deal with heads, the 
fair owners of which had anticipated their posthumous apothedseis ... then it 
was that their superiority became most transcendent. 

Let none present imagine for a moment, that I am now wilfully trans- 

gressing the bounds of sober sense, or forgetting the gravity which becomes the 

archieologist, while descanting on this part of my subject. Still, should I have 

erred, I hope for pardon of my error, were it but in consideration of this me- 
morial of classic art which has enshrined such features in a casket so elaborately 
wrought. This accessory alone stamps it with a value of which little conception 
has been hitherto formed, to aid which the following notices may perhaps be of use. 

I have already expressed my belief that the Archetype of this head-dress, as 
well as of that denominated " the Faustina," was the Greek "Khrymbos," c which 

consisted, in its simpler form, in such a treatment of the hair-weft as gave it a 

spiral form, and then carried it up to the crown, where it was confined by a 
bodkin or hairapin.t It seems, however, to have been susceptible of numberless 

c sTr. p. 112. 
f Vid. Passow, L p. 1329. b. in 1Cdpv143ot: " wie krefiaot, em n geflochtner Haarbiischel oder 

Haarzopf, der spiralfOrmig aufgewickelt, und auf der Scheitel mit einer Haarnadel befestigt ward, 
vorzugsweis eine Haartracht der Jungfrauen, da der ihnliche Haarbausch bey den Jiingligen Spw 
Pao hien:" citing at the same time Winckelm. " Gesch. d. Kunst." 5. 1.14. and " Tratt. prelim." 
4. 66. 

Hesichios defines it, elaos. Tfiv ifhlArocijir ;I' gam, AvvvervAlny cirib *troy 70t1 peninrov eri Tiv 
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varieties, all more or less superadding to the ancient model. Thus the coiffure 
of Galeria Faustina, the most graceful, perhaps of its kind carried out the an 

tique type by a separation of the entire weft into weftlets or distinct tresses, 
each of which, when braided into the spiral form, was brought in its order to the 
back of the head, and then drawn up to the crown, the whole being apparently 
kept together by a band winding round it from the base of the head to the vertex. 
The concluding process appears to have been the braiding the ends of the 
weftlets into separate plaits, so as to form a single, sometimes a double rosette, 
and then confining each to its place, as was done with the upper tuft of the 

KOrymbos. 
The disposition of the weftlets in our anaglyph seems to have been still 

more elaborate. The process appears to have been as follows : the whole weft 
was first drawn in distinct bands to the rear of the head, and then separated 
into divisions, of which one was employed in forming a rosette behind, whilst 
the remainder was drawn from thence in double braids to a central point in the 

forehead, so as to cover the space which had been left exposed by the former 

operation, and then folded up. This process being effected for both sides of the 

bead, resulted in those symmetrical involutions observable in front, which re 

semble so much a certain well-known fossil type as to suggest the idea that, 
on this particular occasion, an esoteric meaning was intended to be conveyed. 
All here present are conversant with the subject of this allusion ; the symbol 

Kopvliv: and with reference to this type, Herakleides of POntos is introduced by Athenaios (xiL 
p. 512. c. thus expressing himself concerning the older Athenians: Kopt'Oovs b' civcaot,pevot .rtZr 

-rplxii,v 'unworn 7177triat repi 7; FaTIOTOP Ka l TaV xc'opcis 404povv. These Tirrile9 were adopted as 

symbolical of their vaunted title of airrdx0ovey, and are mentioned by Thukydides in a passage 
where he defines the corresponding xpulf3Aoir of the males, i. 6. xpvo.ap 7E7717W, 4w 4hret Apwfid 
X010 civaorSpevot TWv iv scakal vix.7.1v. These words the Scholiast (Thukyd. Bipont. T. v. p. 308. 
explains thus: iv i'peret, 4 4v eicdpaEt, 4 EY m-Xoal. rpwPaot U ..0111., eitos TVrypwrov Irk' 3, Tpix.Wv lira 
isca743wv Eh 60 chroXihov. idcaXel.ro a Te7m, pay dve3peZv, xpeo86Xor Tally a ervasw, scc:pv/A,Pos 74), 
ai raatvv, croprios. It is evident that Virgil had this mode of coiffure present to his thought 
when so briefly describing the head-dress of his Sidonian princess, Aneid. iv. 138. " Crines no 
dantur in aurum:" and equally so that the " Tutulus" of Varro (De L. L. vi. T. i. p. 90. Bipont.), 
specimens of which, more or less ornate, appear in the coiffures of the Augusta, had its origin in 
the Korymboid type. His words are: " Id Tutulus appellatur ab eo, quad matres familias crines 
convolutos ad verticem capitis .... dicunt Tutulos." See WANE' note on the foregoing passage 
of Thukydides, Ed. Bipont. T. i. p. 298, 
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of the 'Appopy Kepack of the Greeks, that is, the Amfin-Neph of their Egyptian 
masters in mythological lore. Whether the former were correct in identifying 
Anittn with their Zens, the consort-brother of Hera, is at present a question of 
little moment.t 

There appear, therefore, to be certain characteristics in which these head 
dresses agree, and others in which they differ. They agree in the general lio 
rymboid type, and the general mode of carrying it out : but in the order 
in which the bands of hair are disposed, so as to reach the summit of the 
head, as also in their disposition when confined there, they differ. These, 
however, are merely matters of detail, whilst their essential sameness is so ma 
nifest, that I hesitate not to assign to this sculpture, even on the ground of the 
coiffure which it represents, a date in contiguity to that of the Antonini, Pius 
and Marcus Aurelius. That it does not actually belong to their period I am 
convinced ; firstly, from my inability to trace in it the slightest resemblance 
to features so familiar to me as are those of the Augusta of the Antoninian 

family ; secondly, and chiefly, because we possess no evidence whatsoever of 
the deification during lire of either G-aleria, or Annia,:t. Faustina, or of the 
consorts of Commodus and Aurelius Verus. Both these reasons, however, 
concur in directing our attention to Fulvia Plautilla, the junior Augusta of the 

Septimian family, as answering in the completest manner all the exigencies of 
our problem. The proof of this, which will conduct us at once to the final 

c Basmur. figures of whom I found sculptured in the temple at Tchone 
myris in the Oasis " El Shardieh." Hence the Greek 'Alsevipti in an inscription of that place: 
Fascic. in. p. 362. n. CDXXL a. 

t Vide Wilkinson, ubi supr. vol. iv. p. 268. 
Vide Beickh, C. L i. p. 45. b., and p. 458. on n. 435. 6., where he observes, " In Triopio Herodis 

Attici Ceres nova fuit Faustina ut videtur minor." This attribution must, however, be received. 
with some caution, as recent investigations have led me to conclude, not only that Regilla had de 
ceased in the lifetime of the junior Faustina, but also, that her claim to the impersonation of De6 
(Ceres in the Inscr. Triop. n. vv. 6. 48. cannot be sustained by collateral evidence. The reader 
will, therefore, correct the statement respecting Annia Faustina in p. 114. supr., as to her deifi 
cation during life, under the designations vewTZpa 0E(') in Bikini's Eleusinian inscription, and Afp'o 

in the Triopeian; and is referred to the commentary of FRANZ on V. 6. of the latter, in Corp. 
Inscr. T. in. pp. 921-3. 

The determination of this question, however, either the one way or the other, in no wise affects 
my argument on the present occasion. 

VOL. XXII. X 
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restoration of the epigraph, forms my last head of discussion, and will conclude 
the present section. 

The tributes of honour which were accorded by the Hellenic states to the 
members of the Imperial family, of which Septimius Severus was the head, were 
the results, perhaps, in part of the wise policy acted upon by them after the 
series of auspicious events which marked the outset of their career. Towards 
the Greek name, in particular, they seem to have adopted one of conciliation, 
which must have been the more grateful in proportion as it was unexpected, 
the East having declared in favour of Pescennius Niger, and the sanguinary 
battles, which terminated his rivalry with his life, having been fought on the 
fields of Kyzikos, Nikaia, and Is868. These successes of Severus were followed 
in due course by the prosperous issue of his contest with Albinus, and his Par 
thian victories, which resulted in the establishment of his rule ; yet we read of 
no severities practised against the Greek .cities, with the single exception of 

Bythntion. This forbearance doubtless arose from prudential motives on the 

part of Severus, when he advanced on his memorable expedition against the 
Parthians, and was =willing to leave disaffection in his rear. We possess, in 
deed, evidence of his anxiety to provide against such feelings in a fragment of 
an Ephesian inscription, which singularly confirms the account given by Spar 
tianust of the unrelenting cruelty with which, even during the acme of his con 
test with the Parthians, he pursued the remnant of the Pescennian party, who 

appear to be styled therein Hailer Tito, rivoatedr. 
The Greeks, therefore, with these vindictive proceedings before their eyes, 

were terrified, perhaps, rather than allured into their manifestations of regard 
towards the Augustus and the members of his family. The result, however, 
was the same, for they were lavished with no sparing hand. I have observed 
them in all quarters of Asiatic Greece, the region with which we are now con 

cerned, and certain of them bearing unequivocal testimony to the policy of con 
ciliation which had been adopted. Galatia, Bithynia, Mysia, Lydia, Karla, 
Phrygia, Pisidia, contribute each its quota, a full share falling to the lot of the 

Augusta Julia Domna. In one of Limpsakos, for example, she has a statue 

c Vide Backh. T. u. p. 608. n. 2971. 
t Viz. " Inter hec Pemennianas reliquias, Plautiano auctore, persequebatur, ita ut nonnullos 

etiam ex amicia suis, quasi vase sue insidiatores, appeteret" In Severo, c. xv. 
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decreed to her, represented as invested with the twofold attributes of goddess 
ship, under the names of Hestia and Demeter. The titulus, to which I have 

already referred, proceeds thus : lOYAIAN . XEBA/THN . EXTIAN . NEAN . 

AHMHTPA H rEPOYXIA, and the cost of the honour is stated to have been 
borne by a certain Dionfrios, YTIEP . TH1 . Eli . TOYI . ITE.ANOY1. 

EYXEBE1AX, that is, 
" in consideration of the Piety which is due from him to 

the Crowns," the Insignia that he wore as " 
StephanephOros of the universal 

Augustan family." In another titulus, one of Nikomedeia,f a votive altar is de 
dicated to her ; and a third, of Laodikeia, I records an offering of the same class. 

Caracalla also has been allotted his due proportion of honours ; sometimes, 
as in the case of Domna, in conjunction with Severus ; at other times, and in 

coins, with Geta, but chiefly alone. Thus, in a titulus of Eumeneia, c he has a 
statue decreed to him by the Senate and People, under the appellations, TON. 
11110N . 43EON . KAI . EYEPrETHIsi, In a similar spirit, either of grateful sen 
timent or conciliation, the Ephesians style him and his brother, in one of their 
Neocorate coins, f Neol . HA101, " orientia sidera ;" a constellation which, 

doubtless, they made the object of especial worship : and in another, exhi 

biting the effigy of Caracalla, the following type appears on the Reverse ; four 

temples, respectively, of Severus, Julia Domna, Caracalla, and Geta, explained 
by the accompanying epigraph, LiOrMATI . CYNKAHTOY. NAOI, 
a type and legend germane, in a special sense, to their vaunted prerogative of 
a fourfold Neocorate." 

It were a useless expenditure of time, nor indeed. is it necessary to my pur 
pose, to submit all the proofs which I have collected of the deferenceff 

c Supra, p. 114. f Backh, C. L IL p. 967. 11. 3771. t Ibid. (Franz. in. p. 41. n. 3940. 
c Ibid. p. 19. n. 3884. II Eckhel, T. it. p. 520. a. 
* That is, if we receive ICHELL's solution of the Temples (see Eckhel, xt. p. 517. b. grounded 

on Tacit Annal. in. 61. viz that they represented those dedicated to Artemis, DiOnysos, Herakles, 
and Ap611on. But it appears to me that even this can be reconciled to VAILLANT'S interpretation of 
the type, by supposing that these deities were severally represented by Domna, Severus, Cars,calla, 
and Geta. We have seen Livia Drusilla styled " Artemis" in an Ephesian coin, cited above, p. 113., 
and it is certain that Caracalla was figured under the pence of Herakles. See note (if), p. 114. 

tt A stronger term might be used in reference to the tituli which recorded the adoption of Severus 
into the Antoninian family. BOoKli has published one of Miletos (C. I. n. p. 561. n. 2878.), in which 
he is styled Son of Marcus Aurelius, Grandson of Pius, Great Grandson of Hadrian, etc., to which 

x 
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accorded to the members of this family, both singly and conjointly, by the 
Greek states. My end is sufficiently attained by merely stating as a fact, that 

scarcely,a city of any note in the whole compass of the Western Asia is without 
its memorials of a forward zeal in their cause. Statues were decreed, divine 
honours paid, temples erected, and games instituted, in commemoration either 
of the substantial benefits or the considerate forbearance, which the Hellenic 
provinces experienced, as a return for their ill-advised partizanship, during his 
season of trial and embarrassment, from Septimius Severus. 

I return to the Augusta, with whom I am more immediately concerned, 
whose semblance I have been led to attribute to the anaglyph before us. She 
also had her share in those ascriptions of honour, but her name does not appear so 

frequently as those of her Imperial relatives in extant monuments. We have 
seen her, as well as Domna, invested, even during her brief and inauspicious career 
as Augusta, with the insignia of deification ; and the records which I have cited. 

were, doubtless, accompanied with many such memorials as I consider the pre 
sent one to be ; but the exceeding rarity of their occurrence now is sufficiently 
explained by the mournful events which so suddenly terminated her prosperity. 
The sole records of the honour which more immediately concerns us at present, 
her impersonation of the Samian tutelary, that have as yet come under my ob 

servation, are a Phrygian inscription and a Karian coin. I have already ad 

a titulus cited by ECKHEL from GRIITER, in his Doctr. N.Y. vii. p. 173. b.. adds the title DIVI 
COMMODI . FRATER. But an inscription copied by CHANDLER from a pedestal of a statue of Commodus, 
on the site of the Phokian A:mbryssos, casts these, and such like, into the shade, it representing 
Severus as " the Brother of Commodus" during the lifetime of the latter. This was effected, as 
there is every reason to infer from the appearance of the marble, by erasing the original epigraph, 
and replacing it with another more in conformity with the pretensions of the reigning emperor. 
See Bikkh, vol. I. p. 852. n. 1736. 

c The following tituli demonstrative of this appear in the part of BOcKs's work which relates 
to Asiatic Greece :-Ankyra supplies one in honour of Caracalla, vol. in. (Franz p.93. n. 4046. Niko 
medeia, one in that of Julia Domna, xi. p. 967. n. 3771. Limpsakos, another, cited above in p. 114. 
Ephesos, one in that of Caracalla, Bm. ii. p. 609. n. 2973. ; in that of Severus and Domna, one, n. 2972. 
SmYrna contributes one to Severus, ii. p. 727. n. 3177.; another to Caracalla, p. 727. n. 3179. 
Sardeis, one to Severus, ii. p. 813. n. 3458. Thyiteira, one to Caracalla, Ii. p. 825. n. 3484. Eumen 
eia, another to the same, in. p. 19. n. 3884. Sebaste, a third, in. p. 17. n. 3871. Afiun Wash 
Ilissar, one to Severus, nz. p.18. n.3788. Sagalassets, one to Severus and Caracalla, IlL p. 186. n. 4371. 
The titulus of Azanoi, m. p. 10. n. 3837., probably originated from Severus himself. 
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verted (with a citation of the epigraph of the latter to these in a former part 
of this section. 

I now address myself, according to my promise, more particularly to the 

Inscription, which I consider myself as having been the first to publish in a 
correct form. It proceeded from a Greek of eminent station, and commemorated 
an important bequest to his fellow-citizens. The part thereof most interesting 
to us at present is the Preamble, consisting of a precatory formule on behalf 
" of the Universal House of the Augusti, the Sacred Senate, and the People of 
the Romans :" ArAeH . TYXH . YrIEP . CWTHPIAC . KAI . NeiKvic . KAI . 
AI Wfs1 IOY . IAMONHC . TWN . AECTIOTWN . KAI . ANEIKHTWN 
AYTOKPATOPWN . AOYK I OY . CErITI M 10Y . CEOYHPOY . KAI . MAP 
KOY . AYPHA 10Y . ANTWNE 1 NOY . KAI . non/um' . CEIITIM 10Y . 
rETAC . KM CAPOC . KAI . NEAC . HPAC . PWMAI AC . KAI CYN rIAN 
TOC . 01 KOY TWN . CEBACTLON. K. T. X. I here direct attention more 

particularly to the manner in which the Consort of Caracalla has been desig 
nated.: not by her family name, which has been wholly suppressed, but by that 
under which she had been deified as, by eminence, " the New Hera." It might 
appear that in this attribution there was something remarkable . . . something 
more special and emphatic than ordinary ... intended to be conveyed ; and the 
more so, as this merging both ilAAYTIAAA and CEBACTH in her goddess 
title stands in marked contrast to the complete enumerations which go before. 

The inference which results from these premises seems to be inevitable. 
Let us now, for the sake of clearness, take a review of them .. . the several gra 
dations by which we have advanced to our present position. 

We have found, in the first place, by examining the Tutelary hypothesis 
on its own merits, that this anaglyph represented either a Prostatis, or a deity 
equivalent to such, in the Myesian city. Our second step was, to identify her, 
on grounds equally probable, with the goddess Hera, by proving that this city 
was none other than the Ionian Neapolis, and thus establishing its terri 
torial connexion with Samos. Our third was, to show from certain dis 
tinctive elementary forms in the epigraph, that the age of the sculpture was, in 
all probability, that of Septimius Severus. Our fourth was, to produce addi 
tional confirmation of the correctness of this date, from the coiffure delineated 

c Vide supra pp. 114.e. 
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in the anaglyph ; as also to deduce the further inference, that its immediate 

subject had been an Augusta. I now, in the fifth place, draw my conclusion 

that, by reason d her investiture with the Herman attributes, which at once 

placed her in the Tutelary rank that I had shown before to be pre-eminently 
entitled to consideration in this argument, the only Augusta whom we can re 

gard as satisfying the conditions of our problem is the daughter-in-law of Sep 
timius Severns 

Such has been the course of my argument, in the prosecution of which I 
have shut out all appeal to lineamental evidence, or that which might have re 
stilted from a comparison of the anaglyph with numismatic effigies. I may 
state here my reasons for this exclusion. Experience has taught me, in the first 

place, how very deceptive such comparisons are, as well as the inferences to 

which, but too frequently, they conduct ; how much their availableness depends 
on the skill of the artist, on his fidelity, as also on the opportunities which he 

possessed of acquainting himself with authentic resemblances. These, it is 

clear, most materially affect the truth of any identifications, more especially in 
cases where the only standard to which we can resort is the evidence of coins 
or medali for it is at all times very difficult to pronounce as to the subjects of 
such anaglyphs as the present from numismatic forms, which are always ex 

pressed in Katagraph, or, as we term it, Profile. In proportion, therefore, to this 

difficulty would be the chances of error in placing this sculpture in the rank of 
a true Eike:in on the basis of any such comparison. 

I would not, however, be understood as wholly rejecting it, but as desirous 
of working out my conclusion, in the first instance, solely by a mental process, 
and until I had arrived at that, of postponing the mechanical ; for so I may term 
an identification which eye-sight alone effects. No sooner, therefore, had I ac 

complished the former of these, and exhausted at every step the evidences at 

my disposal, than I ventured the dangerous experiment of applying the test of 
numismatic proof; and here again I beg to acknowledge the prompt and zealous 

co-operation which I have experienced from my immediate predecessor in this 

inquiry. In consequence of my cabinet not numbering amongst its Imperial 
coins any memorial of Plautilla, I requested that Gentleman to supply the defi 

ciency from that of the University, and this, accordingly, he did with all the 

scrupulous exactness which every one who hears me will have anticipated. 
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The letter which he addressed to me in answer to my application, contained 
accurate iconographs of four coins of Plautilla, two of which were evidently 
contemporaneous with our anaglyph, and alone possess any value as suitable 
standards of comparison on the present occasion. The others were minted at 
a later period but no two aspects can be conceived more different than Plau 
tilla's when she entered the family of Severus, and Plautilla's, when horror 
stricken at the murder of her sire, and deposed from the station which she had 
so dearly purchased. 

The general contour of the features in the earlier coins resembles that in 
our anaglyph quite as closely as could reasonably be expected, when it is con 

sidered, that the former had issued from the Imperial mint, whilst the latter 
was elaborated in the studio of a provincial artist. The Coiffure has evidently 
been modelled after the same general type which is discernible in the " Faus 

tina," and that of our sculpture. The whole hair-weft has been separated into 
distinct bands or weftlets, as in these ; then each is made to assume a spiral 
form, and brought in its order to the back of the head, where it is folded up in 

regular succession, the result being a single rosette. The adoption of the two 
fold involution represented in the anaglyph, which, as I have remarked,t was 

perhaps intended to carry out a symbolical type with exclusive reference to the 
Herman impersonation, has caused the difference between the two head-dresses, 
that represented in the coin, and that of the sculpture. 

I have now little more to add, excepting a few words on the mutilation of 
the epigraph, which my individual experience may possibly render of some 

weight in the general argument, or which may at least prove interesting. It is 

my fixed opinion, that the primary mischief done to this marble . . . that, I mean, 
which was observable ere it left Smyrna ... was of ancient, not modern, date, 
and the result of design, not of accident, carelessness, or the natural progress 
of decay. I do not, however, as some might be disposed to do, attribute it to 
the Christians of its original locality, or regard it as the expression of their en 

mity to the Septimian family, but to Caracalla's deeply-rooted aversion to his 
consort and her father Plautianus, which led, in a brief period after her nup 

c These coins are numbered 879. 880. 881. 882. in the Catalogue which has been published by 
the Rev. John A. Male, F. T. C. D., p. 69. 

t Vide supr. pp. 156. s. 
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tials, to the ruin of both. In less than a year after that event, the latter was, 

by command of his son-in-law, in the presence, and with the acquiescence of 

Severus, assassinated in the palace ; and this was speedily followed by the 
erasure of his name from all the public monuments into which it had been intro 
duced. Plautilia's sentence was perpetual banishment from Rome, and con 

sequent deposition from her Imperial rank ; for no coins bearing her name and 

effigy were struck after this period ; and finally, her exile and her life were 
terminated together by order of the inhuman Caracalla, yet reeking from his 
murder, under the most revolting circumstances, of his brother Geta. 

Now, as an epigraphist, and possessing a certain amount of experience ... 
the result of travel and study . in this department of classical archwology, 
I may presume to say, that I could have conducted the preceding argument 
with a saving to myself of much troublesome detail in the following manner. 
We see this epigraph defaced, not on the side which contains notices of the 
donor and the site wherein it had been erected, but on that which gave the 

history of the offering, that is, the Original whom it represented, and the Motive 

by which the individual who offered it was actuated. A person versed in such 

inquiries would not be slow of asking the question, How is this c There must 
have existed some cause, less vague than mere accident, for a determination so 
remarkable of the destroying force. He would then betake himself to an in 

c A remarkable instance of this is afforded by an inscription which has been published by 
GRUTER, p. XLVI. 9. It proceeds thus: HERCVLI c INVICTO ET. DIBVS c OMNIBVS c DEABVSQ c SACRVM c PRO c 
SALVTEM IMP c L c SEVERI c ET . M c AVRELIO c ANTONINk. CAESAR AVC c PIN c ET. 111111.111111. 11111). 1111ii. 
CpV c PR c PR. that is, Herculi invicto et sbus omnibus deabusque sacrum, propter salutem Imperatoris 
Lucli Seven i et Marco Aurelio Antonin Ccesari, Augustis nostris, et (Lucio Fulvio Plautiano cla 
rissimo viro, Prcefecto Prwtorio ; etc. The date of this inscription must have intervened between 
the years U. C. 951., when Caracalla was declared " Augustus," and 956., which witnessed the 
downfal of Plautianus. Indeed, as Geta has not been mentioned, it seems likely that it was in 
scribed in the former of these years, antecedently to Geta's nomination as " Ctesar." 

The space after the last ET became a blank immediately after the palace-scene, of which Dion 
and HerodianOs, especially the latter, have left us such startling narratives. See D. Lxixn. 4. 
H. iii. 12. 

This is by no means a solitary instance, as FONTANINI has proved: ECKHEL, " Doctr. etc." vu. 
p. 225. a. ; and the weight which is thereby imparted to our argument is clear; as we may be 
certain that Caracalla, who treated the remains and the memory of the father with such indignity, 
was not more indulgent to the feelings of the daughter. Vide p. 165. note (*). 
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vestigation of the probable date, and this he could only prosecute in the manner 

already detailed, and with a similar result, namely, that it ranged between the 

periods of Hadrian and Septimius Severus. His next step would be, to seek 

amongst the Augusta of that interval (for to such the type of the coiffure 
would at once limit the observer of whom I speak for some individual, one 
whom circumstances had rendered so obnoxious as to expose her to the con 

tumely of having her name and titles erased from a public monument ; and, as 
we have seen, it would not be long ere be made his selection. It would natu 

rally devolve upon the Consort of Caracalla, a memorial of whom we may be 
certain that the vindictive temper of her husband would not have suffered, so 

far as he could prevent it, to remain.' The identification of the anaglyph 

having been thus established, its Charisterial nature would follow as a legiti 
mate consequence, leading to the restoration of the second line of its epigraph ; 
and the Herman impersonation, so peculiarly appropriate to the locality, a Sa 

mian town, would complete the first. 

My reason for preferring to this the course of argument which I have 

adopted in the memoir is, that I could indulge no reasonable hope of so fully 

impressing my audience with my own conviction that this epigraph had been in 

tentionally mutilated, as to make it the basis of my identification of the sculp 
ture : for thus, the very groundwork of my reasoning would, in the eyes of 

most, have partaken of the weakness of an hypothesis. 
I conclude this section with my final restoration of the epigraph, which I 

effect by substituting for the word 'ArtXtia, in the first of my previous forms,t 

c The following may, perhaps, be regarded as a striking example of this. It is well known 
that sculptured memorials of Plautilla are exceedingly rare, which proportionately enhances the 
value of those that remain to us. One has been preserved in the Royal Collection of the Glyptothek 
in Munich, numbered 212., which the learned compiler of the descriptive catalogue of its treasures, 
Professor LUDWIG sRoux, has noticed, under the heading " Femme Romaine," in the following 
terms: " On a donne a ce buste d'un travail non acheve et tres endommage le nom de Faustine 
cadette; cependant on aurait plus de raison pour le croire le buste de Plautille, Opouse de Cara 
calla. Vid. Mongez, Icon. Rom. 49." This ascription fully explains the appearances here noted: 
the artist had not time to finish his task ere Plautilla's career terminated, and then his " Idol" was 
consigned " to the moles and the bats." 

t Vide supra, p. 133, 
VOL. XXIL Y 
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the goddess-name by which I have demonstrated that Plautilla was known 

amongst the Hellenic states : this gives us the following : 

THNNEANHPANE1ITHNNEANMYHI 1 PiNnoA I N 

ynom NH MATH IEWCAP I ITIAX c ATT I KoZ 

Tip, Nicw"Hpay, dr Tip NiayMunalow nOtty, 

tYinfqhmia Tic. etrixapicrriar 
c 'ATTlx6s. 

AttikOs bath presented this bust of the New Hera, a memorial 
Of gratitude, to be erected in Neapolis of the Myesians. 

SECTION III. 

I proceed now to the division of my general subject, which I have termed. 

the Archmological, as referring to the ancient artistic type, or, as we denomi 

nate it, fashion, in accordance wherewith these sculptures have been elaborated. 

With this end in view, I shall venture to extend my remarks beyond the bounds 

which alone might, at first sight, appear to be necessary; but for this I am 

quite certain that I shall have my claim to indulgence recognised by the 

auditory I address, aware, as it must be, of the close relationship which subsists 

between the zographic and glyptic modes of delineating external forms. Colour 

and its shades effect in dne what Relief accomplishes in the other, but neces 

sarily limited by its own inherent simplicity to a particular category of results ; 
a truth of which the ancients appear to have been quite conscious, when they 

resorted, as in certain cases we have ocular evidence and the testimony of 

their writers to prove that they did, to the combination of colours with the pure 
lineaments of sculpture, to effect by this mean a fusion of the ideal and the 

actual; an approximation of the former to the familiar objects of sense, or in 

other words, of every-day life. Such meretricious adjuncts, by summoning 
which to its aid the glyptic art impairs its proper and essential dignity, the 

modern schools have, with excellent taste, discarded, judging aright that Relief, 

considered as the exponent of anatomical and geometrical proportions, is quite 

adequate in the hands of the accomplished artist to effect its own purposes. 
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The Greeks had several terms to express pictorial and sculptural results : 

wAryaXpa, and its diminutive, 'AfidtiuciTtov, Avbpilxv, Eirv,'Z'Oavov, Hivat, 
Tkos. To all these Appellatives were frequently subjoined, in order to the 

designating the nature of the material which was employed, or the class of art 
to which the work belonged. Thus we meet with *AfiaXila papplyivov, or 
Xithyow ; EiKi;w /kappa/Jim or Xai'v4i, typairri, or fypairri barNos, or ,ypavrii 
ONXots. brixpLaots, or lastly, wairri TeXetai which we find sometimes expressed, 
wly4 T 'Amy. 

In order to the correct appreciation of these terms, I beg to offer a few re 

marks, commencing with the first, "AiyaXiva. The primitive import of this has 
been stated by Hesjrchios, nEty IV it74XXsTat, and so also the author of the 

Etymologicum Magnum, KaNXi;nruyila, following Homer in a well-known pas 
sage ; and ElerOdotos,t writing of the Issedones ; Thy KapaXiv dna +I 
Alocravres KcLI crKaO/pav'rcc KaTaxpveann Ka l ZweiTa C"Ere kyciNtuvri xpLivrai, that is, 
" as an ornament in which they pride themselves." But much the most fre 

quent sense of clyaXpta in this author is Vmtvov, which was applied distinctively to 

express 
" a statue of a god:" in accordance with which we read, TryaXpa Toi; 

ALOs,t and Toe Havc : *A7aXpa 'ArldtAwvor icexpvccdtavov:11 'Ev Tip wepti3e 
PXni26v Temp vvis TE Lit Kai 'cLyarIttia Zv blia-rtpre llepaios," namely, of a 

demigod. The Attic writers, however, apply it by no means exclusively to 
the designating statues of the objects of their worship, but, as lierdclotostf 
certain cases shares this, its peculiar meaning, with 'Aapicir, so the former very 
frequently express by it sculptured Human forms. This latitude of signifi 
cation occurs very often in Tituli, including another extension of it on the 

authority of Pausanias, namely, to anaglyptic sculpture. 
'Avbincis, in its proper import, means a statue of a human form ; but is 

sometimes, as has been already remarked, used to express one of a deity, only, 
however, as delineated under the semblance of that form. This, its primary 
and most general import, that is, a representation of the human form, led to a 
farther expansion of its meaning, as appears from a passage in Plato's " Re 

public :" It 'flowep ov v ei nticir clapuivras eypcickorras irpoceXOcav av Z\freye, 

c Mad, (Y. 144. t Vide iv. 26. n. 42. 
c n. 46. I vz. 118. " n. 91. 
if VI. 118. fin. Perhaps also, L 183. p. tt De Repubi. iv. p.420. c. 

2 
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XEC7olv S-rt O TO1C radVtlaitts Tory riflov riuNiturra Ocippaka IrpoeTtOepev. Here 
e1#bpdaTav7p4oviras unquestionably should not be rendered " 

painting statues," 
which was only an occasional resource of the sculptor, but " 

painting pictures of 
the human form," in the perfect delineation of which Colours are always requisite. 

The next term to which I shall address myself is Eikdw, which offers a very 
wide field for illustration. Agreeably to its Etymon, it signifies Representation, 
Resemblance, Image, and consequently embraces both Painting and Sculpture 
in their largest acceptations, whether in whole or half-length, in the perfeet 
statue or statuette, the bust or the herma, of whatever material, including also 
Anaglyphs in every gradation of relief. It was usual, however, to define these 
several references of the term by qualifying appellatives, as we have already 
intimated, and shall demonstrate more fully in the course of these observations. 
One remark may be made, in passing : that the conception of similitude inhe 
rent in elici'op originated the adverbial use of its fourth case, corresponding to 
the Latin " 

Instar," an instance of which we meet in the verse of a Memnonian 
titulus commencing, BAC 1 AEWC . EWOY . El KONA, that is, nye thcOva," after 
the similitude." 

That Elan', by itself, was used to express pictorial representation is evident 
from a passage in Lucian,t wherein it is determined to this meaning, apart from 
any other : Totairrn am Kai airrn, Auxin, tinuceigthd flaw. Thus also, in a ti 
tulus of the Karian Aphrodisifis, which I have published in my second volume 
of Inscriptions, t we read : ANATEOHNAI . AE . AYTOY . El KONAI, namely, " 

portraits," a sense evidently fixed by the corresponding passages in the two 
inscriptions which follow, wherein epithets are added determinative of the sense. 
To these we shall shortly have occasion to refer. 

Again, that Eliddy, taken singly, may signify a statue is evident from its 
application by HerOdotos when speaking of the Egyptian priests : 'Airxipein 
7ap Zracrros alITOOL taTaTaL 1r TiS koltrroly eir6va kannoir and still more ex 
pressly in the following :11 TivpciXtcrra crT44as. Tiow 7vvccurli+v Aapaor, eixt'o x.puo 
41, crtimphAaTov broincrwro, that is, " a statue of malleated gold." So also De 

. Fascia. rn p. 266. n. cocLaxx.w. 4., to the illustrations in my note on which add the following 
from Herodian. L 9. T. fin. Kai voitsicrimaa 6c4scrar arrervrwitava Ttly ireivov eitc4ra, 

t Vide " Imagines," 1V1114 Fascic. p. 24. n. Lu. 9. 
c Vide n. 143. vu. 69. fin. 
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mosthenes MTaffat da sad Eitiwas 'Tar 4vBeicairirxeir Tit; Boairopixtp, aTeckavoti 
izeyoy TOY 8Cittoy Ti;y' AOnyalow sNO TatBcipto Trity BurapTitoy ra2 IleplyOttey. Lucian 

may also be cited in confirmation of this :t EiNaTiolyt Tay eiKOYa 6 Ali por 
cipricratayer Tay Faxay. 

Lastly, that Ebdow, similarly placed, may signify a resemblance expressed in 

Relief, is apparent from the use made of it by three of the Evangelists in their pas 
sages respecting the incident of the tribute-money.t The Imperial effigy, it is 

true, is in these denominated eirt'eY, precisely as we apply the term to the ana 

glyph of Thelymitres, without reference in either case to the process of elabora 

tion, but simply to the result, namely, a likeness. Otherwise we should imagine 
some such adjuncts to it as Zyrexapecey,u61; in the first, and averyXtrn-rov in the 
second of these instances. 

This leads me to exemplify the use of Medi, accompanied by certain deter 
minative epithets, some of which I have already enumerated. We meet, in the 
first place, ElleettY wairrii, or, as it is sometimes expressed, 6, rypatkais. This 

signifies a Portrait. Thus Herodian6s, in a passage relative to Caracalla : 
syou Kra xXeinis elEopey Was eirOyar v7pc4ais K. T. X.; and Herdclotos, in a 
clause cited in the preceding section : 11 EirOva itotrroi; rypac/4 elicaupsny, sc. 

clivanke. Again ; in the Didymean titulus which BOcKH" has published 
from WALPOLE, we read : KAI.ETEIMHIAN.EIKONI.rPM1THI.EnIXPYLill. 
The first of these epithets defines the Class of art, the second, the Style ; that 

is, it was a likeness of Ithykles, the individual to whom the honour had been 

accorded, painted on a gold-ground, and most probably, because most usually, 
on a board of circular or oval form, the Greek term for which was "OirX0y, 

corresponding to the Roman " 
Clupeum." There can be no manner of doubt 

respecting the truth of this interpretation, when epigraphs are considered in 
which more than one of the terms of art previously enumerated are used ; for 

c Orat. de Corona, p. 256. H. Comp. Leptin. p. 478. 4. iLysias, Fr. Lxvm. Aristotel, 
Rhetoric. n. 28, 

t Vide Saltat. xiv. 
t Vide S. Matth. xxn. 20. et mt. Lucian has the following passage in his " PseudOmantis," 

xvm.: rpaOlid TO Elri Tante, X41 eirewev, Kai EOava, Ta iK xaXxoi), Tit 6i t apit'ipov EliraOyhYa. The 
class of these eixdrat is more fully explained in c. Lvm. by the words v(44sal.ta Katrin, ZyKexaparottivav. 

c H. R. iv. 8. Q Supra, p. 116. x C. L n. p.561. n. 2879. 8. 
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then we become possessed of a clue to guide us to the meaning of each, in 

consequence of one standing in either absolute or implied antithesis to 
another. I have, therefore, regarded it as wholly unnecessary to enter into a 
detailed notice of the arguments by which the truth, in the various aspects of 
this question, has been elicited, as a connected view of the authorities to which 
I now proceed to appeal will be amply sufficient to establish it on satisfactory 
grounds. 

Such authorities are the following. I have published three Tituli copied at 

Aphrodisiits,t in which posthumous honours were decreed by the municipal 
authorities of that city to each of three youths, the sons of a certain KaBias, of 
whom he had been successively bereaved. These honours were, Eidwes wairrai 
:.11 51rXots. eTr7JJ6crom, 'A 7 ciNpea7a, and 'AybpilLyTes. Precisely the same with these are 
the tributes of respect mentioned in another titulus from the same site, as having 
been rendered to the memory of a certain Mon by his surviving parent, with 
the sole exception of the limiting appellation rypairrith, being left out ; the part 
of the epigraph with which we are concerned proceeding thus :1 El KONIIN . 
TE . EN . onnom . En 1 XPYX0 II . ANA03EIEX I N . KAI . ArAAMATI1N . 
KAI . ANAPIANTSIN. This, however, was an omission of no moment, as the 
introduction of the words Ell Zit-Nom krixp6avis sufficiently indicates both the De 

partment and the Style of these ebrOves ; that they were pictorial resemblances, 
and executed on a gold-ground. 

It may fairly be assumed in all these cases, that the terms of art which are 

employed cannot, with any reason, be esteemed synonymous ; in other words, 
we must regard the c1A-6ves rypairrat as quite distinct in meaning from the 117A 
peaTa, and both these from the clap/firms. Now, it will hardly be contended 
that the last of these expressed any products of art but Statues, in accordance 
with the almost universal acceptation of the term. The direct consequence of 
this is, that drydAiurra, as never applied to Pictorial art, must have meant Ana 

glyphs ; and this, moreover, is a sense which, as I have stated before, Pausanias 

sanctions. We have thus the two classes of the department of Sculpture re 

. Vide Biickh's, in his C. L ii. pp. 662. sa. on n. 3068. B. 1. 27. 
t Vide Facie. xi. pp. 25. ss nn. Ln. mu. uv. 
t Bikkh, ii. p. 513. n. 2771. Col I. 11. 10. ss. 
c Supra, p. 167. Comp. Siebe.lis. Pnefat. ad Pausan. T.1. p. xlii. 
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presented in these tituli by expressions appropriate toeach ; whence it follows, by 
just inference, that the eirOvestypairrai must have been the representatives of that of 
Painting ; and this is, moreover, conformable to the constantly occurring designa 
tion thereof, by ypa/4, as well as of the artist by rypatkin. In illustration of this 
I may cite a clause from the description given by Pausanias of the throne of 
the Olympian Zens :s '0 U 00 POT ITOISCAOS' /260 xpvcrttg Kai Ntleoiss, iroixiXor U Kai 

434,te xa2 aiOarre i'a-ri xa2 rio'ci TE lie airroi; 7pa4i7 ileius,wva, Kai leyitNuaTei 
t'afrtv elpyaapiva. The meaning of Zu7a here is, 

" 
living forms," whether of 

gods, men, or animals, with pictorial representations of which the Throne was 
decorated ; and 'AfyitApaTa has been interpreted as corresponding to the Roman 
" 

Sigilla," that is, Statuettes, such as those which are enumerated farther met I, 
see no reason, however, to prevent our supposing that einaap6a may here sig 
nify iiviryNtnrra, and that the artistic results denominated ciriXpaTa cip7aal.dva 
may have corresponded to our " Medallions." 

Additional evidence of this being the correct meaning of Eiirdm 7pa7rrii is 

supplied by the important Teian inscription respecting the ephebarch Aischrion 
which Rime has published, amongst others, from the Sherard Papers in the 
British Museum ; wherein we have a rather full enumeration of these terms of 

art, accompanied in each case with an explanatory concrete. It proceeds thus :I 
01 . E.1-1B01 . KAI . 01 . NE01 . KAI . 01 . METEXONTEX .TOY. rYMNAMIOY. 
AIIXP111NA. MEAEArPOY. E.HBAPXH TANTA. KAMM XTEtANII. X PYI.Q. 
KAI . E1KON1 . rPArITH . KAI . EIKON1 . rPAI1TH . TEAE1A . KAI . El KON I. 
XAAKH . KAI . ArAAMAT1. MAPMAPINSI . KAI . EIKONI . XPYIH. Here we 

perceive a sixfold honour accorded to the Chief of the youths, with the last five 

particulars of which we are at present concerned. These I translate in their order: 
tt a half-length portrait, a full-length portrait, a bust in bronze, a marble bust in 

anaglyph, a bust in gold ;" to prove which, I proceed on the assumption, that the 
artistic terms in this enumeration are severally distinct, that is, the Eixt`ev 7pa7r717 
from the Elan, ypa7rriTEXcia: these again from the Eix6ver xaXidi and xpva*, and 
the 'Ardwa pappciptvow from all. The learned epigraphist above mentioned 

has, it is true, decided that the last of these signifies 
" a marble statue ;" c but 

c Vide V. 11. 2. t Comp. Mal), H. p. 663. b. 
t C. I. ii. p. 673. n. 3085. 
c Id. pp. 663. s. Macs's argument is, that it would be unworthy of a municipal body to offer 
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this can only be a matter of opinion, inasmuch as we have already seen that 
Anaglyphs are often styled 'AficApaaTa ; and what there is, in consequence, to 
prevent our supposing that this class of high art had its representative in the 
foregoing detail, that accordingly, 'AlfaXp.a p.appcipivov may have been a Bust 
in relief, of a style of execution similar to that of the University sculptures, it 
is difficult to conceive. The Eix6yes mentioned in the third and fifth places 
may have been Statues in their respective metals, or Protomaf, as I have chosen 
to understand the passage, or Hermai, all these being consistent with the gene 
ral meaning of EIA-v. Unless, therefore, we exclude the pictorial department 
from being represented on this occasion, which seems scarcely reasonable, we 
have no alternative but to regard its right as respected in the presence of the 
Eivives wairrai : the first of these signifying 

" a half-length portrait," painted, 
doubtless, in the customary style on an oval or circular shield with a gold 
ground (iv Z7rXep inixpiyate), and the second, the TeXcia, expressing one of " a full 

length." 
That I am correct in this position, namely, that the addition of TeXeia converts 

the Eirt`ov rypcorn'i into "a full-length," will hardly be questioned in the presence of 
the following passage from HerodianOs. His words are, when writing of Elaga 
balus on a certain occasion : Eipiva peylaTtiv wcilifav warnis kcurroi; ()roc irpatay Te 
Kai, lepovgyv lorkalvero, that is, " a Portrait of amplest dimensions, of his whole 

person." What more intelligible exegesis we could have of Eixt:Iv .ypcorril 
TeXcia, as well as of its synonym, iliv4 TACLOSI,t than is afforded by this passage 
of the historian, I find it difficult to imagine. The same holds good in the in 
stance of another remarkable Teian inscription, wherein certain honours are 
mentioned as having been decreed by a certain College (TO Kotwjv TCtiv avvaay 
coviaTi;iv to a distinguished Benefactor named Kraton, one of which was, 
ANAeEINAI . AE . AYTOY . KAI . EIKONA . EN . Tni . AIONYEIIII . 

a mere anaglyph: to which I reply, hardly more so than to accept one from an individual to be 
set up in a conspicuous position in the city subjected to its control, as was unquestionably the case 
with the sculpture of Attik6s. Supr. pp. 115. a 131. ss. 

c H. R. v. 5. m. 
t See the passage in the " Life of Lykiirgos," by the Pseudo-Plutarch, cited by skw in C. L 

II. p. 664. a. 
t C. L II. p.661. n. 3068.B. 1. 27. 
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rPAIITHN . TEAEIAN. This we must also conclude to have been a Portrait of 

life-size, and to be susceptible of the same illustration, otherwise the addition 
of TeXelaw, as of TeXcia in the former instance, would have been absolutely 
nugatory. 

Some may urge, it is true, against the applicability of the clause in Hero 
dianOs as a basis of illustration, the apparent emphasis ofpeytaTrp, which might 
seem to imply that the " whole length" he mentions had been one of super 
natural dimensions: in other words, that the Portrait of the Augustus expressed 
the Ideal so familiar to the Egyptians, who were accustomed to symbolize the 
indomitable energy and prowess of their victorious rulers through the medium 
of painting or sculptures far exceeding the life-size. I submit, however, 
that this supposition is scarcely reconcileable with the concluding words, oroc 

wpov, etc.: " Such as he was wonted to appear when coming forth to offer sa 
crifice." Nothing superior to the life-size seems fairly to be deducible from 

meytanny, when taken in connexion with these expressions, which serve to ex 

plain warnis kav-roiy, just as the latter, in its turn, is exegetical of 12E710-rip. 
My auditory will have remarked, that these Eivives are sometimes termed 

briefly 60-A01, at other times wairral v ;71-Noir, but generally, more at length, 
eipairTai Zy ZwXots brixp6crots. With respect to these designations I may pre. 
mise, for the sake of clearness, and as introductory to my farther observations, 
that I conceive them to be allied to each other as Genus and Species. The 
first I regard as comprehending under its more general form of expression both 

Painting and Sculpture ; the last two as restricted to Painting alone by the 

concrete rypcm-ral. I esteem it the more necessary to state this, as the whole 

three have been treated by no mean authority, but in my opinion somewhat 

precipitately, as strictly synonymous ; an assumption which would effectually 
exclude the anaglyphs before us from being ranked, as I conceive they have a 

full right to be, under the generic title of cirOves bowNos, and as such entitled 
to be considered as representatives of an Archaic style of art. 

I now proceed to explain the import, and trace the history, of these 57rAa, 
from the earliest notices of them which we possess : secondly, I shall submit 

my reasons for extending the designation, eirOves ZsvoirXot, so as to comprehend 
the department of sculpture : thirdly, I propose to connect them with, by 

showing that they were the precursors of, the Medallion style : lastly, I shall 

VOL. XXII. z 
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state my reasons for considering such anaglyphs as those before us to be true 

exponents of the primitive type of art. Should I blend with these topics such 

illustrative references to the kindred department as may occasionally suggest 
themselves, it will be solely in pursuance of the method with which I com 

menced ; one resulting from the extreme difficulty of disuniting considerations 

of the " 
Glypti" and the " 

Graptit" in any discussions of this nature. 

The descriptive concrete 'eVollos, that is, ZIP OirXtr, signifies 
" in a shield," 

the word having been borrowed from military phraseology, in whichfc6rNor was 

a general term including every article of warlike equipment, and its plural 
ZwXa expressed defensive armour in particular, namely, the Cuirass or the 

Shield. I now speak with reference to the use made of these terms by Hers 

dam,' himself an Asiatic Greek but we shall find the singular also employed 
in tituli to express the derivative artistic meaning with which we are now more 

immediately concerned. 
In the case of Portraits, the material employed in preparing these Shields 

appears to have been wood, always, as I conceive, overlaid with gold ; and 

hence the epithet .7rixpuiroc in the more complete designation. On this ground 
the artist laid his colours, and traced his resemblances. A memorial of this 

kind was, as we have seen, essentially honorary : decreed by governing bodies, 
or communities, as testimonies of the esteem in which citizens of eminence 

were held ; and sometimes suspended from the walls of public edifices, such as 

Temples, Gymnasia Basilikai, or the like, so as to be viewed at all times ; 
sometimes deposited in apartments, called from them OwNoarixat, the " Armaria" 

of the Romans, whence they were drawn out and exhibited on occasions of 

solemnity. t 
These 43/rNa were known to the people last mentioned under the correspond 

ing appellations 
" 

Clypei," or, 
" 

Clupea ;" whence the forms painted, or ex 

pressed in relief upon them, were termed " 
clypeatm imagines ;" a designation 

which seems to have been nothing else but a literal version of eir6yes lvoirNot. I 

have here used the words "expressed in relief" with reference to these Clupea, and 

proleptically ; with what intent, and how authorized, I now proceed to explain. 
We find their origin in Roman times traced by Plinius as far back as the 

c Vide Iv. 23. fin. Ix. 63. fin. Comp. Schweigh. Lexie. H. T. n. p. 1St b. 
BOckh, p. 172. n.126. 6. 
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age of Appius Claudius, the founder of the illustrious " Gene Claudia." He 

expresses himself thus : " Suorum clypeos in sacro vel public privatim dic,are 

primus instituit, ut reperio, Appius Claudius, qui consul cum Servilio fuit 

anno urbis ccux. Posuit enim in BellonEe tede majores suos ; placuitque 
in excels spectari et titulos honorum legi." That the " 

imagines," or am 

biances on these " 
clypei," were expressed in Relief, might be inferred from the 

account which he continues to give of them in the next section, as well as from 

the 4tymon that he assigns to the term itself: for he attributes the next dedi 

cation of " 
clyper to Marcus lEmilius, in the year of the City DCLXXI., and then 

adds: "Id quoque Martio exemplo : scutis enim, qualibus apud Trojam pugnatum, 
continebantur imagines; unde et nomen habuere clypeorum." This passage 
can convey no other meaning but the following : that the " scutum" which pre 
sented an " 

Imago" on its surface was termed, for that reason, a " 
clypeus," that 

is, it was known by a designation which, from it etymon, would have been ab 

surd, had not the " 
Imago" been an Anaglyph. 

" But," some one may say, 
" this 

htymon may have only existed in our author's fancy ; I pause, therefore, ere I 

admit a conclusion which pre-supposes its truth." To this I reply, that, sup 

posing even " 
Clypeus" not to be formed from 7Xtrirr6n, the comparison of the 

shields dedicated by Amilius with those which had been used during the Ilian 

war, is amply sufficient to place them beyond the limits of the Graptit, with 

a recollection present to our minds so vivid as that of the shield of Achilleils. 

So far, therefore, as we have proceeded, we have found reason to class the Ro 

man " 
imagines clypeate or " in clypeis," under the head of Reliefs. In later 

ages we find them principally ranked under Portraiture, and briefly designated 
" 

clypei ;" or, if expressed in sculpture, carried out in the Medallion style. The 

former, however, strictly corresponding to the EIKOves wairral of the Greeks, gra 

dually usurped the position of supremacy, as presenting in most cases a more 

attainable result. For example ; Macrobiust mentions one, a half-length por 
trait of Quintus Cicero ; not, it is true, in an artistic spirit, but for the sake of 

c Vide xxxv. 3.1. 
t Saturnia]. n. 3. " Nee Q. Ciceroni fratri circa similem mordacitatem pepercit: nam cum in 

ea provincia, qnam he rexerat, vidisset clypeatam imaginem ejus, ingentibus lineamentis usque 
ad pectus ex more pictam, (erat autem Quintus ipse stature parvie, ait, ' Frater meus dimidius 

major est quam totus.' " 
z2 
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recording a witticism of his illustrious relative, the Orator, at his expense. Tre. 

bellius, also mentions a " 
clypeus aureus" in honour of the Emperor Claudius, 

and Suetoniust speaks of a similar mark of distinction conferred upon Caligula. 
A fourth instance may be cited from Capitolinus4 who informs us, that to the 
honours which were rendered to the memory of Hadrian, his adopted son and 
successor added the dedication of " a most magnificent shield." 

These examples relate to such " 
clypei" as were termed by the Greeks 

drOver Tzerral v ZirXots. brtxplicrots. We learn, however, from a characteristic 
anecdote concerning the well-known Pontius Pilatus, which Philon has recorded, 
that there existed " 

clypei" to which the first part of this designation was inap 
propriate. He writes, that this governor, wishing on a certain occasion to gra 
tify his hatred of the Jewish nation, under the pretence of doing honour to his 

master, caused shields overlaid with gold to be dedicated with all the customary 
solemnities within the precincts of Herodes' palace : but deeming it expedient 
to qualify the insult, lest he should shock overmuch the religious principles of 
the Jews, he left out the Imperial effigy, contenting himself with introducing 
merely words explanatory of the purport of the offering, and his own name as 
the dedicator. c 

To return : it may, perhaps, be reasonably concluded from the account 
which has been given of the " 

imagines clypeatffl," a designation in such evi 
dent proximity to the Greek dr6ves bowXot, that the latter also included sculp 
tural as well as pictorial resemblances. I am aware, that in drawing this 

inference, I am at issue with the learned BOcKs, who would limit the Greek 

expression to its designation of Portraits, regarding it as merely an abridged 

c In Claudio, in. " 1111 clypeus aureus, vel ut grammatici loquuntur, clupeum aureum, senatus 
totius j udicio in Romana curia collocatum est; ut etiam nunc videtur expressa thorace vultus ejus 
imago." 

t In Caligula, xvi. sub E " Quas ob res inter reliquos honores decretus est ei clypetus aureus, 
quem quotannis certo die collegia sacerdotum in Capitolium ferreut, Senatu prosequente, etc." 

t In Pio, V. " Clypeum Hadrian magnificentissimum posuit, et sacerdotes instituit." 
O_X _r pullaor, c Phil. Jud. Ed. Mangey, vol. p. 691. s. Olr'rot (scil. 11 X.4 .1 T 

4 bliCa TOO Xvrijeat 7"; rXijOot, araTiOvetv vTolt Tip lepinroXiv (se. Hierosolyma, ai;., 
.14, in S. Matth. xxvu. 53. iiiptin5ov Pao-AA/Ott iirtXpt/O-Otrt cleram, 1.47 tsoixtir ixoleratt pidre 

Ti Troy arriopetyareuy, lea TWQII iintypetit eirairassat, 4to TaZ7a ifsirva, TdrisArafthrTa, sai 
irrap o; argOarts. 
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form for elictives. wairrai ZP SAolv buxpthrots.. It may, however, be asked : if 
we thus set bounds to the Greek technic, why not also to the Roman, unless we 
choose to grant a richer nomenclature to the people who received than to that 
which conferred the gift of art The answer is clear : because we should 
have to surmount the express testimony of Plinius, whose " 

clypeated images" 
embrace both departments of art. But exclusively of this ; as we have seen 
that the designation elic6vec is so general as to include all types of the Glyptic 
as well as of the Graptic art, why not enlarge correspondently the domain of 
the'e'vcrIrNot, so as to comprise not merely the dapper eypairrat, but also those 
which we may term 7Xvirra4 liveryNirrrot, or 4tapyclaktivat The truth is, that 
in consequence of the vagueness of the Greek technology in the department of 
sculpture . one, however, more apparent than real,t as we shall shortly see . . . 
a large amount of gratuitous assertion has characterized the language of archmo 
logists in dealing with its artistic terms. 

A clause from one of the inscriptions of Kime, which BOcur himself has 
cited,t may serve to exemplify this : ONTEvOHN (livaTeOnvat . AE . Arrii. 
KAI . EIKONAX . rPArlTAN TE. EN . onAsz. ENXPYIn . KAI . XAAK1AN 
KATTA . AYTA (41crairria . AAE . KAI . MAPMAPIAN . KAI . XPYIIAN . EN. 
Tn . rymNAzin. We perceive here the ericum 7plorTa distinguished from the 
xaNda, paptcapia, and xpveria; the former as a portrait, from the latter, as either 
statues or busts (irparopal), and, if these, executed either in their complete 
proportions or in anaglyph. Btioin has espoused, in opposition to VOLKEL, the 
first of these alternatives, but we may ask, on what grounds that we can at all 
deem certain c EiK4n, may signify, as has been shown, a Resemblance in Relief; 
why then withhold that legitimate acceptation here, or object to our even sup 
posing that all the three were, like the Portrait, Ipoidtoi c For aught we know, 

c Vide BOckh, C. L ii. p. 126. n. 2069. 40., and the note in p. 128. a. 
t The Greeks appear to have been sufficiently precise when the occasion demanded it. Thus, 

in a Rheneian epitaph (BOckh, IL p. 248. n. 2321.), a stele presenting an anaglyph precisely simi 
lar to those referred to towards the close of this Section,. pp. 183. s., is styled 7Xv7rtri. The epi 
graph underneath, it is true, is in metre: but we may be certain, that the epithet would not have 
been added, had it been contrary to propriety to have used it. 

Vide C. L IL p. 664. b. The whole inscription has been given in p. 849. 
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or any archEeologist can satisfactorily prove, the drew pappapia may have 
been of the precise type of art which appears before us in the University 
sculptures ; just as we have conjectured of the 117aXpa paplAcipirov =n a Teian 

inscription cited above, and of the itriXpara which are mentioned in those 
of Aphrodisitis.t 

One thing is, however, abundantly clear, whatever may be thought of these 

conjectures, which is, that the " 
clypeated images" had a position within the 

domain of sculpture as well as of painting. Had it been usual with the Greek 
artists to attach, in all cases, specific designations in the instance of the for 

mer, as it was in that of the latter ; to term, for example, a work of art such as 
those before us, EbriLy ryNtryrri ZvowNor, or, kyailtizit IvoirNov, in the same way that 
a half-length in Painting was distinguished as eirtly rypairrt ZvowNos, or, iv frw1up 
iirtxpbatp, more correctness at the present day would have been the result, and 
a considerable amount of controversy saved. This, however, we cannot suppose 
that the authors of the several epigraphs esteemed in any wise necessary, as, 
without doubt, the notices which they did introduce were amply sufficient for 
their purposes, the terms of art being more critically understood with the works 
of art present to serve as their illustrations. There may be some weight also in 
the following observations : that as Sculpture, or the processes allied thereto, 
were in all probability the primitive modes employed of expressing forms, no 

qualifying adjunct would, in its case, be considered necessary ; whereas Painting 
would require such, being in its first stages the exception, and not the rule. 

I conclude this Head with repeating, that I attach much importance to 
the denominations which I have cited above from Suetonius, Plinius, Macrobius, 
and others, as aids towards our forming just conceptions in this matter. We 
have "Clypei" or " 

Clupea," 
" 

Imagines in Clypeis," and " 
Imagines ClypeatEe," 

corresponding respectively to OwNa, eirOver ONNots, and; A e_le_Yff avo,rXoi. The 
first of those, 

" 
Clypei," was merely an abbreviated form for the last two, which 

I have not observed paralleled by a corresponding use of SAct, excepting as 

forming a part of the compound 67rXoNpen, which means " a repository of the 

shields," that is, of the Portraits painted on such. The case is different with 

c Supr. p.171. t Styr. p. 170. 
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respect to the second and third denominations, as illustrating the last of which 
I may cite an Olbian titulus that Maul has edited in his second volume ; a 
decree in favour of an individual named Theokles, one of the clauses of which 

appears as follows: ANATEOHNAI . AYTOY . El KONA . ENOMON . AH 
MOM . EN .TII rYMNAIIIL Here the learned epigraphist lays it down as 

certain, that the correct version of eixOva 610101/40V is " tabulam pictaro," notwith 

standing the absence of the almost invariable concrete iypcerriv. This may be 

true; yet it appears a somewhat arbitrary assumption, with the above-cited 

passage of Pliniust before us, in which the co-ordinate expression 
" 

Imagines in 

scuds" most unquestionably relates to the glyptic art. Would it not be 

preferable, instead of imposing dicta, to avail ourselves of an authority ready 
to our hands, and interpret e/c6wa s070u0y, " 

imaginem in scuto ;" in modern 

language, 
" a medallion anaglyph" c That our authority is Roman creates no 

manner of difficulty when it is considered that Plinius treats of a department in 
the arts which his countrymen of Rome cultivated only at second-hand, as in 
deed every other type of high art : for it must not be forgotten, that the Greeks 
redressed the balance which indicated their political inferiority by their unap 
proachable eminence in all pursuits which confer his essential dignity on man ; 
that, " Graacia capta ferum victorem cepit, et artes 

Intulit agresti Latio.1 

I am now conducted to the third head of this inquiry, namely, the true 

origin of those beautiful forms of which decorative architecture has so profusely 
availed itself : I speak of the embossed effigies on circular or oval areas with 
which all are acquainted; and not of these alone, but also of coins and medals, 
the obverses of which exhibit Heads or Protomai. I esteem it as certain, 
at least in the highest degree probable, that the precursors of these in the 
order of artistic sequence were the very e/KOves. ZvcrOtot, or " 

imagines clypeatie" 
of which we have just been treating ; and therefore it is, that I have retained 
the designation 

" 
Large Medallion Busts," from the heading prefixed by Dr. 

TODD to his Notices respecting the University sculptures in the Proceedings 

c Supr. p. 177. note (s Supr. p. 175. 
Horst. Epist. L 1. 156. s. 
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of the Academy. We are, however, to guard against the oversight of re 

ceiving this Title as with absolute correctness designative of the class of 

sculpture to which they belong. Existing, as this type did, from the era of 
nascent art, when no numismatist can suppose that Medals were thought of, 
much less Medallions, it is evidently, in an archeological sense, correct that it 
should replace, as a denomination, one which strictly is expressive of a class of 
its descendants. Medallion is, as all know, the Italian " 

Medaglione," the French 
" Medaillon :" therefore, to use the term without due caution, as characterizing 
the anaglyphs before us, might contribute to the inversion of a genealogy in 
the arts. This caution consists in our understanding it as applied, without re 
ference to the order of time, in a purely descriptive sense ; as an artistic term 
which every one comprehends, and free from the pedantry which would un 

questionably attach itself to the more correct nomenclature of Macrobius, or the 
Greek titili. 

This observation acquires additional force by considering that, in all proba 
bility, the " 

clypeated images," like the present anaglyphs, presented full fronts. 
I believe this to have been the succession in art ; firstly, to represent the 
lineaments in full ; then, in profile, or side-face. A remarkable passage of 
Plato goes far in establishing this, namely, the progress of the glyptic art from 
the direct front of the EZAI'dy 'c'yea-Nor to the side-face of the Medals or Medal 
lions. He writes thus :1" 4)6Pos. otly 6,ECTIP, zay pi r6aploi Zp.ev irpOs TollS rear, 
Owens pi Kai cZOtr StaaxicrOna61.4l0a, Kul wepripew Z*X0YaTfV, iffecrwep ol v Tais aTiPtats, 
raTaiypatfrie i.rreTvirt6p6rot, biaireirptoldwot KaTa Tar Pas 7e7or6Ter, ericrirep Ntawat. 
The penalty of which the speaker is here so apprehensive, and which he fore 
shadows by so intelligible a comparison, seems very evidently to mark the art 

sequence to which I have adverted. 
If now we comprehend under the term wriptcu, which the Philosopher has 

used to express the Tablets on which his Profiles (raTc1wairTa were sculptured, 
tablets of every form which it was customary to employ, we come at once to 
the class of " 

clypeated reliefs." These do not lose their essential character by 
a diminution of their size, or a change of the material in which they are elabo 
rated. They may be in Gold, Silver, or Bronze, and may vary from any con 

. Sympos. p. 193. a. 
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ceivable dimensions to the minutest, yet assert their claim to the title of works 
in clypeated relief (ZvoirNa just as fairly as those before us ; a claim, however, 
which I cannot but hold to be of comparatively recent date, were it for no 
other reason than the improved artistic skill which was requisite to the proper 
artistic delineation of the Katagraph. 

I am now conducted to my fourth head, which will terminate my remarks 
on these interesting sculptures : but before I proceed to this, and thus close 

my memoir, I pause for a moment to revert to the MICPWES wairrai 'e'vcrnAoi, and 
examine how it has fared with them in the progress of high art. 

The perishable nature of the materials employed in works of this kind has 
denied them the same longevity which has fallen to the lot of their kindred, 
the " 

Glypta ;" yet we still have a glimpse of them in their descendants, and 

those a numerous train : for to what other originals is it possible to assign the 
rounded areas and gold-grounds which characterized so long the Byzantine 
school of art From the Capital of the Eastern Empire they travelled west 
wards ; and how long they retained possession of the field ere the age of ameli 
oration arrived is clearly proved by the still extant specimens of medimval art 
which we possess, and the more elaborate productions of the German schools 
from the fourteenth to the fifteenth century. Whether the employment of this 
ornature amongst ourselves, either in the frames of our pictures, or along their 
inner margins, or in those elliptical bands which I have sometimes observed in 

glazings of a date not very remote from present times, argues a compromise 
between traditionary predilections and an improved taste, I submit to more com 

petent judges to decide : but of this I am certain, that the tenacity with which 
I have remarked the humble Greek artist still clinging to the use of the board 
and the barbaric gilding of his progenitors, has more than once recalled me, in 
the birth-soil of our European art, to the Frt typarirra2 ZIP ZNNOIS brtxpimots of 
the ancient Temples and Basilikai. 

To return from this short digression. I conceive that at this stage of our 

inquiry a very few words will be sufficient to prove the closeness of the bond 
which unites the University Sculptures to those clypeated reliefs of which I 
have submitted the history. My auditory will please to observe that, in order 
to form a correct judgment, we are to lose sight altogether, in an archaeological 
sense, of the rectangular stele which incloses in each case the proper stele of 

VOL. XXII. 2 A 
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the anaglyph. There are, in effect, two stelai in both these monuments ; the 
Primary, or Proper, being that from which the busts immediately protrude ; the 
Secondary, or Subordinate, that which extends beyond the former, and subserved 
to purposes merely mechanical. Of this, in forming our conclusion as to the 

Type, or Fashion, of art, we are to take no account whatsoever, its purpose 
having solely been to attach the anaglyph to the wall in a permanent position, 
as also to provide space for the introduction of a sufficient epigraph, comprising 
at least the following notices : the Original whom the sculpture was intended to 

represent ; the Motive which actuated the donor ; his Name, and the Position 
for which it was destined. All this, it is manifest, could not have been effected 
within the boundary of the inner area unless by violating laws which no sculp 
tor could disregard. 

Other advantages were, moreover, secured by the artist resorting to this 

precaution ; to appreciate which it is proper that we should bear in mind the 
difference between the destinations of such monuments as those before us, and the 
eir6ver 7pa7rral, as already explained. The latter were, in the great majority of 

cases, deposited in Hoplothekai, from which they were drawn out solely on ex 

traordinary occasions, and then suspended from walls in places of public resort 

(4v lepois ra2 Zmwatoic T67roisA): the iNtnrrai, on the contrary, were destined to 

a permanent position in such places, and required accordingly the addition of 

some mean of support ; such also as might contribute to the due effect of each, 

by obviating all chances of its coming into juxtaposition with discordant sur 

faces, or of any distortion resulting from a careless determination of their levels. 

Such being the relations of these Stelai, it only remains that I should direct 

the attention of my audience, in each anaglyph, to the innermost one, the area 

of which has been defined by a circular boundary, as that alone which charac 

terises it as a Type of art. f It requires but ocular evidence to prove to us 

that it corresponds, as nearly as was permitted by the conditions which the 

sculptor had to satisfy, to the descriptions which have descended to us of the 

Clypeates of remote antiquity. Had it not been the intention of the artist to 

have worked after such a model, nothing could have been easier than to have 

dispensed altogether with these boundary-lines ; or to have selected a sufficient 

c Vide Fascic. IL n. LH. 9. t Vide supra, p. 169. 175. as. 
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space in the upper section of his square stele of an oblong form, wherein groups 
appropriate to his subject might have been disposed, and then have thrown 

up his partition lines in such styles, plain or ornate, as might appear most in 
unison with them. A multitude of such types are now present to my mind, 
which have passed under my review in different Glyptothekai, that of Athens 
more particularly ; to none of which, however, has he directed his attention. 
He has selected an Archetype, one of the simplest and most chaste which anti 

quity presented, and of that Archetype the least complicated form ; single Pro 

tomai, unaccompanied in either case by accessories derived from actual life, or 

mythological emblems. Yet the sculpture of Thelymitres afforded him an ex 
cellent opportunity of following a totally distinct and very usual artistic model. 
That it was a posthumous honour, and erected pvillAnst xliptv by one whom the 

epigraph testifies to have stood towards the deceased Lysimache in a close and 
dear relation, I have elsewhere expressed my conviction. The very style of 
the inscription induces this belief, and yet more, the aspect of the still youthful 
countenance in which indisposition so evidently lingers, and the outer garment 
(xNavis drawn closely round the person, as though to protect it even from the 

atmosphere of Ionia. Now, such monumental sculptures were generally exe 
cuted in accordance with an uniform type, namely, the representation of the 

valedictory scene before death ; and why this was abandoned on the present 
occasion appears to be best explained by our supposing that the ancient type 
was regarded as giving more prominence to the features of the beloved object, 
as well as better adapted to recall to the remembrance of survivors some inci 
dent before her decease. It certainly admitted of a change in the customary 
form of the epigraph so as to adapt it to the intention of Thelymitres : for had 
the sculpture carried out the more generally received idea, we should have 
seen it accompanied by some such formule as the following : KAAYAIA 
AYE MAXH . rYNH . (rol beivos . XPHETH . (or wAANAPE . XA1PE. 

A very striking example of this style of monument occurs in an elaborately 
executed relief which came under my observation whilst sojourning near 

SmSirna. The anaglyph extended along the upper section of the stele, and 

comprised figures of the deceased, in a sitting posture, and of the immediate 
members of her family, grouped before her in the attitude of taking their last 
farewell. The principal figure, most probably her husband, is the spokesman 

242 
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on the solemn occasion, and with his right hand locked in hers, is supposed 
to have gone through the mournful ceremony in the words of the epigraph in 
scribed underneath : 11.0.AAA . TETTH IA . rYNH . AEKEPAIINOX . XPH/TH 
XAIPE. This has been published in my first volume of Inscriptions, and 
another, precisely corresponding to it, which I copied at Philadelphia.t For 
other examples I may refer more particularly to the very ample collection of 
the monumental tituli of SmYrna, which the learned BOCKII has published in his 
second volume. 

I now view these sculptures conjointly, and with the evidence before us of 
the identity of the Models after which they have been executed, the identity 
also of their Styles of elaboration, as well as of the modes in which their ex 

planatory epigraphs have been disposed, I arrive at the conclusion that they 
were contemporary works of art, and not only this, but that they issued from 
the studio of the same artist. That their age was the same may be reasonably 
inferred from evidence which their inscriptions themselves supply ; for the very 
same argument which directs us to the era of Severus for the age of the sculpture 
of AttikOs points also to the same in the case of that of Thelymitres. The only 
element in which they differ is the Sigma, this being rectangular in the one, and of 
the common re-entrant form in the other ; but that these were contemporary in. 
the time of Severus is most certain, as then more especially it was that the transi 
tion from the angular to the circular form of that character took place which 
terminated finally in the establishment of the latter. This criterion, therefore, 
adds its weight to the former ; but we can advance no farther in the instance 
of the sculpture of Thelymitres, as its epigraph contains no allusion to guide us 

beyond the mere Proper names, and these afford us no manner of aid, as, ex 

clusively of the present, no Ionian epigraph hitherto published supplies any 
information respecting either. This research, however, has not been without 
its use, inasmuch as it adds strength, by enabling us to argue 

" a remotione 

partium," to our former presumption, that this anaglyph, as well as that of At 

tikOs, had originally belonged to the Ionian Neapolis. 
Such are the views to which I have been conducted by the fullest consi 

deration in my power to devote to this most interesting investigation. I now, 

c Fascic. L p. 109. n. max. d. t Ibid. p. 39. n. vu. d. 
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therefore, conclude ; but not without a word of apology to Gentlemen who may, 
perhaps, form part of my auditory, the representatives in our Society of a high 
and ennobling art, if I have rashly intruded into technical details of which they 
alone can be competent judges. Errors, however, or oversights in such, by no 
means affect the soundness esf the Principle which, on mature thought and a 
certain amount of experience as an observer, I have adopted. In this persua 
sion, I submit these anaglyphs to the consideration of Arclueologists in general, 
but in an especial sense to that of their learned Trustees, as works of high art, 
and types of its excellency in an age which preluded its abasement ; as com 

prising notices of peculiar antiquarian interest, and one of them, of historical and 

geographical ; finally, as presenting us with artistic models which hold a middle 

place between the perished memorials of a remote antiquity and the exquisite 
medallion forms which -a more recent antiquity has bequeathed us. As such, I 
recommend them to the notice which is eminently their due, in the hope that, 
at no distant period, I shall behold them restored in some sort to their pristine 
state, or occupying at least the position to which they are entitled as mementos 
of Ionian art. 

c I cannot take my leave of the highly interesting discussions which form the subject of the 
preceding sections without apprizing my reader that SMITH and the editors of Gudius have 
not been the only scholars who have paid attention to the epigraphs of the University sculp 
tures. I have very lately, and not until these sheets were prepared for press, discovered them 
amongst the SmyrnEean tituli of the learned Bikini, whose pages I had been turning over for an 
entirely different purpose. I cannot but acknowledge that the discovery occasioned me a certain 
degree of surprise, as Neapolis finds no place in his Recensus of the Ionian sites; not even in the 
fourth Section of his Lydian inscriptions, which he has devoted to " Smyrna cum Hyrcanis, Mag 
nesia ad Sipylum, PhocEea." 

Our epigraphs will be found in the " Corpus Inscriptionum," Tom. n. p. 778.n. 3346., with the 
following Lemma prefixed : " SmyrnEe in domo Zacharite GrEeci duEe imagines muliebres affabre sculpts 
et bone servatEe erant, quarum alteri titulus A alteri B appositus. Una ed. Hessel. Append. ad 
Prsef. Inscr. Gud. c. 13. minusculis Egmond et Heyman ltin. Tom. i. p. 79. diviso tamen utroque 
titalo, Pocock. Inscr. ant. P. 1. 3. 4. p. 38. n. 2. et 3. ex schedis alienis. Horstianle" (I presume the 
same VAN DER HOORST whom Dr. TODD has mentioned " schedEe exhibent ut Hesselius: babeo 
etiam ex Sherardianis, p. 75. ex quibus liquet utrumque titulum ease in eodem lapide." 

This is followed by tit. A, or that of Thelymitres, which BOcKs commences with reading KA, 
and expands accordingly into KAILIIAN. The uncouth choristic mark which follows, he re 
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POSTSCRIPT. 

Page 114, note (II).-The deification of the younger Faustina has been here 
sustained on the presumption, that certain lines of the second Triopeian in 

scription, which FIORILLO has published amongst his remains of the Orator 

HerOdes, refer to her; an opinion sanctioned by the authorities not only of 
FIORILLO himself, but also of VISCONTI, EICHSTXDT, JACOBS, and BiicKaat Ma 
turer consideration, however, has, since I composed this note and the sen 
tence in the context on which it is a commentary, induced me to alter this 

opinion in favour of that of FRANZ, the learned continuator of the " 
Corpus 

Inscriptionum," who has published both Triopeian inscriptions in his third 

Fasciculus, and has given his readers a condensed statement of the arguments 

by which HEYSE has substantiated the views of ARNALDUS, namely, that the 

sixth and forty-eighth lines of the second refer to Galeria Faustina, not to her 

daughter. 
In effect, the first of these passages (which, in the titulus itself, proceeds as 

follows ; eEAI . AE . MIN . OYPANIUJNA[I . TIOYCIN . AHW . TE . NCH. 

AHW . TE . ilAAAIH), implies the welcome given to the statue of Regina into 

the Triopeian fane by two deities, the new and the old Ceres (And)), both of 

whom are termed " 
Celestial," from which the inference is clear, that the for 

mer must have become entitled to this appellation antecedently to that reception. 
Now, as we are certain from the forty-eighth verse, TOYTO.AE.MYCTEINHI. 

ceives as " siglum decurtatis vocibus addi solitum qualecunque." He then, in tit. B., or that of 
Attik6s, reads MYHXIHN. 

No restoration of this epigraph has been proposed by BOMB: on the contrary, he seems to have 

regarded it as hopeless; for he adds, " Htec intelligi nequeunt." He concludes with identifying 
i4av Mvtiabiv rAtv, as has been done under one of the heads of my Second Section, with Netipolis 

of Ionia. 
The reader will perceive from the foregoing statement, that the labours of the learned German 

have been such as by no means to supersede the exertions of a successor in this inquiry. 
c Vide Dobson's " Oratores Attici," Tom. iv. pp. 555. ss. 

t Ibid. p.604. not. 4., p. 624. not. 1. Franz, C. I. Tom. in. n. 6280. B.6. p. 921. Col. b. 

t Ibid. p. 922. Vide supr. p. 157. note (t). 
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KEXAPICMENON . HCTAI . ArAAMA, that this " New Ceres" must have been 
a " Faustina," we are constrained to select the consort of Pius, as her daughter 
had survived Annia Regilla by several years. It is true, that of the exact date 
of the latter's decease we possess no certain evidence, but satisfactory reasons 
have been given by FRANZ for referring that event to the last year of Antoninus 

Pius, that is, U. C. 914. A. D. 161., in which he has corrected the statement 
of HEYSE, who had assigned 917. 164. as a proximate date. We know, more 

over, that the date in the instance of Galeria Faustina was 894. 141., and in that 
of Annia, 929. 176. 

The inference to which these considerations lead us is fully borne out by 
the testimony of Medals, in which the first of these Augustte is represented 
under the similitude of Ceres,f whereas (as was most natural), the goddess 
effigies of the latter were those of the KOpri, or Proserpina.t 

These remarks are added solely with a view to accuracy of statement, but 
not as in any wise affecting the argument which I have prosecuted in the sec 
tion to which they refer. This, on the contrary, has its force rather enhanced 

by any fact which serves to prove that the consort of Caracalla stood alone in 
the attribution to her, during her life-time, by the Greek communities, of a 

goddess-name so peculiarly appropriate to the circumstances of the Ionian 

Neapolis. Alone, I mean, amongst the Augusta of her age. 
Page 121, note (").-This clause refers to the " Jus Civitatis," and the ne 

cessity of those entitled to such being enrolled in the Censors' books under a 

specific Gentilitial designation. It is limited, moreover, to the cases of the 
" Grteci et Exteri ;" for the " Socii et Fcederati," who possessed, in common with 

the Romans, such designations of their own, were accustomed to preserve them 

unchanged. The example of Cornelius Balbus, a native of Gades, in defence of 

whose right, conferred by Pompeius Magnus, Cicero pleaded so eloquently, may 
be cited in proof of this : for we do not find that in consequence of this act he as 

sumed the Gentilitial name of his benefactor: on the contrary, he preserved his 

c ECIEHEL dates this event a year earlier, making the numbers 928. 175. Doctr. N.V. Tom. vii. 
P. 76. a. 

t Comp. Valiant, Num. Imp. Rom. T. u. p. 167. Eckhel, ubi supra, p. 38. b. 
t Vide Mionnet, Deur. des Med., etc., T. u. p. 542. n. 192. Supplem. T. V. p. 326. n. 279. 

t 
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designation as a citizen of a federated state unaltered. But the case of Theophi 
nes the Mitylenman was different. He also was a friend of the same illustrious 

commander, to whom he had rendered signal service as the historian of his 
achievements and he had his reward in being declared by Pompeius, in full 

military assembly, a Roman citizen.f Accordingly we find, that he assumed 
the Nomen " 

Pompeius," which, as we learn from Tacitus I and Strabo, became 

permanent in his family. 
My next instance is familiar to all that of the Antiochian Greek, whose 

name has been immortalized by Cicero, and who bore the Nomen " Licinius," 
which appertained to the eminent Roman c to whom he owed his distinction : 
and the same Cicero has informed us of Dem4trios Megas, on whom the " Jus 
Civitatis" had been conferred by emsar at the instance of Dolabella " 

qua in 

re," adds the Orator, 
" 

ego interfui. Itaque nunc P. Cornelius vocatur," II both 
which had appertained to his son-in-law. 

The cases also of the Greeks whom Verres had, by an abuse of his pri 
vilege, raised to the position of Roman citizens, the better to qualify them for 

acting as his instruments in his system of spoliation, may be cited, as Cicero 
has not failed to use them as the ground of one of his most stinging invectives 

against their employer : 
" 

Ingerebat iste Artemidorum Cornelium medicum, 
Valerium preeconem, Tlepolemum pictorem, et ejusmodi recuperatores : quorum 
civis Romanus nemo erat, sed Greeci sacrilegi, jam pridem improbi,. repente 
Cornelii,"" thus crowning his epithets with the Gentilicium of his enemy. 

The last example which I shall adduce approaches more nearly to the time 
with which we have been hitherto conversant. It is that of an Attic of the 
demos Kephale, on whom the " Jus Civitatis" had been conferred by Commodus, 
as a titulus informs us which RYcKrus ft has cited as follows: AHMHTPI . KAI . 

KOPHI . H . IEPA . rEPOYZI . M . AYPHAION . Ale04OPON . I1POIAE 

c Vide brat. pro Balbo, passim. 
t Comp. xrat. pro Archia, x., pro Balbo, xxv. Epist. ad Attic. ii.5., vim 7. Strabo. xiII. 2. 

Annal. vi. 18. fin. See the passage in Strabo referred to in the foregoing note. 
c Viz. Crassus. Vide Le Clerc's " Indica. ad Cicer." in Lemaire's Edition, pp. 541. 570. 
ii Epist. ad Divv. MIL 36. 
* Orat. in Verrem. u. 3.28. Ed. Lemaire, 1827. 
tt Vide Animadvv. in Tacit. p. 335. Comp. Fabretti. Inscriptt. Antiq. Explic. p. 439. 
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KTON 111170KPATOYI . KOAAHEIEN 11PEIBEYEANTA. TWOIKA.TIMH 
OENTA AE . vno . eE0Y KOMMOAOY . TH1 . P.C1MAIDN . TIOAITEIA1 
K. T. Here no doubt can be entertained of the Roman designation of Pros 
dektos having been synchronous with the distinction conferred upon him by 
the Augustus to whom we know that it appertained ; and as little, that the 
name and fore-name of the family of the Marathonian Attikoi, of whom so fre 

quent mention has been made in the second section, originated in a similar way, 
that is, from the nomination of an ancestor to the rank of Roman citizenship by 
the successor of Augustus ; or, perhaps, to speak more correctly, by the son of 
the elder Drusus, who succeeded Caligula. 

I might illustrate this usage by citing examples, in addition to the foregoing, 
without limit, but confine myself to two, in consideration of the rank of the per 
sonages concerned. The first is, that of Rhcemetalkes I., the Thrakian king, who 
is designated C. IVLIVS in a titulus which FABRETTI has published, t whence 
1VLIA .TYN DAR IS, his daughter. The second refers to Agrippa I., the grand 
son of HerOdes Magnus, who, in one of SPON'S inscriptions cited by the same 

FABRETTI, I is denominated lOYAIOZ, and also his daughter Berenike, IMAM. 
These designations clearly point to the source from which the honour of citizen 

ship was, in each case, derived. We may safely attribute the boon to Augustus. 
Page 136, note (f).-In connexion with this note, the reader is recommended 

to consult PIERRE PETIT'S work, entitled, 
" Traite Historique sur les Amazon.es," 

Leide, 1718. This writer has warmly espoused the affirmative side of the 

question, viz., that the accounts given us by Her6dotos, etc., respecting this 

singular community, contain authentic history. I may refer, more particularly, to 

chapters VI. and vat., as also to those which treat of the cities that either histo 
rians and geographers, or medals, particularize as founded by Amazons, namely, 
xxx.-xxxvi. 

As to the origin of the name " 
Amazon," he has contented himself with a 

few brief notices of the Greek etyma in chapters xiv., XXII., to which no scholar 
now attributes any weight. 

c Vide supra, p. 154. The designation of the former of these Augusti in coins ceased to be 
" Tiberius Claudius" in the year U. C. 757., whereas the latter is always so styled. Vide Eckhel, 

pp. 184. a. and 23s ss. t Ubi supra. 
t Vide p. 440. This will be found given in a more correct form by Bkickh, Tom. i. n. 361. p. 431. 
VOL. xxii. 2 B 
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SECTION IV. a. 

I HAVE selected for notice on the present occasion two inscriptions from 
the island of Ramos, neither of which has as yet, so far as I have been enabled 
to learn, found a place in any published collection of Greek tituli. Even the 

very comprehensive and elaborate work by BOcKir contains no mention of them, 
nor indeed of any epigraphic memorial, properly so styled, of Pfitmos, his only 
two inscriptions from thence being sepulchral, of the briefest and most ordinary 
kind, and wholly destitute of any ethnical denominatian. Such, it will be ob 

served, is not the case with those to which I am about to solicit the attention of 

my auditory ; for the notices in both are essentially Patmian, and transport the 

reader at once to Patmian ground. In their condition, it is true, they appear 
to some disadvantage, as compared with the jejune epitaphs of CLARKE, the 

marbles from which they have been copied having sustained injuries so grievous 
as almost to set at nought. the perspicuity of the decipherer, be he ever so expe 
rienced or acute. I have not, however, permitted myself to be deterred by con 

siderations of this kind, and have accordingly judged it proper to allow them, 
were it only for the solemn associations which are connected with this site, a fore 

most position amongst the insular Ioniant inscriptions which I collected during 

my travels, few or none whereof have as yet been presented to the learned public. 
The titulus with which I commence includes, beside the euphemetic for 

mules at the beginning and end, fourteen lines in the Elegiac verse, evidently 
the composition of a writer who had attained no slight proficiency in the em 

ployment of the poetic language. The dialect which he has selected is, as 

might naturally be anticipated, the Ionic ; his theme, " The eulogy of Patmos," 

embodied in a series of mythical notices respecting Artemis, as connected with 

whom we observe it to be designated in the seventh verse" the isle of the LetosiAs." 

The first four verses commemorate her selection of Kydalime, the daughter of 

Glaukias, to officiate as her priestess, to whom she confided the guardianship 
of the sacred fire, as also the performance of duties connected with her sacrificial 

c Corp. Inscr. T. n. p. 217. nu. 2261. s. from Clarke, Travels, vol. ni. pp. 372. s. 4to. edit. 

t I follow here ECLEIEL1S classification in his Doctr. N. V. vol. u. p. 567. a. 
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rites. In the fifth and sixth she is recorded as having befriended and nursed 

:Ares ; to which succeeds the mention of his nurture during his age of puberty, 
the praise whereof is awarded to Patmos. The commemoration of this leads 
to a notice, in the seventh and eighth verses, of the mythical origin ascribed to 

the island, namely, that it had emerged by the power of Artemis from the depths 
of the sea, in which it had originally lain. 

This statement will, doubtless, appear to the geological reader of some in 
terest ; more particularly when the vicinity of Asia Minor, so celebrated as a 
seat of volcanic phenomena, is considered : yet a philosopher of this class will 

not be slow of perceiving how unlikely it was to have been founded in tra 

ditionary notices. 
The remainder of the composition adds some other incidents to the number 

of those with which classical readers have been so long familiar in the Oresteia ; 
the semi-fabulous narratives of the fortunes of Orestes. The fugitive Matricide 
is described, in the ninth and tenth lines, as having founded in PAtmos an Eri 

nyeion, or temple dedicated to the worship of the ErinSres, from whose venge 
ance, consequent on the perpetration of his unnatural crime, he had so grievously 
suffered. The result of this act of piety is recorded in the eleventh and twelfth 

lines, namely, his having experienced the kind and hospitable regards of the 

Father of Glaukias, acting in obedience to the will of the Skythian Artemis, 
which probably had been communicated to him by the exile himself. The 

titulus then concludes with an account of the hero's crossing the Ikarian sea, and 

consummating his former act of devotion by celebrating the Orgia, that is, the 

rites of the Erinyes, with all the requisite solemnities. 

It appears from this analysis of our epigraph, that the Oresteia current in 

Patmos agreed with the dramatic narrative of Euripides in an essential point, 

namely, the agency of the Tauric Artemis. Classical readers are aware that 

this 'constitutes the distinctive feature of his " 
Iphigeneia amongst the Tattroi," 

as compared with the Eumenides of his predecessor, wherein the decision of the 

Court of the Arei6pagos is made final. The former carries on the action still 

farther by his representing some of the ErinYes, who were dissatisfied with the 

proceedings, as still continuing their persecution of the culprit ; which obliged 
him to have recourse once more to the Delphic oracle. This forms the ground 

2 8 2 
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work of the drima of Euripides. A voice issues from the Delphic Tripod, 
warning him to repair to the Tauric Artemision, and abstract from its shrine 
the Image of the goddess, by depositing which in Athenai he could only hope 
to be finally liberated from his tormentors. The hero himself relates the issue 
of his appeal :4' 

'ErreijOev at:Nly Tplirobos. Zic xpvaol; Nara'n, 

4161POs. 122 Z'weihire Bei;po, FitowerL. Xatlely 
'AOnvv ligrakpi,crat x0ovi. 

We learn from the poet, at the close of his drama, that this injunction was 

obeyed, and that the result of the attempt was successful. It remains that 
I should explain the manner in which I connect it with the epigraph now 

before US. 
I suppose that the principal actors in the drama had taken Patmos in their 

course homewards, and that Orestes, with the Image in his possesion, and di 

rected by the same counsel which had commissioned the sire of Glaukias to 

administer relief to him, proceeded on his arrival to the performance of the 

duty mentioned in the ninth verse : that this was followed by a partial allevi 

ation of his torments ; that his crossing the Ikarian sea had reference to his 

executing the commands of Ap011on respecting the Image, preliminary to his 

final reconciliation to the avenging goddesses, and that this result is implied in 

the concluding verse. 
Such is the view which I have been led to form after repeated studies of 

the titulus before us. The details to which I now proceed will sufficiently 

prove the difficulty of extricating a clear and consistent sense throughout, more 

especially from the part which relates to Orestes, the entire of which had sus 

tained injuries so grave as to appear to me at first sight to preclude all attempts 
at restoration. 

This marble had, in all probability, served as a pedestal to a statue of 

_Artemis. It lay in the vicinity of the church of St. John (Tor asytou 0f0.670v), 
and consequently of the grotto in which, as tradition asserts, he wrote the 

Apokalypse. It seems by no means improbable, that the Erinyes had a sanc 

c Iphigen. in Tanr. 976. ss. 
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tuary there in the earlier times of Ethnical superstition ; nay, that it is the iden 

tical site to which the composer of these lines has alluded when recording the 

piety of their victim in the ninth, thirteenth, and fourteenth lines : for the clas 

sical student is well aware how usual it was amongst the ancient Greeks to ap 

propriate natural grottoes to the rite-worship of these imaginary impersonations 
of their mythology. It is equally true, however, that Artemis had her grottoes 
also, as a silvan goddess and chaste queen of the nymphs ; and it may be, that 
this marble attests the existence, at a former period, of a temple dedicated to her 

worship in our present locality . . . an Artemision of the Patmians. 
All this is, however, pure conjecture, which has the epigraph before us 

alone to rest upon for any probability which may attach to it ; for in informa 
tion relating to the myths of Patmos antiquity is to the last degree jejune; a 
fact which stamps these verses with a proportionably higher degree of interest, 
and the only fact, independently of the merits of the composition, which does 

so, as it can advance no claim to a very high order of antiquity. The quaint 
outlines and occasional colligations of its letters bespeak for it a Grmco-Roman 

origin, but yet one prior to the age of Septimius Severus. Were I to hazard 
a conjecture as to its comparative date, I should pronounce it to be co-ordinate 
in age, as it certainly appears to have been in intent, with the Ephesian tituli 
which I had the honour to submit some years since, on my return from 
the East, to the notice of the Academy ; and that one of these, at least, was 
not prior to the time of Hadrian I feel confident. The style, moreover, of the 

composition, and the forms of certain letters, unite in proving that its date pre 
cedes, as I have already mentioned, the reign of Severus. We cannot, there 

fore, err very far from the truth in attributing it to the period of the Antonini. 
As to the intent of this composition, I may safely reiterate the opinion which 

I advanced before in the instance of the Ephesian tituli,f namely, that it was 
an effort on the part of some literary Demetrios to prop up the fabric of Gen 

tilism, which was fast tottering to its fall beneath the mild, but earnest, aggres 
sion of the primitive missionaries of our Faith : and if this be so, he has 

c Vide Transactions, etc., vol. xix., P. 2. pp. 122. ss. 
t Ibid. p.126. 
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unquestionably proved himself to have been a master of his " craft," by an 
appeal so awakening to long-cherished associations. 

I proceed now to offer such critical and explanatory remarks as I have 
deemed requisite to the elucidation of this epigraph, firstly, exhibiting it as 
nearly as possible in the form which it presented on the monument, and then 
in what I conceive to have been its original state, as expressed in the subjoined 
literal version. I have reserved the Greek supplements for their proper places 
as headings to the appended Notes, in which I shall lay before the reader the 
successive stages of my transcriptions from the marbles, and then cite authorities 
on behalf not only of the restorations which I have effected, but also of the 
author's choice of poetical expressions. 

AlAelli TON 

AYRITAPeEHINEAAN801101APHTEIPAH 

OHRAT0RY4_A_MHJAAYKIEEVYINPA 

TrypooPotebLITATHIHITTAFABEWIAPEPI 

IlTAIP0HTIMilb-HENBIVAKMAINT-6-14 

A PEIA-TEC-1111APTEMIMETI9HN 

ElE1-1MBILEKTP0001E1771TATHoi 

MilloiltHY-TATINITAA0D1117P0BEBHKE 

I 1EIVERN-H---1ri:---HAPY014E11111 

EPIti..._Ala-HAIVIKEIIElloPEITHI 

Ititi--44TEMEMIf7otollaYttiMIHI 

i'.17..... ____ ....1TATIIPI0041H711Por 

FAAYRIEG___IMPTEM80111MIHZ 

ATTAI 00Y7TA0LRAPAUREMEPotiolAHA 

opriA0AA__ ar9E1411111MEEH 

EYTYXLIZ 
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" The Huntress-Virgin by her own act constituted 

Kydalime, the daughter of Glaukias, her priestess, 
With the charge of her sacrificial fire, to offer in the Patmian land her altar-victims, 
And the younglings of duly sacrificed goats writhing in the death-pang. 

5 To Ares, moreover, was Artemis a friend and nurse; 
But to Patmos is due the nurture of his succeeding youth ; 
Isle most arid of the daughter of LetO, by whose agency, amidst the marine depths, 
Drawing it forth it originally emerged to light. 
Here it was that Orestes, destitute wanderer, founded a shrine to the Erinyes, 

10 What time he fled the maddening sting of his matricidal frenzy; 
And here, that the Sire of the skilled physician Glaukias administered to his need, 
In compliance with the behests of the Skythian Artemis: 
And here, in due time, after his navigating the tempestuous surge of the Ikarian main, 
That, bearing the olive-branch, he solemnized the rites of the ErinYes with befitting 

pomp. 
I 

My auditory will be at no loss, with the aid of the foregoing details, to esti 

mate the value of this fragmentary memorial of Patmos. It is replete, as I have 

already observed, with traditional information from the commencement to the 
end ; apprizing us of what we should in vain search for in the standard remains 
of Hellenic literature, whether European or Asiatic. The prevalence of the 

Artemisiac worship in PAtmos, and then the more distinctly expressed relation 
which subsisted between this island and the object of its worship, suggest a 

favourable comparison with the far-famed Delos, the sacred territory of her 

`OpayciaTptor The singular retrospect which is presented to us of the epoch 
when Patmos, emerging from the abyss of waters by the might of its Tutelary, 
first saw the light, continues the parallel ; for Delos also claimed a like origin 

through the instrumentality of PoseiciOn. The right which is then asserted 

in favour of the isle, one doubtless perpetuated in the heroic legends of its 

citizens, to be considered as the scene of the reconciliation of the royal fugitive 
to his avenging persecutors, appears rival of the pretensions of Trcez6n, t Ake, 1 
and even belphoi. All these, so circumstantially detailed as to present the 

aspect of historical facts, are unexpected additions to our store of Hellenic 

c Vid. infra, p. 204. note (m Postscript, and p. 205. note (t) 
t Pausan. U. 31. 7, 11. c Ibid. viii. 34. 2. c Eumenides, 64. 473. ss. 

c 
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myths, and serve to enhance our regret that more such legendary notices have 
not rewarded the labours of the traveller and the classical archteologist. 

I proceed now to my critical and exegetical notices, in my arrangement of 
which I shall be directed by the periods of the epigraph, which severally com 
mence with the first, fifth, and ninth verses. 

A671; IlapOevixi Aculn#34Xos. treipav 
Onxaro KaaXitinv, Mavxlete OiYiava, 

Ilvpttat;pov, v 7aly HaTvi irapapt'opta 
Miralporr" alry;w 6f3pva raXittOirndy. 

1. A Irri K. T. it. My first copy of this line was, AYTI-111APeEN I -HEAMH 
PA0XAPHTE I AN ; my second, AYH n A PO EN I KH EAA.H BoA0ZAPPITE PAN. 
The use of rIapOepuni for Ilapigvos was frequent amongst the poets : but, pro 
perly speaking, it was the feminine of ilapeeviKin with sciliti subauded. Com 

pare the following passages : Homer, Mils : IlapOevixat 're tad it'Veot, clraXa 

ffipovsvres. Odyss. :t Ilap0evticat ciTaXai vecnrey0ia Ovpay Zkovolru. HYmn. :I 
FlapOutx421 TE X0pOIC eilavNeriv ei;Opowe Ovtiti Ilairovaat airaipougt. Euripides : 
n srat pa v MiMoval irapOemai areixetv TheOkr. IlapOevikai OILXXot,ra 

biticivOop Zxotcrat. 
The epithet ZXatimf36Xos is sanctioned by Homer, HS/min.:" 'Airreply cielbto 

xpvanXiLrarov, xeXabetviv,IlapGvov, atloiny, Aaki36Xav,loVaipav. Efts :tt t 
0' irni. xbizvour ZXtukfliXor riy4p. Also by Sophokles :rt Bocire Tay 

airopovw Apreptv 6p7vytaw,'EXackt7fi6Xov. Its synonym from ereivw appears in Euri 

pides :k *Evea Tic Na(l)ox.r6vou Odis cipiPliroXav xolTay Dale loyapittivovlav Xa 

vein"). Another in Pausanias,1111 where be observes of the people of Ells ; 
'EXaciltalavb' ZA-10kovw al'HAelot Tip Apreptv 1w2 71;JV AitOUIP (4tol boxeiv T-11 Oipa. 
The Eleians, however, accounted differently for this epithet. 

From 'EXa0106Xos were formed 'EXatonPoXia, 'EXa4rriP6Nia, and the name 
of the ninth month of the Athenian year, 'EXcgfrripoXitLy. Thus in Kallimachos 

c 01. 567. t V. 39. 
Eidfll. xviu. 2. c KZ. 1. a. 

z lphig. in Taur. 1120. as. 

A.14. c Electra. 173. a. 
if ce. 319. tt Trachin. 214. as. 

22. 5. fin. 
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we read, Mn8' 'AculyipoXiny 14' j60-roxtly Wcu'vety. Plutarch acquaints us 
with the origin of the 'EXatimi3OXIa, a Phokian festival in honour of wArEtim 
Aatimpaos, in the following clause :f Torriv 8' x 7ruait'iv peyicrTnv Tit 'EXark 
pAta taxpt Wm Tff 

' 
Apr4418t T;is anis breivip 6 `YairmiXtbt TeXot3atv. A similar 

observance originated the name of the Attic month. 

'ApiTeipa is the feminine noun corresponding to 'ApriThp, of which Apol 
lOnios furnishes an example c I Tip U OppNITro ryepati Tfitits,' Afri4ticZos/roXttkou 
cipirretpa. 

2. Kat:Xi/Any. First copy : ONKATo KYEIH c AMH c rAiKTEll ; second. 
OHKAToKYA MYKIED. In my first restored form I had inserted 
KahrIrtiv as the proper name in consequence nfits appearing in connexion with 
the Arternisiac worship in these parts of Greece in Kallimachos, Aristainetos,11 
and Ovid," to whom the loves of Kydippe and the youth AkOntios have sup 
plied materials of highly-wrought description. My final transcript, however, 
exhibits 1(1/B(1V/op, which I have retained as, on the whole, more in accordance 
with the marble. I have met the name elsewhere. 

3. rhypOOpoy. First copy: 11111.oPoNEIrIANT c HIHKA I APN I APEENI : 
second : c P.oPoNE1flANT1 rl I WIAPABoN I APEL:Al : third : c YAPottooPoNH 
NArIATN I HilAPABoM I APEEA I . The central portion of this verse had been 

exceedingly injured : but Ihrrybd having been elicited from the marble, :11 ru'il 
followed of course. 

Kydalime appears to have combined in her own person the distinct offices 
of wypOpos, guardian of the sacrificial fire, and irapaptopla, attendant on the 
altar. We find these classed separately in Lucian :tt tlpes Zi airrolot 7roNXol, 

CilraCUXCLTat. Ti;a1P ol taw rra Ipilict acpovet, 01 U airognv ekopsmcrt, c'aXot U Imp 
06pot KaNiovrat, Kai AXot 7apaf34tot. 

The Pyrphdros in the Spartan state was a person of very high considera 

tion.lt His presence was indispensable in all expeditions of the King, and 
his person was accounted sacrosanct ; insomuch, that the expression 'fft U 

c tn. 262. t De mulier. virtut. III. fin. t Argonaut A'. 311. s. 
c Tom. I. pp. 305. ss. Edit Spanh. 0 Epist. I. 10. p. 22. Ed. Abresch. 
" Herold. Epp. xx. xxi. tt De Syria des, imi. 
tt Vid. Xenoph. De rep. Laced. min. 2. 
VOL. xxii. 2 c 
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iutIU irvpOpow werrye4e0a4 was synonymous with the total discomfiture and 
rout of an army. 

Again ; we find it applied to Demeter, who is termed irupOpos,t but in a 
different, namely, a mythical sense. 

Ibid. Taal. That is, lepti, the Latin " sacra facere." The readers of Homer 
and llesiod may derive abundant illustration of this expression from their 

writings. t We may cite, however, on account of the word with which it is 

immediately accompanied, the verse from the Anilekta ; c 'Pita KaAAtOtrr;sr 

rempov Zpetov6pov. Here ra,XXIOvirite corresponds in meaning to Aulatepia, II the 
Latin " 

lito," " 
perlito." So also KadVarros, from -which comes the epithet at 

the close of the next verse, rad\XiBirriev, miles s we prefer to render it agreeably 
to its meaning, 

" sacrificed in due form." Thus the victims offered by Ainelass. 
were scaXXIOrra, of whom it is said, " Centum lanigeras mactabat rite biclentes." 
Hence the popoi were termed xaXXI,Oprot to which such offerings were con 

signecl,ff supposing this reading to be sanctioned by the passage in question. 
4. Miralpowe aileitiv K. T. 4. First copy ; c nn PONTHA rilKEN 1 IPYA 

KAMENTIIN: second ; rIMPONTHNTSIN--11PYAKAAAWITIN: third; 
ETIA1PONTHNAIrsiNENBPYAKAMIENTI/N. 

The verb emcdpw is Homeric,rt as also is its euphonic synonym irwalpee, 
which the Attic dialect received. I cite the following passage from Euripides, 
as illustrative of the present :v 'EXackos. 'yap ___crir_pova' Lam' Z711 x0ovi 71Seiv pa 
716-rn, Btairpeirhs. TnP csw, 'Hs artiaTt j3ou palper' ilikriv Tic Oca. 

'Epi3pva (here written'6,13pa means venvic. Thus we read in the Odysseis:IIK 
`EO,uevos. 4iu6X7er oti prpccaar aityas, Werra Kali poipar, xal ine Z.1.143puov 

c HerOdot. viii. 6. See Wesseling's note. t Euripid. Supplic. 271. 
1: Comp. Iliad. ir'. 292. Theogon. 417. c Tom. n. 224. 

Comp. Xenoph. de rep. Laced. ma. 2. s. Demosth. adv. Makartat. p.1072. 1. 17. IlerOdot. 
76. Thear. Eid11. v.148. 

" Eneid. vii. 93. 
if Thus Passow, B. t p. 1165. b. " 1CaXXIOtr7oc pw/mh, Altar, der schOne Opfergaben empfangt, 

auf dem schOne opfer dargebracht werden." The same ex6gesis is given also in STEPHANIIS, who 
refers to Euripides as his authority, but this is incorrect. For "Euripid." read " Epigr." Vide 
" Postscript." tt Iliad. v'. 571. See (for Acriraipso ty'. 293. 

p Iphig. in Au1. 1587. ss. fl Vid. sr. 24.5. s. 
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iklurrv. This immolation of goats and their young to Artemis, which we 
know to have been customary also amongst the Athenians, we may suppose to have 

originated in the impersonation which entitled her to be addressed by the poet 
as TO Aaftrpen, cAlovova" ebtfrpOvig orthrios, So also, perhaps, the myth of Arkadia, 
which Virgil has borrowed from the Georgikit of Nikandros.f PASSOW adverts 
to the language of the Mysteries with respect to Artemis in the following words 
" 

Spatere Dichter haben ihren Mythos sehr mannigfach behandelt, und ihn 
besonders mit den mystischen und nachtlichen GOttinnen, Selene, Hekate, 
Eileithyia u. a. in Verbindung gebracht." t It is highly probable, that the 
autonomous coins of Samos, which present on their obverses the head of the 

goddess Mqne II with the accompanying 
" lunula," afford an example of this 

" union ;" and that we are to explain in the same way the epithet cii.44)17rupos, attri 
buted to Artemis in a passage cited above from the Trachiniai," which we may 
collect from the Scholiastil to have proceeded from the Mysteries. 

5. Apei TE iv Aretus, TiOhni 
'Etelvs Le-I-pot/16s (TTI HciTvos- 

Ni01709 CiinkpOTILT,1 AtrtreL8OSI,71; irpog3nre 
B4Occrtv eivaXiotsi fre, irp2v apvottivv. 

5. First copy; NAPEMETE 1.1-1NAPH : second ; AP I AETI.E1 : 
third ; The remainder of the line was sufficiently plain. 

I have given above the result of my study of this verse, which the very 
imperfect notices that remained on the marble rendered it extremely difficult 
to decipher. It assigns to "Ares a Nurse and a Nurturer very different from 
those which the standard authorities have given to him : but it must be owned, 
that the ToXinoxor, the triroo-6a, the loVatpa, the goddess 

" with the armour and 
belt of gold," was selected with great judgment to fulfil this important duty. 

c Iphig. in Au1. 1570. Vide " Postscript" 
t Vid. Georgik. nu. 391. ss. Macrob. Saturnal. v. 22. 
ttibi supr. p. 325. b. c Eckhel, Doctr. etc. vol. n. pp. 568. s. 
II We find this deity identified with Selene in the Homeric Hymn, AB. 1. 
* Vide p. 196. 
it Viz., flup' ;Gov atukoTjpats Tale 2cepol tgovxg1. T.1. Ed. Brunck. Lond. p. 295. 
tt Kallimach. Hymn. in. 110. fl. rApTsps arapOevhi, TiTvorTOve, xpimea pv 7o1'1E1/Tea Eta 

2 c2 
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What were the claims of Pktmos to be intrusted with the threpterial office, 
independently of its connexion with the TiOhym I know not. I conclude, 
however, that we are to understand it in the same sense with the Naxian myth 
concerningDiOnysos, and that of the Eleians with respect to irtemis herself.f 

6. 'FAeltp. My copies of the first hemistich were ; 1. EKEIEHXBH I. 
2. EiCrEITHX811-1, 3. EKTEI__THXBH... My last was quite distinct. 

I submit the choice of two restorations of this word, which had been ren 
dered almost illegible from the condition of the marble, viz., TOls. Tic 4/37, 
and 'Eteivis 8' iptir. The construction of the adverb, which expresses succession 
in time as well as place, may be either absolute, or with if*, according to the 
rule of Phavorinus :t `EVic eyevinj crvvritagerat. AowctavOs. Z6s Tpu7n, iiitiepitiv. 
The alternative which I have preferred in each of these cases will be seen from 

my version and restored form. 

Ibid.'EA-Tporkor. This word is unusual, but quite admissible ; being formed 
from TpockOs, as brrpocki (of no infrequent occurrence from TpoOn. We ob 
serve ipo0Oc not only in cases wherein we might naturally expect it, but also 
where we might have anticipated the Attic form, Tpcxpelys. If 

Ibid. Herrvov, not Ilierp.os, as in the third verse, licerytv. This mode of 

writing the name and ethnic supplies a strong argument on behalf of the age 
which I have assigned to the epigraph before us : as it proves at least its 

having been composed during the Imperial times. Otherwise, we should un 

questionably have had the p in both. We remark, accordingly, a continuation 
of the more recent form in the Neo-Hellenic Iliervo (or IIILTLy0), the final con 
sonant being, as usual, retrenched. 

7. Niiacros, in all my transcripts, instead of Nicrov, which also indicates the 

comparative recency of this titulus. Thus we have observed 'AaarpriOs written 

'AaerrX?pri6c in an inscription which I have cited at the close of my first section.* 

c Viz. as brought up by three of its nymphs. Hence Naxos is styled by Solinus, in Polyhist. 
C. XI. " hospita Libero Patri." Pausanias mentions a similar legend concerning him current amongst 
the people of Brasiai : m. 34. 3. 

t Vid. Pausal]. cit. supr. p. 196. 
c Vid. Schleusner, in Lexie,. N. T. voc. elfis. Bos, Ellips. Grcec. p. 440. fin. 
c Ex. gr. irrpooPal xa\as, in Eurip. Danie, Fr. vi. 5. 
1 Vid. Euripid. Eiektr. 409. Herakl. Fur. 45. " Supr. p. 106. 
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The epithet which accompanied Wpioc was copied by me successively 
MAY c PITH and AIM' c TATH, the last of which was evidently ANY 
c TATH in its original state, from which the advance to the restoration 

ANYAPOTATH is immediate. Truth sanctioned this appellation, which, I con 

fess, appeared to me rather strange and illaudatory in a composition intended as 

eulogistic of Patmos : but its author could not disguise facts, with the scene of 

drought and barrenness present to his view, which exist in my own recollection ; 

suggesting the spot in the Roman times as adapted to the purposes of a penal 
settlement, and in modern, presenting little more than a single oasis to redeem 

it from the imputation of absolute sterility. As a poet, also, he may have 

judged that the physical contrast might serve to enhance the mythical glories 
of his isle. He must have known, moreover, that Euripides has applied the 

same epithet to the far-famed seat of the .2Egyptian god whom the Greeks iden 

tified with their Zeils : 'ANX' otV vavariplaw"Ecre Swot TIC alas IffeActs Nuxicts 

EY ha Tits civapovs' AiuponAas apas AvaTlzwou wapaNbcrat Alfuxsy. A parallel, 
therefore, may have been implied here in the same spirit in which we shall 

shortly see another hinted with Delos. 

Ibid. AnTraos. 1. NAAOXHITPOBEPHKE: 2. 1litkor1POBEBHKE : 3. 

NIHT=AA0V1P0BEBHKE. From these the amount of defacement sustained 

by the monument will be readily inferred. 

The metronymics of Artemis were, Avroita, Anima, Ativoick, as in Kallimach. 

Hymn. Artem. f Ogvera OtiyaTipas ir4iwzrev cipopPobs, and Te4aTe. Kai 

lap 44 AnTwilts, ;wiry A7rOXXtov. The form used by our poet was un 

questionably the last of these, with the Iota merging in the 0-mega as a sub 

script, forming Airp-vis. Thus we find Avritita assuming the form Ativia in 

Sophokles :t Toae pnviecura AnTtia KOpq. 

Atrrtraos appeared to have been followed by two letters which my first copy 
exhibits as HX, that is, iv, 

" before whom it advanced," to wit, 
" 

emerged." I 

regard HI, however, as far preferable, with the meaning which I have assigned 
to it in my version, " 

through whom," that is, by whose intervention, or agency. 
Thus Hesiod.g Tpuipa U TOI wapeNaimoi 'Es Kira civarra (yap Buvc;thei 're Ka2 

c Alkest 112. es. t HI. 45. 83. 
Elektr. 570. c Scut. Hero. 353. Bs. 
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aiba Tinrx/vos wpoNikre, that is, " 
by" (or 

" 
through" 

" his prowess and modest 

deportment" The superiority of this restoration will appear more evident from 
what is stated in the next verse. 

8. 134,0egiv. My copies were : 1. I ENAEX I N : 2. I ENeEliN. The resto 
ration which I have offered may, therefore, be considered as abundantly certain. 
Then followed: 1. c _IPA NAPY0MENHI: 2. AN c HIM 
c c c NAPY0MENI-Ir. 

1340os was the poetic form of Bei0os, as 1160os of 11400s. Exx. Him, ;cat 
Ka-da filivOos IA(4 Nnmilles iactv.. 'AO/mg:rot riporrein Airiirrrios, Os TE OaAcicratis 
Ilciativ 134vOca otEc.f Oodan piv vavai IrOpow Ilvoal scata PivOos Xtoy '10inrovut. 1 
The last of these passages suggest, as a fitting restoration here, elyaNtots, evidence 
of which to a certain extent appears in my second copy : ex. Mclivav 84 /2 cixagoi 
voldrot=a1 aiOcv ciir' fithplerwv Kvaviztv hi pail, EivaXlatat -KNIrrats. The true 

supplement, however, may be 1Kaplots, in agreement with our present locality : 
thus we read in the last verse but one, 060v 'braptoty. 

The last hemistich has occasioned me no small perplexity. The verb cipine, 
and its middle, cipbokutt, always imply motion upwards ; II unlike its derivative 
" haurio," which is sometimes used in the sense of " sorbeo." " 

Accordingly, 
the true reading cannot be dpvoFavq, for this we should necessarily connect 

with the subject of irpopii3ve, that is, Pfitmos. It remains, therefore, that we 

adopt either of two restorations, agreeably to. is or fi in the preceding verse, 

namely,pvop6elv or ciptvpivri: and this, moreover, appears to agree better 

with the marble, which presented traces of a letter after th H. 

The restitution of the word which immediately preceded this can hardly 
be defined with certainty ; but I conclude from the evidence of the copies, that 

the choice lies between irpOcrOey and TO irpir. The first of these being an 

c Iliad. a'. 38. t Odyss. 6/. 385. 8. 

t Euripid. Belleroph. Fr. xx.. 2. as. c Id. Troad. 1099. as. 

Ii Ex. gr. Hesiod. Opp. et DD. 548. 'Cot TE apvccipevo9 wcrraptilv Ari lievatim-rwm. Arat. Diosem. 
14. s. 'HZ TE!Itn, CIXAWV 07 T' tbiCEGVOCA dp6o inci 4, Vio-rpes diekatirqs, 07 7 IrplL7719 4'76 YVKTOC. 

* Ex. C. Cicer. Philipp. xi. 5. init. " Quid eum non sorbere animo, quid non haurire cogitatione, 
cujus sanguinem non bibere eensetis ?" Ovid. Fast. in. 600. " Puppis, et, expositis omnibus, hausta 

perit." 
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adverb both of time and place, may be constructed prepositionally with 

cipuclapir, "in. presence of whom drawing it forth," or independently, 
as TC; Tp111. I have already stated, however., that I think and apuo,ayv entitled 
to our preference, and accordingly, I bave rendered the passage and restored it 
with reference to this reading alone. 

It is evident from the age in which the author of these lines wrote, that we 
must seek the explanation of this remarkable passage from some other source 
than the science of these latter times, insular or continental formations by the 

upheaving of the terrestrial crust having been then neither understood nor ap 
preciated. We must, therefore, resort to the writer's language and etymology, 
not forgetting the impulse of the Greek mind to appropriate to its own vehicle 
of thought the origins of all designations, whether ethnical, local, or personal, 
however primarily they may have been unconnected with it. A striking instance 
of this we have had occasion recently to notice in the instance of the Amazonian 

community.t That of the Egyptian Ammon is another case in point, whom a 
Greek (not Phltarchos was found hardy enough to hint to have been so named, 
because his temple stood " beneath the sand-heaps ;" t 1....t.onsit being thus a 
derivative of iliaapos. 

To come nearer to our present site. It is abundantly evident, that in the 
territorial designations of Western Asia, and the adjacent islands of the ./Egwan, 
which have survived the march of Hellenic conquest, we behold imprinted in 

legible characters the primitive ascendency of their nomade rulers. These it 
was the constant endeavour of the Greeks to efface, partly by adopting, and 
then disguising them under the inflexions peculiar to their own vernacular in. 
some cases, by replacing them with its synonyms. I cite two examples illus 
trative of each of these artifices. Every one is familiar with the term TUpayvoc, 
and knows that it is classical Greek. But the inscriptions of Maionia reveal 
to us the fact, that it primarily existed in the language of that country, c and 

c Ex. c. Iliad. al. 250. 11. TAO Sim pay ryeveca faepdram dveparirtor 'F4040, oroi rpareer Pila a 
Tpciftoev, n8' hiropTo. 1'. 224. Ta srpdoi96 crr4voso (4Wpaor TeXaminmot Mac. 

t Vide note (t), Ix 136. snpr. 
t Comp. Enstathios on DionYs. Pezieget Kal 74evosr Aiihncolo (ha *alasthe inrO roX4, cited 

in Stephan. Dict. mat p. 91.a. 
c Comp. Fuck. Incr. Gr. u. p. 145. n. claw. b. 
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accordingly we trace it in the Ethnic of its ancient Italian colony, written 

by the Greeks Tv/*yin. In effect, it was itself an Ethnical appellation, iden 

tical, when divested of its Hellenic termination, with the Persian, that is, 
the Zendic, '11.).i, signifying a native of the vast tract of the Asiatic con 

tinent, whence issued the early conquerors and princes of the western world. 
I now submit an instance of the second mode, namely, the introduction of 

a synonymous name. The Greek immigrants into Lykia found its principal 
river denominated from the colour of the bed over which its waters flowed, 
" the yellow" c c.,.:1!)j), and by degrees superseded the ancient name by ex 

changing it for their own Save/as. This their illustrious geographer has had 

the candour to acknowledge, by informing us of the vernacular name, clothed, 

however, in a Greek dress,. Mippa.t 
I state these facts as preliminary to my observations respecting our present 

locality. I feel convinced, that Ilierpor, however it may be disguised under. its 

Hellenic form, is a name traceable to a Shemitic root ... one designative of a 

product for which both it and other islands of the .gran were, and still are, 
remarkable. I allude to the Terebinthacem of botanists, a family which was 

known to the inhabitants of Syria and Arabia under the respective names of 

N9P12 and (Jai, and from which the latter people would naturally denominate 

our island as (411,iir Consistently with this we find the words in the Apo- 

kalypse, 6 Tij viol)T Kallovilivri Illertiv expressed in the Arabic version, 

liS jti4 i!),!)..1-ysi, wherein 12 has been preserved, the only change which 

has been made cOnsisting in the addition of the Sin to impart to it the Greek 

form. The inference from this is, that " BAtmos," not " Pittmos," is the correct 

mode of writing the name, and we may be certain, that a Greek who was aware 

of it would not fail to take advantage of the approximation of the former to 

the allied nouns fict0p6c and pcieos to construct a myth of the island's having 

c Amongst the Persian historians wy and are the designations which comprehend all 
the higher Asia, with the exception of India and China. Vide Richardson's Dictionary, p. 313. b. 

t Vide xiv. 3. '0 Zc'11100 7TlYrap,09, vMipfhv 4Ki)t,ovy oi IrpOmpov. It appears evident from 
this, that Mipi3c, was the Hellenic euphone fo formed by suppressing the final letter. 

t Ch. L v. 9. 
c In reference to this word, which, like lipvoiALT, implies ascent, it may be remarked, that Pat 

mos was not infrequently written Pithmos. Thus LEMAIRE remarks on Plin. iv. 23. 3. in note 28., 
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been originally submerged in the abyss, from which it was eventually drawn 
forth by the power of a deity. Re might not, it is true, be cognizant of the 
real 4tymon ; but even supposing he were, a true Greek would care very little 
for that, when the credit of his vernacular was concerned. 

There can be little doubt of the names of RhOdos and Delos, concerning 
which myths analogous to this of Patmos have been invented, being referrible 
to a like source : but into further discussions of this kind my limits forbid 

my entering. The only remark which it is now necessary to offer is, that the 
author of these lines seems to have been actuated by a desire to assert in all parti 
culars the same amount of claim to mythical renown on behalf of Pittmos which 
had been conceded to other islands better known to the mythist and the his 
torian. If to Delos belonged the honour of being the chosen seat of the worship 
of the son of LetO, Patmos could assert a like connexion with her daughter : 
if Poseidon could chain the errant member of the Kyklides to the rock,f and give 
it a place in his domain, so had the virgin-goddess rescued the entombed Ionian 
isle from the abyss. 

" Vet. apud Dalecamp. Pathmos." Was the close resemblance of this to pae,wit the origin of the 
myth, or was the latter, already existing, the source of the former, in order to approximate it to 
a presumed etymon Vide " Postscript." 

c Comp. Stephan. Diet. etc. p. 854. a. " Nomen ejus" (L e. Rh6dos "quod attinet, ita Gram 
matici: rapa T; IrOMIV e0D1 airrOOt boveleOat, irply Oativas Tiv vijavv." Hemst. ad Lucian. Dial. 
Mann. X. " Rhodum quoque, cujus et Philo eandem ob causam meminerat, ohm i infra fluctus de- 
pressam ctvcaParivat ilfrryov Eiparecicay Heraclides ait." Concerning Delos, see Lucian. in loc. 
cit. Strabo, I. 5. Kallimach. H. ad DeL Eneid. in. 73. se. Thebaid. i. 702. Petron. Fragm. 
vi. p. 225. Bip. 

Bochart has derived the name RhOdos from the AramEean ..ir, supposing an aphaeresis of the 
first letter. This word (Buxtorf. Lexie-. p. 238. signified " a serpent ;" and certainly the agree 
ment of this with one of its ancient names, '000Derga (Strab. 'Iv. 2.), appears singular. Hesychios 
has explained this, Sicl TZ TXpos uzy OciSewv, in corroboration of which we may cite a passage from 
DiOdoros (v. 58. p. m.), rijir 'Palen rifr clveictic O(Pect inrep,uvyakst sc. T. 4E. The same author in 
forms us also, that the Rhodian cult of Poseidon originated with Iiiidmos, which tradition implies 
a very early connexion between it and the Phoenicians, and thus favours the etymology here stated. 
Its perversion may, as in the instance of Patmos, have originated the myth of its emersion from 
the deep. 

t Pindar. in Strab. x. 5. p. 387. Tauch. Ai TOTE TgoTtapft 4194 11p4swalv a'rilrpoverav x0oPitor, 
*As, 81 iiri Kpavaii crVeor Iliva acytarToraiXotKioves. 

voL. XXIL 2 D 
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'Eptarty' sMow clAnios item, 'Opiopris, 
10 OraTrite gts 067h1, s tarrpoOvou paving. 

'EvSeltiv F ()I 14WPC Trap aockory itripoc 
TXcuttriete, PovAds 

' 
Arritstbos 21tvettis. 

KTa AOov irAtits 'Iraplov Svoxelp.epow Aug 
w0p7ia liaNitotkopay, thaleiffer. 

9. 'Evea tr..r. 4. I copied here : 1. c TEPIN PIOPN, 
2 rHN NeEN, from which it is easy to infer the con 
dition of the marble, which presented scarcely a trace of the first heznistich. 
Such was also the case in each of the two succeeding lines. 

I regard it, however, as past doubt, from the vestige EPIN, that mention of 
the cettveti Oetzthad occurred in this verse, as also of a fane dedicated to them by 
Orestes, from the introduction of am, towards its close. There remained of 
Ac0Xoy but three elements and part of a fourth : as a restoration, therefore, 
although highly probable, it is by no means so certain. I cite, however, 
the following on its behalf. Pausan.: licaolun 'Eptvilv oi eekrautot Div 
0t8v (viz. Aiyarrpa). LitoXoyel trOtot ral ' 

Arripaxos ZwurrpaTelay 
' 
Apriatv 

'mamas Zs. Onpas Kai 01, Ta bros. Zvi. Aillitrpos 71,01 rfrac2v'Epiv6os. ervat AeOtor. 
Kallimach: Y.nrc;p717 Tot, Kapveie, 76 wptaTto-rov AEOX0y. Thus also we read 
in a titulus from Philaf, published in my third volume ;I mTaxf ZvecniXtdoey, 
cis TObe vrwZbeliXoy Ibis 6poiVow btivO' TOY xliovOr OXpo56Tap. 

Ibid. 'AXii.os. This was very indistinct, but is unquestionably the true 

reading. My first transcripts were , 1. A11110 X: 2. c MO : 3. ANHloi. The 
Homeric student will be at no loss for assigning to it its proper meaning, viz., 
Zvbeir. Ex. gr. 013 trey ititnios err' civip TOotra eysotTo. 

Ibid. Eraev. That is, lapvae. This, and the following proper name, were 

quite distinct on the monument. 
From the obsolete Zpo came the following : era; eiaopat, pat. 

The following are examples of the use of the middle aorist in the sense now 
before us. Theogn. :11 ApTept Onpotti6v11 04crrep St(;s, v Artplimov Wear, GOY 

c vim 25. 3. t Hymn. IL 72. 
Fascic. ilL p. 187. n. emu. C. Comp. Lykaphron. 987. 
Iliad. if. 126, 267. Ij Sentent. 12. s. Ed. Gaisford. 
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Iv T poiny tirXee ynval poats. Her6dot.:. T el, U Atncoilpyip TeXerrncravTa lpjv eiacipevot 
ciPorrat fte7aAtdr. 

10. OrcrTpng Ids.. My first copies of this line were: 1 lYrEN 
c METPO400N c MAN IH : 2. c c c ZIT EriIIIHT0400N0Y: 3. 
I c M qYrENHIMHTP0.0N YMAN I HZ. 

My first attempt to restore this verse was ; Eau-n, 51" sOm is torrpo 
Swov paals, in accordance with Ovid's line concerning Orestes :t 

" Exactus 
furiis venerat ipse Buis." I esteem that, however, which I have given above, 
as on every account preferable, as well from the traces still extant on the 
marble, as from the more graphical delineation it presents of the degree of 
mental torture under which the fugitive laboured. Compare the following : 

AischSrl. :t 'EXeXer), AaX66, inrc; if all akcireXos Kca OpevaxiNnieIc pxtvlat 04X7rove' , 

Oiairpov V pSts xplet p,' airvpor. Sophokl. : Orpot /IA' ailOcs jSoy eiaib IA' ttpa 
KhoTpon, Te Taa oravrip,a, Kai pinny ircurt7m. Etuipfd. :11 npvcrat pfkrac, 'Eirc'dru 

For Tic. Tavpucir, TrOvon, Te ei:0, ON. Eel.sOxi3ess irepryroNZy rcte' kXXitba (gavots 
linviney. Also with the expression ,unTrxixiyou 'mans, the verse in Euripides in 

allusion to the same Orestes :* Erwep 7e AvAisi ZPOU ply korrporr6vos. 
11. 'EvSettiv b' 61 a/iVile. My copies of this hemistich were : 1. c c c AEI 

1ATHI0400Y1H npoz c 2 AEI IAIHII0400Y1H 
THPoi : 3. E TAr1HP x. T. N. The exceeding indistinct, 

ness zfall the elements in the first hemistich deprive any attempt at restoration, 
which can be made, of all claim to acceptance on the ground of certainty. 
The same may be observed of the letters AEI, though appearing in two of my 

copies : this may have been All, and therefore one of my first restorations 

was lamp b' ol beyite. I then tried, wilprecre S' sbelly, but this advanced AEI 

farther into the verse than appeared to be sanctioned by the monument. I ac 

cordingly substituted for it 'EvBeiny b' ol ;pm. 
The supplement *Icurtv is, considered in itself, unexceptionable, as the fol 

lowing from Sophokles ft proves : 1160ey 6' Qv ei; poly .71211, Zi.403V in irtysirrom Argir, 

c L 66. init. Maw occurs in Ibid. fi'. 549. xas V 4v 'AOivyre crow, ZIP ivi =Ors vrft. 
t Trist. iv. 4. 70. t Prometh. 877. ss c Oidip. R. 1317. 1. 

a Iphig. in Tanr. 1453. es. Comp. Jacobs, Anthol. Palat. ix. 354., XL 387. 
" Iphig. in Taur. 1200. tt Elektra, 875. s. 

2 D 2 
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ors raalP ColIK Ic'verre ilea, ; it comes recommended also by the view which the 
author of these lines evidently appears to have taken of the symptoms of the 
hero's malady, namely, that it was a derangement of the nervous system re 

sulting from his consciousness of guilt, and therefore to be treated with medi 
caments suited to the case. On the other hand, yBei'liv seems more in harmony 
with tiNnior in the ninth verse, and may be susceptible, moreover, of a meaning 
peculiarly applicable to the condition of Orestes, whom Ovid had before de 

signated 
" 

egentem mentis." I need scarcely add, that the restoration which 
I have adopted is strictly Homeric : for example ;f eriroTe B' aTe Xpeds 4Leio 
y6Prp-at items Xoepiv ailiwat Tay AXots. 

Ibid. Mockoil Thus in the Epigr. :1 .11A06U KaXX4vorros 6 Kaioc, 6 'Awn,. 

Var.'s, Ts munowlbor 7rX71061heyosi cocks. 
12. rXamiew, PovXals. My first copy was, IAMYPE0 __ NE: 2. IAAYKE 

IX 3 rAAYK10 IL The second hemistich was sufficiently 
plain. The restoration sadc appears to me to be certain. 

The connexion which is here intimated as having subsisted between the, 

family of this Glaukias, and Artemis, leaves no doubt upon my mind of his being 
the same individual whose daughter is mentioned in the second verse as having 
been constituted her priestess by the goddess herself. 

Ibid. MICVOttp. This Ethnic is important, as it implies, so far as it goes, the 
writer's adoption of the dramatic narrative of Euripides . for Irv011ic here means 

TalynKic, as Artemis c is styled by Pausanias : Ka.' ___ TOL FlapeepilniKEW ZTL Kai 111311 

TtlXIK011TO Owo,ua Tfi Tavpiq 0641 He had before mentioned, TOL701C Ullp6Boaros 
LpoNo-yarra 4palkev, Tabpovs. TOt'IC Ili .1..6 Mxvetrii aciv Ilapelyte (i. e. to Artemis 
Tan vavnoln. Agreeably to this we read in Ovid :11 

" Quteque colunt Scythicm 
regnum nemorale Dianw ;" and in Lucan," " Et Taranis Scythicm non mitior 
ara Dian." 

13. KaTa kriov 7rVds. K. T. 4. This verse has occasioned me more trouble than 

any in the entire composition, in consequence of the injuries which the first 
hemistich had sustained. The following were the results of my successive tran. 

c Trist. it. 395. t Iliad. a'. 340. s. 
c Viz. by Agathiss. Vide Antholog. u. 22. 19. 5. s. Ed. Aid. 1550. Brunek. iii. 58. 
c iu. 16.6., T. 43. 1. 11 Metamorph. xiv. 331. * 1. 441. 
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scriptions : 1. Al IAIYTAAIIAIXEIMEPONIAH : 2. c AITANYTA c I c c 
ZAP c WAYIXEI M EPoNolatiA : 3. c AHAI0YrlAoi c c c p_WAYIXEIMEPoNol 
AHA. The final result has, as usual, been expressed in the engraved form. 

Kira is the well-known Krisis for ical EtTa, and corresponds accurately to 
its present position : but I own that I could have wished the sanction of the 
marble to rdirt, that is, Ala lid, for thus we should have had the Homeric bri 
wlats expressed in Tmesis, presenting the construction sLi:X(4 ot,Bpa, agreeably 
to the line, '11-17aryeILEopinOey irtirXies. dliAt 11167011. But this, as is evident from 
the copies, I could not introduce, and so have been constrained to adopt the 

simple participle. As it is, we recognise in 7rXtlis ontici the construction in the 

verse,f '0 eivot, TiVES Z(514 ; 7.60ov irXeite irypa KI.Xev0a. 

OtBila is the undoubted restoration in the second hemistich. Thus in the 
Homeric Hymn : I "H els o71/1 aNtoy iroNtftx9voy ailvs. Opobael. Euripid. : TUptoy 
onpa. Xiirormi Itktv. Again : II arizaTos S' ItiroMoal 'Es oi7/2 ZankOpTirow apta 
t 6,tp. So also Bvaxelpavoy: Hom... (YI Irepl A okdivtiv bvaxelpepop ole 'Oerro. 

Eurill : tt 
14. "Opyut K. T. 4. 1. c PTEA zeEm IDA rAAIIEN. 

2. c PriAeAA IOEMIDirAAMEN. A third transcript gave me 

OPrIA8AA, and then DX before OEM II. 
The word"Opra merits a particular notice. SERvius It has defined it thus : 

" 
Orgia apud Grwcos omnia sunt sacra, ut apud Latinos Cterimonite." PAssowy 

more explicitly : " 
geheime, religiose Gebrauche ; geheimer Gottesdienst, 

zu dem nur der besonders Eingeweihte Zutritt hatte, ganz gleichbedeutend mit 

twaTipta." 
The etymon generally proposed isgOpyi, 

" frenzied excitement," which an 

swers well to the circumstances of the Dionysiac worship : but the application of 
the term to these was a more recent extension of its meaning. SERVIITS adds 
ii pos. GEsNER1111 suggests loft; Toi3 erpyety, which its affinity to puaTipia renders 

highly probable : but he should have added a citation from the Scholiast on 

c Iliad. C'. 291. t OdYss. re. 71. t In Apoll. 1. 417. 
c Phoiniss. 202. 0 Helene, 1587. s. "1 Mid. g . 750. 
if KresphOnt. Fr. um 4. tt Not. in lEneid. iv. 302. 
b Griech. WOrterb. B. IL p. 361. b. 
Bo Vid. not in Lucian. Phil6patr. x. -vol. ix. p. 515. Bipont. 

Orr EP 717P0a1011 XE11.4aT0S' Sturxelizepow. 
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Apoll6nios : c 
'Opyra, Ta wapa T erpyetv 7o6s cipvirrovv carrrov, adding 

another, Tah 6pyciat 7Lv6,4ev11, viz., in the sacred grounds of Demeter and Per 

sephdne, between Athenai and Megara.f But why not deduce it from giked, a 
verb of sacred import, with a preterite Zopya c The accurate PASSOW, indeed, 
seems to incline to this; for he proposes Ipyov in the course of his exegesis of 
this term. 

The following citations may serve to illustrate it in its several applications. 
HerOdotos uses it to express the Mysteries of the Achaian Demeter : t xal St tal 

Axattris AhinTrpos ipOw TE Kai t;pyw. In the Hymn to Demfter it denotes the 
Eleusinian rites : wOrra aim) ryw inroOicropru, /or'6reera Elmtrysor Z'pbovrec 
4.1(iv vOov iNcianno0e. Again:11 Ainiap.oirbvtiv 0' Zepiy, 1w4paeSev Jpyta 
Mcpvil, 74 7' vintim. laTt wapet4Lev, 47e wv0s70a4 Or' tixietv. The Mysteries of the 

Kabeiroi, deities worshipped by the Pelasgoi of Lemnos and Samothrake, are 
so designated by HerOdotos :x 'Owns ba Ta Kapelpow jpyia tiepOn7at, Ta Mapo 
rAim. brrreXgovat 1F4ZpaX43Ovrec wapa IleXacr7inty, ityros lawn( one 78 74-yen. The 
rites of the worship of Kybele also, by Euripides : ft Tit 7 pcerpOs. peycaas 
59yta livf3aas Ogicreinov. 

We now proceed to consider it as designative of the rites of the Dionysiac 
cult. Bp. MALTBY n has cited, in illustration of this, a fragment of the Edonof of 

AischSrlos ; but seems to have been misled by BoTEE's restoration of the second 
line. The sentence in Strabom wherein it occurs establishes beyond doubt the 

reading, Oryava, not l;pyla. The latter, however, occurs in the following lines 
of the same poet : 4)Ao8(rrow Si TOL w6Neos. Opylow MvieTopes. AMC 11011 which 
most certainly refer to the Dionysiac worship, an institution of Kidmos him 
self.** The same specific attribution occurs in the introductory lines of the 

c In Argonaut. A'. 920. 
t Ruhnken. in Tim. p. 195. Passow in voc. Zplais, B. n. p. 361. a. 

. t V. 61. extr. c v. 274. 11 v 476. 
" H. 51. m. if Bfikchal, 78. s. tt Lexie. p.624. a. 
d x.3. 'rig "44 oily KOrvos rip iv T072 'HSwvat AioxiPtor eidltvras, Kai rep: drip Opryclveuv. 

Hence Dindorf, in Fragm. p.6. a. Melz,va lic;lvt iv Tar Owvoiv*Opee Zpryav Ixorre, X. T. ZE., a 
manifest improvement on Meeuvais KoPratolv p isovalt 'Opeisei TLY' avOrle cliovTes, as given by 
Dr. MALTBY'. 

VII Sept. C. Theb. 180. Dind. 
** Vide Schiitz in loc. and Blomf. Glossa/. v. 164. 
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Bikchai, the speaker being the god himself : Torycip VW anis. 4A. bliptov 
orerrprid Zryt:, Mayiate Opos E.' oixosn, irapciamyrot Opeve4. IKetrily T2't -5 ow naryKaa' 
Onion, Zi.AZW. So also in TheOkritos,f describing the fate of PentheAs: AUTovOa 
wpciTa yip Itvgicpaye betvciv iboara, Eth, S' Zwipa4e 'mall, payuaeos Opryia petxxas 
'Ea7rivas. .7rtoi:aa. Finally, HerodianOs expresses the advice given by Mesa to 

Elagabalus, in the following words :1 Ebroiiaa abir i xexapiakava, los 4a xpi 
ill*EIVOV pb., 711 Zepocrilyv Kai wmania crxoXitretv Toe Oco sc i3, f3axelatc teal Orylois Ta 'r r e 
Odom Ipeyon civaicelktevov. 

This term finds occasionally an extension of its meaning, and, apart from 

any ritual which presupposes initiation on the part of those concerned in it. 
Thus Sophokles : "Oirws. U acpyttly Opylow Zbalero (1)X8t caparnp/L, speaking of 
sacrificial rites in honour of Zeils. Elsewhere Ii his Augur styles the mangled 
remains of the birds of prey which had perished by each other's violence, not 

by the ordinary ceremonial of sacrifice, rpetworr' clati pow Onion, parrebpaTa. 
Again ; magical incantations amongst the ancients were always accompanied 

by certain secret rites, which were supposed to enhance their effect. It is with 
reference to these that Lucian thus expresses himself in one of his Dialogues:k. 
'AXX' ot'lle .-ylvoluices. Thy brieViv real Ta Op-pa, Kritfas meaning thereby, that Tri 

ephOn was not duly qualified to perform the feat which he professed himself 
able to accomplish. 

Ibid. OaXXockopu3y. I regard this restoration as certain, and read it 7repp, 
amepavior, Orestes being represented as approaching the ErinS7es in quality of a 

Supplicant, in token of which it was requisite that he should bear the 7X/win:is 
0001/4(6 ipt`n, Aalas,tt which was the emblem of the peace and reconciliation for 
which he sued. Thus the Afthra of Euripides :II 'Es Tetas rycip 13X4aa' br 

tramp, TetFe I' paiic, di Noroimrat VolhaT' cipyelac x0ovOsi lirript Oailai; irpoffiriTyoucr' 
41.LOp 76vv, IlitOor wa0o0aatEety6v. On another occasion his suppliants s are sup 

c VV. 32. ss. t Eiclill. xxvi. 12. se. 
t V. 7. init. Hence the use of the term in Latin: ex. c. Ovid. Metam. iv. 1. s. "At non Al 

cithoe Minyeias orgia censet Accipienda dei." Virg.lEneid. Iv. 301. ss. " quails commotis excita 
sacris Thyias, ubi audit stimulant trieterica Baccho Orgia." 

c Trachiniai, 765. s. 0 AntigOne, 1013. 
*I'l PhilOpatris, a. ft Iphigen. in Tann 1101. 
8 Supplies 8. ss. h Herakleldai, 617.8. 
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posed to be addressed; Ti BetV CupIreaff Inch:nen crt'w rNetbots. Airroi OiXo+uxoth. 
TES. This Sophokles expresses, 'Invidois xXiaouriv ZteaTeppivoi. We read 
indeed a description of Orestes himself as a OaXXoti)Opos by the Pythiis in 

Aischjlos ; t inkryswirirow A-Xcibov, Aiwa tteytaTtp aomppOwns. Zerrepisivos, 
'ApyCrrt 

The Latin poets contain many allusions to this rite. Thus Virgil :1 
" 

Op 
time Grajugenum, cui me fortuna precari Et vitta comptos vomit prEetendere 
ramos." It explains also the epithet of Statius in the line, " VittatEe laurus, 
et supplicis arbor olivEe." 

Ibid. 'fly OE1ALC, ifyXCLiaCW. That is, ids 044is iv kiXataat, or Zvi-Algal, as in 

Hesiodos,11 'ErrcXcw ; p4a pyov, oi SiO0Ey Oiyisicv. The expression Ids. 04LtC 
corresponds to the ff 04.us. of the same poet in the following passage :* 
ciOaveiTovs OepcoraSeiv*H0eXow, 010 p5eiv paritpow Zepois Zwi sIAA *Hs 04-tlf 1LY0pCIP 
wotai kw nOect, viz., =Oa ka1b1rcu6v crri Tar avOidnrots.tt Also, to Homer's 

Oipts 
" 

prout fas," or " consuetudo, est." It 
The verb neyXcliacv answers to the Latin " ornavit :" ex. gr. 

" ornare con 

. Oidip. R. 3. 
t Eumenides, 43. ss. On the use of these OaV4,0; in precatory ceremonies, see Potter, Archteo 

log. Grtec. Lib. u. c. 5. pp. 280. ss. Edit. Dunbar. 
We find them used also during the celebration of the Panathenaia of the Athenians, of which a 

detailed account is given in the same work, c. 20. pp. 479. ss. The OaA.X00/304 in these were per 
sons of both sexes advanced in life, the rpatn mentioned by Dikalarchos, and the rIporreg, styled 
KaXol, by XenophOn in his Sympos. iv. 17. To these Aristophines alludes in his Vespte, 540. ss. 
Oinckrt rpecri9vTLZ v OxXot Xpicrip,o9 la-T1 ar circapt IEttrirrOthevot e 4v Tais sSas, eal,Xo0Opot Ea41.434 
pee', cirrwpoosiZtv sceXt4ni. 

See the Scholiast on this passage, who cites the authority of Dikaiarchos above-mentioned, 4. 
741 ilavaOlvaiscti), as also of Xenophein, and PhilochOros (in his 'ATM, as conjectured by Christianus 
in his note in l. 

Eneid. yule 127. s. The remarkable coin of the Gens Emilia, which represents on the 
obverse Aretas, the King of Arabia Petraia, in the attitude of a suppliant, and extending the 
olive-branch, from which depend the yam, offers an excellent numismatic illustration of this 
passage of Virgil. Vid. Eckhel, Doctr. N. V. T. v. pp. 131. s. 

c Thebaid, xu. 492. 11 Scut. Herc. 22. 
a. Opp. et DD. 134. ss. 
tf. Vide Tzetz. in Poet. Min. Grtec. T. iii. p. 107. Edit. Gaisford. 
tt Ex. gr. Bilis, /3'. 73. liptIrTa (3' syet's, secru, wEtpiovisas, iJ 04tts itril. s'. 32. 8. 'AILTpeibl, go; 

rpTa paripropat c1topatWov7t,'114 Witts iaiLv, 111141E, spm). 
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vivium," " to lay out a banquet with splendour." Such also is its meaning in 

Thear.f Teti U peXcil.OvNikoL Scickat Tiv, irbOte Nadu" A eX02s. Zwel wkrpa Toirr6 TOL 

kyXcii"ae," Since the Delphian rock hath given to this" (TO rettievov 
" its cma 

ture" (i. e. its luxuriance 
" for thee." In the passive : Pindar. I 

' 
A7Xatterat 

Ba rai Movauriis bcvdTv," He" (Hieron 
" is graced also with musical accom 

plishments." Agreeably to this we find Clifyikain with the meaning attached to 
it, Beauty, Comeliness : as in Horn. c 'AfiXatny (yap 'Ittotrie Owl, Tol OXvtorov 
IXOUffliit %Away. The words are those of Penelope. 

Hence came the very usual signification of the middle verb, " to rejoice," 
" feel pleasure," 

" 
experience satisfaction," in any possession considered as orna 

mental. Thus Horn. :11 AVE ai OPyit Stainrepas c'e7Xciicia0at, 
" but I promise to 

you alone the pleasure of being their owner from henceforth." 

My concluding remark is on the composite form lortryXcilacy, which I have 
found occurring in a fragment of an elegiac distich at the end of a Parian in 

scription published by Maui from SPON and others, with the usual ex6gesis." 
It records a decree of the Parian community in honour of a female named 
Aurelia Leita, the wife of a certain Marcus Aurelius Faustus , and the lines in 
metre appear thus : 

c c c c c c AIATHNAPICTOTOKEIANAKOITIN 
c c c c c c c c c c c c c c OCAITHrAAICEN 

As the learned editor above-mentioned has offered no restoration of this, I 

feel myself at liberty to propose one. I premise a few remarks : the first re 

lating to the evident omission by the copyists of the syllable after THN in the 

first line. This, I conclude, happened in consequence of its resembling THN 

in the forms of its characters, the casualty having often happened, under such 

c Vid. Cicer. vL Verr. c. 20. t Epigr. L 3. s. 

c Olymp. L 22. s. c Odyss. a'. 179. s. 

1 his, d. 331. Add to these examples the passage in Simonides, flip i eivratorav, ccxxx. 67. as. 
Gaisf. KaXOv pay :Iv 067/1,4 TOLatjT1 erniWAXXOler TIP r ixorn Iiiverat xascOv. 11), /4 719 4 TljpaPV0t, 
4 OW WTOCPXOP 15, 110o-ris, Tototrrolit Ovitam drylAttreras. 

* Corp. Inscriptt. T. IL p. 346. n. 2384.9. 
VOL. xxu. 2 E 
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circumstances, to myself: I therefore propose nAN. I consider, moreover, 
c AYCTOC to be a very probable restoration in the commencement of the second 

line, as AKOITIN precedes in the first , that is, that the husband had added 
these lines himself, through a desire of contributing to the honour decreed to 
the wife. We may, therefore, suppose that the distich originally appeared in 
some such form as this : 

Toi;To 74pasi, Bia Tip wavapiaTcrrOxelav aroiTtv, 
MwriaOcis Tic. "cipeTiv Octimpros amvyNidacy. 

This honorary memorial, for the sake of his wife, the mother of an all-pre-eminent offspring, 
Faustus, remembering her worth, bath decorated. 

It appears sufficiently plain from the foregoing details that the composition 
now before us might have claimed, had it escaped the injuries of time and bar 

barism, no inferior position amongst the contributions to the Greek Anthologia 
which have at different times engaged the attention of scholars of the highest 
eminence. As it is, most unfortunately, the marks which the finger of time has 

impressed on the monument have been so deeply graven, that for any epi 
graphist to profess to restore it letter by letter to its original state, could 

scarcely be deemed other than a presumptuous self-confidence. To compen 
sate this, however, we possess throughout indications more or less clear of all 
such components as it would be next to impossible to reproduce had they been 

utterly effaced ; and these are found to supply most valuable hints in relation 
not merely to the author's scope, but suggestive also of the identical expres 
sions which he had selected. To turn these to their proper account, it is true, 

presupposes in the decipherer a certain degree of sagacity disciplined in the 

school of experience, the rarity of which endowment must constitute my plea, 
should my deductions fail of commanding the assent of my readers. 

c The compound wavcipurrot OCCELT8 in Hesiod. Opp. et DD. 291. Ornot pZ110 TartipurTos, trit airrOt 
irgi'Ta yoljgn1. In defence of the triple compound which I have introduced here, I may appeal to 
Homer, Hilts, I. 54. '0 pos ii:o sAi, it, #01 bveapirroTOketa. 
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POSTSCRIPT. 

Page 198, note (ft).-The epigram here referred to, and which, doubtless, 
supplied Pessow with this exegesis ,must have been that by Philippos, pub 
lished in the Aldine " 

Anthologia," and more recently in the Antilekta of 

BRUNCK4 In the former it concludes thus : Moi tyap inap fitopw ciTi2Ow XtPetycno 
01Xnrwosi 'NEL pectXXtOUToo, Tailxn, OpELOVLSIAOY, agreeably to which the Lexik6n 

by Konstantinos notices the epithet alone, without seeming to recognise the 
existence of the verb. This is proved by the following extract :1 

" KaiValprwy 

poqiley in Epigra. aitarium in quibus immolatur seu litatur pulchris et splendidis 
victimis." The inadvertence which I have corrected in this note consisted in 
the incautious substitution of " 

Eurip." in the place of " 
Epigr." 

It will be seen from the citation, given in the context, of the concluding 
line of this epigram, which has been taken from the Anilekta, that two im 

portant alterations have been made in it by BRUNCIC ; the first consisting in a 

change of the accentuation of KaNNLOuTow, which he reads ireptcrwayavon, thus con 

verting it into a participle ; and the second, in replacing the Aldine reading, 
c ai;poy, with Kimpow. I conclude that the former of these alterations had been 

suggested by the asyndetous construction which necessarily resulted from 

making both aTI.LOW and Kierpoy predicate cases of the same verb iiaei, a syn 
tactical inconvenience, however, if it can justly be styled so, which appears to 
me scarcely to warrant the rejection of the older accentuation, more particu 

larly now that we possess in our Patmian epigram indubitable proof of the use 
of icaXXIOuTos. 

The extract which I have given in this note from PASSOW contains no 
reference to authority farther than what may be surmised from his mention of 

spen, and this suggests a belief that he had in view the above-mentioned epi 
gram by Philippos. If such be the fact, and the authority cited by him under 
the head KaiNXIOvTios, viz., 

" Phil. Th. ep. 47. 6.," be this identical epigram, we 

c Vide vi. 10. 1. Ed. Venet. 1560. t Vol. n. p. 224. 
t Vol. n. p. 18. b. Ed. 1692. 

2 E 2 
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have a new canon, under the head of " 
contradictory propositions," added 

to Logic. 
Bishop MALTBY has been more circumspect, as no mention whatever of our 

epithet occurs in his excellent edition of MORELL'S LexikOn. KaXXL0v-rst alone 
is recognised. 

Page 199, note ().-This custom of sacrificing goats in honour of Artemis 
is particularly mentioned in an epigram by Theodorides : Kai am brtMacs 
76p10si xtticipoto vollatiris A4w, Kai k palovs lipwas irpoOirpms, viz., ' 

Apr4kosi. 
In the case before us, the account which the accomplished traveller CLARKE 
has given of the Fauna of Patmost sufficiently explains the use of the former 
of these animals in the sacred rites of its tutelary. 

Page 204, note (u).-I have already observed, that it would be hazardous to 
trace the origin of the myth embodied in the seventh and eighth lines to the 

geological knowledge current in the GrEeco-Roman period ;I and consequently 
that we are to resort for a solution of its existence to some such etymological 
perversion as we know with certainty to have obtained in the instance of 
RhOdos. In the cases both of this .island and Pfitmos, we have found reason 
to believe, that the true etyma of their names were Aramtean terms expres 
sive of local characteristics ; but that the Greek lost sight of this during his 

Hellenizing process, claimed the results of that process as indigenous appella 
tions, and then constructed myths in unison with his imaginary themes. 

Thus also he elaborated the name of the central island of his Kyklfides, 
and then tasked his ingenuity to account for its origin. This led to his in 
vention of a species of legend, viz., of Poseidon having intervened with his 

might to confer upon it, before a wandering and instable tract, a fixed and 

conspicuous" position. 11 Another version of this myth assigns the agency to 

Ap011on.* 
It is certain, however, that the Aramaic dialect, one which we cannot but 

suppose to have been either identical with, or closely allied to, the language of 

c Anthol. Aid. iv. p. 201. n.3. 3. s. In Brunck, Ix. 42. 
t Travels, etc. vol. in. p. 371. 4to. edit. Vide supra. pp. 191. 203. 
c Supr. p. 204. Supr. p. 205. 
"1 Vide Aneid. in. 75. ss., and Serv. in loco. 
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the early navigators of the Mediterranean, furnishes a singularly descriptive 
word when understood with reference to their circumstances, the Hellenization 
of which also conducts at once to AiNosi. I mean Ltrr., fern. N'rril, signifying 
" fearful," " 

formidable," whence x'rryi, of which 14.771177 is a synonym, 
" terror," 

or " 
affright ;" all which were excellently adapted to express the feelings of the 

explorer of the Agtean, more especially whilst steering his course through the 

group of islands of which Delos is the centre, the theme of the poet's salutary 
warning : t " Interfusa nitentes 

Vites mquora cycladas." 

Accordingly, the perils of the mariner through those cliff-bound guardians of 
their domain would at once suggest so appropriate a designation of the point 
from which they diverged. 

These remarks are intended as supplementary to a preceding paragraph in 
this section, where I waived the discussion by reason of its interference with my 
more immediate subject. t I have now only to add, that the learned BOCHART 
has long since proposed the same etymon, but on a different ground, namely, 
that of Delos having been the chosen seat of the Apollinean cult. c This may 
be probable, on supposition of that worship having been introduced by the 
Phoenician navigators themselves, whose Herakles I conceive to have been the 

prototype of the Greek Ap011on, with the title and attributes of the NV. L7g4 : 
but of this we possess no such evidence as we have of their importing the 

worship of Poseidon into RhOdos. II 
To return to PAtmos. I have stated, at perhaps greater length than the oc 

casion might seem to warrant, my views as to the origin of the persuasion to 
which we owe the seventh and eighth verses of our epigram. It may happen, 
however, after all, that scientific readers may attribute to them a profounder 
meaning, than the classical student would be disposed to allow them, under 
the influence of impressions similar to those of CLARKE, whose introductory 
notices relating to the geology of this island are singularly germane to our pre 

Buxtorf. Lex. Chald.. et Syr. pp. 112. 116. t brat. Carm. 1. 14. 19. s. 
Supr. p. 205. c Cit. in Stephan. ubi supra, p. 395. b. 

II Vide supra, p. 205. note (*). 
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sent subject : 
" Soon after coming to anchor, the author landed, with a view of 

examining the cliffs ; as the ports of the island have the appearance of craters, 
and substances resembling lava are common among the fragments of its rocks. 
The monastery of St. John is situated upou the highest verge of a crater of thii 

description ; and the harbour of La. Scala owes its origin to another. Perhaps 
there is not a spot in the Archipelago with more of the semblance of a volcanic 

origin than Patmos. The cliffs exhibit no form of regular strata, but one im 
mense bed of a porous black rock, in which are numerous nuclei of a white 

colour, as large as a pullet's egg, in the form of crosses all of them in 

tersecting crystals of feld-spar, imbedded in decomposing trap." 
c 

The question then resolves itself into this : Are we to suppose that the sci 
ence of the second century of our era had been such as to qualify an observer, 
however intelligent, to speculate on the events of a strictly geological epoch, as 

suggested by such.phienomena c A more protracted discussion of this subject 
may be avoided by the following references, which will acquaint the reader 
with the views of the ancients on its scientific aspect. Heraklefdes, in Excerpt. 
de Polit. p. 455., already cited, supra, p. 205, n. (*), states the fact simply with 

respect to RhOdos. Plinius, however, in Nat. list. n. 88. s., and Marcellinus, 
in Reb. Gest. xvu. 7. sub. fin., more ambitiously, but with a copious infusion of 

mythical references in their respective catalogues, a critical investigation of 
which would extend this essay very far beyond its prescribed limits. 

The fine passage in Pindar. OlSrmp. vu. 100-28. (Davri B' ciyOldrffew waXatai 

'NIMES, K. T. 4 is, of course, merely the statement of a poet, but merits a notice 

here, as, in all probability, the ground-work of our author's lines respecting 
the origin of his Pitmos. 

SECTION IV. b. 

The Titulus next in order, and which, with the foregoing, comprises my 
whole collection of memorials of ancient Pfitmos, was copied from a marble in 
the Convent that stands in the centre of the town. It has sustained more 

c Travels, ubi supra, pp. 369. B. 
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damage than even its predecessor ; of twenty three lines, which alone it was 

possible to trace, the fifth having altogether disappeared from the monument, 
and one-half at least of the remainder retaining but a few letters or isolated 
words to render the decipherer any assistance. Fortunately, however, sufficient 
has on the whole been left to acquaint us with the specific object held in view, 

accompanied also with the name of the individual, of certain honours awarded 
to whom the document was a record. It is referrible, moreover, to a class of 

inscriptions, the language of which was, in a principal degree, framed after a 

technical model ; so that, provided the peculiarities of any particular member 

thereof were tolerably preserved, a competent acquaintance with the municipal 
phraseology suited to its case enables the decipherer to supply, with a reason 

able chance of accuracy, whatever deficiencies the marble may present in its 

technical details. By pursuing this method, and availing myself of a large col 

lection of tituli, both edited and in manuscript, from the islands of the Agwan, 
I am of opinion, that it is in my power to submit a very probable restoration 

of the whole, with the exception, in certain instances, of Names and Numerals, 
which no ingenuity could hope to divine. 

The collection of tituli to which I have alluded as already published is 

that of the learned Mom : those which I have mentioned as inedited com 

prise a large number in my own possession, the fruits of personal research, 

which it is my anxious desire at some future period to submit to the members 

of the Academy. 
The general tenor of the epigraph before us is to evince the gratitude of 

the inhabitants of Patmos, and the other islands of the Ikarian sea, towards an in 

dividual named ChrysOkomos, in return for his various acts of kindness and 

liberality towards their community. This was evinced by their decreeing him 

a crown of gold and a portrait (cbc6va typawrip of himself, exclusively of other 

honours, commensurate to his alacrity in their service. 

This being premised, I proceed to submit, in the first place, my transcript 
of what remained on the monument, then a translation of it in accordance 

with the form to which I have ventured to restore it, and lastly, that form 

itself in the minuscule character, accompanied by the proofs of my several 

restorations. 
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OKOMOX. A1TOA EAIDEETIIIKOI 
TIM. . .. c . sMIK . . . . . .. . . . . . . . MEN. . . jHI.12 
TS1N 

5 TOY. 1. n . . .lo 

0. . . . . . KM,' A I ANEKAIIIII EAYTONEY. . . . . HN 
rlAPEXOMENON . . . AITOTHI. . . . . . . . . . rHIA 
XMAI EN11-INAIAPX 

10 ON TAYTA 
A. . . .0 .A . .EK.. . c c c n c c c c . . . . . . . rAITAI 

XPYX0KOMO 
ZYM. . . . . . . . M. . El. . . . . . . . . . . c c c c c c c c c 

NEI TAI NYN . . . nEwrEATAIEPMHNT . . N . . . . IIATM I 
15 ANA43HIE I NKAIAPAXMAZAIAKOVAXAII 

SMEKAANEIIONTA . . . EnHrrEAT 
EKTIIN IA I flisITAITEI3YX I Al 

IAXMATAYnCOAEXEMMIAEIOXeAl 
MEN . . . . NE . . . . . . EXE1 . II . ..... . . . . . . . EllOY 

20 AnAlAPM . . OMEN . EETE.ANIMAI A 
11TE. . N . .ATIOXPY 

N . . KA . . . . . . ONIrPNITH1ATE 
YMONHM . . . . N . . E . . . c . . . EPrIll 

HrHMA.. . . . . . . . . ANAr c 

" During the Monarchship of. c c c c c c c c *in the month.. c c c g c c c c c c *, 
Pursuant to the motion of ChrysOkomos and Tolmides; it hath seemed good 
To the general council of the islanders of the Ikarian Hellis met in assembly: 
Whereas we have been cognizant of Chrys6komos, son of c c c c c c c c c tos 

5 Approving himself undeviatingly, and on all occasions, benevolently disposed 
Both towards the states of the islanders in general, and towards their citizens 

Individually, as manifested by his acts of beneficence to each: 
As also, of his having provided out of his private resources 
c c c c c c c c c c c drachmai on the occasion of his officiating as 

10 Voluntary epimenian legate to the Hellenes, our rulers: 
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Being, we repeat, aware of these services, as well as of the amount 
Out of his private funds contributed by Chrys6komos, son of c c c c c c c toe; 
As also of his promising additional services on our behalf 
For the time to come ; and that now he hath, of his own free-will, 

15 Engaged to present an offering of a statue of Hermes to the Patmian community, 
As well as to advance on loan free of legal interest two hundred drachmai ; 
And hath, moreover, voluntarily undertaken to charge himself 
With the expenses of the sacrificial solemnities, and the victims: 
Be it decreed, to confer upon ChrysOkomos the meed of our praise, 

20 And to accord to him becoming and appropriate honours; 
As also to present him, in the temple of Hermes, with a crown 
Of the value of ten golden stateres, together with a portrait of himself, 
In testimony of his having been a person distinguished by 
His assiduity and zeal on our behalf, both in act and in counsel. 

25 The Quaastors of the Treasury are desired to have this Psephism engraven 
On a tablet of stone, and set up alongside the altar of HermAs. 
The Qumstors of the Treasury are also directed to defray the expenses of the tablet." 

'Er i Movitpxov (Toil beivor). inivcir (To; sIvor). Xpu 
a6Kotios raj ToNuans dirav. 'E8c Tii Kowt, 
Tifiv Nue 'Dalts lraphy ovinropevoihivalv VnalOSTrdY. 

1. 'E7r1 K. 'T. U. It is quite evident from the second line, which commences 

with the fragment of a Proper name, that one, at least, had preceded it in the 

perfect inscription : but not the slightest trace of it remained on the marble. 

I have been, therefore, obliged to have recourse to another titulus, the import 
of which is analogous to this one of Patmos, with a view to its partial restoration. 

I refer here to a lidian inscription, hitherto, as I believe, inedited, which has 

long lain amongst my papers , a Psephism of a KowOy very similar to, if not 

identical with, the Assembly mentioned in our epigraph. It commences thus: 

En . MONAPXOY . NIKOVONOX . MHNOX . APTEM STIOY. E.A0F.E . TM . 

KOINni . MN . XYMI1OPEYOMENSIN . rlAPAK [T111141. I accordingly sup 

plied the deficient line with reference to this heading, which also gave me 

aupropeuotaview in the third, whereof the only traces existing on the Patmian 

marble were the letters MEN. 
VOL. xxii. 2 r 
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I wish it to be understood, however, that in adopting 'DA Movetpxou as a 

heading to the titulus before us, I intend merely to express the fact, that all 

such documents commenced with a mention of their respective Eponymes. 
That the Patmian magistrate who bore that title was styled a MOvapxos, I am 

not in a condition to prove, unless on the assumption that the Kowdy Tapcurriter 
of the lidian titulus was the same body with the K. Tithf raff `EXXiaa'braplav of 

that before us : but this it would be rash to assert firstly, because it is gene 

rally agreed, that KOs did not lie within the limits of the Ikarian sea; and se 

condly, because of the essential difference of the two denominations ; wapeurnot 

expressing a position along the coast, namely, of that part of Asia Minor con 

tiguous to which the islands of the KowOv lay. These Komi, in effect, seem to 

have been councils of Representatives, chiefly, if not wholly, convened for re 

ligious purposes : and it appears, therefore, natural to conclude, that several 

had existed, each regulated by the circumstances of cult and geographical 

position. Thus we possess undoubted evidence of one having existed amongst 

the Kyklides, the place of whose meeting was Tenos, as we find it mentioned 

under the name of Tj KOLVOW TrdY ITCILLOgridP in a Psephism of that place, which 

BOcKit has edited from Vu,LoisoN. The members of this council of confede 

rated islands, termed MinidpoL, are represented in this document as decreeing 

honours to a certain benefactor named Timon, amongst which we observe the 

following : KAALIA1 . AYTON . Eni . TA . IEPA . KAI OVIIAN . 

HN XYNTEAOYXIN . 01 XYNEAPOI . TOIL . 13E0II . MEP . TYXH 

KAI . X.C1THPIAX . TI1N . NHIISITI1N. To this body, therefore, very pro 

bably, belonged the appointment of the Theoroi of the islands each year, to 

attend the celebration of its anniversary solemnity in Delos. Hence we find, 

in a Psephism of the same Tenos published by BOCKEI from OSANN and others,t 

a certain AmmOnios receiving due honour from the Tenian authorities for his 

having undertaken the office of OcapoZOKos of the confederated states. 

The same amount of evidence is now afforded us by this Patmian inscription 

of a Kotv6v having existed within the precincts of the Ikarian sea, that is, a Con 

c Corp. inser. T. u. p. 2.55. n. 2334. 11.21. ss. Biickh's restoration. 

t Ibid. p. 250. n. 2329. 11. 8. s. 
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vention of representatives from the islands of the Ionian confederacy within its 

limits, to attend to its religious concerns. As I have intimated already, I re 

gard this council as wholly distinct from the one with which the Kdian titulus 

acquaints us as including representatives from those islands alone of the Doric 

Sporades which were irapiumat, or contiguous to the Asiatic coast. What 

the particular cult was to the care of which the attention of the members 

of the lidian KOLY6li was addressed, appears sufficiently obvious : we may rea 

sonably presume it to have been that of Zeils, from the repeated occurrence of 

the name of that deity in the epigraph :I' and in the same way we may infer 

from the fourteenth line of the Patmian, in which we recognise EPMHN, that 

the Hermaian solemnities particularly engaged the consideration of the Ikarian 

KomOv. 

According to this view of the subject, connected with the impossibility of 

determining under present circumstances the precise title of the Patmian 

Eponyme, we can only supply EM . MONAPXOY, " dicis causa," or, as we now 

stand on Ionian ground, replace it with one of the eponymes of Ionia ; for ex 

ample, the Ephesian.APXONTOX, or the TeIan I EPESII. 

The restorations in the second line are certain, with the exception of 

TOAMIAHI, of which only the first syllable remained. EWIAN, the Roman 
" dixerunt," or " retulerunt," was the expression used in almost every instance, 

with reference to the originators of any motion in these Komi. Thus we find 

in the Kdian titulus, xApmtnnox . ilAPMENIIKOY . KAI . CAOITOX . +1 

AOXTOY . El rlAN. This clause, it is true, comes after the words EAOZE . 

KO1 NSII, etc., in that titulus ; and it might, therefore, be expected, that I 

should be guided by its analogy whilst supplying the lacume in the fourth and 

fifth lines of the Patmian. But the clear traces which the marble presented of 

the names Chrys6komos and Tolmides before EACOE.EN were obstacles to my 

adopting this order which I could not surmount. As they could not have been 

Eponymes . otherwise we should have bad XPYIOKOMOY, and this ex- 

clusively of the difficulty of accounting for a double Eponyme .... we can re- 

gard them in no other light than as the proposers of the Psephism. Indepen 

c Viz., in the eleventh, twelfth, and twenty-ninth lines. See the close of this section, where 

this inscription has been given in full, with the requisite elucidations. 
2 F 2 
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dently of these considerations, we possess evidence, in documents of this kind, 
of the order erav lb c Be36x0at being frequently observed ; as in the Kar 

thaian inscriptions edited by MCKEE, liparXelbric etwev Aos ij BovX6 Kai TIP 

Aim K. T. X. Again : TaxaTian, awe ao6c, etc. IwolytKos'Iaovirov threw not-e, 
etc. It appears, moreover, from the first two of these, that it was not contrary 
to usage to dispense with adding the paternal names of the movers, as we see 

has been done on the present occasion. 
The third line occasioned me considerable perplexity in the commencement, 

but only there, as I feel reasonably certain of the supplements I have intro 

duced towards the close. The corresponding passage of the lidian titulus ap 

pears thus c TS/N . XYMilOPEYOMENS/N . 111APAK MN. This 

gave me the important supplement IYMT1OPEYOMENSIN, of which the only 
trace on the marble was the penultimate syllable. NHXIIIT.O.N also may be 

reckoned as certain ; but I found it impracticable to deal so with rlAPAKTIS/N, 

which, consequently, I rejected as foreign to our inscription, substituting another 

form of restoration, which appears in singular accordance with the few letters 

that could at all be discerned. 
The sole difficulty here is the denomination TXXas 'liapla, as applied to 

the islands represented in the Kotv6v : but this may very easily be removed 

by considering with what tenaciousness the ancient Greeks held to their com 

mon ethnic, Hellenes. Agreeably to this, we find it in the ninth line attributed 

by the framer of the Psephism to the citizens of the state which was dominant, 

at the epoch when it passed the Kotv6v, in this quarter of the Agtean. In this 

view, to designate it as 'Ewa 1Kapta was but to proclaim their consanguinity 
with their rulers. We may here, however, read 'brapiow, without any material 

alteration in the sense. 

Zvolpiaapew Xpva6Kopov Toi; c c c c c c c c 

5 TM bia iray78s. er)votIv Ow bsaTeXarra, 
Kai KaTa KOIK;1 Talc TidY VtifflidTit1P 7r6XE01, TOES" re 

7roXITats KatI 181av,aKitaTip slurch, et)epystriv 

waperillevow, Kai awa Tic' auks xoplyncravra bpa 

xuas c c ** c c 7046wov irpOs Totrs'EXXnvas 

c Corm Inser. TAT. pp. 282. 284. nn. 2352. 2363. 2356. 
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10 ovras nidiv abTor477eXow brigiviov =Om /Aix, 
eiserres, claa U li Tcryv Mid v alma; el'irya(rrat 
XpvaOscoitos Tot"; c c c c c c c c TOV, Kai OTL irXelova 

avi4WpoPra iltill, eh TOW piXXoPTa xpUvoy int 

icrxweiTat 1410 U brirryekrat tEpptiv Tij aiate rlaTido 
15 avaOhaety, Kai bpaxuas btaKoalas biecretv, 

Ids Zaaveirovra ad ZwirryekraL irapa Tat7Ta 
Zit TO3V 281WP TICS 're Overlay Kai Tel Ova. 

ticepaTa inroEixeffea 

It will be seen from the uncial titulus, that in the fourth, fifth, and sixth 
lines, the characters had been almost wholly effaced from the monument. The 
supplements, therefore, which I have adopted, have been selected in conformity 
to analogous inscriptions. The syllable TOY, which commences the fifth line, 
was undoubtedly the final one of the paternal name in the second case, which 
name, therefore, we must suppose to have ended in TO', as AAEIMANTOM, 
nAOITOE, or the. like. Lastly, from TIAPEXOMENON, with which the 
eighth line begins, we infer that the verb Zyvtaptaapey, or one of similar import, 
came after brekti. These observations being premised, I offer the following 
citations, which will acquaint the reader with the phraseology usually employed 
in such cases as the present. 

I take my first example from a Teian inscription which Bikini has edited 
from MArrrAIRE, CLARKE, and others . ErlEIAH . KPATI1N . Ira I XOY . 
KAAXHAON 101 . AYAHTHI . EYNOYX . nN . AIATEAE I . TM . KO I NIII . 
MN . ZYNAIIIN 1 ETSIN . KAI . AErsiN . KAI . r1PATTSIN . AI El . TA. 
IYMsEPONTA . TOIL . riNArSIN IITAII K. T. kt. My secondt relates to 
the same individual : Ell Elt1H . 0 . I EPEYX . TEM . XYNOAOY . KPATCIN . 
InTIXOY. EN . TE . TM . IHN . 110AAAX . KAI . MErAAAI . ATIOAEIE.:EIX . 
Eno 1 E I TO . THI . fl PO . TOYX . ATTAA 1 XTAI . EYNOIAX . KA 1 . KAT'. 
IAIAN . Yr1EP . EKA1TOY . KAI . KATA . KO1NON . MN . Ye'. EAYTOY . 
XYNHrMENSIN if . T. kt. 

7. Koff liStav. Elsewhere, as in the Tel inscription last cited, scar' ;Ziav. 

c Corp. laser. T. xi. p.661. n. 3068. 1. ss. t Ibid. p. 666. n. 3069. 2, ss. 
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The aspiration of ktos arose very probably from its having had the Digamma 
prefixed in the Aolic ditilect. 

8. IlapexOpevov. That is, EgaTeXavTa (1. 5. wapexiSpevov. Thus in a Delian 

inscription edited by Beim from MAITTATRE :t KAI . XPEIAX . AIATEAE1 
11APEXOMENOX . AHAII/N TO1X ENTYrXANOVIIN . AYMI . KAI . 
KOINHI . KAI . 1A1A1. 

Ibid. Xopytiourra. My first restoration here was AMTANHIANTA, but 
I altered it to its present form, as agreeing better with the traces on the marble. 
It is also abundantly authorized : as by the Teian inscription which Moat has 
edited from CHANDLER :1 OYAEMIAN ANENErKANTEI . 
CAPANHN . AAA' . EK . TflN . LIMN PANTA . XOPHrHXANTEI . 
ma/az . EX . TAX . EMIAI PAIAX . TAX . XYNTEAOYMENAI 
Nino . THX . EX1NOY IYMMOPIAI . TOII . TE . EMOII . KAI . TOM . 
EVEN-ET/di. Thus Demosthenes : 0/5 iulmov airrol wpo014ton avinroXelunefouffiv, 
(AVE Kai PacriMa TWV Ilepa(v`v xpnpaTa xoprryelv hply irpoTpAkorrat. Also Po1Sr 
bios:11 7.8 b2KeltTle;v 7rXiOos TO Ta 7rdia IcaToucav, crvveaTnxOs Tais Tifewliapribovilov 
)1.7rlart,4tiktXt2n. pay Z.xopliyetTO aTpaT67re3ov TOIS' briertgetOLS" ,wherein we perceive 

the construction altered. 
9. "Valli/as'. Who these Hellenes were there is some difficulty in deter 

mining in the present condition of the epigraph. It is probable, however, that 
the Athenians are meant, whose generals had terminated the war that had 

raged between the Samians and Milesians about some lands near Priene, and 

subjected Samos to the Athenian rule. This happened at the close of the 

eighty-fourth Olympiad, at which period it was likely that Patmos and the other 
islands of the Ikarian sea shared the fate of the Samians.* 

It appears from the uncial copy of this inscription, that of the ninth and 
tenth lines only twenty-one letters were discernible on the marble, that is, less 
than one-third ofthe total number which we may reasonably conclude to have 

c Compare Backh, C. I. T. u. p. 277. n. 2347. 0.1. 8. and his note on n. 2329. 1. 7. 
t Ibid. p. 223. n. 2267. 11. 7. ss. Ibid. p. 654. n. 3066. 11. 10. ss. 
c Contr. Epist. Philipp. p. 153. 11. 26. ss. fl Hist. IIL 68. 8. 
* Vide Bikini's Commentary on the Samian tituius, containing the answer of Lysimachos, 

King of ThrAke, to the Samians, on the subject of certain disputed lands near Priene, Corp. Inscr. 
T. u. p. 214. n. 2254. 
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been inscribed on the monument in its original state. I cannot, therefore, be 

expected to vouch for the entire accuracy of my supplements : but that they 
claim attention is manifest from the corresponding clause in the Kolan epigraph, 
to 'which I have already referred as One of my guides in this discussion. It is 

quite clear, that the expenditure of his private funds by ChrysOkomos, which 
entitled him to so much gratitude, must have been directed to some important 

object connected with the business of the KotvOp, the superintendence and due 

regulation of certain religious solemnities, probably the Hermalc. Consequently, 
I can conceive no supplements more proper to be introduced here than such as 
relate to the conveying authentic information (ZirceryeAta of the acts of the 
Koiv6v to the ruling powers, whose sanction may be presumed to have been ne 

cessary in order to their being carried into execution. 
When this commission was undertaken voluntarily, the individual intrusted 

with it appears to have been styled a6TeircitneXos, and in this case he must be 

presumed to have charged himself with the outlay attendant on the performance 
of its duties, otherwise there would have been little or no merit in its acceptance. 
By supposing, then2 ChrysOkomos to have acted so, an hypothesis with which 
the supplement xopiiihgavTa is in exact accordance, we invest him with an im 

portant claim to the gratitude of the F'atmian community, and similar in its 

degree to that of a Thyateirene patriot, whom a section of his fellow-citizens 
honoured with a statue as, amongst other services, 7rpecrPeimarra zpOsi Airre. 

rpciTopa %Fara, Kai KarropOteacipevov Ta iu.e.yurralliwaTpt71. 
The following is the clause in the Koian epigraph to which I have referred 

as sanctioning the preceding supplements : En El AH . N I KArOPAX c en'alf 
POY . KA I . AYKA I ENDX . AEYK I nnoY . rENOMENO I Er I MHN 101. 
AYTEPArrEA0 . TA . TE . I EPA . EZEOY/ANTO . 11 . KAI . ANEN ES 
SANTO . TAN . OYI 1 AN . TOY . 4110E. K. T. 4. These expressions place in 
a very clear light what was the special business of the KOLIICk and their brevyywXot, 
namely, sacred concerns particularly when compared with the fourteenth and 

following lines of the titulus now before us ; viv 8 7r.h(y7eX,rat, IC. T. X. 
11. 2E6C/pyaaTat. There can be little doubt of the correctness of this res 

c Vid. BOCKH'S Corp. Inger. T. IL p. 852. n. 3495. 9. s., and FABRErri's titulus cited supra, 
pp. 188. s. BOOM has edited this from SPON and WHELER in C. I. T. 1. p. 448. 
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toration. 'Eepycitsea0at means " to accomplish ;" as in Lucian : El sa Kai (bet 

Zias illoXbKXerros tyivoto, Oavpacrra 7roNXit Ztep-yiteato. Again :t Zirtor 

Acgion wonrriki;js. 4etpyaacipe0a. DiOdor. : Kai Ta irepi Thw Kepavvogroirlay 

pitittaTa Trion-unv avOpeoryron, 4evylwarro. The simple perfect qCMOs, in the active 

sense in which it is here used in the compound form, in a passage from S. 

KSTrillos, cited by Hemsterhuis,: where Sokrates is said eirylterOat criw Tei; iraTpi 

XtOcrroptav. Compare Thukydides c 068c' ryap tteXeri;v7ec aim; ebOin 

alTO T(7)1 M81/Cithi, Ecifyyao1M wo), that is, TO TiC OaXciacrtr. Instances, however, 
are not wanting of its passive sense ; for example, Her()dot. : II TO /lb, s crjov 

4elp7currat pot, K. T. X. 
The supplements in the two following verses have been suggested by the 

verb which closes the period, lywitiveiTat, whereof traces so clear remained as 

at once to suggest its restoration. Evittfriporra is a word of most frequent oc 

currence in Psephisms ; as in the first of the inscriptions from Tdos cited above,* 

irplerrow aid Ta avita*ovTa Tois crvvaiyowicrrals. 
14. 'Ewiryekrat. This perfect, like ZtetryaaTat in the eleventh line, admits 

of both an active and passive construction. It is active here, as in two of the 

sacred Epistles : "OTL 0 srirryeXTat 3yvaT6s. ZeITI Kal irotiffat,tt and, Nifn, briy 

yeXTai, Vrov "Fat airc4 17 ado ob plavv ryiv, ItXXit Kai TOP olIpav6v. It In 

the following it is passive : WApLc Dt0v 743 avdpita brhyyeXTat.a It im 

plies the binding oneself by a voluntary engagement : whence ZwaryeXia," frey 

williges Versprechen," in PASSOW. Thus Demosth. :1111 Tor irap' itAto'v 41.7rXi 
ovros ZvavrimOirros, Kai Toic va6Tatc pia0ar, el Siaatiniatev frt)v vai;v, peyiuNour Zwrry 

yeNiusov. 
The reading EPMHN in this line was very distinct on the marble, and agrees 

precisely with ANAEOEIXEIN in the following, which is the verb most usually 

employed in the cases of such offerings, as has been stated in a former section 

of this memoir, wherein I have also explained the meaning of tEppi (and the 

like in its present connexion.** rlATM I H 1 was also clearly defined, but not 

c In Somn. 9. fin. f In Contempi. 4. fin. 

c i. 142. 11 nu. 65. m. 

if Romans, C. IV. V. 21. tt Hebrews, c. xir. v. 26. 

1111 Orat. adv. ZenOthemin, p. 884. II. 10, ss. 

Commentar. in Soma. 12. 1.5. 
* P. 225. 
o Galatians, c. nr. v. 19. 
** Supr. pp. 110.116. 166. 
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so the intermediate letters which appear in my copy, T.. NUE . I regard it, 

however, as certain, that the psephism exhibited THINH11/1, the fifth and. 

sixth letters of which are constantly mistaken in worn monuments, even by ex 

perienced transcribers, for E and Z respectively. The reverse also holds good ; 
and the same may be said of B, E, I, K, X. An ni bisected vertically often 

assumes the appearance of E, E, etc., as the perplexed traveller often finds when 

the merely mechanical part of his task is completed. 
16. tOc bkava('ovra, that is, " with the understanding that the money was 

not to bear interest." That such was properly the meaning of Saveit'to, Liapetlaw, 
Saumaise has abundantly proved, and after him Suicer and Schleusner. When 
the compact between parties was to the contrary effect, it was usual to add Z7r1, 

TOKte. Hence the gloss of Heqrchios : Aaveitict IUCTUILE01, TOIC biEcat Ktxpa. 
The words of Theoph31aktost are very precise : _Amapa o Tt; aim TOKtp 
Xbyet, aNNcl 714V 11.7rXith XpC10111. .7retEl Kai 4v Fri" vOkttp Tincov Sci.vetrov the 
command being, Tap aiyybpiov 1,-bavetcrric, Tit itsA.rptii Ttfy 7reptxptii irapa 6.01 - 

obK 17170lic1i1s at)Ttfo: T61r01/.1 Thus S. Luke : O apapTidto lt,p,artuXols. EttpelOvatv 
loroXcifkoat TL tact, that is, IrrOvor, the precise sum lent, and no more. In 

just the same way a " loan" amongst us bears no interest, unless it be so under 
stood on delivering it, and the usual legal formalities be observed. 

It thus appears that the merit of ChrysOkomos consisted in his placing a cer 
tain sum at the disposal of the Kougiv free of interest. This we may parallel 
with the liberality of Timon the Syrakusian, towards the islanders of the Ky 
klades, which is made the subject of commendation in the Tenian psephism 
already referred to, 11 namely, his facilitating on their behalf the exchange of 
Attic money into Rhodian, and thus protecting them against the rapacity of 
the extortioners of those days. The titulus proceeds as follows in BiicKH's mi 
nuscule :**Thy moNobrron, int4p kwaTewbpaxiaavToe'Pobiou aryvpiou due AaTTov 
brateroimrtov barren, 1(111 7141,T6 bpaxpit;v f3ovN6euevor Zy irWILP elixapurreiv, 
obi 4`1rp4aTo obUva KOXXviJov Tip ciplevpito Tobvp, axxa irpoacRaTo aim-6 cilc0NX6 

c In libr. de Usuris, referred to by Suieer in his Thesaur. Ecclesiast. T. L p. 822., and by 
Schleusner in Lexie. Nov. Test. on the verb Zetweitio. Compare the Critica Sacra, pp. 68. s. 

t Comment. on S. Matth. c. v. v. 42. Exod. C. XXII v. 25. 
c C. vi. v. 34. II Vid. supr. p. 222. * Vv. 4. ss 
VOL. XXII. 2 G 
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plaTOY, Kai 7repierro4nce TPA' ynati'dTair in our language, making them a present 
of five per centum by exchanging at par. 

17. euelas scal OvatitapaTa. The first of these words expresses the solemni 
ties which accompanied the sacrifices the Feria and the second, the 
victims which were offered. Thus Lucian :46Ity.Ta rara Z'prya Oatriv etvat 
' 
Apqtaos pepokiliotpoi,ans OT1 irapzX4On wfx;s Tip Ovalay inre, Tat, plaws, that 

is, as appears from what follows, 474 Upeza, Tiv koprip. That Ovalaapa means 
the offering itself, or the matter of the sacrifice, is plain from its being the 
version adopted by the LXX. for rt.;y. and rit#1.; in the Pentateuch : t 01 acpittets 
t!rriqsv at/ha Ovataapierten, !um. Ovcriaapa TtpKvpiaZen'. 

Ad6x0ai Xpvcr6ro 
pow I.L4, bratt4trat, irapxetv Ttpas irporo6 

20 acts Kai itpluoroph,as crrectxtvaat 3 airrOw 

irti Tot"; 'Ewa lepti7 OTOCiPip awl; xpu 
crt7n, biKa, tal h1K6vt rypavrij, 1LT aYfL crirotkalow Kai 

7rp6Ou4toy nkily ryevOtievoi, lpyte Kai, 

nyipiaTt. 01 Tatilat civarypaikcirrow Tae TO 
25 Ifeicktakca cis 'rip aThAny XiOtvip, Kai civaOirrow 

irapci Tay fltrititil, Tor 'Ewa. TO thqi 

XoLtpa cis yap ern?vrp TeXeffitreon, Tattial. 

18. 64V K. T. kt. Thus the Kolan titulus : Aukoxem . N I IC AMPAM 
MEN . KM . AYKAleON . EPA I NEIAI . K. T. 4. KAI . XTE.ANIXEA 1 . 

AYTOX . APO . XPYXIIN . LtEKA. Here we perceive the ellipsis of ITE.ANSII 
as in a fragment of LycArgos given by Ph6tios Avroipy6c ,naiv 'Axxa pip 
Kal KaXXicrOvtiv kraT6w Izmir crirefkavideraTe, meaning thereby, inestuivir ciitO barrdy 

ihv #0;Y. 
I have introduced a supplement into the commencement of the twenty-first 

c De Sacrific. 1. 
t Comp. Exod. xxxrv. 25., xxix. 18. Cod. Alexandrin. Lax. 

BibL C. 396. s. BECKER has given this fragment from Harpokration, under the Oration 

Ilepi Amur/Kan, n. 
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line, for which I have no authority excepting the mention of Hermes in the 

fourteenth, as an object of religious veneration to Chrysdkomos and the Pat 
mians. It was, moreover, usual to perform the ceremony of crowning dis 

tinguished persons in a temple or a theatre, and during the celebration of some 

public anniversary solemnity. Thus in a Tenian inscription of DODWELL and 

others, which Mout has edited, we read : AEAOXI3A1 . TH I . BOYAH I . KM. 

Till . AEI mni . EPA I N MI . TE . AYTON . KAI . XTE+ANII/A I .EIAAAOY. 

XTE.ANI I . EN . Till . I EPIII . To . TOY . POIEILVINOI . KM . THX . 

AM.ITPITHX. A Teian psephism, edited by the same from CHANDLER, pro 
ceeds as follows: t AELIOX0A1 . TH I . EXI NOY . XYMMOPIAI . ErlAl N ELM . 

EMAN I KON . 71/1AOY c K. T. X. KAI . XTE.ANIIIAI . EKAITON . AMIN . 

rrE.ANS11 . eAAAOY . APETHI . ENEKEN . KAI . .1A0410.SIAI . HZ . E 

XONTE1 . AIATEAOYMIN . E1X . TO . KO1NON . TEM . 1YMMOPIAX . KM. 

ANAITEIAAI . AYTON . TON . XTE4ANON . TOIX . AEYKAeEIDII . META. 

TAX . VIONAAI . EN . HI . A rr 1 NHTAI . HM EPA1 . H . IYMMOPIA. Theatres 

were, as I have mentioned, very usual localities assigned to such purposes : 

accordingly we find, in three inscriptions of Tenos, which appear in sclues 
collection from MOLLER, DUBOIS, OSANN, ROSE, etc.,t the proclamation of 

crowns decreed to certain individuals by the municipal authorities made by 
the Archon StephanephOros, EN . TIII . 0EATP1/1 . 110ZIAEISIN . KAI . A10 

NYXIS1N .Tni . ArnN I . MN . TPArflIASIN. So also in a passage of Demo 

sthenes we read : 'as ;pa Bei aTorpayld'aat AirillocrNpriv A monrOevovs Ilatavtia xpvatii 

c Corp. Inger. T. II. p. 250. n. 2329. 11. 10. ss. t Ibid. p. 654. n. 3066. 11. 18. ss. 

t Ibid. p. 252. n. 2330., p. 254. n. 2333., p. 255. n. 2334. 

c Orat. de Corona, p. 243. 14. ss. Reisk. We find here simply xpveti crre(ficivte, which were ac 

companied sometimes with the mention of the precise amount, as, a..z, TaXiiVTIVI, aEiscow7a, in the crown 
decreed to the Senate and People of the Athenians by certain towns of the ChersOnesos, in the same 
Oration, p. 256. 23. ss. So also in the Rhodian titulus (13Ockh, ii. p. 392'. n. 2525. 76. as.); trrePav 
100eiv gle aperci xpv74 errelkivie ear; xp.aw Zgica, IC, T. X.. Agreeably to this, we might propose, in 
addition to the modes of restoration of lines 20-21. about to be mentioned, the following: 07f0 
amZeas ta ailTOV ii, 7OIS6 sEpp.cdoir xpvaite 07k0; we, etc. 

The expression chrO xpvatZv is elliptical, erraTipwv being understood. The money value of the 
crown diTO xp. S. was therefore 200 dracbmai, if the Attic stater be meant; if that of iqzikos, 
280. Comp. Eckhel, Doctr. N. V. T. 1. Proleg. Gen. pp. xli. ss. Iiiickh. Staatsh. d. Ath. I. p. 22. 

2 G 2 
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crrapewcp, Kai avcryopeiluat CP TiP OcciTpte, Atovvcriots Tois iue-yetAots, -TappBois tativols, 
K. T. ze. This, we know, was made use of by Aischines as one of his articles of 

impeachment on that memorable occasion. 
I have stated that such was the usual formality observed in giving effect to 

psephisms of this class : but instances of omission frequently occur, if not of 
the actual performance of the ceremony and its notification in public, at least 
of their being provided for in the body of the Psephism. The Kdian titulus, 
to which I have so frequently referred, affords an example of this, its words 

being simply, ITE.ANDIAI . AYTOM . APO . XPYMN . EKA. Perhaps 
the publicity implied in the twenty-fourth and following lines was reckoned 

by the members of the KoLv6v sufficient for all purposes. 
There can be little doubt, however, of this formality having been duly ob 

served in the instance of ChrysOkomos ; for the lacuna between ITE.ANDIAI 
in the twentieth line and XTE+ANS/I in the following had unquestionably been 

occupied by a mention of the occasion on which the honour was to be con 
ferred. Of this only one letter has remained, conveying no manner of intima 
tion as to the proper supplement to be introduced. I am, therefore, compelled 
to resort to conjecture, and to propose either EN .TH1. AIONYIOY. EOPTHI 
on the ground of the coins of Pttmos indicating some addiction on the part of its 
inhabitants to the Dionysiac cult, or the supplement which I have ventured in 
the minuscule, in consequence of EPMHN appearing in the fourteenth line ; 
for which reason I have also introduced into the penultimate line nAPA.TON . 
MINION . TOY. EPMOY. It appears to me, that the chances of correct resti 
tution are considerably enhanced by adhering to this last, as Hermes might 
seem to have been the especial object of religious veneration to the Kotv6v, 
otherwise why assign his regard of that deity as one of the chief merits of 

ChrysOkomos c 
24. 01 Tapiat, K. T. 4. The marble retained of the entire clause from 

this to the end of the titulus but four letters, which appear in my copy 
under the form ANAE ", a manifest distortion of the first five letters of ANA 

rPA+ANTI1N. I have, therefore, given a conjectural restoration of it, se 

lecting my Kohn inscription as its basis, but replacing TOY . AIOI in its 

c Vid. preceding note. 
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twenty-ninth line, for the reason which I have just now stated, with TOY. 
EPPIOY. There can be little doubt of the period, in the form now pro 
posed, exhibiting substantially the same type of expression which originally 
appeared on the monument, as is sufficiently proved by a comparison of its 

analogues. Thus in a Keian titulus (of Karthaia which BOcKu has edited 
after BRONDSTED, and retaining, of its final clause, only the fragment APOAAII 

NOXPOAEAN, he has restored in minuscule as follows Avarypinkal T48 
vi-c; Iffn(puratia IrpOs. 97 lief Tot ' A7rONNiovos c ?GP3 cividtwitta 7evcipevov Eavai 

Tapiav. The Tenian psephism f of the Kotv6v of the Kyklfides is much more 

verbose, directing its being engraved, set up (or as we say, posted in two 
different localities, a copy to be taken of each and sent to Delos, and the cost 
both of the Stelai and the Crown to be defrayed by the Tamias out of certain 
revenues. The wording of the first, second, and fourth of these is essentially 
the same with that of the analogous clause in the inscription of KOs. 

Having availed myself so frequently of this remarkable document, which 
has long slumbered in my portfolio, I feel that I could not perform a more 

acceptable service to my fellow-academicians in general, and more espe 
cially to those of the number whom I now behold around me, than by con 

cluding this memoir with a recital of it in its integrity. It was copied from a 

marble in Antimachia ... doubtless the identical st6le with mention of which it 
concludes . . and most fortunately has passed through the ordeal of time and 
vandalism without sustaining any graver injury than it is possible for the 
scholar to redress. Its age appears to be that of the palmy days of Hellfis, 
antecedent to the ascendency of Makedonia, and probably comtaneous with 
the Ntmian psephism, to the elucidation of which it has so materially con 
tributed. 

c Corp. Inser. T. xi. p. 285. n. 2357. 10. ss. t Supr. p. 222. 
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Er I MONAPXOYNIKO.PONOIMHN 
APTEMITIOYEACXEETIIIKOINfil 
TIINXYMPOPEYOMENSINPAPAK 

HX.. .ANXAF'M I roxrApm EN IX 
.5 KA I401 AOITOUP 1 AOITOYKA I AYK 

eOXPAPMEN I 'WYE rAN Er EI 
AHNIKAroPAxeEYA.O.POYKA 
AYKAIOOXAEYKIrrONTENOM 
NOI Er IMHNIOIAYTEPArrE 

10 AOITATEIEPAEBEEWIANTO 
I I KAIAN F_NEDIANTOTANOY 

IlANTOYAIOIKAITANYTIOAOX 
ETIOHIANTOTI/NAAMOTANKAI 
TfiNAAACINrANTSINAEIDXT.CIN 

1 .5 eESINZPOYAAIKAIrPOOYMIAI 
OYOENEAAEIPONTEX0r1110YNKA 
OIMETATAYeMPOYMENOIEr IMHNIOIA 
A.. r POOYMOTEPOIAYTOIPAPE 
TA EIAOTEXTANTS/NAAMOTAN 

20 NOIANALIOXeMNIKArOPAMME 
KAIAYKAIOONEPAINEIAIEP IT 
TAIAIPEZEIKAIEYXEBEIMA . E 
XONTIPOTITOXEOEOIKAITOI 

AMOTAIKAIITE4PANDIA1 
25 TorArOXPYII/NAEKATIDI 

TAM IAINTPA+ANTSINTOAE 
IZMAEIXTAAANAIENNAN 

ANMENTSINPAPATONanmo 
TOYAIOXTOAEANAMIMAr 

30 NOM ENON EITAN .TAAANTE 

IANTSINTOITAM IA1 

'E/r2 Movlipxou NIK64povos tznvOs 
' 
ApTelerlow*Eboee Komi; 

evpropeyopivelo iraparrienv 
vnaterriiv Xlippomos IlappevieKov 

4111Xocrros 4ltX6aTov, Kal AUKai 
Oor IlappevierKov enray T1m 

FY4 N1ica76pas. Ofapoy, Kai, 

A6KatOos. Am-Amoy, rvlopk 
vol brtitivtot aUTeirciyie 
Not, TA IT hps Z.00baarro Tep 10 

Alt; Kai civevet'dcravro Tap 011 

o-tap Toil Aids, Kai, Tav inroZoviv 
bronaavro 7.1,'Jv a,uoTii.v Kai 
Tith, 1170tow warm), attIOT Te.;11 

Oaiv, cr7roaiir raZ irpoOvpiar 15 

aeir ANthrorres. Siren at, Kai 

ol Euera Taal' aipatzevot 11-t,2ivz0t 
Not wpoOvttoTpos. cu'ITOsi 

Tat, ElF6TdC TY ZapArrav ev 

voccue eblIx0az NIKary6pap tav 20 

Kai Aim-atOov hratvZerat bri 're 

alpsret Kai Zveff3eta ic Z 

xovrt iroTi TOs thOs xa TOS 

bap,OTar, Kai crTectiavii;oal ab 

1-6s. Aire, xpvcri;n, To2 25 

T apiat letypalifitvTatv T6iie TO 

(papac rrciXay XiOlvav, Kal 
ava06,Twv 7rapa TOv Potted, 
Tor ISe TO civetXtdpa 
vOpevov c Tay actiXav TeXe 30 

crtivTwv Toi Tapia/. 
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" During the Monarchship of Nik6phron: in the month Artemitios. 
It hath seemed good to the Community of the islanders, adjoining the coast, 
Assembled in council, on the motion of Chirmippos, son of Parmeniskos, 

5 And Philostos, son of Philostos, and Ly'kaithos, son of Parmeniskos: 
Whereas Nikag6ras, son of Theaoros, and Ly'rkaithos, son of Leilkippos, have, 
Whilst discharging the duties of voluntary epimeniant legates, in addition 

10 To solemnizing the expiatory offerings in honour of Zeils,t repaired also 
The estate of the god, and have provided hospitable reception c on behalf 
Of the burghers, and all other individuals, in a stylell becoming the dignity 

15 Of the gods, lacking in no respect a proper assiduity and zeal: to the end 
That such persons as may hereafter be elected to discharge the office of 

Epimenian legates may address themselves to their duties with the greater 
Alacrity, from the consciousness that by so acting they will insure 

20 The goodwill of the burghers; Be it decreed, to accord our praises to 

NikagOras and Lfraithos, in return for the devotedness and piety 
With which they are actuated towards the gods and the burghers; as also 

25 To crown them to the amount of ten golden statkres. 
The Treasury-Clerks are desired to have this present Decree engraven on 
A tablet of stone, and set up alongside the altar of Zeus. The Treasury-Clerks 
Are directed, moreover, to defray the amount expended upon the tablet." 

c The occurrence of this name here seems to decide a question with respect to a lection on 
one of the Imperial coins of KOs by VAILLANT, as to which ECILIIEL hesitates in Doctr. N. V. T. u. 

p. 601. b. 
t " Epimenian," that is, whose duties related to the iepa dirgidpia of Zeds, who appears to have 

been the Tutelary of the KotwOv. 'Ertp.ipta Ta Kat Zscarrrov ihijva OvOpeva. Harpokrat. in Orat. 

Lykiirg. rhpi iepElay, in Fragm. Becker. n. I. 'Envti Yid _TiTE _01)01, Her6dot. viii. 41. L 10. on 
which see Valckenar's note. Also, Brunck on Sophokl. Elektr. 280. s. miXocrckari Ocolow 

icpa Tay crwTvplois. Vide supra, pp. 220. 227. 
Att, " to Zola." A most certain restoration, and in accordance with numismatic evidence. 

Vide Eckhel on the coins of KOs, ubi supra, pp. 600. s. 

c " Hospitable reception," inroZoxav. Iph. in Aul. 1218. 8. elaUEopas 'EFiZr 04Xategv 
irroboxals t4wv, waTip; I:fere:dot. vu. 119. KTivea igiTeaxov 4s inroZoxav TOO arpaToD. Vid. Backh. 

Corp. laser. It. n. 2525. 6. 49. s. 
" In a style, etc.," afion, T. 0. Thus in Fascic. Inscr. U. p. 134. n. CLVL 6. xaTaftwv T Oeto 

rpogaTakav. 

VOL. XXII. 2 
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SECTION V. 

THE preceding sections have been composed with a reference, as much as pos 
sible exclusive, to the heading of the Memoir in its several divisions, with a 

single exception, if that can with propriety be termed one which resulted from 
the exigencies of so interesting and important a member as the metrical in 

scription from Putmos. The seventh and eighth lines of this remarkable com 

position involved, in order to their completer elucidation, an inquiry into the 

probable cause of their having been inserted, and this I have endeavoured to 
trace by the aid of language alone, thus inverting the process of the Hellenic 
writers, who appear to have argued to it, and not from it, while pursuing spe 
culations which may well be termed mythical, as having had no connexion with. 

any historical or scientific records. Accordingly, I have expressed my convic 

tion, that the suggestive origin of those lines was the homophony of the name 
Pittmos (written also Pitthmos), with paOlidr: as also, that the Delian myth 
was the offspring of the Hellenic metamorphosis of its Aramman name.t To 
these it is now my opinion that RhOdos, concerning which a similar belief was 

prevalent, may be added : I therefore reserve it for a fresh consideration in 
the course of this section, in which I also hope to make it at least probable 
that the sacred island of the Agtean, the centre of the Kykladic group, admits 
such a thematic basis of its name as places it in the same category. This may 
seem to imply an abandonment of the etyma which, in the foregoing section, I 
had adopted from BocuART, and, in effect, it is so in the case of RhOdos :I in 
that of Delos, I have replaced the first-mentioned theme with one which is 

strictly synonymous in one of its meanings, and in another, accounts for the 
Hellenic myth. 

From all this it will be seen, that my faith in the Aramaic origin of the larger 
number of the insular names of the iEgtean is implicit, and consequently that I 
hold the classical to be either versions of those that preceded them, or trans 
formations into homophones invested with the Hellenic characteristics by 

c Supra, p. 204. t Supra, p. 216. s. t Supra, p. 205. note ('). 
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means of grammatical contrivances in which the Greek language is so ricl-, 

namely, Krisis or Elision, PrOsthesis, Epenthesis, Paragoge, or their opposites. 
Abundant illustrations of these will be adduced in the course of the present 
section, which may, perhaps, be attended with their due influence on the mind 
of the candid and unprejudiced scholar. Such an one . . . and there are, in 
the present state of glossology, many such to be found . . . will agree with me 
in thinking, that neither learning nor ingenuity could be engaged in any less 

profitable task than that of the school of VAN LENNEP ; in searching, I mean, 
for the themes of Greek words exclusively in the Greek itself; involving as it 
does the supposition, that a language which, by presenting numberless affinities 
in its least complex forms to so many more ancient than itself, distinctly pro 
claims the amount of its obligation to them, could ever be brought to shake off 
its dependence by a change in its chronological position. In other words, to 
become a primeval, or parent language, like that of the dialects of the Keltic 

races, or the precursor of the Zend and its cognates, or the Shemitic and 
Khamic tongues in their aboriginal form. The absurdity of supposing this is 

manifest ; more particularly to one who, in the progress of his studies, with 

every prejudice operating on behalf of the self-origination (ancient moralists 
would term it aencipiceta of the incomparable language of Hellas, has been un 

able to close his eyes against facts ; nay, more than these, against the expedients 
to which the disciples of VAN LENNEP are forced to have recourse in the in 

vention of roots. Two examples may suffice : the verb curiprno is proposed, 
and its " 

stirps," or radical verb, is pronounced to be (duo, with the meaning 
" cavo" or " incurvo," although CON, is at hand to assert its claim. So also 

'dpbp, (that is, apb-Zviv, with the first letter of the adverbial suffix elided is 

traced to lipco,f meaning 
" in altum tollo," with the primitive (and probably 

Pelasgic apo in actual existence to claim its right.t. 
To these an ample catalogue of other examples might be added, were 

this the proper occasion on which to enlarge, in any proportion to its merits, 

c Vide Scheid. in Lennep. p. 971. b. Ed. Lond. Scapul. 1820. 
t Comp. Passow, H. wOrt. etc., p. 312. b. Scheid, ubi supra, in voc. atpw, p. 895. C. 

t Does not this root present itself in such words as Arduus, Ardea, (see Georgic. I. 364.), 
and perhaps Ardea, Ardor The " Silva Arduenna" in Ctesar's Bell. Gallic. V. 3., affords very 

probably an example of the same. 
2 H 2 
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on a subject of so much interest to archteologists. This, however, it is not; 
and it has been introduced by me solely as prefatory to my subsequent details 
on the origins (" stirpes" of the geographical and ethnical designations of an 
area of our globe which we are taught by the concurrent testimonies of Lan 

guage and Tradition to regard as almost the exclusive domain of the Phceni 
kian navigators. I trust that the remarks, within these limits, to which I now 

proceed, will be found to justify my asserting, that opinions like the following, 
carry with them, particularly in the present state of our knowledge respecting 
the affiliation of known dialects, little or no weight 

" Minime placet derivatio 
nominis proprii Grtecorum e fonte Arabic aut Hebrieo. Est lingua Grteca 
toto cs3lo ab orientalibus nostris diversa : ut mirandum sit, viros eruditissimos, 
hoc literarum luce, talibus delectari posse." The confusion in this sentence is 
remarkable. Is it not quite possible for two languages to stand apart from 
each other in a constructional sense, and yet to approximate very observably 
to a greater or less degree in an elementary 

I now return to my more immediate subject, a more ample development of 
the principle insisted upon in those clauses of the foregoing section, wherein 
the vtyma assigned by BOCHART t to the names Patmos, Delos, and RhOdos have 
been adopted ; but in the case of the second of these, for a reason in which I 
differ from that learned etymologist. The principle to which I refer has been 
stated by me to be, a knowledge, that we may now regard 88 certain, of the 
Aramaic dialect having been " either identical with, or closely allied to, the 

language of the early navigators of the Mediterranean." I have now to ob 

serve, that this expression, 
" Aramaic," is to be understood in a general sense. 

Properly speaking, there wen two dialects comprehended under this name; 
the eastern Aran-mean, which, combined with the learned language of the Jews, 

c Vide Scheid, ubi supra, voc. "Optip09, p.950. a. 
t Vide " Geographia Sacra," in which these have been considered in the following order: 

Rh6dos, Lib. I. cap. 7. col. 369. a. Pitmos, cap. 8. col. 381. Delos, cap. 14. col. 406. Edit. Lugdun. 
Batav. 1712. 

As the volumes of this author are now somewhat rare, I have adapted my future references for 
the most part to the pages of the Dictionarium Historicum, etc., edited by NICHOLAS LLOYD, Ge 
neva, 1693, which will be found to contain within convenient limits a full account of his geogra 
phical etyma. 
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namely, the Hebrew of their recognised canon, constituted in the Apostolic age 
the popular or Paltestinian, and the western or Syriac. It is manifest, how 
ever, that we may, in the age with which we are now conversant, legitimately 
take a wider range in our search for our geographical etyma ; so wide indeed, 
as to include not only the Chaldaic, but also that other most important member 
of the Shemitic family, the Arabic, as it is natural to suppose that at so early a 

period the bond of connexion between these several dialects was far more 

closely drawn than at a subsequent, when their several characteristics became 
so distinctly marked as to render classification of them necessary. 

There can, methinks, exist no reasonable doubt of the assertion ventured 
in this clause of the memoir, when the success which has attended the labour 
undertaken long since by BOCHART, and since his time followed up byPETIT, GE 

SENIUS, and other philologists, in illustration of the passages in the " Pcenulus" 

by Plautus, which are written in the Punic and Punico-Lybic dialectal is con 
sidered. It has resulted from the successive researches of those eminent lin 

guists, that these invaluable fragments of a literature, doomed to extinction by 
the same destiny which had foreshadowed the Daughter's ruin by the downfal of 
the Mother, may now be regarded as brought within the pale of actual know 

ledge. How has this been effected c By slow and cautious steps ; a strict adhe 

rence to the data which a carefully considered text supplies ; and determining the 

mutual relations of the elements of that text, mainly by the evidence which the 

Plautine version itself affords, but always consistently with the general laws of 

the Aramaic type modified by special syntactical peculiarities. The same sue 

c Vide Preface by WAIT to HUG'S Introduction, etc., p. lxxviii. 

t The first-named of these scholars followed BOCHART in his investigation of the passage here 
referred to, the result of which will be found in LEMAIRE'S Plautus (by NAUDET), VOI. III. pp. 73. s., 
extracted from PETIT'S " Miscellanea," II. 2. The reader will find an account of Crimmins's 
labours in a learned and elaborate Memoir on the same subject, published in the Transactions of 
the Royal Irish Academy, vol. awn. P. Lit. pp. 3-64., by the Reverend JAMES HAMILTON, A. M., of 

Trinity College, Dublin. This was in the year 1836. Subsequently, in 1847, the work of M. 
JUDAS, " Etude Demonstrative de la langue Phenicienne et de la langue Libyque," made its ap 
pearance, in which the ingenious author has traversed the same ground with Professor GESENIUS, 
and added much valuable and highly interesting matter on the subject of the Phcenikian and Phce 

niko-Libyan syntactical peculiarities. This is a volume of very great merit and research. 

t Vide Act. V. Seen. 1. 2. 3. 
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cess seems to have attended the same course of investigation when applied to 

other fragments of the dialect of Phcenikia, which have survived the destroyer, 
Time ; so that, by the aid of an enlightened philology, definite results have 
now replaced the vague intimations of the Hellenic writers, with which scholars 
of a former age were forced to content themselves. Such was that of Di6dorost 
when adverting to the Phcenikians as the chief traders and colonists of the re 

motest times : " 
Making continual voyages in a commercial spirit, they founded 

many settlements along the maritime territory of Libya, and not a few in the 

western quarters of Europe." How gratifying is it to the reader of this passage 
to be now enabled to trace their course of navigation from Tyros, their point 
of egress, to the Kassiterides of Britain, with that eloquent commentary on the 

historian's words laid open before him at every step,--the geographical names 

which we learn from antiquity. 
To place this in a clearer light, we will suppose him to be carried back in 

idea to the age when the merchant-princes of Acenikia monopolized the com 

merce of the western world, and had, in the view of facilitating the details of 

their traffic, established commercial depOts throughout the Mediterranean ; nay, 

impelled by the adventurous spirit which is the surest harbinger of successful 

enterprise, had navigated the Atlantic to the extreme points of the then known 

world,t regions now the pride, but then the reproach of civilization. We will 

imagine him at Tros, embarked in one of those " 
argosies" which were des 

tined to the Kassiterides of Britain, but with all the secrecy of mercantile jea 

lousy , and now on the open sea : IVpros, perhaps, is visited, and so also 

Krete . . . but to these points of his course we shall soon advert more particu 

larly. Sikelia, the island of the grape (KL11)D, p6Tpts., is to come next, but 

c Ex. gr. the bilingual tituli (nn. 859. 894. in the " Corpus Inscriptionum" of which Bewail 
has given the explanations by AIEREBLAD and GESENIUS. 

c B. H. V. 20. pr. 4.01:14Xb9 EC raXagiDV XpZVLOV COVVEXtift TVOVTEV Kwe iparoplav woXXis IAs CaTa 

Ati3151v ciroisclav hroticrarro, obsc aps'iyas /cal Tfp Eirptiirtp iv TO/C irpim bilesv gx04,4Favots 
peat K. 7. Ze. Compare the account which HerOdotos has given of their circumnavigation of Africa 
in iv. 42. 

t Compare Di6doros, ubi supra, c. 22. Strab. in. S. fin. 

c Strab. L C. 11pOdrep0w 'Lir otIv (Davsket ftedvoi 47ropicev ArreXXov TtailltV EX ?kV ratespwv, 
teptITTOWTE, alra04 wXotw. The course of transit to Tfros is fully stated by Di6doros, ubi supra, 
and in c. 28. fin. where he recurs to the subject. 
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perhaps in one of those storms which assail the mariner so suddenly in the 

IEgfean he is forced to take shelter in the haven of Melite (RDII7Or1, 4 ;um 
Our Tt2IV 4.or6polvlb). Leaving this, we may suppose the vessel turned towards 
the African coast, and, having escaped the perils of the Skrtis, anchored in the 
port of Leptis (111217, 11217), another " Homestead" of the Tynan marinent 
Karthago, the renowned Neipolis (KappyBrim, HIM trryt of Tyros, solicits 
his attention next ; whence we may conceive him directing his course to the 
port of Syralthsai, the city of Syrak6 (R71110, bvatala), of the autumnal exhala 
tions of which, and their pernicious consequences, the historian has left us a 
record. c 

The coast of Hispania now opens before him, and we may suppose our voy 
ager on his course thither, first veering to the right to touch at the Sardinian 
Karalis primp wimp), and then entering the harbour of Palma, in the greater 
Balearis (ro 'n/211). Leaving this, he visits in succession the commercial sta 
tions along the southern coast of Iberia (14130 41.0, iyis Ripas), first, Hasdrubars 

colony, the Neapolis of Karthago : then MAlaka (Nthn, 4 Tith, Taprxettirlopow" ; 
Kartela, sacred to the Melkartos (trip IL7n of Tyros, whose once formidable co 
lumns, the Symplegides of the Gaditane strait, Abyile (a4e 

c Diodor. V. 12. med. 
t Bochart. Geogr. Sacr. pp. 526. s. Lucan. ix. 948. s. " Proxima Leptis erat, cujus statione 

quieta Exegere hiemem, nimbis flammisque carentem." 
t Boch. ubi supr. Lib. L c. 35. The name KapriSilw arose from the Sicilian change of the 

0(11 into X, as Salmasius has remarked: ad Sohn. p.332. Thus for Opy6009, Wa, were said Oprixop, 
15062. Vid. Matthiii, Gr. Gr. c 29. 

c Comp. RiOdor. xin. 114. fin. xtv. 70. s. Liv. xxv. 26. 
0 Strab. in. 5. pr. KaXoilca ba BaXcapitar . . . ... MO/caw/Clam liptaTot Xbiorrat c Kai ToZT'iarlyouv, 

Zs Own ski0,4,7.,4EJTov, 4,0,..E, Ka,Edxop Tit 11;10'01/S. This is equivalent to saying, that the 
name was of Phcenikian origin. 

* A name taken from what appears to have been their chief branch of commerce. Comp. 
Strabo, 'IL 4. 

if Viz. contracted from if--4L4e itruxsgb, 
" the summit of the extremity," or " land's 

end;" a designation suggestive of the geographical position of AbSrla. 
This etymon is very much favoured by Strabo's expressions respecting it: 'Evan ("3 aTiXas, 

inra,a13ov Tip Kiamwspv /cal Tit, 'AfieLktura, 7C1 aPTSOCdpEIVOV Zpos is Atfiliqc. ill. 5. It was therefore 
known as 'APAvE, or AfivXvice, a remarkable approximation to the Egyptian compound given 

)4-1(6ft and KalPe, 
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" over against it" COM,'" toiMut?), are left behind, and the vessel, emerging 
into the broad Atlantic, is steered direct for its winter-quarter, the insulated 

above, when it is considered that no two letters were more frequently interchanged than the 

Koptic f, 40. See Peyron, Lexie. Kopt. p. 19. 
BOCHART has not been very successful in his search for the Punic etymon to which Avienus 

refers in his " Ors Maritima," v. 145., " namque Abylam vocant Gens Punicorum mons quod altus 
Barbaro esti, Id est, Latino." Why, moreover, overlook the claim of the Egyptians to being the 

originators of this name, when we know, at least from the testimony of Her;Moto that Africa 
was first circumnavigated at the instance of one of their sovereigns Vide note (t), p. 240. supra, 
and the next one to this. 

c That is, " over against," " e regione:" a designation accurately descriptive of its position 
with respect to the corresponding headland on the opposite coast BOCHART has had recourse to 
the Arabic, relying on the description of Avienus (Ora Marit. 348. s.), " Calpeque rursum 
GrEecia species cavi Teretisque (ab? usa nuncupatur urcei:" also on Mela, whose native place, 
Tingentera, lay in the vicinity (cp. De situ orb. ii. 6. fin. Notit Literar. in Edit. Bipont. pp. ix. s.). 
Hence the Greek KArv, Hesych. iltpia, "a waterpot," " pitcher," as the etymon of which BOCHART 

proposes 14072, a supposed Phcenikian term from the Arabic 11172(..A ?), "a truncated earthen 
ware vessel." But why not from sthp, a " denudation," or " peeling off," from the action on the 
surface of the rock which IMRIZ has described in his Memoir on Gibraltar: vide Transactions of the 

Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. rv.: or from k4DNIA " sculptum," " cavatnm ;" Mela's words 

being, " Is mirum in modum concavus, ab ea parte qua spectat occasam, medium fere latus 

aperit?" bung has also noticed the hollows in the surface, which he attributes to the action of 
water in the geological period when it was a sea-bed. 

To none of these Shemitic themes, however, would I be disposed to assign the origin of the 
name Kalpe. I think it may, with much greater probability, be traced to the external features 
of the mountain, which have rendered it so valuable an acquisition to the British empire. It pre 
sents to Spain the appearance of a conical rock, nearly 1400 feet in perpendicular height, and sepa 
rated from it only by a narrow isthmus not more than 200 paces in length. On the east, west, 
and south, it is washed by the Mediterranean, and precludes ascent to its summits or the inter 

vening connecting ridge by its natural obstacles of abrupt slopes and precipices down its several 
sides. As a whole, therefore, it is, in the truest sense of the word, " a Barrier" (K).E1Opov), abutting 
on the water, and " closing out" all approach by it to the main land. 

These observations explain my reason for venturing to add the Koptic etymon in the context 

littM, or KRXX.1, is the synonyme of AelOpov, sDE Zak, or 4,11K, of xopvcki. What then 

can be conceived more probable than that an Egyptian mariner, in the earlier age of discovery, would 

term this remarkable promontory, in his own vernacular, KHXI itsTIH, which would then become 

a geographical name in its contracted form XHXLIlit, or 100iIIii, K4S-XII4 c 
I have ventured to propose this theme, as also that in the instance of Able, taken from the 
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Tartessian Gades rs8y*). Thence it proceeds to its final destina 

tion, touching perhaps at Olisippo, the city of " the pleasant bay" (142P rtM). 
We will suppose that the helmsman, on his approaching the Kassiterides, to 
avoid the dangers of their navigation, steers direct for the haven of Voliba (i73 
tt=i7f ), a name which expresses well the mariner's depression of spirit after a 

voyage so perilous and protracted. 

Koptic (which I consider as, notwithstanding its present mixed aspect, a very safe guide to the 
earlier Pharaonic language (vid. Peyron. Prefatt. ad Gramm. et Lexie. Copt.), from a persuasion 
long since taken up by me, that in matters relating to geographical nomenclature, indeed general 
etymology, a much too exclusive regard has been addressed to the Shemitic dialects.. It seems 
to have been forgotten, that the people of Egypt had ever existed at all, or if this were considered, 
that it had a language; for not only have Hellenic words and names been traced to those rival 
dialects, but many have been deduced from them which might reasonably appear to have belonged, de 
facto, to Egypt itself. I may refer to the instances of Ammon, Osiris, Sirapis, etc., which severally 
have been traced to Hebrew themes by the ingenious scholarship of Vossms, FULLER, and their imi 
tators. This has always appeared to me a very narrow view of the subject, exclusively of its being 
unjust to the Egyptians, to deprive them of all right to be considered as having influenced the 
formation of dialects so many ages junior to their own, and of peoples either at no great distance from 
them, or in their immediate neighbourhood. In the case of chorographical nomenclature this 
might appear especially unreasonable, as it appears on record that they possessed the means and 
the power of exerting a direct influence on this at very early periods. DiOdoros reports their 
current tradition: 01ov fm, _7_71-not qay sca fteTa irafiTa broticias 7rXela.Tas 4E Mryt}vrrov Kcera 

aav 8taarapijvat Tiv obcovp,dvvv(B. H.1. 28. pr.), the colonies led by Dinaos and Kekrops, to speak 
of Greece alone, being instances. We are then informed that Sesostris, now generally identified with 
Remeses IL, had a powerful fleet both in the Arabian Gulf,' and, with a view of controlling the 
Phcenikians, on the Mediterranean, by which he became master of a large portion of the Kyklides 
(ibid. 55.); Tip Xogiriv '110'143, sMeal, iniicoov grothowro, Kea inzv Kvagswv viffwv Tag 72"Xe1cr1aV. 
These events belong to the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries before our era (Wilkins. 18th Dyn. 
vol. 1. pp. 47. s.). Passing on to the Ethiopian, or twenty-fifth dynasty, in the seventh and eighth 
centuries, we find Tehrak, the Tirhakah of Kings, u. 19. 9., and Teirchon of Strabo, penetrating 
like Sesostris into Europe, and extending his conquests to the Columns of Herakles (Strab. xv. 
I. pr.). Finally, about a century after, we read of the circumnavigation of Africa under the 
auspices of Nek6s (Her6d. iv. 42.), the Necho of Scripture (Chronicl. ii. 35. 20. s.), a fact which 
abundantly proves that the nautical zeal of the Egyptians had not expired. 

c Comp. Avienus, ubi supra, 267. as. " Gasidir hic est oppidum : Nam Punicorum lingua 
conseptum locum Gaddir vocabat." Voss. Anal. 1. 12. p, 425. 

t 'Ayivxos., " exanimis." If I be not mistaken, the ancient duchy of Cornwall retains other ves 
tiges, exclusively of this, of the footsteps of the Phcenikian mariners on its soil. It may be that 
Belerium (BEXdpiov of Di6doros (v. 22. pr) represents in a classical form the Aramaic t4Trik4 1717=, 

VOL. xxn. 2 
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I have selected these examples, from a vast array which might be produced, 
of the influence exerted by a most remarkable people during it ascendancy, 
one doubtless not limited solely to the imposition of geographical names, but 
extending also to matters of social concern, the arts which adorn, and the in 
stitutions which humanize, communities. The Phaenikians were, in effect, the 
pioneers of their age in civilization. Actuated as they were by the restless and 
excursive spirit which is ever the characteristic of a nation devoted to com 
merce, they fulfilled their mission as instruments under the control of the 
Arbiter of events, more especially when their state encountered so rude a shock 
from the aggression of the heaven-directed Joshua, in dispensing intelligence 
at least, however unaccompanied by a still higher gift, amongst the rude tribes 
of the west. 

I return now to the point from which I had set out, to place before the 
reader of these pages a few more instances of this commercial ubiquity which, 
for a period so lengthened, seemed to have been the prerogative of the Canaan 
itish adventurers. I shall confine myself to a very few; including, however, 
the most remarkable of the insular groups of the lEgman, to the early inter 
course between many of which and the Phcenikians the Hellenic writers bear 

ample testimony. How far the report of these witnesses is in unison with geo 
graphical designations, I propose, within the limits now stated, to inquire, fol 

lowing, it is true, the track of the profoundly learned BOCHART, as marked out 
in his " 

Geographia Sacra," but not treading in his footsteps ; or, to express 
myself less metaphorically, with no servile adherence to his thematic dicta, as 
the course of my investigation will demonstrate. Here, however, I wish to be 
understood as referring to the subordinate details of his great work : for in the 

from the primitive implement used by the miners of the times in working their lodes: and it 
appears to be certain, that the " Herculis Promontorium" of the Roman times, now " Hartland 
Point," was a relic of the Phamikian, perhaps kitrriptm tehrl, imposed in honour of the tutelary 
deity of Tiros, whose memorials have accompanied us in our course in Melite, Sarda, and along the 
African coast. 

BOCEART discovers also in the name Kassiterides an intimation of the presence of the Phcenikians 
in Cornubia, as he derives it from kerroop or wirtorm because the former occurs in the Targum 
by Jonathan, and the latter in that of Jerusalem, as a synonyme of LP11 in the Book of Numbers, 
xxxi. 22. This only shows how unsafe it is to trust to such guides in questions like the present, 
U the above are but Aramaized forms of eachthepoq. Vide Geogr. Sacr. 1. 39. 
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scepticism to which it owed its origin, I mean a profound distrust of the tena 

bleness, in cases without number, of the Greek geographical themes, I largely 
share ; in common, I believe, with most scholars who have tempered their Hel 
lenic enthusiasm by recognising the claims of the dialects of tbe East. 

In such inquiries as the present, I have always esteemed this to be the 
most philosophical course to pursue, and my reason is, independently of the 

requirements of the present age, characterized as it is by those large views 

which have resulted in the creation of a new and splendid science, that the per 

vading spirit of autochthonism with which illustrious Hellits was so inspired, 
that it conducted to a series of the most astounding events which the page of 

history records, had its shadows as well as its lights, as its primary impulse was 

to envelop in a Kimmerian darkness whatever seemed to run counter to its 

vain-glorious pretensions. The necessary consequence of this was, that her 

poets had recourse to myths, summoned into existence mythical personages, 
and led the way in the Hellenization of proper names, which had been unques 

tionably imposed by her aboriginal founders, the colonists of Egypt and the 

East, in the hope of their appropriating all, Language, Arts, Religion, Civili 

zation, solely and exclusively to their beloved father-land. 

This I believe to be a true statement of the habitude of thought engen 

dered by a very noble principle, but a very narrow-sighted aspiration. It be 

comes, therefore, the task of the philologist to redress the balance which has 

been so disturbed, and hold it even between conflicting claims, so far as can be 

done in these instances ; that of the Greek, whose choicest literature lies open 
before him, and that of the Tyrian colonist, whose monuments time and social 

catastrophe have obliterated. But this is not all. He must not forget that a 

third claimant also remains to be satisfied, of whom, strange to say, no account 

whatever has been taken in investigations such as the present. The immigrant 
from Egypt, I mean the Pharaonic Egypt, extending from the legman to the 

Erythrman sea, steps in to assert the right of his dialect to be included in our 

estimate. We know that the aboriginal colonists of the Argive and the Attic 

territories issued from that region ; why then overlook the claim of their ver 

c See the article on Kfpros, infrs, c vv. 
2i2 
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nacular, essentially the Koptic which has survived to our time, to be en 
titled to consideration in any attempt to trace the etyma of the AgEean islands 
Yet it has never, to my knowledge, been entertained : nay, philologists have, 
until of late times, been accustomed to refer even the names of primeval Mit 
sraim itself to Shemitic origins,f with no less injustice to the Shemitic dialects 
themselves than to the language into whose place they have been intruded. 

The distinctive features, therefore, of the present section consist in the sub 
stitution of new themes of most of the geographical names selected for consi 
deration in place of those which BOCHART has proposed, and in the introduction 
of the Khamic element as a basis of etymology. I have judged it, however, 
the wisest course, in an initiatory essay such as the present, to confine the last 

of these to a limited area, allowing the Phcenikian, with but few exceptions, un 

disturbed possession of its former doMain as far north as I proceed, that is, to 

the verge of the Hellespontos. I state it, however, as my impression, that an 

extension of this inquiry might result in countenancing a suspicion, if not con 

firming a belief, that many other such names should be included in the Koptic 
Onomastikzn. 

I now proceed to the application of the foregoing remarks to a select num 

ber of the Hellenic names occurring in the ./Egtean, within the limits of the 

Propontfs and the Libyan sea, and commence with Lemnos. I wish it to be 

understood previously, that the principle which has guided me in my investi 

gations of their themes has been, in all possible cases, based upon the authenti 

cated characteristics of each island, more especially such as are the most 

obvious, and, therefore, the likeliest to influence the earlier navigators in their 

construction of the insular nomenclature. It is, moreover, but justice to my 
self to add, that I traverse this beautiful region with peculiar advantages, from 

my being enabled not only to test in many instances the accuracy of geographers' 
and travellers' notices from my personal experience, but also to supply defi 

ciencies in these wherever such occur. 

c Peyron, Gramm. Copt. PrEefat. pp. ix. s. Lexie. Copt. pp. xi. s. Of its use in the study of 

Hieroglyphics, see Mr. Sharp's "Rudiments, etc.," p. 2., and Peyron, ubi supra. 

t Vide supra, note (*), p.242. Thus FULLER derived " Ammon," that is, the Greek form of 

Muut.ovn, from CIDT1, " incaluit"1 Ex uno disco omnia. 
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I. LiMNOS. The etymon which BOCHART. has proposed in this case is the 
Arabic " lama nahs" (vmo .4), the first of which means " 

curing a wound," the 

second, 
" a wound inflicted by biting." His reason for thus travelling beyond 

his Phcenikian limits was the reputation which the " Lemnia terra" had ac 

quired for its healing and antidotal properties.t I am not prepared to receive 
this as satisfactory, and, therefore, am disposed to prefer Pi in its sense " nu 

trivit," a theme which not only possesses the advantage of keeping us within 
bounds which should not be transgressed unless in cases of exigency, but also 
accords well with the character of the island for productiveness. Hence Ovid's 

eulogy: "Dos tibi Lemnos erit, terra ingeniosa colenti,"t that is, repaying by 
its fruitfulness the toil of the husbandman : one to which Homer implicitly bears 
his testimony when describing the Lemnian prince as the bearer of so large 
a supply of the produce of the island to the army encamped before flion. 
Hence its epithet ittAireiVeaaa. 

Adopting, therefore, the above-mentioned root, and combining its Benoni 
Kal with the definite article and prefix 5, we form 1014:117, " ad nutrientem," 
or " nutritium," TOw Opc7rripa, from which the immediate resultant is AntWOC, by 
Krfisis of its medial vowels, and attaching the case-sign of the second declen 

sion. That nothing was more usual amongst the Phcenikians than designa 
tions of this kind, by mean of the inseparable prefix, will be more fully demon 

strated when we come to treat of Lesbos. It has already made its appearance 
in the instance of another maritime name, Leptis.II 

IL TiNEDOS. The origin of this name, as assigned by BOCHART," is 

based on the testimony of Pliitarchos, who has commemorated the earthen- 
ware of Tenedos in the following passage : Tit, sa Tplorerav h Kaki AiAls, 13 

^Pstis Now, as T sdor, civrixocriznact TOIS repapeas, ra0apufripots An 7.121v (Irma 
we find argillaceous clay of a red colour to be designated in Hebrew by the 
word MoR, the Aramaic tiVIN, the synonyme of this, namely, DU 140, " terra 

c Vide Diction. Histor. p. 579. a. 
t On the virtues of the olvesefig Atipri'a see Galen. De Medicam. Simplic. in libr. ix. MATov 

Avpvic in Theriak. Nikandr. p. 63. Holsten. ad Stephan. Byz.. p. 189. a. 
t Herold. Epist. VI. 117. c Vide Mid. *7'. 467. 
i Supra, p. 241. k11 Vide Diet. Histor. p. 963. a. 

if De vitando tere alienv, n. This passage has been cited by the Scholiast on the " Clouds" 
of Aristophines, v. 1178; Ed. Dindor 

c 
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rubra," has appeared to BOCHART to be a very appropriate theme of the name 
under consideration. 

The question, however, suggests itself, Was the cause here assigned of suf. 
ficient importance to lead to the effect, the imposition of a permanent geographi 
cal designation; at least, of equal importance with the known characteristic of 
the island, the fertility of its soil, still evidenced by the extent of its vineyards 
and the quality of their produce c I should reply in the negative, and prefer, 
therefore, an etymon analogous to that just now proposed in the case of Lem 
nos, the Aramaic 1.4 1414, " terra fructus" " fructuosa ;" remarking, moreover, 
the singular accordance of the name thus understood with the " 

Kfilydna" of 
Strabo for 'Ann the primary sense of which is " humid," means in its se 

condaq, 
" 

imparting nurture." In effect, the latter of these appellations might 
appear to have been neither more nor less than the Hellenic version of the 
former, which has retained its hold of the insular nomenclature. 

The Greek traditionary theme was Vvrov Aor, t a compound, like many 
others of the same class, evidently formed from the name of which it was be 
lieved to explain the origin. 

III. Lissos. I resolve this name thus, Ae-gp-oc, and consider the first 
member as the representative of the prefix I?, and the second as the equivalent 
of =V or KVZW, that is, both together as the Hellenic transmutation of kill3W5, 
supposed to have undergone retrenchment of its last two letters. This change 
to 22/5 (perhaps, in its vocalized form, 3W;117 we may conceive to have 
originated with the c Phcenikians themselves : at least, we possess evidence 
of this application of the apokope having been usual amongst the Ara 
maic writers of more recent times ; as for example, l'321 ZW /141-117D14, and 
14.1tt TV 21:1 ;12'12 rrtj n5DI.t The case-affix had then only to be subjoined, 

c In xm. 1. p. med. Kai airriv saTJW Te8or KciXv8vciv TWEC away, ilX.Xos Act;KoVvvv. Comp. 
Q. Smyrn. Posthomer. 452. viaoto :arra 7rrp3xas., ;IV TE K(AX6Svfir Aaol ktscXicrxovaiv. " A Tenedo," 
Zneid. IL 203. 

t Vide Stria,. supr. DiOdor. v. 83. pr. Stephan. p. 703. Pausan. x. 14. 2. 
t Vide Targ. Jonath. in Genes. mitx. 18. 30. Apokope was very usual amongst the Hebrew 

writers in certain cases which are noted by LEE, Grammar, Lect. in. art. 78-83. That with which 
we deal at present is evidently one in which considerably more latitude in the application of this 
licence may be expected. See POSTSCRIPT, infra p. 268. 
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the termination of the second declension, and Maps resulted, the meaning being, 
with reference to the Aramaic name, " to the seventh," that is, in magnitude : 
the general opinion of the earlier geographers having been, that lAsbos ranked 
in this order amongst the islands of the Aglean sea. For example, a passage 
in Strabo now lies before me, in which he quotes the authority of a previous 
writer : gi1 y (that is, of the rvymatcu picroi, or Balearic group Thy /.1Etrid (Mei 
Tipatos peylaTtiv eval pera Tay aria, laptIn", MinXictiv, K6irpoy, Kpirrrp, Eilf3otav, 
apvoy, itiopoy. He expresses, it is true, his dissent from this, but, as WESSELING 
has correctly remarked,t all that we are concerned with is, what was the uni 
versal persuasion of the more ancient geographers ; and that this was as has been 

already stated remains on record, however their respective catalogues may vary. t 
The use of the inseparable prefix, moreover, is in exact conformity to the 

Phcenikian idiom in the matter of geographical designations, of which the most 

cursory survey of the African territory contiguous to the Mediterranean affords 
numerous examples. Thus we observe, in their Latinized form, 

" Ad cister 

nas," 
" Ad oleastrum," " Ad sex insulas," etc., perhaps the versions of 14-rth, 

tririM 1411Y7, rkt TIth. Many other names, however, have escaped this trans 

formation, as, for instance, the head-land of Sikelia which lay nearest to the 
African coast, Lilybaion. There can be little doubt of the close adherence of 
this form of the name to the Phcenikian, which unquestionably was 11431717, 
composed of the inseparable prefix and the Aramaic 1114.2L7, 

" leones," but sig 
nifying in the compound 

" 
Libyes." g Now, concerning this promontory Strabo 

writes thus : TpiTn sprig, 4 irpoffexhs. i Aifijv, f3X6rovaa irpch atrTip pa ai 

'rnvxectieptyhv gatv, AiXilflatov.I1 It is, perhaps, unreasonable to suppose that 
the illustrious geographer was ignorant of the identity in sense of the first part 
of this clause, and of the name with which it concludes. 

c Vide an,. 2. p. init. t Not. in Di6dor. Edit. Bipont. Tom. iii. p. 569. 
Ex. C. Apuleius, Ed. Bip. p. 254., has the following passage: " Ipsarum vero insularum, glue 

sunt in nostro marl dignte memoratu, Trinacria est, Eubcea, Cyprus atque Sardinia, Creta, 
Peloponnesus, Lesbos." Compare Di6doros as referred to in the preceding note, viz., V. 17. pr., 
and Nik6laos of DamaskOs in libr. in., cited by BOCHART, G. S. 1. Art. " Lesbos." 

c Cp. Agathemeres as cited in the Diet. Hist. p.686. b. Ag/34 io"EXXivan, iv (77mo-rot rlivv 
arO ZZ lOvovt 6rietip.ov ybotwurin ibmuticrerrav Ai.carres. 

Lib. vi. 2. init. 
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I may observe here, that I entertain little doubt of certain designations 
which are familiar to Levantine travellers, having originated from this idiom of 
a remote antiquity. I cite a few examples : the Othomans name their capital 
" 

'Stanbol"(1.3:, .11,,,i), that is, is Tay (els *rip II6Xtv : Lemnos has become 
" 'Stalimene" (s,.....A...,,,t), IT TaV Ai/AYOY : COs, " 'Stanko" (AU), /s. Tar Kt; : and 

Astypidaia, 
" 

'Stampalaia" (4,,,L1), is Tay 'ilacuay. 
IV. EtBou. This name was unquestionably of Hellenic origin ; but I 

doubt not my being enabled to prove that it corresponds with a singular ex 
actness to the primitive Phcenikian designation of the island. It expresses a 

territory 
" well stocked with oxen," or " well adapted to the breeding such," in 

conformity to which, as will shortly appear, we find its inhabitants called by 
the Greeks of earlier times " 

Abantes," and the island itself denominated 
" Abantis." With this Strabo acquaints us : 0 pivow ba Miutpcs. ldtiOn 4 
vim., c1XXa Kai. 'Af3av7is. Ei;i3ouiv 7o0v elire'dv O now*, Tar li,n asris Ell/3azc 
olkbroTe erprprey, AX' 'Apavrat Itel.t He proceeds then to account for this on 
the authority of Aristoteles : (tonal C 'Apurraratis 4 

w 
Apar ?Cr 4 comic Opixas 

bppnOirrasi brouciaat Tip vicroy, Kai brovoluicrat 'AParrav Toin 15corrat airrnv. He 
then states the opinions of other authorities, that the people were termed 
" .kbantes," from the name of a Hero, and the region 

" 
Diboia," from that of a 

Heroine, or that the latter of these names traced its origin to the poOc atlXi, a 
cavern on the side next to the lEgfean, in which 16 gave birth to gpaphos 
(eAni). t This account has at least the merit of bringing the name into con 
tact with its true etymon as stated above, but involves it, in the true Hellenic 

spirit, in the fascinating obscurity of the mSrthos. 
I proceed now to interrogate the language of Phcenikia, and find in the root 

0314 a very satisfactory origin of both these designations. Its meaning is " 
sagi 

navit," and it appears in connexion with oxen in the well.known text, c 21D 
0131.2 '11tri7 W, as also in that where its derivative 013R, " a manger," is found.11 
The Aramaic plural of its Benoni Kal is 11D3R, signifying, with reference to 

c It only remains to be noticed, that the Hellenic origin of the name Lesbos was that of one of 
its early colonists who succeeded Makardis. DiOdor. v. 81. med. 

t Lib. I. 1. pr. The passages in Homer to which Strabo refers are, This, /3'. 536. 541. s. 
c Vide Her6dot. n. 153. fin. OA _E ' A _TO xaira Tip 'EXV1VWV qUiraciv io-nwEraOos. 
c Proverbs, iv. 17. 11 Ibid. 'Iv. 4. 
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cattle, 
" stall-feeders ," the counterpart to which, according to the Greek in 

flexion of 'APas, was *APayTes. 
According to this view, the ancient Ethnic harmonizes well with the more re 

cent territorial name, or rather, the latter and its obsolete predecessor, "Abantis," 
may be said in effect to signify one and the same thing. But it appears to me 
that we may extend this congruity still further ; for we have only to suppose 
the name by which this island was known to the Phcenikians ,to have been 
l'0214 41411, or one analogous to it, to arrive at a compound which, when divested 
of its Shemitic termination, so far resembles VPotts in sound as to warrant 
the supposition, that its elements assumed that form in the usual process of 
Hellenization; that thus, in fine, Eiii3out and EMoeis replaced the ancient 
'Aparris and 'Apavrev. This coincidence of sound and import ceases, how 

ever, to excite surprise when we come to consider the probability of both these 

designations, that is, aboia and Abantis, being referrible to the same root. 
The word Pan, which is the theme of the former, seems identical with 
012R, supposing an aphairesis of its first radical, than which, as has been ob 
served already, nothing was more usual in the construction of derivative 
forms : but this DION is precisely the Pahill Concrete of MN, which we have 
selected as the root of Abantis. 

I have now merely to observe, that the merit of the attribution of the 
theme 0314, in the present instance, belongs to BOCHART, from whom I have 
not hesitated to adopt it under the conviction of its extreme probability. The 
reader will, however, perceive, that the view which has now been suggested 
extends its application to both the names, the ancient and the more recent, of 
the island under consideration. We possess in it, moreover, in addition to some 
others already noticed, a striking illustration of the appropriative spirit which 

regulated to such an extent the geographical nomenclature of the Greeks. 
V. CHIOS. I profess myself quite dissatisfied with the Aramaic etymon 

which BOCHART t has assigned to this name, availing himself of a legend pre 
served by AilianOs relating to a dragon which frequented the vicinity of 
mount Pelinnatos, and occasioned much trouble to the inhabitants of the island. 

c Geogr. Sacr. Lib. z. cited in the Diet. Hist p. 2. b. 
t Ibid. p. 326. b. De Animal. xvi. 39. 
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He therefore has proposed XVI, 44 serpens," with synkope of the second 
radical. 

I am disposed, on the ground of numismatic evidence, to doubt very much 
its relation to any theme of this class ; for so constantly is the type of the 
" 

Sphinx alatus" impressed on the coins of Chios, from the earliest autonomes 
to the latest of the Imperial times, that it may, in a measure, be regarded as its 
peculiar property ; 

" Chioram fere proprius," as ECICHEL observes, subjoining 
that " 

hujus causa typi hactenus ignoratuef 
In the absence, however, of any historical or legendary evidence, we may 

with perfect safety assign its adoption to intercourse with Egypt of a date long 
anterior to the dynasty of the Lagidai ; so early indeed, as to countenance a 
belief that the Egyptians had formed settlements in this island in the ante-his 
torical times of Hellas. We know that the Sphinx was one of the most sacred 
symbols of Egypt, an emblematical impersonation of the king, and as such as 
sociated with the " dii majores" Nef (Hai and Re (PR), Amfin (31Jut.o7n), 
Khem (Dom), Phthah (11Tz.2,), and Osiris (Chirapi), in which capacity rows 
of them were very frequently placed before temples on either side of the dr6 
moi (approaches to the exterior gates), as though to imply the close connexion 
which subsisted between the Head of the state and its Tutelary deities.t 

But farther than this : we have the testimony of the same coins to the fact 
of DiOnysos having been connected with Ap611on in the religious system of 
the Chians, the former of which deities was reckoned by the Greeks their repre 
sentative of Osiris, and the latter of his on 110ros (wp).11 The only mem 

c The western Aramaic is identical with this, viz., 1.1C/e0. 
t Doetr. Num. Vet. Tom. IL pp. 564. s. 

The explanation of this symbol is stated by 6. Clemens of Alemindreia, in the fifth book of his 
A. __grT_ , P. 567. . Ed. Syl StrOmata, to be " the union of vigour and intelligence," fak 1,f TE a #,LE ev_eetos 

burg. 1641. Accordingly it symbolizes " the mundane harmony," Tim,io9 sceocrpov cipAtovicir. P. 571. A. 
In a preceding passage he informs us, that they were set up before temples in order to express the 
mysterious character of their (the Egyptians' theology : fp; TLY lepiev Taft afts'Tyar i4dorTas fin 
air/v./Awiov: co i; repi rco; XfPiov /cal acratlhaih Orros. P. 561. c. The expressions of PlUtarchos 
are almost precisely the same. Vide I. et Osir. Tom. n. p. 354. B. s. Ed. Xyland. 1620. 

Compare with these Sir G. WILKINSON, in vols. in. p. 23., iv. 416., v. 200. s. 
c Eckhel, ubi supra, p. 56.5. b. 

II Comp. Plfitareh. Is. et Osir. 13. 37. DiOdor. i. 25. Macrob. in Saturnal. i. 21. Wilkinson, 
ubi supra, Iv. p. 348. 
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ber, therefore, of the triad which was worshipped at Philai now wanting, is 
Isis (Ho), and her we can supply from a Chian titulus whic NMI has 
edited from SPON and FABRETTh I transcribe the portion of this which is 
most material at present, as elucidating and, so far as it goes, confirming what 
has been stated respecting the Egyptian colonization of Chios : ePAIEAI . 
AlOrENOYI . Yr1EP . EAYTOY . KAI . TIM . TEKNI1N . KAI . THI . 
rYNAIKOZ . K. T. kt. MAI . ZEPAr11411 . ANOYBIA1 . AMOKPATEI . eE 
oil . ZYNNAOli . KM . 1YNBI1MO I M . EYXHN. The deity here men 
tioned under the name of Serapis, that is, arcipm..nt, merely represented 
Osiris under a new character, as having undergone a change of existence, and 
become the judge of Amenti (Tuutent or Hides. t .knubis was the coadju 
tor of HOros in weighing the merits of the departed in the presence of Sitrapis, I 
and Harpokrfites, the infant HOros, whom Isis bore to Osiris after his death, or 
change of existence. c The epithet crvill3Zepois, with which the titulus concludes, 
affords a remarkable illustration of the above-mentioned Chian type of the com 
mon altar between DiOnysos and Ap011on. 

The inference which I would deduce from all this is, that Chios had its 
idol-system by direct colonization from Egypt, in the same way that Athenai 
had its Tutelary, the Neith of Sasisdi and thus became an Halmq, " a house (or 
home of Neith," or IMMO, " sacred to Neith." Let us now suppose that 
Chios stood in the same relation to Osiris, or the triad of contemplar deities of 
whom he was the first in rank, it would be denominated Tu.o-rcipx, or, substi 

tuting his title xoic, or xoetc, " Dominus," na.rtxoetc. This would be the 

c Corp. Inscriptt. Tom. IL p. 208. n, 2230. FABRETTI acknowledges his having had it from 
SPON : Inscr. Antiq. Cap. vi. n. 183. p. 493. 

Such tituli as this are only valuable as evidence when taken connectedly with authentic records 
of an unquestionably prior date, inasmuch as Chios does not stand alone in the possession of such 
memorials of the cult of Egyptian deities. Moreover, the very mention of Serapis in an inscription, 
proves that it could not have preceded the time of Soter. Cp. Plutarch. Is. et Osir. c 28. Fascic. 
Inscriptt. Tom. in. n. CDXIX. b. 6., and the note, p. 358. Wilkinson, iv. pp. 360. ss. 

t PlUtarch. Is. et Osir. ubi supra: sImp sa Tin TaVT crViv. wOoptv at A g ._7a1w Tii3 AsOVI;ase, Tip 
T"Cialpat 701, 7.wipartv, STE Tii, Otis SW pe7gpaXe, Taint's TuxOrTs lir wporrtryopiar. Cp. Di6doros and 
Wilkinson, ubi suprit. 

Wilkinson, iv. p. 401. c PlUtarch. ubi supra, c 19. fin. c 68. med. 
II Cp. Platon in Timaios, p. 21. e. DiOdor. I. 28. 

2 x2 
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complete designation ; but we may conceive the process of Hellenization dis 

pensing with both the definite and possessive articles, and retaining only olc, 
which would at once give XL0C by a transposition of its vowels, and a change 
of the " 

Djandja" into " Chi," still very usual in the Koptic orthography" 
Having incidentally alluded to Athenai, I may take occasion here to ob 

serve, that the origin of this name also has been ascribed to its Tutelary deity, 
the sVic Neith ;t an opinion in which I entirely concur ; but, as I conceive 
that it has neither attracted sufficient consideration, nor been placed upon its 

proper basis, I may be allowed to pause for a few moments to ascertain how far 
it enlists probability on its side. 

I take it for granted that none will question the reasonableness of supposing, 
as I have already done, that Kekrops would regard, perhaps designate, his 

newly founded city as an HITMHIO, precisely as his countrymen denominated 
one of their cities mitopit8.1, 

" mansion of Threbi." Now, as we are certain that 
the last of these had received the form MeintsI t from the Egyptians them 

selves, we feel warranted in supposing by analogy that the former would be 
written and pronounced MIME', a designation essentially the same with the 

ilapOeviay of the ancient Athenians, the sole difference between them consisting 
in the substitution of ilapNyor, the Title, for limo, that is 'AOnvii, the Name. 

One signifies literally 
" the chamber of the Virgin ;" the other, " the abode of 

Neith." Scholars are aware that in the sacred language of the Athenians, 
`11 Ilap06,0s, was synonymous with 'AOnvii, precisely as `11 KOpn was with 

ilepaaNyn : and the following considerations may tend to induce a belief that 

'Aenvii was purely a modification of HMO. 
If we are to attach any credit to the accounts which were current amongst 

the Athenians themselves respecting the ante-historical times of their state, we 
must believe that the dynasty of their Founder expired with his own life, as 
the next occupant of the throne was wholly unconnected with him, at least by 
birthil A few generations then elapsed, during which, what with changes in the 

c Peyron, Leak. Copt. p. 375. b. 
t Vide Wilkinson, nbi supra, I. p. 47. note b, iv. p. 284. 
c Fascic. in Ind. Copt. p. 399. a. c Vide supra, p. 188. 

II Viz. KranaOs; from whom the citizens of the Kekropian state were denominated Kranaoi, as 

they had before been styled Kekropidai, from their founder (aPX7749, trilwrip Kekrops, and after.. 
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succession, and perhaps the immigration of new races, the remembrance of the 
Sallie colonization becomes gradually more and more faint, until at last it merges 

wards Erechtheidai from ErechtheUs, Theseidai from TheseUs, and Kodridai from KOdros. Comp. Her6dot. vim 44. Stephan. in Athenai, p. 44. Complete lists of' all these dynasties will be found 
in Eusebios, Can Chronic. pp. 361. ss. Edit. Scaliger. 1658., and in Pausanias, by comparing I. 2. 3. 5. 17. 19., n. 18., In. 18., vu. 25., a. 25. 

With these, however, I am not at present concerned; farther at least than regards the develop ment of language. Her6dotos informs us (ubi supra, and 1. 56. that the Athenians were of 
Pelasgic descent, the Lakedaimonians of Hellenic, and expresses it as his opinion, that the former 
forsook their primitive language (theliptiClow "iv frAit crowv on their entering the Hellenic family. 
He then speculates on the subject of this aboriginal dialect, the Pelasgic, from the analogy of that 
of the people of KrestOn, but concludes with confessing candidly, iv Tiva ZA tyA4Zac7av reaav oi rh. 
Xacrryoi, al X IVO Irrpextes drat (ubi supra, 57). 

It is greatly to be regretted that the illustrious historian did not prosecute this research fur 
ther, as he flourished during a period when it might have been pursued under peculiarly favourable 
circumstances. He might, by following up his inquiry, have bequeathed us a solution of a problem 
of the highest moment in glossology, namely, to what extent the affiliated dialects of those nomade 
tribes of the Japhethic race who " divided the isles," that is, the maritime regions of the western 
hemisphere, amongst them, were severally effective in originating those of Western Asia and the 
European continent. At least, he might have supplied most important information respecting two 
of the number, the primitive Pelasgic and Hellenic. I say, most important, because I regard these 
languages, in themselves distinct specific types, as the parents severally of the two great families, 
which with the Sclavonic divide Europe between them, the Keltic and the Germanic. 

The first we know to a certainty to have been the vernacular of a large portion of the territory 
which was in course of time occupied afterwards by the Hellenic races: but it must of necessity 
have been greatly modified by the intrusions at distinct periods of the Egyptian and Phcenikian 
colonists. The natural effect of these immigrations would be, in the case of the Athenians, the 
formation of-a composite dialect, with a predominance in favour of the Egyptian element, more 
particularly if we are to attach any credit to the assertion of the people of Egypt, namely, that not 
only Kekrops, but also Krana6s, ErechtheUs, and Petes belonged to them, insomuch that an un 
broken succession of Egyptian dynasties ruled Attika, until the sovereignty passed to Melanthos, 
the father of K6dros. Comp. DiOdoros, I. 28. s. 

It is likely that about this time the Hellenic element entered into the Athenian language, and 
that thus the foundation of the Ionico-Hellenic was laid, to be so widely diffused in the course of 
time by the migrations of the Kodridai headed by NeileUs. 

I may here take occasion to recur to my former observations on the injury caused to Eth 
nology by those who would discountenance any attempt to trace affinities between the Greek 
and the Oriental tongues: for thus, supposing what can hardly be questioned, that the Ilellenes 
and the Pelasgoi were distinct branches of the Japhethic family, they would deprive us of the 
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into oblivion, in consequence of the growing spirit of autochthonism, which in. 

vested every true-born Athenian with the dignity of being the offspring of his 

native soil. The better to countenance this persuasion, the order of tradition itself 

was reversed: Sitis,instead of being amounted theParent, became the Daughter, 

most lucid commentary attainable under our present circtuustances, on statements respecting 
the antes-historical times of Greece, of which therefore Tradition is the sole voucher. I remark, 
however, that the denomination " Hellenic," as defined by the sober-mincled historian (Thukydid. 
c I. 3.), has been of rather an injurious tendency, it being confined to a geographical space far too 
circumscribed in its dimensions to be in any degree commensurate to its importance in a glossal 
sense. But the ethnic " Pelasgic" is not so; and this it owes to its greater vagaeness of appli 
cation, its far less straitened geographical limits, c circumstance which invests it with its 

proper ethnological dignity : for I have always been accustomed to reckon it a generic (possibly 
a sub-generic name for the vast variety of dialects which glossologists seem disposed to term 

Keltic, throughout the southern regions of Europe, that is, Greece, Italy, Spain, France, and pene 
trating northwards to the British isles. But to denominate from a spot like Halls .... I here 

speak of the Phthiotic Hellis . . a language whose affinities we can trace from the Mediterranean 
to the shores of the Baltic, has always appeared to me preposterous. 

To descend now to our chief concern at present: I conceive that to the Pelasgic, primarily, 
then to the Khsanic, imported into Attiki and the PelopOnnesos, and subsequently to the Phcenikian 

type of the Shemitic tongues, our classical Hellenic owes its radical terms ; that to these were 

superadded, in process of time, large contributions from the primitive, or Indo-Hellenic, but par 
ticularly its system of inflexions, at first, as might appear from the oldest specimens which we 

possess of those closely allied types, the Doric and Bolic, crude and inartificial, but moulded after 
wards by the potent influence of a higher physical existence into the forms of the smooth and 

flowing Ionic. 
According to this view, which has been adopted in conformity to the current traditionary his 

tory of Greece, the classical Hellenic owes to the archaic dialect of the same name its very remark 
able affinity to the Sanskrit; for I conceive that both these last were sub-genera, branching out 
from a still older language, which was also the parent of the ancient Persic, the Medo-Persic, and 
their derivatives, so far as my personal research has extended, the ante-hellenic dialects of western 
Asia. I have, therefore, taken the liberty of distinguishing the archaic language of Hellis by the 
title " Indo-Hellenic," feeling persuaded, that in this I shall have the concurrence of those emi 

nent scholars who have devoted attention to the structural formation of the Greek. With regard 
to its more fundamental connexion with the Pelasgic, the most ancient representatives of which 

were the dialects of Central Italy, I solicit the attention of those distinguished philologists who 

have of late years earned such well-merited applause by their researches, not less patriotic than 

they have proved successful, into our Ibero-Keltic literature. 
c Cp. Di6dor. v. 67. med. and Wesseling's note on i. 28. 6. 
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Kekrops himself an " Aut6chthon," and Neith lost her indigenous characte 

ristics t of the flower-topped sceptre, and the crown of the Lower Egypt, to 

become symbolized by the Olive and attended by the Owl, the tree and bird of 

Attika. It only remained to bind her still more closely to Hellas by as 

signing her an Hellenic name, but, from a religious scruple, such an one as 

might still retain her primitive appellation in the form, so to speak, of a root. 

This may be conceived to have been effected in the following manner. 

Scholars versed in Hellenic palteography are aware, that during the transi 

tion of the Greek language from its rudimentary, or more Oriental, form, a 

mode of writing was adopted conformable to the course of oxen when plough 

ing, pothrrpod*Sv,t which was, in effect, a species of compromise between the 

Eastern fashion of writing from right to left, and what was regarded by the 

Hellenes as the practice of happier omen, c the adopting the contrary direction. 

In this way we may suppose the name of our Tutelary, when occurring in one 

of the regressive (right-left lines of a Bustrophed6n, with the Hellenic termi 

nation, to have been written MM. The next process, as I conceive, and a 

very obvious one, would be to reverse the position of each letter in this so as to 

give it the form MY/kV:11 then it only remained to superadd the feminine ter 

mination so as to constitute it a new name. In the progress of time, when the 

long vowel-forms were introduced, the third letter of this would disappear, or 

rather be absorbed into the Eta, and the result would be the name as it appears 

c Vide ApollOdor. in. 14. 1. K6cpo4e aindx0ww c Tperrepos,Xerropigniv 'Aviv ark' Zavvii, 

K ex/1071a WvOisacrer. 
t Wilkinson, vol. iv. pp. 284. s. Engravings of this deity, with her several 

blems, have been given in the supplementary volume, Plate 28. 
Pausanias has described this style of writing, when commencing his 

" Chest of ICfpselos," in V. 17. 3., and concludes with likening it to the course 

tlaaos. We are told slso, that the laws of sMon (doves were written in this 

kration and Suidas. See also PhOtios in Lexik. p. 237. 
Bacim has several examples in C. Inscr. i. nn. 1 . 8. 22. 23. etc. 

c Vide Thiersch's " Grammar," Introduction, 5 10. 

11 I have introduced these characters, the oldest specimens of the Greek palieography extant, 

chiefly for the purpose of affording my readers some idea of its archaic forms. It is impossible not 

to be struck with the Phceniko-Samaritan aspect of the first, fourth, and last letters, when reversed: 

no slight corroboration of the origin of the Hellenic letters as assigned by tradition. See the 

Alphabets given from medals by ECKHEL, in his " Doctr. Num. V." IlL p. 404. 

characteristic em 

description of the 
of the racer in the 
manner, by Harpo 
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in Homer, AOHNH7 or AeHNA, from which the name of the city would be 

formed, just as OHBA' had originated from ()ABA. 
All this was necessarily the work of time, but proved in the end very ef 

fective in accomplishing its object, which was, to invest with the grandeur of 
the MSthos the nascent condition of the Athenian state, and thus bar all access 
to the popular convictions against the plain and homely truth. This, it is true, 
was a boon to the proud and vainglorious citizen ; to be spared the wound to 
his self-love of being taught that the emblem of his Tutelary had received its 

first nurture from the soil of an Egyptian town. 
To return to our Ionian island, to the colonization of which also it might 

appear from the unquestionable evidence of its medals, that Egypt had prima 

rily contributed . . . . I have only to add to the etymon of its name proposed above 

another resting on a basis wholly distinct. I here mean the aspect which it 

presents to the navigator, before whose view the heights of Pelinnatos render it 

one of the most conspicuous objects in the gman. I might cite authorities in 

support of this, but the vivid impression which the outline of this beautiful island 

has left on my memory, first when sailing from Constantinople to SniSrrna, and 

afterwards through the straits to SSTros, disinclines me to resort to such vouch 

ers. t I conclude, therefore, with suggesting that the Koptic root xxce, written 

also 610, and signifying 
" to raise up," 

" exalt," supplies a theme very appli 
cable to this case, in its derivative forms xice, xici, or dlci, " 

Height," 
" Loftiness," or with the participial prefix, erxoce, ercroci, " elevated." 

These last would of course, in the process of Hellenization, sustain an aphafresis 
of the prefix syllable, and the remainder would, as in the case of xoeic, or Crc, 

troeic, at once supply Xios. 

BOCHARTt has derived the name of the most conspicuous object in the island, 

Mount Pelinnalos, from the Dragon mentioned in the beginning of this article, 

resolving it into the Aramaaan elements Wr12 1447D, " 
stupendus serpens." This 

adoption of a legendary theme seems to me by no means to satisfy the require 
ments of a permanent chorographical designation, which would rather be se 

lected in conformity to some permanent characteristic of the object or place to 

be designated. Now precisely such an one, in the case of Pelinnalos, is the 

Vide Faseic. m. Ind. Copt. p. 401. t Vide p. 259. notes (* and (t). 
In Dict. Histor. nom. " Felinteus," p. 758. b. 
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brilliant appearance of its peak when the sun has newly risen, or, u I have wit 
nessed it, just before his descent : and I am much mistaken if the fragments of a 

Koptic appellation correspondent to this aspect of the mountain cannot be de 
tected in its Hellenic. These I proceed to trace, but previously observe, that the 

orthography of this name varies exceedingly, and that this very circumstance is 

an advantage on the side of the etymist in pursuing his investigation. It appears 
in Strabo thus ; r IleNtwaiow fipos bleriVerwrow Ty ly T7vim). In Dioqsios ; 
Kai Xios 4Xtf3(iTov Ildanyatov inrc; iricay.t His commentator, Eustithios, writes 

it MALI/yam liesSrchios has ileXXiyalor, Zw X1p ; and Stephanos, 
?op/aim', Opos Xiob, I agreeing with the Periegetes. The Scholiast on Pindaros 
writes it IleNtyydiow ; Plinius, " Pellemeus." II 

This being premised, I adopt, as my basis, with apokope of the Hellenic 

termination, IleXtywat, and divide it into what appear to me to have been its 

separate members, thus, 'Ir-eNty-wat. I have marked the first with ap6strophos 
at the beginning and end, to show that I conceive it to have been the repre 
sentative of Z..TIC, signifying 

" cacumen." The last, vat, I regard as identical 

with the Koptic urn, precisely as ArIVNTOS represented amongst the Greeks mu 

iiKertiro, the definite article and case-prefix being suppressed in the transformation. 

This RI I conceive to have been the origin of the Hellenic ata, or via, with the di.. 

gammic aspiration. I come now to the intermediate member, ALP, or Aim which 

I hold to be the representative of mac or imXfX," brightness," 
" 

effulgence," 

supposing an aphairesis of its first syllable and an assimilation of the second Laula 

to Ni on account of this letter immediately following. These changes, which 

unquestionably violate no rule of thematic combination, result in the compound 

IleXemitu, the abbreviated form of Tz.ne rielaa TIMM, " the resplendent 

peak of the country," and through it in the Hellenic from which I set out, or 

the variations thereof, rhAtwalos, IleVolvaios, etc., mentioned above. 

The most direct mode of removing any dissatisfaction with the extent of 

these changes is to cite a recognised example, for instance, Vvivpa. This town 

was so denominated from being the chief seat in Egypt of the cult of Athor. 

The Koptic form of its name, in the Thebaic dialect, was Ten-rwpe, thema 

c Lib. my. 1. in " Chloe." t Va. 535, P.634. 

c Not. in Pyth. x. 7. fl V. 38. 1. 
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tically, TRIffE,Letup, which itself becomes, by the substitution of the com 

ponents of ba.otup, Tsult-rfulibtup. Let us now remark the changes effected 
in this result, in order to the production of Ton-Lupe : firstly, RI is replaced 
with e ; then follows a synkope of Hut ; thirdly, rrE, is converted into e (in 
the Memphite form Tettealm); and lastly, the plural termination e is added, 
which the Greeks represented by their above-mentioned form Vvrvpa. 

VI, SIMS. There can be no doubt entertained of the Shemitic origin of 
this name, as the Greeks themselves confess that wherever it occurs it is con 

stantly accompanied with the circumstance of Height, or commanding position. 
Let us take, in the first instance, Samothrfike, which (to cite DiOdoros 6to1 

Own, TO' waXatOw EittlOY (iyopaaeivat,f and this not because it was a colony of 
the Ionian Samos, but because TiOavieTepoi dam ol 14,w; 'roil MittLOVS raXeicrOcu Ta 

gin, Oticarres elypialiat 'min ToGopa Tiv vicrovet That such a cause existed in 
the instance of Samothrfike he proves by Homer having introduced Poseidon 
as selecting it for his point of observation during the conflicts of the contending 
hosts in the Ilitis. 

Secondly, that the Ionian Simos was entitled on this ground to its desig 
nation is likewise demonstrable from Strabo : Mipor Uti Keil els 11; ;p0S C114Xei 
Te inrepstelpevov.II The conspicuousness of this high land from the sea-level 

sufficiently accounts for its name, as characteristic of loftiness. So also, thirdly, 
in the case of the Eleian Samos : V FAZif 04 Ma4tx6y lerrtv Zspviuct irpirrepov a 
oti irciXasLipos irpoacryopevol.dviti 8 ia Tj ihirOS rams, Zweki Icipovs hcoin, Ta l'Ilki," 
in accordance with what he had before stated with respect to the Thrakian. 

The Sfimos which has been mentioned by Homer in his review of the 

Armies,tt as also in the Odysseia, It and is proved by Strabo to have been 
the ancient name of Kephallenia,w is entitled to the same geographical dis 
tinction : for Strabo's description of this island is, parpa avirovaa wp41. ciipofr, 
Cepetwh iukytaTov V 6. pos. 4 airrg At/milli 

From what precedes I coincide with BOCHARTs" in his inference, that 

c Fsscic. Inscr. Groc. Tom. nz. p. 406. a. t V. 47. init. 
c Vide r'. 10. ss. c Strabo, a. 2. 

11 vv. 1. Comp. Clarke's Travels, vol. in. p. 365. 4to. Edition. 
" VIII. 3. if fi' . 634. tt r. 671. 845. c x. 2. 
00 Ibid. ". Diet. Histor. p. 872. b. 
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acipos is referrible to the same root with the Hebrew ICTOW, its Aramaic form 
trntv, and the Arabic Llt,,at, or clAjth, and 

to4. 
That root was perhaps the 

adverb IZCi used in a demonstrative or emphatic sense. 
VII. PLTMOS. I resume the consideration of this name for the purpose of 

submitting to my readers certain results with regard to it at which I have lately 
arrived. When I adopted the etymon proposed by sCHART, with a very de 
cided expression of my conviction of its truth, my attention had not been 
directed to the probability of Khamic themes entering so largely as 1 am now 
convinced they do into the Hellenic designations throughout the ..Egiean. At 
least, I had allowed them a very circumscribed range, one more immediately 
in the vicinity of Egypt itself, that is, not extending beyond Krete and 

lihoros. I soon, however, found reason, on extending my researches, to push 
forward these landmarks ; for having proceeded to interpret the names of other 
islands much more remote by means of Koptic combinations, I became more 
and more confirmed in my opinion, that the Egyptians of the Pharaonic ages, 
while pursuing the march of conquest and colonization over these regions, had 

impressed on those names memorials of both their language and superstition. t 
In the instance now before us, the first Koptic theme which occurred to 

me was suggested by the name " Palmosa," attributed to Patmos by Sophianus.I 
This must necessarily have originated in what we may denominate an ar 
bustal feature of the island, precisely as Virgil has termed his Sicilian town 
" 

palmosa Selinus ;" and it is obviously open to conjecture, in the absence of 

any express authority on its behalf, that " Palmosa," as a geographical name, 
may have been a version of an ancient Hellenic one, 430tyiki or etoivistaa. Be 
this as it may, it is impossible to overlook its exact correspondence to the 

Koptic or in the Memphitic form 111..1-eiutmr, the first element of 
which signifies 

" Palma," and the second " Insula." Hence arose the different 
modifications stated in the former section of the Memoirif relative to this island, 
the Hellenic ficierpos., perhaps written also rIciOpos, and the Helleno-Arabic 

according as the Thebaic or Memphitic dialects were used as archetypes, or a 

mixture of both these. We perceive also how immediately the last of these 

c Supra, p. 204. f Comp. supr. pp. 245. s., 264. note (0). 
Diot. Histor. p. 755 a. c Eneis, ru. 705. A P. 204. and note (0, ibid. 

2 L 2 
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forms led to (3a0plos, and through this to the legend embodied in the seventh and 

eighth verses of our Patmian inscription. 
I now direct attention to the physical aspect of the island, as described by 

the aecomplishecttraveller whose expressions have been already cited at length, 
and for the faithfulness of which I can vouch. The phenomena which attracted 
his notice,---the charred aspect of the cliffs, and the different vents of volcanic 
action, are too obvious to escape the observation of even the most cursory specta 
tor ; to which we may add, that possibly the forces now slumbering may have ex 
hibited to the eyes of the Egyptian, during the primitive age of which we now 

treat, unquestionable proofs of their energy. Hence he would naturally style the 
volcanic areas as 11H--fitibo (fully expressed, HR ii-fiutzo 

" 
sepulcra in 

cendii," equivalent to " volcanic graves :" or a designation embracing the whole 
island might be found in 114.-r.--fAzo, meaning literally, 

" devoted to confla 

gration." 
VIII. DELos. This island I hold to be the indisputable property of the 

Phcenikians, so far at least as its name is concerned ; and I esteem it as pro 
bable, that the Hellenic cult of Ap011on and Artemis, the principal seat of which 
was Delos, originated in the Phcenikian, of Astitrte (nrocip and Melikarthost 
('trrip 157) I have, therefore, no more material observation to offer respecting 
the 6tymon which I have already adopted I than this, that I think its synonyme 
N11151 accounts equally well for the geographical designation 

" 
Delos," and 

better for the myth in relation to the island which we owe to the invention of the 

Greeks. The reason is ; because its root 7151 not only signifies 
" to dread," 

" to be affrighted," 
" to terrify," but also " to draw forth," 

" raise up," being 
thus in one of its senses a synonyme of RIM, itself very probably the theme of 
'Av-TX4cd. The mythologists, as is well known, ascribed the name AnNos to 
the event of the island's having ceased its subsultory movements, and become 
fixed to a certain position ; but we now perceive that the myth was a super 
fluous exercise of the imagination, inasmuch as the Pehil concrete 1151, in its 

meaning 
" 

upraised," furnished a sufficient explanation : not, however, satis 

factory to the original Hellenizers, who wished, while affixing the name, to 

keep its Aramman original out of sight. 

c Supra, p. 218. t Buse). Prep. Ev. p. 38. A. C. t Supra, p. 217. 
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Strabo writes concerning Delos : "EvZo6or iTottrrav alnir al ireptoixact 
WitTOI xciXo6tteva4 KwAciZes, which we find in a versified form in DionSrsios, 
AiXov ZruxXo,ffarro, xal a,votsa KturXaes deist The words of Mela are an echo 

of this : " Quia in orbem jacent Cyclades dicta." I Those of Solinus are more 

precise and conformable to the fact : " 
Cycladas autumant inde dicta, quia, 

licet spatiis longioribus a Delo projectie, in orbem tamen circa Delum site 

sunt." The truth is, that Sfros, respect being had to its position alone, had 

a much better right to be denominated the central island, or, so to speak, the 

Nucleus, of the assemblage, from which I infer, that this honour had been con 

ceded to Delos in consequence of its distinction as the chosen seat of peculiar 

religious observances, of which the cult of the Letoidai in the Hellenic times 

was merely a continuation. 

This, however, supposes that the early navigators of the Egtean were in 

fluenced in their selection of Delos, a spot in itself so insignificant, for this 

honour, by religious motives. It would, perhaps, be stating the case more cor 

rectly to say, that the convenience of its position for mercantile transactions, 
added to its possession of a good rendezvous for shipping, were their primary 
inducements. On this Strabo writes : 'Erelcre theTexiopirrav oi 'c'kelropot, xcarc 

ciTeXelas To0 lepoi; irpoxaXovtavtp airrok, Awl eimatplas Toi; Attavos. ivaX 'yap 
xeiTcu Tar ix Tis'ITaXia Kai Tic TXXciEes ds friv 'Askew irVourriv 4 i4 wavirma 

1.47rOptitOY Ti Now, what was advantageous in the Roman times 

had been equally so in the Phcenikian ; and this I conceive to have led primarily 
to the distinguished position amongst the Kykladic islands ever afterwards 

maintained by Delos, that enterprising people having made it a settlement, and 

with a view of promoting its prosperity, granted it immunities founded on a 

religious basis. Hence the aTaeta to which Strabo refers as so attractive to 

the merchants of his age. 
The Tyrian and Sidonian mariners possessed, doubtless, their charts of so 

important an area as the Agsaan : it could not have escaped their observation 

how its islands were grouped. Of these the most interesting, in a commercial 

c x.5. Del. 
Descr. Orb. v. 125. So Ksilimachos, iv. 198. a. EZpoi'vee KvarAkibat Ziko/AE'vri 

repari4af. 
I Lib. IL poet med. c Polyhist. xi. 17. Q Lib. x. 5. ubi supr. extr. 
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point of view, was that assemblage which lay nearest to the European coast, 
bounded by Andros, Keos, Melos, Nixos, and Mykonos. The outlying islands 
from Thera to Tenedos were scattered in no definite order over the expanse 
of the .2Egtean. It is, therefore, reasonable to suppose, that they were the 
first to separate these groups, and impose on each designations appropriate to its 

form, that is, that they would style the compact Kykladic system in some such 

way as 1417in "14, with reference to their orbicular outline, and the Sporadic, 
as 141MD rkt, from their irregular grouping. These denominations would of 
course be adopted from the arbiters of geographical nomenclature, and when 
the Greeks replaced the Phcenikians, Hellenized, that is, 16in, or rather its 

Syriac form Mtn' t would furnish them with KvxXcis, Kvaciber, and inn or 

1.0"PTD, by transposition of the first two radicals and conversion of the first 
Yed into Vail, tinIDT, with YdNopciber.11 

Ix. AmoRoOs. I concur with BOcKH" in deriving the name of this island 

from dimirri, and the question becomes, in what sense we are to receive it, 
whether as signifying a plant yielding a purple dye for which AmorgOs was 

especially celebrated, or the colouring matter itself. Eustithiostt explains it 

IlopOpa nvra 7VIe7aav, which is hardly consistent with the words of another 

commentator,IT 
' 
ApOpyn, 6.130C POTI1107p IrOpOpeiCt namely, of the plant in ques 

c Stephan. De Urb. p. 703. VveZot, vijays TIT)), nropciScur, 1119 %cavilu,jy'EXAloirOvwf. 
t Cp. Buxtorf in Lexie. Chald. in yoc. '17e?; PP. 90. a 
t Vide Lee's " Grammar," Led. m. Art. 38. 
c Ibid. Art. 86. 

It is clear that what has here been stated as to the origins of Kvadit and Iropcit applies to 
their respective allied forms. The one series, beginning with ciiid'ot, find their ultimate theme in 
972, and the other, through erretpw, in '1,D with metathesis of its first radicals I have chosen to 
commence with the concretes, in the text, as being at present concerned with them alone, and 
wishing also to exhibit their analogy to the Aramaic forms "in statn emphatico." 

a. Staatshaush. (1. Athen. vol. t. p. 141. 
ft Vide Scholiast. Aristophan. Lysistrat. v. 140. Kdr Tat XVTOUVI040 Tat C4OP74,019. These 

xiTabria received their distinctive name from their having been manufactured from the fibre of the 
popitie, a species of fine flax (Xivoca)cipv, perhaps a Byssos which grew on the island, and had its 

same from it. The ctimiril was principally used in dying this. See the Lysistrite, 735. as., and 
Berkel. in Stephan. p. 120. note 21. 

tt Vide Scholiast. Aristoph. ubi supra. 
It may be interesting to remark, that the Amorgiotes make use at present of the Archil, or 
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tion. There is no way of reconciling these discrepancies unless by supposing 
that, in popular language, the plant and its product were known by the same 
name : yet even this does not decide to which of them it was first applied. 
The probability, however, is that the latter ... the marketable commodity ... 

was earliest styled 80 ; in corroboration of which we may cite the instance of 
" Amuma," the Latin form of 'ApOper, which certainly is never found with the 

signification 
" 

plant" attached to it. 

Receiving it, therefore, in this sense, we can easily trace it to a Phcenikian 

origin. Whether apOpyti means " the watery refuse of the olive," or " the dregs 
of the oil extracted from it," or " a purple dye," 

c it is properly referred as an 

Hellenic transformation, in the first instance, to ritaprot as its theme. This verb 

means " to extract by pressure," and is separable into the two parts, the inten 

sive a, and ilfritel the form in which it exists in Latin, evidently referrible to 

the root YID, " to use force," 
" 

impel." The Prefix is analogous to theHeeman 

tic N, a property of which, when used in this way, is to enhance the meaning of 

the word thus augmented. t My reasoning, therefore, is, that the Phcenikians 

denominated by a term (probably 14111D14 formed Heemantically from the 

AramEean ITC, the purple extract which, doubtless, constituted a valuable 

article of their commerce, and from it gave the island its name ; then subse 

quently that the Greeks followed this succession in their cly4pyid, cip6pri, and 

ltoopyOr. 
Let us now take the other sense in which cipOpyti seems to have been used, 

namely, eslos. pOTILVIV. This might also, from the process to which it was sub 

jected, have been derived from YID, but not so naturally as dp;pyn, the dye. I 

therefore select a different root, that is, 2114, signifying 
" 

texuit," to which I 

Lichen Rowel's, to colour their textures. This grows in great perfection on the rocks of their 
island, and is most probably the very plant now under consideration, with which, in all likelihood, 
the 00E09 0040040.0 of The6phrastos and Dioskurides may also be identical. 

c Pessow makes no mention of this, but notices the first two in his " HandwOrt. d. Gr. 

Sprach." I. p. 112. a. 
t Vide A Lennep. " Origines," etc., edit. Scheid. p. 900. in Londin. Scapul. 1820. Passow. 

ubi supra. Both these lexicographers notice co-ordinately With dp4friw its cognates d1'iX7w, mul 

geo, which are equally referrible to an Aramtean root, ....N.20. 
t Vide Lee's " Hebrew Grammar," Lect. vu. Art. 166. 2, 7. 
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find subordinated the Arama1c term 14:12114 with the meaning 
" 

purple." With 
this I connect ION, and thuiform a compound very likely to be used, in the spirit 
of the Oriental metaphor, to designate the plant from which the dye was pro 
cured, namely, 142121MON, " mater purpurEe." In the process of Hellenizing 
this, we may conceive the Serviles to have been rejected in order to form 

cipOp7ty, and it is difficult to overlook the resemblance of the whole to ap6p 
7wov.. 

BOCHART arrives at his conclusion respecting the theme of AmorgOs at once, 

by uniting CM to the Benoni Pehal of 2114, thus obtaining l'1114-014, "Mater tex 

torum," as the Phcenikian designation of the island.f The advantage of the 

preceding views is, that they deduce the name from a natural phenomenon : to 
which I may add, that the first is recommended by its superior simplicity. 

x. PHOLEGANDROS. The great uncertainty as to the orthography of this 
name renders it a matter of some difficulty to assign any etymon to it which 
will apply to all Cises. Thus Strabo writes it (DoVeyam5pos; Ptolemalos, CXO 

stactikpoc Stephanos, (DoX6yavbpos; Hesychios, 4)X4avbpos; Plinius, 
" 

Phalegan 
dros." 110X6KayEpor, which the Greeks of the present day have retained, appears 
to have been a variation of much more recent date than any of the preceding. 

Hesjchios describes it, in the passage referred to above, as a desert island, 

viaos I4n ; and Antipatros, apostrophizing the Kyklades, classes it with Siph 
nos Nickyoy Ziiiii4pau0E, cal airximpav 0oXiiatkpor TXhiuoves, cipxatarly b' taiga'!" 

aVtairiv, that is, squalid from its drought and barrenness. Nor is Aratos 

more complimentary: 'fl Avroi, at pevasi 75 cribnpeiv (PoXerivZpip dean, p76apov 

wapeXeimreat Lpoinv ; a passage cited by Strabo in his notice of Gyaros,II 
and to which he had referred a little before, (1)0V7aySpos, 'ApaTor atimpelny 

6voiL4rg1 Tiv Tpaxkyra. To mariners it remains to the present day one of 

the most inhospitable localities in the Archipelago, it being wholly unprovided 
with any harbour, or place of secure refuge for shipping. 

There seems, therefore, to have been a general and well-grounded consent 

c Vide Stephan. Byz. nbi supra. Te alarm. xpt6Furrat r8w. Etymol. Magn. 'A,seep 
rror xxoviekot rapa 1 tiarytiv,7 Jerre), 4E09 xpiLparot Spo'ov fikdacne. 

t Vide Geogr. Sacra, Lib. I. in Diet. Histor. p. 93. a. t In M. 8. Dalecamp. 
c See this epigram of Antipatros, cited at length in Holsten. ad Stephan. pp. 347. s. 
II Lib. I. 5. 
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on the part of all writers who have mentioned Phohigandros as to its physical 
aspect and condition: consequently we may with shfety select this as a basis in 

any inquiry relative to its etymon : not, however, to the neglect of its geogra 
phical position, as it may be said to form, in conjunction with Astypilaia, the 
side-columns of the vestibule of the Kykladic group to navigators coming from 
the south. I propose, moreover, for reasons already assigned, not to limit my 
self to Aramaic themes, as BOCHART has done, but to interrogate also the Koptic, 
leaving it to the judgment of the reader versed in such inquiries to decide on 
which is most entitled to acceptance. 

To commence with the former. I separate the name, as written by Strabo 
and Stdphanos, thus, clooNeya-v6'-pos, and find the divisions severally corres 

ponding to the following Aramaic compound, Linn 14/Z ni7D, wherein I sup 
pose that the intermediate member had dropped its final letters during the 

process of its combination with the extremes so as to form a name. This I have 
marked by the apOstrophos in the Greek form. The result .of the combination 
is KM1INCL2D, which for brevity's sake would be subjected to a second apokope, 
that is, of its Aramaic final, and thus be reduced to a form very nearly identical 
with the Hellenic. The designation corresponds also with exactness to the 

picture of the island drawn by the Greeks themselves, as also to its position 
at the entrance to the Kyklades to a voyager from the south. That position is 

expressed by tiltrl or MI41, and erin titnLa means " 
regio ista detestanda," or, 

in the more emphatic language of the poet, 
" illmtabilis ora.". 

The Hellenic name may, however, be resolved in another way, and differing 
from the former only by the retraction of the Rho. This gives us 41oNeya-Ap-os, 
of which the Aramman interpretation is 11: n5D, " 

regio voti," or 144"M ICLM, 
" 

regio votorum." By these I understand the " vows," or " votive offerings," 
which were customary on the part of mariners in circumstances of distress or 

peril, and the danger of navigating the Sporadic sea in the vicinity of the iron 
bound coast of our island to be thus appropriately expressed. 

The reader will perceive that I have limited myself in proposing this 

choice of themes to words purely Aramaic and of known authority: I therefore 

claim a preference in their favour to the etymon which BOCHART has offered, 

c /Eneis, In. 707. 
VOL. XXII. 2M 
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411311117D, that is, as translated by him, " tractus lapidosus." There can be 
no doubt of this explanation of the origin of 430Xifyaybpos possessing the ad 

vantages of being descriptive of its natural aspect, as well as of its exhibiting a 

very remarkable approximation in sound: but I demur to the recognising his 
concrete as being entitled to enter into a Phcenikian combination. There ex 

isted, it is true, an Aramtean root, 'IA whence the Chaldaic form in Pithe1,11, 
signifying 

" volvit," 
" 

devolvit," as is proved by a passage in the Targum of 

Onkelos,t 141131 AVD IWO It314-114 1111111, and to this, perhaps, the appella. 
tive selected by BOCHART was subordinated : but it appears to have been a 
word of purely Rabbinical invention ; and agreeably to this, the only authority 
which he has cited in its behalf is that of the Talmud of Jerusalem.t 

I proceed now to investigate the probability of this name being resolvable 
into Koptic, that is, Egyptian, elements, preparatory to which a few observa 
tions are requisite. The first is, that I hold myself at liberty to assume as my 
basis whichsoever of the varieties I have recounted above may appear to me most 

analogous to the language with which I deal at present : secondly, that as the 
sound of the Hellenic Delta was unknown to the Egyptian alphabet, I may be 

permitted to assume that the Greeks would, when it suited their process of 

Hellenization, represent a Tail of that alphabet by their own Delta ; and thirdly, 
that they would not hesitate to promote the same end by metathesis, elision, 
or any of the expedients conformable to their own grammatical rules, and this 

independently of the changes required for the affixing their own peculiar ter 
minations. 

Consistently with the first of these premises I assume the Ptolemtean name, 
OtX6KavEpos, as my standard, and divide it thus, 430vm-av-Spos. A Koptic ori 

. Geogr. Sacr. I. cited in Dict. Histor., p. 790. a. 
t Viz. of Genes. minx. 8. The Targums of Jonathan Ben Uziel and Jerusalem employ the 

more classical 1117Y71si. 
t Vide 143/42t N=, fol. 80. 1. s-tril rprits NrIN 414, cited by BUXTORF in his Lexie. 

Child. Talm. Rabbin. p. 456. Ed. Basil. 1639. 
c A singular custom of the Koptic scribes may be mentioned in reference to this, which was, 

to replace the Tau with the Delta in certain Greek words which they introduced into their con 
text: ex. gr. Navvy,' Airre#49, have been written by them in Acts, am. 24. 29. 31. oez..xport, 
z.pz,..v.iuuc. See Peyron. Lexie. Coptic. p. 28. b. 
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ginal of the first at once presents itself in TuX.Liez, which signifies 
" the end," 

" the summit," and was, by general consent, the theme of the name " Phflai," by 
which the Greeks denominated the sacred isle of Isis on the confines of Upper 
Egypt. 

c Next to 43/Xor follows av, which I conceive to have represented the 

inseparable genitive prefix ti or ft. Apos remains, the first letter of which I regard 
as a necessity resulting from the Hellenization of the original word, and, there 

fore, I write it Tpos, consistently with the second of my postulates. My next 

step is, to select a term commencing with Tau, the signification of which may 
be correlative to that of niXAsicb already stated, and also, in conjunction with 

this, fitted to express some known condition or characteristic of the island : for 

example, as aanpein. Pursuing this research, I find that rruipi is such a word: 
its general signification is " instrumentum ferreum," whether edged or cusped, 
to the last of which meanings the term Mice), in its sense " 

fastigium," is ap 

propriate. I think it likely, however, that irovi in this connexion may have 

been susceptible of the abstract sense " ferrum," so that rOusxs arrovi may be 

correctly rendered " 
fastigium" (or 

" 
extremitas" 

" fern," that is " 
ferreum," 

" ferrea :11 and if so, it would present a remarkable analogy to the erfrripeiti 

4:0oNi7av8pos of A.'ratos. It is evident also, that TuX.g.x2, may express either the 

geographical position of the island as the western boundary of the Sporfides, or 

its physical outline. 

Still, it may be asked, how are we to account for a transformation appa 

rently so strange as that of Twpi into bpos My answer is, by the exigencies 
of the HelIenizing process, which demanded the elimination of the first vowel, 

and the replacement of the last with the general insular termination. The best 

reply, however, is the citation of a case in point, and the first which occurs to 

me is that of Me/Vvvtrrov. We know that the Coptic form, whereof that was the 

Greek transmutation, was xei.l.nolit, I that is, xemutoirri, and let us mark the 

successive changes effected in it : the first and third letters are replaced severally 
with a sibilant and a cognate labial : the syllable ev is then introduced, but not ar 

c Vide Fascic. Inscript. III. pp. 401. a., 404. b., Ind. Coptic. 
t Comp. Peyron. Gr. Copt. cap. ix. p. 41. " Nonne Ilebreei dicunt iD1P71 ilth, , lingua sancti 

tatis' pro 'lingua sancta' Ita Copti ' corona fern, auri, feria,' pro ' ferrea, aurea, rea.' Iidem 
etiam scribunt 0 TIII.OTK, ' esse auri,' pro ' aureum,' uti nos ' esser d'oro,' etc." 

t Fascic. Inscript. in. Ind. Copt. p. 408. b. 
2 m 2 
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bitrarily, for I regard it as the representative of the genitive prefix which the 
Hellenizer seems to have supplied. The fourth step was the elimination of the 
o, and the last, that of the Iauta to make room for the Hellenic final. 

It only remains for me now to suggest two other themes which are suscep 
tible of Hellenization by a more obvious, though not more analogical process, 
namely, 111X4X6 lyre poioliz and Tu>4...K6 irre po, the first signifying 

" ex 
tremitas sollicitudinis," or " 

Eegrimonite ;" the second, 
" extremitas portEe," or 

" aditus." 111Xds.xe, is here taken in the same sense which it bears as the ety 
mon of Philai, namely, its geographical. PwoircA expresses the emotion which 
the very aspect of Pholegandros seems to have excited, and po its position in 
the adit to the Kyklides. 

XL AN:f.PHE. The origin of the name of this Sporade has been assigned 
by ApollOnios to the interposition of Photbos on behalf of the distressed Argo 
nafitai. Their chief had addressed a prayer to the god, the answer to which 
the poet records : T lla t U ins airopcibow pain dm; 1-10p' sixtlivari N ;lacy i8eiv, ONtris 
iirsoupaos avrta vicrou,t subjoining afterwards that the mariners who had found 
shelter in it named it AniThe ... ' 

Avel(Inp, bi ire Xto-o-ciSa vicrox,*lencow, 3 En (koli9Os 
kw, CITVNIEVOLS1 aysknye.t 

For this tradition of the Muse the merely philosophical writers has ac 
counted by the ascent of Anaphe from the abyss during one of nature's paro 
xysms, never imagining that in the case before us, any more than he did in those 
of Delos, Pittmos, and RhOdos, the myth had been invented as an explanation 
of the presumed Hellenic etymon. BOCHART has entitled himself to our thanks 
for having been amongst the first to discard these anilities. In the case of An 

aphe Il he has availed himself of the passage in Apoll6nios, in which he describes 
the grateful Argonafitai as dedicating an enclosed piece of ground (t-44E1,os 
together with an altar, Dtaet Zvi owiep(1), to Ap011on, styled AiVarrns," to draw 
the conclusion that the Phcenikians had denominated the island from riDAli, 

c Vide " Argonautikk" A'. 1701. ss. 
t Ibid. 1711. s. Orph. 1754. ss. Ph6tios, Tmem. 168. Stephan. Urbb. pp. 128. s. 
t Ubi supra, 1717. s. 
c Comp. Phi. II. 89. 1. Aramian. R. G. xvii. 7. sub. fin. Vide supra, p. 218. 
II Geogr. Sacr. L 15, Cp. Diet. Hist. p.100. 
" Vide Argonaut. ubi supra, 1714. ss. Strab. Lib. x. 5. init. C6non ap. Phot XL.11. 
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" 
leafy," or " 

overspread with foliage," implying thereby that such was its con 
dition when they first became acquainted with it. If so, Aniphe must have 

presented a very different aspect from its present. 
I prefer,however, the theme which rests on no such mythical basis. This island 

possesses a permanent and very remarkable feature, namely, the precipitous 
rock in its southern quarter, which has attracted the attention of such travellers 
as have landed on its shore. Hence it was that the marble was procured of 
which the temple of the Aigletes was constructed, an act of idolatry which the 

Anaphiote of modern times has redressed by erecting on its summit a shrine 
dedicated to their Patron " 

lady of the reed," the Panaghia Kalamine. 
I therefore view the name in reference to this natural object, and class 

AnAphe amongst the islands of the .1Egman whose designations have preserved 
a memorial of their primitive connexion with Egypt. 'Avitrkri resolves itself 
at once into tti ilask, or, as it was sometimes written, HI 1-14.1111,16 almost precisely 
as we have seen the GrEeco-Agyptian 

" 
AOptpts. expressing HI fteptillif Conse 

quently, I would translate the former, " mansio cacuminis," or, " the island of 
the peak." 

XII. RHODos. The testimonies of ancient writers are so consentient on 
the subject of Serpents having in early times infested this island in such num 
bers as to render it nearly uninhabitable, that I am inclined to regard BOCHART'S 

etymon of its name as amongst the most trust-worthy he has proposed. I It 

appears to me, however, to fail in one important respect, which is, that neither 
on its own showing, nor on that of its supposed Hellenic derivative, does it afford 

any explanation of the myth which obtained such credence amongst the Greeks, 
and has been briefly stated by Herakleides in the following words : TOSov Ttly 
v;itrov TO iraXacOv xexpl4Oat Abyovcriv birO Tiv OaNitaanr. civa(paviivat U i; aTepow 
67paw0eiaav. Such has not been the case with the names diXos and IIII-rpos, 
as has been abundantly proved ; ii and to these we have added that of 'Amick 
in the foregoing article. 

c Basmurice: Peyron. Lexie. Copt. p. 10. a. t Fascic. m. p. 399. Ind. Copt. 
t Vide Geogr. Sacr. Lib. i. 7. Col. 369. Supra. p. 205. not. (). 
c Excerpt de Politt p. 455. Compare Pindar, Olymp. vu. 103. ss. cited below in the " General 

Postscript," viz. to page 202. line 11. 
II Vide Artt. vu. vim Comp. pp. 204. 217. s. 
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I now, therefore, propose the root IT, which satisfies this condition. Its 

meaning is " 
descendit," and its He6mantic noun Tilt signifies 

" a declivity," 
or " 

sloping ground." This gives us by the aphairesis of its Heemantic letter, 
and metithesis of the Vau, each allowable on principles of grammar, 7117 and 

this when Hellenized, `136Sos, a name, therefore, which properly signifies, a 

territory descending, or sloping down. Now, this is precisely the appearance 
which RhOdos presents to the voyager steering towards it in the track of the 

ancient Phcenikian or Agyptian trader, that is, in the direction of the port of 

Lindos. The summit of the Madonna, the highest point of Artamiri,t the ancient 

Atabyris, rises in the centre, and from thence the land slopes down to the coast 

on either side with such regularity of outline as to form the two sides of a 

triangle, of which the base is a line running from north to south, and com 

mencing with the town of RhOdos. This whole extent, when viewed at a 

sufficient distance, so strikes the beholder as to warrant a belief that it would 

suggest a name for the island in the Phcenikian times, in other words, that 

Taos has been formed in the manner stated above, or from 1111, the Maul of 

Tr, in the sense " declivis." The signification, moreover, of 111 itself would 

be suggestive of the myth of Pindaros I and Heraklefdes, for Rhedos could not 
" descend" without being 

" 
immerged" in the abyss. 

XIII. KRiTE. Arguments of a very cogent nature have been adduced by 
the learned CALMET rn support of his opinion, that the Caphtor mentioned in 

several texts of Scripture was identical with this island. If so, the Caphtorim 
must have been a colony from Egypt, as it is expressly stated, that Mitsram 

was their immediate progenitor : 
" Mitsraim begat Caphtortm," ii that is, the 

community* so denominated from the place of their settlement descended in a 

c Vide Lee's Grammar, Lect m. Art. 88. VIIL 178. 7. 
t Or " Attamiri," an evident corruption of the ancient 'ATcvpsy, Strab. iiv. 2. med. In some 

old editions of DiOdoros ' lerapa,pov and 'ATapvplov appear instead of 'ATafil;pov and 'Avst3vpiov. Vide 
V. 59. Ed. Bip. : and St6phanos has 'ApTaiMpea Opl, Urbb. p. 480. 

t See above, p. 218. 

c Vide " Dictionary, etc.," vol. i. Art. Caphtor. 
0 Genesis, 3E. 14. 
* That the name Caphtorim is tO be received in this sense is certain from its position : for those 

which it accompanies were doubtless the Ethnics of the several families, amongst which Egypt, the 
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direct line from this son of Kham. Such being the announcement, it may 
prove interesting to inquire whether the testimony of Language harmonize with 
that of the Sacred Record. 

If we are to allow any weight to Etymology as a witness, we must conclude 
that the Koptitai of Upper Egypt were amongst the foremost in passing the boun 
daries of their territory, and seeking intercourse with foreigners, for nothing is 
more certain than that the name ArrnrTos was that by which the Biblical Mite 
raim was known to the Greeks from the earliest period of their history, that is, 
a direct Hellenization of the Koptic fuliKeTrro, Itthkap-, 

" Home" (or 
" 

Land" 
" of Kopt6s." c We can hardly, therefore, be regarded as straining the point of 

etymology overmuch, when we trace in the Shemitic TrIDD a memorial of the 
same Kopt6s, either in its Thebalc form Keferw, or its Memphite Karr which 
the Arab writers have retained in their 1:,;,;. We find, moreover, a Koptic term 

signifying Rest, Repose, wpci, and thus analogous to ow,, (raze (the Greek 

L'asts), a Habitation, a Place of Rest. Let us now combine these elements in 
the name Req.-num and we exhibit, as nearly as the Hebrew combinations 

permit, the Biblical linDZ. 
Such I conceive to have been, if not the Protonyme of this island, at least 

entitled to rank as an aboriginal designation. But the question here arises: 
How are we to account for the supplantation of this name by that with which 
the present article has been headed c The answer to this will, if I mistake not, 

satisfactorily prove the intruder to have been of Shemitic descent. 

We may, perhaps, conclude, without any undue pressure upon the sacred 

text, from the longevity of the Patriarchs, and the rapidity with which the 

peopling the earth advanced during the Patriarchal times, that the migration 
from Upper Egypt hinted above took place in the persons of one sole branch of 
Mitsram's family, and during his lifetime. Let us now attend to what we learn 

territory of Mitsraim, was partitioned. The designation Pathrusim, for example, points instantly to 
that section of the Thebais which the Egyptians termed 114430401, or ridS.TOirpitC, and the 
Hebrew writers 011I1. Vide Ezek. aux. 14. Fascic. laser. m. pp. 182. 404. 406. The Casluhim 
also, mentioned as the progenitors of the Philistim, have been placed by JONATHAN BEN UZIEL in 
the Pentapolis, that is, the Kyrenaic territory, and by the Jerusalem Targum in that ofPentischoi 
nos, between Pelusium and Mount Casius. The former I think the more probable. 

c Vide Fascic. Inscriptt. m. Ind. Copt. p. 402. a. supra, p. 2.59. 
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from the same source respecting the Phi.Haft], namely, that they were his de 
scendants in the generation succeeding that of the Caphtori.m. If, now, we con 
nect with this what the prophet Amos f states with regard to them, namely, that 

they came out of Caphtor, the conclusion follows, that they abandoned the ter 

ritory of the CasluMm, and joined their kinsmen, who had colonized Caphtor 
in the second generation, during that which immediately followed it. Hence 
we find them styled by the prophet Jeremiah, "the residue of the isle of Caphtor," 

4t4trivigw.t 
When we next read of them, they are settled in Palestine : warm tmprn 

orm 122/1 rrnwrit `1111DZO tyttrm VT MP "ti trlY112; the 'Avim 
mentioned here having been descended from a son of Canaan. II In this, their 
new settlement, they appear to have been known by the ethnic wrro, as is 

proved by such expressions as 1117 an, vrtzrn, 4111n-Igni, etc., in the his 
torical books of the Old Testament,* combined with two from the prophets 
Ezekiel and Zephaniah, to be cited shortly. 

The meaning of this term, as an appellative, seems to have corresponded to 
the Latin " 

alienigenm ;" and it may be suspected that David's expression to 

Ittai, who, together with the rest of the Gittites, had resolved to share his for 

tunes on the occasion of Absalom's unnatural rebellion, admits of a reference 
to this sense, at least remotely, and in accordance with the well-known position 
of the Philistitm in the country ; for there appears to have been a considerable 

degree of emphasis in his words when he advised his follower to withdraw; 
" For thou art a stranger !" 4Z,tt and this, not only as a member of 

my body-guard, but also as an allophyle, vim. The texts from Zephaniah 
and. Ezekiel referred to above, taken in connexion with the versions of them 
in the Septuagint, will be found strongly confirmative of this view. 

I pass, in the mean time, to the notice of another signification attached to 

this ethnic ... one, however, not involved in its proper and etymological sense, 

c CALMET9S oversight in his statement respecting this succession (vol r. art. Caphtorim), is at 
once corrected by a reference to the original, 1:341:1D !1t41, which is rightly translated in our 
authorized version. 

af Ch. Li. 7. t ',Lyn. 4. c Deuteronomy, n. 23. f Genesis, x. 17. 
* Viz. Samuel, I. 30. 14., ii. 8. 18., Kings, i. 1. 38., Chron. I. 18. 17. 
if Samuel, u. 16. 19. 
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but assigned to it in consequence of the peculiar military accomplishment of 

the Philistim ... which is, 
" 

sagittarii," men skilled in archery. Thus we find 

WillZ represented more than once in the Targums by 1441121), and corres 

pondently in the Syriac by 1.b...s134 This, as I may incidentally remark, 
corroborates the identification of Caphtor which has been given in the com 

mencement of the present article, so far as it extends ; but I would not pro 
ceed the length of supposing with BOCHART,I that the ethnic trrinz had been 

applied by the Phcenikians to the people of Krete, in consequence of their 

rivalling the Pala3stinian Krethim in their use of the bow. I conceive that 

the reason of this application lay deeper, that is, in the cognizance, which the 

Phcenikians cannot but have possessed, of the true origin of the latter, and that 

nothing was more natural than that they should extend to the parent country 
a designation with which they were so familiar at home. It unquestionably arose 

from some such persuasion as this, in other words, a belief in the identity of 

Krete with the Biblical Kaphtor, that the Greek Interpreters have translated 

the two passages in Ezekiel and Zephaniah, to which I have already referred, 

in the following manner: t 4111Z PR vrirrt trneht Lai 4-r ruu LXX. 

'Hob 1.14 brrelyw Tip 'caps pov irI Tan' AXX04)6XOUS, ral Z1oXo0pcbaol Tay KpiTas. 
IrritZ117D VIM Vin 12Z4170ufl121 17111D 4U VII 17371 132/4 41r1.1 LXX. 06ai 

ol KaToiNavres crxolytatta Oad\c'urans, ircipourot Kpvriow, Xeryos Kuptov (f)' 

Xamity, 'AXX00j67ow. This text is immediately followed by the 

words ; rpr, rro11rrm Linri rirrrn.se LXX. Kai Zscrrai KATI yo/An 7rogiview. 
It is evident from the construction of parallels, that the AXX601,Not and 

the KpriTer here mentioned were one and the same people, the name of whose 

territory was KiriTn.tt The first of these versions is sufficiently warranted 

and explained by the texts already cited from Deuteronomy and the prophets 

c Vide Samuel, n. 8. 18. Kings, L 1. 38. t Vide Kings, L 1. 38. Chron. I. 18. 17. 

Geogr. Sacra, L 16. med. Cp. Diet. Histor. p. 370. a. 

c Ezek. xxv. 16. II Zephan. n. 6. s Ibid. v. 6. 
Schleusner explains this, " Regio Paliestime orientalis : ni-tp, fossurse." Lexie,. V. T. n. 

p. 316. h. It is quite clear, however, that 1E471 in the last of the above texts of Zephaniah an 

swers to the words trn 17=1, viz., the line of coast occupied by the Philistines, in the first rendered 
7; 7X0440164 7fit OaXcIeer: as also, that ris-ip and wimp belonged to quite different roots, the 

former to rro, and the latter to rro. 
VOL. XXLL 2 N 
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Jeremiah and Amos, respecting the settlement of the Philistim in Palestine ; and 
it may not, perhaps, be reckoned as overstraining the testimony of etymology 
beyond its legitimate bounds, to suppose that the ethnic trITIZ had been as 

signed to them as a memorial of their allophylous origin, in other words, of their 

having been immigrants into that country, this having been necessarily pre 
ceded by their " 

severing" their connexion with their original territory, and 
followed by their " 

exterminating" the 'Avim. Now, both these meanings are 

evidently germane to the root-signification of mrrlz, which is subordinated to 
" to cut off," or " 

away." Again : how are we to account for the Greek 
Translators having selected K6Tec as the ethnic in their language best an 

swering to VITO, and Kpirrn as a version of r.Pr1 17311, the line (a-xotycapa of 
coast occupied by them in Palestine c All are familiar with these designa 
tions, and know that they belonged to the Egwan island : and it appears to 
me inexplicable, that they should have adopted them here in preference to 

XepeOctiot and XyZO (or yri XepeOcdoni), as they before used Xerraot,'Ieflovactibi, 
and the like, had it not been that they regarded that island as the point of de 

parture of the Philistim for their new settlement in the territory of which they 
afterwards originated the name. 

c The primitive seat of this remarkable people I place with their progenitors, the Casluhim, in 
the Pentapolis of the African coast, the distance of which from the Kriumetopon of Krete did 
not exceed a thousand stadia, or about two days' sail (Strabo, xvir. 3., Plin. iv. 20. 4.). The short 
ness of this interval would naturally induce emigration on the part of the Philistim, who would 
join their kinsmen, the colonists from Upper Egypt, for supposing whom to have been already settled 
in the island I have stated my reasons. These tribes I regard as having constituted the aboriginal 
population mentioned by Her6dotos: Tiv rplp Kp7TIJVeilkov 7; wcattaiv irrav 1341913apog, that is, 
peoples distinct from the Hellenic race (i. 173. init.). 

The Philistim appear, in process of time, to have been " brought out of Caphtor," that is, to 
have been dissociated from the Caphtorim, and conducted to the territory occupied by the Canaan 
ite 'Avim. During these changes of locality, however, it is natural to suppose that they would 
retain their inherited superstitions, institutions, and arms, in all which, so far as we possess the 
means of comparison, we trace a marked resemblance to those of the inhabitants of Krete. For 
example; an analogy has been perceived between the Taman Zeils, to the nurture of whose infancy 
Bees were fabled to have contributed so largely of their stores (DiOdor. v. 70.), and the idol of the 
Ekronites, =I 173/=; and both may have had a common origin, namely, the use of the Bee as a 
territorial symbol by the ancient Egyptians. It is possibie, however, that the latter may have meant 
the same thing with the Zein 'ArO,uvios of the Eleians mentioned by Pausanias (v. 14.). But we 
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XIV. KiPRos. Her6dotos writes as follows respecting the colonization of 

this island : Torribly (that is, Kmplow .7.0a48 pyee, srrt c a pay, clirc; EaXattiVos 
'ANIvione a Ea, ciirO ' 

ApraZins lor8 KbOyou a Si, clirS 41)owlictir olU, 

can hardly be mistaken in the following: the expertness of the Philistim in the use of the bow, 
which, as we have seen, caused their name of trrrIz to be synonymous with the Rabbinical wimp, 
reminds the classical reader of the weapon of GOrtyna, Knos6s, Zptera, and Kydonia (Pausan. 
29., iv. 8. 20.); and both are connected in the memory of the Egyptian archteologist with that 

potent arm of the military service which contributed so essentially to the victorious progress of 
the conquerors amongst the Pharaohs. (Wilkinson, vol.i. pp. 304. as. 

Let us now direct our attention to the Kretan institutions; for these, as detailed by Platon, 
who has commenced with them in his great work " of Laws" (p. 624., etc.), also by Aristoteles (De 
Republ. IL 10.), and Strabo (x. 4.), furnish the most conclusive argument on behalf of the 

Egyptian colonization of this island, so congenial do we find them to the spirit of that people, and so 

evidently did they originate from some dominant mind, which had received its training in the Egyptian 
school of polity; or rather, perhaps, from a series of such minds recorded in mythical lore under the 

appellations of Diktyloi, Priests of the Kretan Isis, and Kuretes, whose successive efforts to civi 
lize and refine resulted in that system which a fabulous antiquity has attributed to Minos. It is 
related of this legislator, that he retired for nine years to the cave of his sire Zdis, in a spirit 
emulative of the fame of Rhadamanthys, and at the expiration of that period returned with a 

Digest Of ordinances, which he enforced on the ground of his having received them from the god 
himself (Odyss. TI 178. 8. ; PlAton, Minos, p. 319. b.; Strab. ubi supra). What proof could we 
have more evident than this, that the Lawgiver of Krete was, like the Herakls of antiquity, a 
combination in one person of many individuals, or perhaps more truly, the Impersonation of that 
divine principle of Justice and Truth, which the courts of judicature in ancient Egypt presented 
under a twofold emblem (Wilkinson, vol. ii. p. 27.), and the Hellenic mythist could only make 
clear by embodying it in an individual. 

His fabled predecessor Rhadiunanthys had also claimed a divine origin for the laws which he 
introduced into his rude community, and he also had his reward: for as Minos, the Impersonation 
of the Atm itnoTt, the principle of " Divine Truth," received after death honours approaching to 

divine, so was Rhadamanthys associated with him, though in an inferior grade, as peciteAn 
itument," Judge of Hades." Even Aiak6s, the myth-created Hero of the Eginetans, whom in 
one sense we may regard as purely of Greek invention, may be referred thematically to an Egypt 
ian origin, as " Mansion of the Dead," or " Increment of the Grave," HI IIKWC, or Z.14.1 fixwc; 
and if so, we possess a remarkable analogy to the Egyptian triad of Osiris, 1:16ros, and Anubis. 

(Pliltarch. De hid. etc. xxvirL; Wilkinson, vol. iv. pp. 363. 401. 441. s.). 
The very general consent of the ancient Paraphrasts and Translators in identifying Kaphtcr 

with Kappadokia seems to have originated in nothing more convincing than the similarity in sound 
between IfInZ and liairrabo. Are we then to lay no stress on the approximation of Apteras, one 
of the names in the list of Kretan monarchs (Emil). Chron. p. 77. to Nnii=, or of the Kretan 

2 N 2 
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aws AiOutwit's' los alpro2 Iityrpot Xkyouce Stephanost informs us as to the 

origin of its name, according to the opinions which were current amongst the 
Greeks, deriving it a7r0 Kiffp0V Ovyal-pOs Kivtipov, cbrO Ovoihivov avOovs 
Kkpov. 

' 
Airrinvp.ov c/Yriat, Kpe'nri-ov xeirXiaOcu Bia 71 virwTecrOat TAXcirts Irma 

TiS OCOattlati e2Ta Kinrpos. He then proceeds to recount the names by which 
it had been known at successive periods : haXelTo Sa rai Kepacrr2s, am; Toi; woXXcl 

arpa 'eketr oral KepaaTtas, Kai ' ApaBouata, tralMtgovis, MOixela, Kai 'Ara/Atomic. 
From these authorities we derive some valuable hints on the subject of the eth 

nology of lihros, certain of which I now proceed to investigate. 
There can be no question but that the Athiopians and the Phcenikians 

were the most ancient colonizers of this island, the former of whom inhabited 
the division of Egypt which lay between the Nile and the Arabian gulf, and 
was included, during the Makedonian and Roman periods, in the jurisdiction 
of the Thebarches, or Governor of the Thebais, t a territory then extending to 
the southern limits of the present Sennaar. 

It follows, therefore, that in any attempt to settle the etymology of the 

Kyprian names, we should allow the Egyptian element its due share of consi 
deration. Let us, then, examine to what extent it is possible to bring this, 
firstly, in the case of the island itself, into harmony with two of the themes 
which have been noticed in the first of the passages cited above from Ste 

phanos. 
I commence with the shrub Kypros (It'yOor Ktiwpov), in the Arabic 

the " Lawsonia inermis" of the Linnwan system. It appears also to have been 
the plant understood in Scripture by the name 1DD or "'VIZ, II which, accord 

ingly, BOCHART" has selected, and added to his list of evidences of the preva 

city Aptera (Stephan. p.150. to rr-trID, or lastly, on Mlystpa, also the mune of a Kretan town, 
having been the ancient designation of rtryfr, the chief stronghold of the Palestinian Krethim 
(Stephan. pp. 256.562.). c vim. 90. fin. 

t De Urbb. pp. 492. s. Comp. Konstantin. Porphyrogennet. De Themat. 1. Th.15. 
Comp. Fascic. rn. p. 177. n. cccLvii. a. 

c Vide Plin. xil. 51. fin. " Optimum habetur ex Canopica in ripis Nili nata: Secundum Asca 
lone Judee: Tertium Cypro insula, odoris suavitate." Hence the line in the Hymn to Aphrodite, 
V. 66. MetiMre Tpolvv, arpoXtroi)a" einaea Kthrpor, 

11 Vide " Canticles," 1.14., iv. 13. 
* Geogr. Sacr. i. in Diet. Hist. Steph. p. 383. a. 
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knee of the Phcenikian element in the Hellenic proper names. It happens, 
however, that the Koptic term for the shrub is also govnep, and to which, each 

being so exactly the counterpart of the other, the palm of antiquity is to be 

adjudged, who can decide c If the latter have been formed from the Greek, as 

the learned PEYRON. appears to intimate, how are we to account for its 

identity with the Hebrew designation, unless we are to suppose that in copying 
a name from one language its framers adopted the standard of another c To 
this may be added the difficulty of assuming that the Egyptians possessed no 

independent term in their primeval language for a plant so well known to them t 
and appreciated from the remotest times. 

I now pass to the next theme mentioned by Stephanos, thatA is, ...7rt; Tori scp6 
wrecrOal, the very statement of which leads to the conclusion that it had been 

warranted by the presence of a TaeL in the earlier Hellenic name ; in effect, 
that it was written Kpiiirros, as the authority cited by Stephanos informs us. 
We will suppose now what is by no means improbable, that this Kpiiirros had 

been the result of a Hellenizing process, the object of which was to appropriate 
the name of the island to a Hellenic theme, and that this consisted in re 

moving the Rho from its proper and original place ; for it is certain that Ken 

-ropo (that is, rtssiceirro rupo supplies a geographical designation accurately 
descriptive of the position of Kypros with respect to Egypt, as Po means 
" 

porta," 
" 

janua ;" also, 
" 

caput." This would become xerrrpo, or xvirrpo, 
from which the Hellenic KpIPIrros would arise, and by eliminating the Tan, 

rirspor. 
This view of the etymon of Kkpor possesses the advantage of establishing 

a remarkable analogy between it and Kaphtor (IMD, itaxecrr mum, or 

ruopq),T so that it might appear that the colonization of both these islands by 

c Vide Lexie. Copt. p. 69. a. In p. 271. a. xolitnep is stated from KIRCHER to have been 
the Koptic term for the fruit produced by this plant. 

t Compare the testimony of Plinius cited above, who assigns the first rank in excellence 
amongst the different growths of this shrub to that of Kanobos. Note (0, p. 278. 

c I have here, as in other places, given the components of the name in full: but it is manifest 
that during the process of effecting their combinations, inorganic adjuncts, such as Articles and 
Prefixes (sometimes even an organic letter, as here q, see p. 273.), would be eliminated either in 
whole or in part, according as it suited the requirements of the language into which the composite 
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adventurers from Upper Egypt had been simultaneous. If so, the Biblical 
Caphtorim would either be identical with or included under the ethnic of He 
rOdotos, Al0Ioarer. 

I now proceed to consider certain other geographical names connected with 
the island before us, of which, as I wish to shorten these remarks, I shall select 
two of the most ancient, Paphos and Amathils ; occurring also in quarters 
most likely to be visited by mariners from the south. The Pitphos to which I 
here refer is the old city (11aXabratkos), termed so to distinguish it from the 
new (Nelaratkos), which was situated on the coast to the west of the former, 
and distant sixty stadia. The circumstances of their positions were very dif 
ferent : the new Paphos lay on a creek near the shore, little above the sea-level, 
whereas the old town had been built on an eminence ten stadia removed from 
it hence the description by Strabo, kap ric OaltivrrnsetZpvidvii, and the epithet 
" celsa" applied to it by Virgil. t It seems, therefore, by no means improbable, 
that Egyptian founders of the city would designate it by a name expressive of 
its local position, this appearing sufficiently remarkable to attract notice. They 
would accordingly style it ct.z..ovask or ita.a.cle, namely, as " 

appertaining to," 
that is, " founded upon, an eminence," or, with the Thebaic possessive-form, 
rtz..4.4)e, t the transition of which to HitOos would be immediate. 

Should it be objected here, that I am now extending the meaning of the 
possessive prefix beyond its due bounds, notwithstanding the occurrence of 
such expressions as floorc 4q..4.541 iteocx, in accordance with which rwrane, 
or by a fusion of separate dialects, nA.taste, nz.z.clx, may be legitimately ren 
dered To; 140vs, some such term as IIIJULASIZUJIII being subauded to autho 
rize the use of the masculine prefix . . should this, I repeat, be objected to, I am 
prepared to offer an alternative, which appears moreover to be recommended 
to our acceptance by a rather singular coincidence. 

The geographer St4phanos informs us, under his heading 'EPYOPA' that, 

was to be introduced. Thus, in the present case, both the possessive and the definite articles are 
supposed to have been excluded in the reduction of the simples to the Onomastic ii1110Z. 

c Strabo, 6. in Cypro. t Eneis, x. 61 
My meaning here is, that for the sake of euphony, the first Phi in theMemphitic form41424e 

would be converted into Pi in the transition to ThiOot, i. e., the Thebaic prefix-form adopted. 
c Vide Peyron, Lexie. Copt, p.163. b. Gr. cap. T. 3. 
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ZaTe Ka2 Ii6expov Wtty (that is, another Erythrit), vily MON, he meaning 
thereby : but the distinction here is of little moment, as we are 

only discussing the subject of names. The question immediately suggests 
itself, Whence arose the succession of Paphos to Erythrfi as a designation of 
the same town c I am disposed to think, that the answer to this lies deeper 
than has been imagined by the ordinary Hellenic etymologist. Referring to 
what I have already stated with respect to the ALOtoires who, according to the 

Kyprian tradition, had contributed their share to the early colonization of this 

island, I have now merely to remind my readers, that the boundary of that 

people's country on its eastern side, the 'EpOpet OriXarra of the Greeks, was 
denominated in their language cloto.u. ftwa.pt.i. I assume it, moreover, as 

highly probable, because natural, that these aboriginal settlers would feel anx 
ious to preserve some memorial of their native land, and consequently, that the 

designation o-spuxtAi (Da.stiartA, in the case of the immigrant, and nuut.z..4tuni 
(1)44)1o.itA., in that of the settlement, would be those by which each respectively 
would be known. We will now suppose these to be Hellenized, and is it not 

manifest that airouros irimpos would represent the first; TO Priffitta in:41ov, the 

second; and that, the Ethnic once formed, the transition to the name, 11405., 
would follow as a matter of course 

It remains, however, that we should account for the name 'Eptr0 pit, which, 
we are told, was the prior designation; and this presents no great difficulty. I 

am persuaded, that it resulted from a desire of a more complete Hellenization 

than was obtained by merely modifying the Egyptian name ; that the Greek, 

therefore, instead of 4w/A Itw.pi, selected his own vernacular translation of 

it, 'H 'Epvepa Olu\avra,t the first member of which he chose as the represen 
tative of Tuitia.itcguarti (or Ti10116 1144101A, and then formed its regular 
ethnic 'EpuOpaios, equivalent to oIrpuiiiu ria.ctioJeA as given above. Antiquity, 

however, in process of time re-asserted its rights, for the name P6phos, which 

contains the elements of the true Egyptian, is as old as the days of Homer, 
and is traceable even in the barbaric form of its modern representative, while 

Erythrk is known only to the page of the geographer. 

c De Urbb. p. 354. 
t Vide Fascic. Inscript. in. Ind. Copt. p. 407. b. 
t Ibid. p. 177. n. occLvn. a. 8. a. c Odyss. 0'. 363. Hymn. r. 59. 
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I proceed now to offer some remarks on the name Amathfs. It is so well 
known that the worship of Aphrodite in this city and its territory dated from 
the earliest antiquity, that it becomes unnecessary for me to incumber x y page 
with many citations in proof of it. I content myself, therefore, with tran 

scribing one from Pausanf as : "E o'ri bE 'A,wOov^r 6v Kvirp 7r6Xic 'Aba,vcioc Ev 

avTn Kai ' A/poSiTfls 2e po v EarTcv ap (aL6raTOV.' 
I esteem it as highly probable, that this cult of the citizens of Amathi s had 

descended to them from the Theba?c colonists, whom we may reasonably sup 
pose to have introduced into their new settlement the rites of Athdr (XXewp 
along with those of the worship of Osiris (Ovecipi), to whose consort and sister A 
Isis (Hce she bore so close a resemblance ;t as she is known to have been 
the Tutelary deity of the western, or Libyan, district of the Thebaf s, extending 
as far as Hermonthis, I as also to have been a Contemplar in each of the triads 

worshipped at Tentyra, c Apollin6polis Magna, Ombos, and Abunkis. It fol 
lows as a consequence from this, that they would in all likelihood denominate 
it from that goddess of their mythology, 

11 The Possession of Ath6r," Hi s.v.s I 

(or11ssAs8vre It .owp, expressed onomastically wt.a.P, sewp or owp. 
The Phaenikian representative of this would be 11?Wt, if we may conclude 
from the analogy of 171111D, which occurs in several texts of Scripture 11 as the 
Hebrew equivalent of H .ewp, the district of the Thebais above mentioned, or 
the Hermonthite home ; and the transition from thence to the Hellenic 'A?ua- 
Oovs would only imply the exclusion of its fourth letter, for the sake of euphony. 

Again : the supposition which I have ventured accounts not only for the 
name Amathiis, but also for the Cult of which the district was the chosen seat 

during the Hellenic ascendency ; for the Greeks always reckoned their Aphro- 
dite as identical with the Egyptian Athor. Many proofs of this could be pro 

c Lib. ix. 41. 2. Comp. St6phan. pp. 112. s. Ovid. Am. uL 15. 15. Catull. xxvi. 14. 
LXVII. 51. 

t Compare Wilkinson, vol. iv, pp. 381. s., 386. s. Plutarch. de Iside, etc., LVI. A similar 
approximation of the Kyprian Aphrodite to Demeter has been noticed and illustrated by CLAax : 
Travels, von. it. p. 317. 4to. Ed. 

Viz. the district Mwopi. See p. 272. note (u). 
c Vide Wilkinson, ubi supra, pp. 231. 389. es. 
II Isaiah, xi. 11. Jerem. xuv. 1. 15. Ezekiel, xxix. 14., xxx. 14. 
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duced ; but I content myself with referring to one in which I maybe regarded 
as personally interested ; I mean the inscription in front of the Pronaos of the 

temple at Denderah. This fane had been dedicated to a triad of deities, 

amongst whom, as appears by its existing sculptures, Athor was the most emi 
nent in rank (, xvpLo ra'r?7t), and therefore gave it its name ; a circumstance 
which the dedicatory titulus expresses, A+P [ODE ITH I . OEM . M EI'1 CTH I . 

KAI . TOI C . EYN NAOI C . eEOI C, in exact accordance with the testimony of 

Strabo. I 
This view of the origin of the Hellenic cult serves, moreover, to throw 

light on the expressions of Stephanos under the head AMAOOYX : 'A uaOo$c 

Ir67lts Kuzrpov apxacoTaTf, Ev ?j "Abotvcs "Qacptc E'rtya-ro, ov, Aryl Ir'rcov ovra, Kuirpcoi 
Arai 'FoivzKec d'SsoWowUVTcu. To understand this, it is necessary to premise that 

the attributes of Isis and Athor so resembled each other in many respects, that 

the Greeks fell into the error of confounding them, although in reality quite 
distinct members of the Egyptian Pantheion : hence such expositions as the 

following : `H S' "'IuLc eoeriv ore Kai MovO,11 Kai Ira%X cv'?Aevpc' 
' Kai MFBUepTT irpoa 

a7opeve'rac. This entitles us, therefore, to suppose that the rites which the 

Egyptian immigrants bad really introduced were those of Isis, and that the g Y 
Greeks, in process of time, substituted for these solemnities the worship of 

Aphrodite. It would follow as a matter of course, from their intimate con 

nexion, that the former would be accompanied by her consort Osiris, and thus 

a way would be prepared for that appropriation of the Egyptian cult to which 

Stephanos bears his testimony. I am inclined, moreover, to think that the 

. Vide Fascic. Inscript m. p. 216. n. oocLZv. b. 
t Vide Fascic. Inser. III. p. 172. note (e). 
c Lib. zvii. 1. Tyjwat N 'A/poss7?v K. T. ). viz. the Tentyrites. 
c De Urbb. p. 112. 
II Plutarch. De Iside, etc. LV1. fin. Comp. Wilkinson, iv. pp. 382. 384. This eponyme was 

mast probably a contraction of L' ItMw f , " Mother of the Earth's fruits," analogous to 

A'!/LTip See p. 282. note (t), supra. 
* Otherwise'A9vp, (Fascic. Inscr.in. p. 242. n. CCCi.xxiv. L 8. p. 406. a. Ind. Copt. _:oWp, 

contracted from Hi irre swp, oixos 'Opov in Plutarch. ubi supra. Vide Fascic. Inscr. in. 

p. 217. not. (z). 
ft Viz. AXC6 sOwp ?Mvps ep, expressive of the Act of Replenishing Ath r, or, as 

Plutarchos intimates, To 7piTov ai'BErdv io1 Lv Erc -re TO TX povs Kul Troy aizov. Ubi supra. 
VOL. XXII. 2 0 
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expression "As vts "OQnpzc means nothing more than 'Abc#YVQtpts,'0 which the 
Phaenikians would very probably write N1' R 11`7R, agreeably to the Egyptian 
6'c ohcxpi, where 6c, that is, 6oeic or Xoeic, signifies Lord, than which title 
of Osiris none is more frequent on the monuments of Egypt. 

If now we revert to the list of names of Kypros which has been given above 
from Stephanos, we may possibly obtain some glimpse of an etymon of Amathms, 
which may have been in popular acceptation amongst the Hellenic races, with 
whom the advent of the descendants of Kfish and Mitsralm had become a le 

gend enveloped in the darkest haze of antiquity. We may reasonably suppose 
that the latter would bring over with them, amongst other memorials of their 

country, those ideographical delineations with which the learned have become 
so familiar, and with none more than the types of the insect genera. I select 
for the present occasion one of these, the Bee with expanded wings, which 

Hieroglyphists consider to have been a territorial symbol.I I suppose, more 

over, that the Greeks of whom I now speak had received it as designative, 
either individually or collectively, of their Egyptian predecessors, under the 
form of another Hymenopteros, for which the hieroglyphical representation of 
the Bee might, at least popularly, be taken, namely, the Wasp. It would im. 

mediately result from this misconception, that the Individual, the Community 
to which he belonged, and the Territory which it occupied, would severally 
receive the names X i'j?, X c, and JKCW. An inquiring Greek would 
then apply his ingenuity in tracing etymologies, for which his countrymen were 
at all times so remarkable, and elicit from 'A,uaOovc a corroboration of this 

belief; for its Egyptian components would at once be concluded to have been 
mot. t., signifying 

11 
Vespw," and ewo-t~rc, i 

Congregatio," 
i1 

Multitudo," these 

being elements into which it would appear 
`1 

prima facie" to resolve itself. 
I feel persuaded that it was by some such process as this, that the Kyprian 

Greeks arrived at the geographical truth enunciated by the Scholiast on Lykb 
phron : `H Kvyrpos rpoTepov 2/r?KE1a !xaXEiro awo 'rwv Evoinaurrwv Excae avbpcvv, 
o' exalloth ro 4fc. This is not the only instance on record of a specious ety 
mology conducting to an imaginary conclusion. 

" Vide Berkel. in Stephan. p. 112. not. 30. 
t Wilkinson, vol. iv. p. 320. Comp. Art. V. supra, pp. 263. a. 
c Vide Sharpe's 11 Rudiments of a Vocabulary of Egyptian Hieroglyphics," No$. 417. 421. 

V. 447. 01 7rEYTi WOV 1 KFCav d2 KFpaaTt'ta. 
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POSTSCRIPT. 

Page 236, heading, 
" SECTION V."-I had intended at first to denominate this 

Section i1 
Supplementary," but on reflection substituted the above form, in 

order to preserve the continuity of the numbering, as well as to mark the con 
nexion of its subject-matter with the etymological theory developed in part in 
the Section which goes before. I say 

1i in part," because the discussion of the 

Koptic themes, which forms so conspicuous a feature in this one, has not re 
ceived any attention in the Fourth for a reason which may as well be candidly 
owned ... my unconsciousness of their applicability co-ordinately with the 
better' known and more generally recognised Phoenikian. My admission of the 
new element has been, in effect, of a comparatively recent date, and in some 

degree fortuitous, it having resulted from the course of my Koptic studies un 

dertaken for a wholly different purpose, namely, the determination of etynia 
exclusively Egyptian. 

Page 241, line 15. WI 1VI. This means literally 
11 the region beyond," 

and the Greek synonymes annexed have been so arranged as to represent the 

analogy of each to its corresponding Shemitic word, that is, of vyi3 (ata Fara c 

7aIa to IN, Aram. , and of it pas to K`1:I1, with aphalresis of the P. That 

the emphatic form1K?1 is admissible here is clear from 11MM in a passage of 

Ezekiel.t It might, however, be written as above, HIM, in stricter conformity 
to the Aramaic usage : and so also in page 251, line 8, where T may be 

otherwise written KIa3R N'K . 

Page 242, line 17. -- BoCEURT has not given the Arabic form here, and, 

therefore, when composing this note, I wrote ?, as doubting its correctness 
in the present case. I have since found my suspicion to be well founded, and 

that very probably .A, signifying 
" 

olla," was the term which he intended to 

represent by tha . P Y 
Page 243, line2. R rL,y. This is BOCHART'S etymon, which the reader 

willlease to alter to ?y thP, " exsultabundus (that is I leatus' sinus." P Ks 
Page 248, note (1).-BOCHARThas treated of this etymon in a manner which 

. Suprs, pp. 203-205. 216-218. t Ch. IX YL V. 18. 
2 o2 
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has exposed him to the disingenuous criticism of the author of the article 
LESBOS in the " Ancient Universal History," who keeps wholly out of sight 
the use which he has made of the inseparable prefix, and represents him as 

deducing the name from " Esbuith." f This ex parte statement would have 
been obviated by a little less complexity in his details : for all that is requisite 
in such cases as these is to obtain thematic forms which comprise the consonantal 

equivalents of the Hellenic names. The result of laying too much stress on a 

presumed identity in vocalization would, in many instances, be found embar 

rassing, and in all useless, as this would be regulated during the Hellenizing 
process by its own special laws. In this point of view BoCHART derived no 
manner of advantage from his form y13 tt*, as the case-affix of the Hellenic 
name would be determined by considerations wholly independent of the pen 
ultimate Vafi,. supposed to have been vocalized. 

Page 251, line V1. See the remark above on page 241, line 15. 

Page 277, line 28.--" For as Minos, etc." The expressions of Platon might 
seem to imply, that he was cognizant of the true import of this name, for he 
defines Law to be the Invention of Truth, and attributes its origin (at'Ttay to 
the Deity. 1: That such was not the case, however, is clear from his details 
relative to Minos, which proves that he regarded him as having really ex 

isted, conformably to the legends of his country, which connected his memory 
with the myth of the Minotauros, and aspersed it accordingly in no measured 

degree, 
A fate somewhat similar appears to me to have attended the aboriginal 

founders of the Kretan civilization, the Priests of Kybele. It is remarkable, 
that the very region in which these have been located by the Hellenic writers, 11 

. Vol. nL p. 203., folio edit. 
t It is to be remarked here, that BOCHART sets out with the Feminine form appearing 

to forget that 4, i insula," to which it refers, is ,a masculine noun. It may be, however, that he 

designed its immediate reference to 143 , " urbs." 
The advantage of selecting the Aramaic form is, that it at once supplies the meaning 

" septimus," and this independently of its being the more appropriate one on the present occasion 
in a dialectal sense. 

c Cp. Minos, p. 315. a. De Legibus, p. 624. a. c Minos, p. 318. a. 

II Diodor. V 64. 
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is that of the A wTepaioc, that is, if we are to allow any weight to homophony, of the 
as also that the arts which they are said to have introduced amongst 

the rude tribes of Krete t were those in which the ancient Egyptians are known 
to have excelled. Their identification by Pausanlas, I moreover, with the Kure^tes, 
whom Dibdoros c classes separately, is worthy of attention, inasmuch as it sug 
gests an inquiry how it came to pass, that names so dissimilar as aarrvXo and 

Kovp rev had been attributed to one and the same community. The following 
solution of this difficulty may perhaps attract consideration. 

I would assign to the first of these an Egyptian origin ; to the second a 
Phoenikian, or Shemitic. I conceive aax'rvXoc to have been due to the depre- 
ciating spirit which characterized the Greek when dealing with the myths of 
Barbarians whom he stigmatized as (7ip.ac Jugglers or Sorcerers, 11 in- 
fluenced by which, he would translate the title ppwAxe rtceXenxnt, " homines 

cordati," as though the last of these words were nccXonensn, 1i 
cligiti," that i8, 

saarriXov (drriTov). We thus perceive how a paronomastic version may have 

supplanted the correct and eulogistic one, and obtain an insight into the meaning 
of h aKTVXoc, which appeared so enigmatical to the Hellenic writers themselves.' * 

As to the Ethnic KovpTEc, I regard it as the Greek form of 0111`11Z, in the 

same way that "Apav7rc was of ??a3?t, f t and as radically identical with K pj^'rlr, 

GENERAL POSTSCRIPT. 

Pag 117, line 11.-The reader will perceive that the instance here re 

ferred to is that of the phyle Demetrius, one of the two which were added to 

the ancient ones of Kleisthe'nes, in the decline of the Athenian republic. $ It 

c Supra, p. 276. note (n fin. t Diodor. v. 64. s. c v. 7. 4. 
Ubi supra, c. 65. 11 Diodor. ubi supra. 

00 Comp. Strab. x. 3. fin. Diodor. Pausan. ubi supra. The alternative which I have adopted 
of travelling beyond the Hellenic in this emergency is abundantly sanctioned by Strabo's words: 
"AXXot S' tXXwv /LvBxvov1iv, a7roposs 7 ropa avva rTov'rEs. 

if Supra, pp. 250. s. 
$ Vide Plutarch. Demetr. xi. fin. Kai Tail OvXais bvov poQ Oe rav, .iijpjTpiata Kai 'AvTCgovd'bu' 

Kai T1JY BovXi v TWV 1rENTas o 1 'wv 7rpL TOV, E aKOaiwv E7rot' cray. This addition was made in honour 
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was scarcely necessary, however, that I should have noted it as an exceptional 
case, as the denomination, like that of Antigonis, was but transient, being 
speedily replaced with that of Attalis. 

Page 118, line 6.--" And always that of his soc," that is, as expressed by 
its Ethnical appellation. Thus 4 -rtoc, which appears at the close of the 
titulus cited from FABni r n,' means a citizen of the demos Sphett6s, subordi 
nated to the phyle Akamantis. 

Page 119.-The statements in this page, lines 8 and 25, have been somewhat 
too absolutely expressed, as the use of the Demotic ethnic in such a case would 
be contingent on the political relations subsisting between Athens and the 

place in which its citizen might happen to be sojourning. If it were a foreign 
state independent on Athens, his natural designation would be ' A O vaioc, to 

which, though not born in the capital, he would be entitled through his Phyla; 
but if the contrary, he would describe himself, as at home, by his Demos.t 
It is evident, however, that this qualification of my statements adds to the force 
of my argument against the Ethnical meaning of 'ATTUros in the inscription. 

Page 141. note ().---The period which contains this passage from Hippo 
krittes proceeds as follows : 'Ev SE TR EvpoSir srrty iOvos lrvO1K h', o ircpc Tile 
X4LY?v oirc, T)v Mau riv fica/cpov Tmv EOvtwv Tcdv aAXWv, Lavpo/caTaL xaNeOPrac. 
Tovrcwv ad 7vvcuK6c a. T. Et. Kai i xov*rau Tocs 'rox"ocs sass av ?rapO h'oi c(o ruv. 
ovK a7ro rap6evddovrac s ,w ptr av TWv 7roJte/ccwv Tpis 1L7roKMWWQL. Kai OV lrp6TEpov 
avvoiKEOVdiv fllFbp era 2Fpa Bvovaac Tw Iv w6j.iw. a a 

Page 195, line 30.-` Appears rival, etc." Add to these myths that of the 
Kilikian Amanos noticed by Stephanos : tlQTopoiaz, 'rov ' OpoQZflv sIro T avpwv iv 

'Icl'y6v L Tnv "Ap eyw KogiQavTa Tiffs /iaviac AvQLv evpeiv. c 
Page 200, note (*).-This myth of the Naxians has been noticed by Diodor 

os as follows : MuOON070vai bE NQ toc irvpi ToL Oeov ToiTOV, OarairopTcr trap avTois 

of Demetrios Poliorketes, the liberator of the Athenians, and his father : but their grateful sense 
of the benefit expired with the prosperity of the benefactor; for, as Stepbanos informs us, v"Qrepov 
c Towd aaav 'ArraVta xai f7oXE)uut a, Zia Hwy eirwvviwv C Ep'YE9O vTf4 8atrs wv. P. 218. Ed. 
BerkeL Compare under ArNOYy, p. 24., and AIIOAAONIEL2, p. 149. 

" Supra, p. 188. 
1 See B'ocKIfs notes in his Corp. Inscr. Tom. is. nn. 2151. 2156. 2227. 
: Vide Sect. in. p. 291. Ed. Genev. 1657. c De Urbb. pp. 112. s. 
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!rpatrjvat TOP Ohdv (SC. Ato YMov), marl Sea rroirro Tflv ̂ 0rOY a r#t 7qoVCra t IpoQgc 
XWraz17v, Kai v,ro 'rc vwv A tovvatsSa xaX eiuOai . uro v vy a p A ia, wr ro r iracpasbo 
M VOV JCVOov, rsre xepavvw6da,p I i Xi s Apo Tov rd sw, ?o 3pOV Xiq9thpa,,rat 
W 

7 c t t c I c c r 
tW.euv?ra Fcs Troyc i?pov, ens o rF71Etos T11s 7evecrE rs Xpovos t)118E, f3ouXevov 71aOcv 
M c r f w c c " I f I 

wv Hpav ?cv To flpe-pOov Fv T vvv Nadu.y, xat Sot?rau rpcoety -racy eyXwpiocs 
vv/.L4XLLc 4 iAia xai Koprovi s tat KXEt i. 

Page 202, line 11.-EivaXtocs. Compare the following passage from Pin 
daros : 4'avrri S' aiOpwira,v ',raAaial 'P4aiec, oirirw, oTe X eova svrcovro revs re rat 
aiOavarot 4avepav Fv ireXs'y t 'Poboy t q ev irovriw. 'AX1twpois S' Ev Pc'voeffty vtaoy 

irarpWar.t 
Page 203, note (1).-After 

" 
Dionys. Perieget." add v. 212. 

TRANSACTIONS, Vol. X XL Part I. pp. 21. s. 

I have concluded the present to be as appropriate an occasion as I could 

select to lay before the Academy a few observations on another Ionian record 

namely, the Teian fragment, a discussion of which occupies some space in the 

last of my Memoirs that has appeared amongst our Transactions. 1 I have 

stated in the Postscript which has been appended to it, that certain investigations, 

subsequent to the time at which it had been read in the hearing of the Academy, 
induced me to cancel the supplements I had proposed in my version c of the 

fragment as then restored ; and I concluded my notices respecting it, which at 

that time could only be general, with expressing a hope of being permitted, at 

some future period, to submit a more satisfactory statement of the result of 

the researches connected with it in which I was then engaged. II That oppor 
tunity has now arrived, and I hasten to devote it to the performance of my 
promise. 

The fragment in question has proved to be one of a very remarkable cha 
racter : nothing less, in all probability, than the missing reply of the Polyrrhe 
nians of Krete to the application of the Senate and People of the Teians on the 

subject of the sacrosanct prerogatives of their city, soil, and peculiar cult. I 

term it `1 
missing," as, in the collection of documents relating to these claims of 

B. H. V. 52. init. t 01ymp. vit. 100. ss. Cp. supra, p. 271. note c ). 
c Vol. zzz P. 1. pp. 11. es. c Ibid. pp. 21. s. 11 Ibid. p 80. 
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Teos, which was first given to the public by EDMoND Cmssiu, c from the 

papers of SaiRsiw and LISLE, all that we find of it are two lines, and frag 
ments of two more. The collection to which I allude comprises the decrees 
of the following peoples : the Romans, the Aitolians, and various communities 
of Krete, namely, the Eleuthernaian, the Istronian, the Sybritian, the Faxian, 
the Rhaukian, the Arkadian, the Knosian, the Polyrrhenian, the Kydonian, the 

Lappaian, the Priansian, and the Latian. Amongst these, but very short frag 
ments appear of the Polyrrhenian, Kydonian, Lappaian, and Priansian psephisms 
in CmHui L's collection, and that of his editor Bzca : but now, unless I am 

greatly mistaken, we may be said to possess the first of these in its integrity, 
and nearly the whole of the second. 

I am at present concerned more particularly with the Polyrrhenian. We 
know already from CHISHULL's fragment of it, t that the names of the embassa 
dors whom the Texans had sent to Polyrrhenion were Apollodotos and Koldtas, 
and it happens that these are the very names which we find distinctly men 
tioned in our fragment. We observe, also, clear indications therein of an order 
to have the psephism engraved, and deposited in the temple of the DelphianAp6l 
lon, a clause which no other titulus of this kind yet published contains : and, 
in addition to all this, we find the Polyrrhenians, at the close, mentioned in ex 

press terms as acknowledging the consanguinity of one of the Teian embassa 

dors, most probably Koldtas, with their community. This, however, is not all. 
I have found, on examination, that no single psephism which has been hitherto 

published supplies the integral restoration of this fragment, but that it is 

necessary to combine the extant tituli of five distinct cities, the Istronian, 4 
the Sybritian, c the Arkadian, II the Polyrrhenian, and the Latian, c to accom 

plish this end. The following is the order in which I have made these available: 
I commenced with the fragment of the Polyrrhenian in CHIsnur?z, which 

gave me four lines : I then passed to the Latian, three lines of which brought 
me on to the seventh : the Istronian and Sybritian jointly completed seven 

. Antiquitates Asiatioae, pp. 102-122. Comp. Bcckh. Corp. Inscrip. vol. u. pp. 631-643. nn. 
3045-3058. 

t Ubi supr. p. 121. Bockh. ubi supr. p. 642. n. 3054. 
Chishulll, p. 110. Bockh, n. 3048 c Chishuu, p.113. BaCkII. n. 3049. 

II Chishull, p.118. Bockh, n. 3052. '' Chishull, p.122. Bsckh. n. 3058. 
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lines more, and part of an eighth, thus carrying me on to the fifteenth line, to 

perfect which, and make out the sixteenth, I again had recourse to the Latian. 
The restoration of two additional lines was then effected by means of the Istronian 
and the Arkadian. Finally, the fragment itself, and it alone, was adequate to the 

reproduction of the last three lines, with which the psephism terminated. 
It thus appears, that a variety of published psephisms is requisite to a 

satisfactory restoration of the technical language of this mutilated document; 
as also, that it contains elements which are foreign to all of them. It follows 
from this, that it could only have been a portion of some one of those Kretan 

psephisms of which, as already stated, we possess a few of the initial lines in 
CHISHULL'S work ; and the fortunate preservation of PO .. PPHN i IZN in its 

concluding line necessarily limits our option to the first of these, which I have 

employed the first also in my process of restoration. I esteem myself, therefore, 
entitled to the recognition of the learned, as having been the first to reproduce 
this ancient record in an unmutilated form. 

Such of my readers as desire to inspect the fragment in the original, toge 
ther with my restorations thereof in a continuous series, will find both in my 
published collection of Texan inscriptions. The rules of our Society forbid 

my giving them a place here ; I therefore content myself with subjoining a 
translation of the minuscule Greek, with which I wish the conjectural version 
submitted on a former occasion to the Academy,t to be replaced. 

" The Kosmoi and City of the Polyrrhenians to the People and Senate 
of the Teians, greeting. Having received the Decree passed by you, with which 
You intrusted your ambassadors, Apolludotos and Kolotas, to bear to us, 
We grant both the sacred attribution, which you desire, to Dionysos, 

5 And to your territory its prerogative of being accounted holy and inviolate: 
And to all which remain appertaining to you we shall unite in guaranteeing 
Their due consideration and respect, without evasion, or pretext to the contrary, 
To the utmost of our ability : and should any of the Polyrrhenians act with injustice 

c Vide Fascic. ii. pp. 127. s. n. CLIV. a. The reader is referred also to pp. 133. s. n. CLV!. C., 
which I conceive to be the missing Kydonian psephism, relative to the same subject. Of this only 
one line had appeared before. Vide Chishull, p. 122. Bockh, p. 642. n. 3055. 

1" Transactions" ubi supra, pp. 21. s. 
VOL. XXII. 2 Pf 
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Towards any one of the Teians, or of any sojourners in Taos, in either a public 
10 Or a private capacity, in contravention of the Decree passed in relation to 

Its inviolability by the City of the Polyrrhenians, let it be allowable 
To any individual amongst the Teians, or of the sojourners in Teos, to come hither 
And make seizure of whatever he may have carried off, whether persons or effects; 
And let the Kosmoi who may then be in authority compel the holders thereof 

15 To make restitution of the same, without incurring any liability for so doing 
To penalty or legal process. We will that the Registrars of the City cause this 
Decree to be engraven, and lodged in the Temple of the Delphian Apollon : 
Moreover, that hospitable entertainment be given, as provided by the laws, 
To the Embassadors : as also, that Apollodotos, son of Astyknax, and Kolotas, 

20 Son of Hekatunymos, who in his own person is connected also by descent 
With the City of the Polyrrhenians, be accounted its Proxenic representatives." 

9 IIpoEFvos. Public officers appointed by one state within the territories of another, towards 
which it stood in relations of amity, to receive and befriend such of its citizens as had occasion to 
visit the latter. They corresponded, but in an honorary sense, to our modern " Consuls." Vide 
Herodot. vL 57., vin. 136. 143., and Valckenar'a note on the first of these passages. 

CORRIGENDA ET ADDENDA. 

Page 97. line 1., after TO )TO read or, Tat i p' TVV ff Xijv.---Ibid. 6., for synonym read syn 
onyme. So also in pages 172. 22., 196. 22., 198. I9., 203. 25 Page 118. line 2., for Here read 
Hence.-11q. 13., for Gentilitial read Ethnical. 124. 2., for between read before.--134. 23., for 
goddess read goddesses.-_141. note (0), for air read aer.-146. 18., for the read their.--157. note 
($), line 4., for her read the latter's. 178. 19., for observations read observation.---189. 5., for 
they read it.---194. 9., for marbles read marble.-201. 1., for Njaoc read Ni?Qao2._207. 13., for 000v read oeov.--208. 28., for Kura read KtTa.-224.27, dele rod. So also in 225. 3.-225. 1., for 
)1u read V iv.-233. 3., after expression insert with that.-.-237. 33., for Ardea read Ardeo.--- 
243. 2., for y2 read j'"'M-273. 15., for combine read unite..-277. 16., for his read Netpe.. - 
243. 17. a., add the following foot-note : 

The hypothesis here ventured naturally induces the inquiry, bow far it is consistent with the 
geographical name Amathus, and this I have left open to the consideration of the Koptic student, 
as being a process which involves no great difficulty. For, assuming the settlement to have been 
primarily a TILRCE (" sacred to Isis"), that is, Thebaice, a.U,a,TCIIRCE c .d?8'THCE 
(" Strength, or Possession, of Isis"), it is obvious that the law of Hellenic euphony would con 
vert the first member of this compound into a,aae, by a transposition of the aspirate and the fol 
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lowing tenuis, so as to become Ts 0 (Peyron, Gramm. Copt. pp. 18. 30.), and that of composi 
tion would subjoin the discrete o, thus replacing sq.,a.sTE or kJ2.6T with atae-o. We 
may then suppose the Genitive prefix to be retained, IT c jv, and we obtain A,aO-o-ev c AuaOovv, 
by affixing to which the medial of KCE, which is also a case-sign of the imparisyllabic declension, 
we arrive at AfaOovvs : or we may conceive it to have been rejected; in which case the inter 
posed o would combine with the t (e in the earlier Greek so as to form ov, and thus conduct us to 
'Aza0ovs. The retention, however, of the prefix possesses the advantage of leading us to the more 
archaic form, the analogy of which is proved by the oblique cases of 'AiwOovs, viz.,'AoaoovvTos, etc. 

The intelligent reader will thus perceive, that the combination of the Thebaic form, 
s .s2 Tc, possesses this advantage over that of the Memphitie adopted in page 282., that it 
applies equally well, whether we suppose the cult of Athor to have been primarily introduced, or 
assume that it had supplanted the Isiac worship; the only difference consisting in this, that, in 
the first of these cases, the elimination of the aspirate from the leading member of the compound 
is necessary in order to our obtaining the desired result, namely, 'AcaOovs. That this, however, 
is as much in accordance with the laws of euphony as the above-mentioned transposition of sT, 
so as to form 0, cannot but be obvious to any scholar who investigates the process for himself. 

A few words, in conclusion, on the subject of the etymon which I have conjectured at the close 
of this section to have been adopted, or, very probably, feigned, in the instance of Amathus, and 
which may be viewed in connexion with that intimated above (p. 287.), as the ground of the appel 
lation Daktyloi, attributed by the Greeks to the priests of Rhea, their representative of Netpe. 
I have termed these etyma " paronomastic;" but whether they resulted from ignorance of the 
true themes, or a desire to appropriate the course of social progress to the Hellenic name, or, when 
this was out of the question, to deal with the titles of its earlier originators in a depreciating 
spirit, it is difficult now to decide. This much, however, is certain, that it is hardly possible to 
overlook the exact correspondence of the results-the denominations IKTVXOL and ijicS-with 
the sentiments respecting them entertained by the Greeks. 

Of this spirit there existed several phases which it is not difficult to detect. One exhibited 
itself in the adoption of true versions, of which ScivOoc replacing t'pj3a (p. 204.), and KAAvcva re 
presenting Tfvcaos (p. 248.), have been adduced as specimens. Another had its expression in the 
invention of apocryphal themes, such as TE'vvos for the same Teve6oc (p. 248.), and Kavw18o9, the 
name of Menelaos' helmsman (Strabo, xvii. 1.), for the emporium so called ( Ba..6mno-itL, Fascic. 
Inscr. IlL Ind. Copt., p. 401.), which the Koptic student resolves at once into its true elements, 
Ks61, '1 terra," st0' , " aurum," an appropriate designation of a rich and flourishing sea-port A 
third evidenced itself in the transformation of the Barbaric nomenclature into the Hellenic, as in 
the instances of Lemnos (p. 247.), Lesbos (p. 248.), etc.; and this was found occasionally to preserve 
the leading idea of the original ; for example, Ev/3oi c, Ev flow (p. 251). Lastly, the transition from 
these to the invention of Paronomastic themes presents us with a fourth, and at the same time with 
some curious instances of either strange misconception or perverted ingenuity. In either case, 
the lesson which it conveys is instructive to the ethnologist. 



THE Engravings in front of this page represent the Anaglyphs, the consi 
deration of which and their accompanying inscriptions has occupied the first 
three sections of the preceding Memoir, in the condition in which they appear 
at present. The linear dimensions of the respective marbles are as follow: 

No. I. 

A Clypeate Bust of Claudia Lysimache, presented by Thelymitres. 
pp. 87.--107., 166.-189. 

Exterior, or Rectangular Stele, 2' 7' by 2' 5". 

Interior, or Circular do., 2' 1". 
Exterior Height of the Moulding of do., 4k". 
Interior do. of do. of do., 3". 

Length of the Epigraph, 2' 42". 
Height of the Letters, 1k". 
Depression of the Exterior stele below the Moulding, 4". 

No. II. 

A Clypeate Bust of 11 The New, or Young, Hera" (Fulviia Plautilla), presented 
to the Ionian NeApolis by Attik6s. pp. 107..-189. 

Exterior, or Rectangular Stele, 2' 112" by 2' 101 ". 

Interior, or Circular do. 2' 4". 
Exterior Height of the Moulding of do., 3$". 
Interior do. of do. of do., 4". 

Length of the fragment of the Epigraph extant, 1' 3k '. 

Height of the Letters, 2". 

Depression of the Exterior Stele below the Moulding, 4$". 

The Engravings have been executed on a scale of one-tenth of the original. 
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